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SUBJECT: BENCHMARKING REQUIREMENTS

1. Purpose

This Bulletin reduces the redundancy in benchmarking efforts when
establishing new positions.

2. Background

NRC Manual Chapter 4130 and its Appendixes contain the policies and
delegations of authorities governing position evaluation. These
documents place certain responsibilities for position evaluation on
Office Directors and Regional Administrators. Consistent with those
responsibilities, line managers have been required to prepare the NRC
Form 772-A, "Position Action and Evaluation - Grades-1-15; Ungraded" for
each new position. As required by the Form, both the supervisor and the
reviewing official have been obliged to "benchmark" the position
description. The results of the benchmarking have then been reviewi I in
the Division of Organization and Personnel (O&P) or in the Regional
Personnel Office.

3. New Procedure

Significant administrative efforts may be saved if the redundancy of
benchmarking is eliminated. Accordingly, effective immediately, line
managers may omit the benchmarking portion.of Form 772-A when requesting
that a new position be established. However, both the supervisor and the
reviewing official will continue to sign Part [I of the Form to certify
the accuracy of the position description.
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The Division of O&P will benchmark the position description 
and document

the point values on Form 772-A. In the Regions, it is only necessary for

the RPO to benchmark and document the point values prior 
to obtaining

final Headquarters' approval. In those cases where the Personnel

evaluation differs from the grade requested, line managers 
will be

notified, the issues will be discussed and the managers 
will be invited

to submit a formally benchmarked evaluation. Outstanding issues will be

finally resolved as provided in NRC Manual Chapter 4130.

NRC Manual Chapter 4130 will be modified consistent with 
these

procedures.

Patrf rr 2 I$ Xecto
Office of Administration
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PART I

OUTLINE OF SYSTEMS FOR EVALUATION
OF GS-1 - 15 POSITIONS

A. GENERAL

The NRC evaluation system for GS-1 - 15 positions is separate from that applicable to Senior Executive
Service, GS-16 - 18 and equivalent positions, and provides for the description-and evaluation of NRC
positions in grades GS-1 to GS-15, inclusive. It is the official basis on which grade determinations for NRC
positions in these grade levels shall be made.

B. BASIC STEPS IN NRC SYSTEM FOR EVALUATION OF GS-1 -15 POSITIONS

Evaluation of GS-1 -15 positions requires the following steps:

1. Description of the current duties and responsibilities assigned to the individual positions (Part II, A.).

2. Analysis of the work described on the basis of six evaluation factors (Part II, B.).

3. Evaluation of the position by comparison of the position with defined degrees of each factor and assign-
ment of point values within each degree by comparison with benchmark standards (Part III).

C. PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

Day-to-day administration of the system is contained in Part IV of this appendix handbook.

I Approved: April 30, 1980
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PART I I

POSITION DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

A. POSITION DESCRIPTION

1. Conditions

a. When required. A description shall be prepared when a new position is being established, or
there has been a significant change in the assigned duties or responsibilities of an existing
position.

b. When not required. A completely new position description may not be required to reflect changes
in an established position. Minor changes may be reflected by pen and ink annotation to the
existing position description and/or by the addition of a statement at the end of the description.
Changes are considered minor if they do not require substantial rewriting of the existing descrip-
tion and if they have no impact on point values assigned to any of the evaluation factors. The
responsible supervisor must, however, indicate approval of such change by initialing or signing
the pen and ink annotations and the additions to the description. Also, changes must be
processed in such manner as to assure that they become a part of the official position description
and that the Division of Organization and Personnel concurs that changes are, in fact, minor and
have no impact on assigned point values.

c. Identical positions. Where a number of positions are being established which are fully identical to
each other, it is not necessary to prepare an individual description for each position. A descrip-
tion shall be prepared for the basic position. Additional positions may be established identical to
the basic description. These shall be identified in such a way as clearly to establish their
relationship to the basic position. In such cases the employee assigned to the identical position
shall be provided a copy of the description of the basic position involved.

d. During detail or loan. Where an employee is on detail or loan (as provided in NRC Chapter 4108
"Employment"), it is not necessary to revise his position description as the employee continues t.
receive the salary of the position to which he is officially assigned. Appropriate documentation,
however, shall be made of the detail or loan, in accordance with appendix 4108, VI, D. and E.

2. Methods. The description of duties of positions in grades GS-1 to 15, inclusive, shall be attached to
NRC Form 772A, "Position Action and Evaluation," GS-1-15 (Part VI, B.2). NRC Form 323A, "Work-
sheet for Benchmark Correlation of a GS-1 -15 Position," will follow the description (Part VI, B.1).
Position Action and Evaluation Requests shall be processed by use of NRC Form 181, prepared in
accordance with NRC Manual Appendix 4108.

3. Preparation and Review. DETERMINATION OF JOB CONTENT IS A FUNDAMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
OF SUPERVISION. Hence, the position description of record shall be prepared by the supervisor most
familiar with the work assigned, normally the immediate supervisor, and reviewed by the supervisor
with the incumbent for accuracy and mutual understanding regarding the normal duties performed, and
for consistency with assigned functional and organizational responsibilities.

4. Content and Style. Words used shall be simple and easy to understand. Terms from the Factor and
Degree Definitions in Part V,B. should not ordinarily be used.

Describe WHAT is done, HOW it is done, and WHY it is done. To simplify the process of preparing
descriptions and to insure common understanding, the standard terminology in Part V, A. should be
used wherever possible.

5. Format. Positions shall be described under the following headings and in the following order:

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Show only the basic scope and purpose of the position as briefly as possible. A sentence or two will
suffice. The approved organization chart can often serve as a useful aid in preparing the Functional
Statement.

REGULAR DUTIES

a. Determine the primary or major functions of the position. State the "what," "how," and "why"
for each Regular Duty.

3 Approved: April 30, 1980
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b. Duties shall be simply and clearly stated. Each Regular Duties statement shall be in sufficient
detail to cover the following: What is the duty? How is it accomplished? Why is it necessary?

c. The Regular Duties statement shall be specific, but not long or involved. Use action verbs,
direct statements and be as concise as possible. However, do not be so brief that important
aspects of the work are slighted.

d. If a duty is significant enough to affect the qualifications required, or requires a significant
portion of the time of the employee, it shall be shown under Regular Duties.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

The use of the category "Occasional Duties" shall be limited. Occasional duties may include such as
sharing with others responsibility for acting in the absence of the supervisor. Little if any credit can
be given to an occasional duty when evaluating a position.

B. POSITION ANALYSIS BY EVALUATION FACTORS

An analysis of the position prepared on each of the following six evaluation factors shall be an inherent part
of the position description.

Basic Skills
Contacts
Responsibility for Decisions.
Supervision Exercised
Working Conditions
Effort

The analysis shall be prepared in accordance with the following rules and guides (see Part V for factor and
degree definitions):

1. Basic Skills

a. Basic Skills must relate to and be based upon the Regular Duties statement.

b. In the Basic Skills statement identify the knowledge and skill required to fully perform the duties
of the position. A position may require knowledge and skill in more than one field of work, a
single field of work, a phase of a field of work, or just a single procedure or method. (See
definition of "field of work" in Part V, A.) Indicate knowledge and skill requirements by:

(1) describing the way in which these are applied in the position. For example:

(a) knowledge of accounting principles, theories, concepts, and practices and ability to
apply them in the establishment and revision of assigned agency administrative
accounting systems.

(b) knowledge of double entry and accrual accounting methods and techniques in order to
determine the nature of entries to be made into the accounting system and to maintain a
variety of subsidiary accounts and ledgers.

(2) indicating possible methods of acquiring these skills or knowledges such as the alternative
experience, training, and education possibilities. The use of a specific education require-
ment such as a specific degree shall only be used when the duties and responsibilities cannot
be performed without such a degree.

c. The Basic Skills statement should convey the nature and scope of knowledge and skill required in
sufficient detail to facilitate the proper evaluation of the position. This does not preclude the
setting forth of the basic skills required in such detail as will be useful in identifying qualified
individuals in recruiting for vacant positions.

d. The Basic Skills statement shall be written in terms of performance after a reasonable breaking-in
period. If the position is a "t1ainee" position, this should be clearly stated.

2. Contacts

a. Group and list the contacts made by the incumbent in order of frequency, i.e., the most frequent
or continuous contacts being listed first, frequent but not continuous contacts being listed next,
and occasional contacts being listed last. Do not include contacts with the immediate supervisor
or subordinates since these types of contacts are evaluated under other factors.

Approved: April 30, 1980 4
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b. Within the frequency groupings established in 2.a., above, the level and purpose of the contacts
should be stated. Different types of contacts or contacts at different levels should not be
indiscriminately lumped together.

c. The purpose of the contacts should be clear. For example, to say that a Contrict Administrator,
GS-14, makes contacts for the purpose of "discussing the contracts which he administers" does
not present a clear enough picture. Indication of the necessity for any negotiation and obtaining
concurrences or agreements on controversial points would help place the position accurately in the
proper degree.

d. In the case of contacts which are not continuous but occur on a regular basis, the frequency
should be specified. For example, a Budget Examiner "once a year" appears before a Budget
Review Committee for the purpose of justifying a budget.

e. Correspondence is not considered a form of contact. Only face-to-face or telephone contacts are
relevant here.

3. Responsibility for Decisions

a. Supervision Received

(1) State the position title of the immediate supervisor.

(2) Indicate the Nature of Supervision Received. Terms defined in Part V, A.8 (General
Direction, General Supervision A, General Supervision B, Direct Supervision, Detailed
Supervision) must be used to indicate Nature of Supervision Received. Use the term which
as defined most nearly fits the type of supervision received and describe only the differences
between the manner in which the term is defined and the nature of supervision actually
received.

(3) State specifically the formal regulations, policies, NRC Manual Chapters or other guidelines
the employee uses. Indicate whether the guidelines can be readily applied and/or the natur,
of interpretation required, if applicable.

b. Independent Action

(1) Using the terms "approves," "endorses," or "recommends," as applicable, make any factual
statement pertinent to the position. Refer to the types of action described under Authority
and Responsibility for Decisions in Part V, A.4. Indicate signature authority as appropriate.

(2) Other facts needed for evaluating this factor can usually be described in statements
beginning: "Work accepted without review ... "ltemize the work accomplishments which are
not normally reviewed by supervision and indicate signatory authority.

(3) In those positions (such as Purchasing Agent, Contract Administrator, etc.,) where there
are monetary or other limitations of authority, these limitations should be stated.

4. Supervision Exercised

a. Do not complete this item unless "full" supervision is performed; administrative or technical
direction is not sufficient. Occasional, intermittent or "strawboss" work leadership is not
considered supervision for this purpose. Deputy positions, however, do receive supervisory
credit when they are, in fact, full deputy positions responsible for supervising the work of
subordinate employees.

b. List the number, titles, and grades of all positions directly supervised by the incumbent.

c. If positions directly supervised are supervisory positions, indent under each the titles and grades
of the positions supervised. However, if more than two or three positions are under such
subordinate supervisors, enter the total number of staff positions and the total number of clerical
positions supervised. Indicate the range of grades in each staff group and in each clerical group.
(See Part V, A.9 for definitions of "staff" and "clerical" employees.)

5. Working Conditions

a. State whether the work is carried on under normal office conditions.

b. Specify any disagreeable surroundings or working conditions which are characteristic of the work.

5 Approved: April 30, 1980
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c. Describe any hazardous conditions characteristic of the work.

d. State how frequently there is exposure to such disagreeable or hazardous conditions.

e. Describe any controls intended to remove or minimize hazards such as requirements for safety
shoes and other special clothing, respirators and other special equipment or special physical
examinations. Note, however, that in some cases the special clothing or equipment may be
disagreeable to wear or use, and thus constitute an adverse working condition.

f. Exclude any reference to irregular or intermittent duty involving unusual hazard for which a
hazard pay differential has been authorized.

6. Effort

a. State:

(1) what types of physical effort are demanded.

(2) the frequency and duration of each type of physical effort.

(3) whether the work requires awkward or confining work positions.

(4) whether visual effort is required to a degree which would cause fatigue.

b. Exclude any reference to irregular or intermittent duty involving unusual physical hardship for
which a hazard pay differential has been authorized.

Approved: April 30, 1980 6
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PART lIl

POSITION EVALUATION

A. USE OF DEGREES

Each of the six evaluation factors is described in Part V, B of this handbook in terms of a number of
degrees of difficulty. As a primary step in the evaluation of a position, the position description must be
reviewed against the degree definitions for each factor in order to determine the appropriate degrees.

B. USE OF BENCHMARKS

1. Point Values. After the appropriate degree in each factor is fixed, the proper point value within the
degree must be determined. For this purpose, the point values of a number of positions are contained
in Part VI, A. These positions are "benchmark" positions whose evaluations in Part VI1 of this
appendix serve as a standard for guidance in the proper evaluation of other positions. By study and
analysis of the benchmarks in relation to the position being evaluated, a specific point score is assigned
for the position being evaluated in each degree of each factor. (See Part VI, B. Form NRC 323A,
"Worksheet for Benchmark Correlation of a GS-1 to GS-15 Position.") No point score m.zy be assigned
in any factor greater than the maximum point score in the highest degree of that factor. Further
discussion of some evaluation problems and considerations is contained in D., below.

2. Basis for Point Scores. Point scores in the NRC Evaluation System for GS-1 -15 positions are provided
only in multiples of S points for each degree in each factor. Any such appropriate point score may be
used even if no benchmark exists at that score.

C. CONVERSION OF POINT SCORE TO GRADE

After each factor is evaluated, the points are totaled and converted to the appropriate grade for the
position in accordance with the conversion table in Part VI, B. of this appendix. If the total point score
assigned exceeds 1,060, the position should be evaluated under the system for evaluating Senior Executive
Service, GS-16, -17, and -18 and equivalent positions.

D. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN EVALUATING POSITIONS

Successful application of the NRC system for evaluating GS-1 -15 positions, as for other job evaluation
systems, depends to a considerable extent on the use of sound judgment and optimum understanding of the
position, its place in the organization, and the standards against which
it is to be measured. Some of the special considerations often involved in evaluation of GS-1 -15 positions
are identified below:

1. Evaluating the Position, Not the Employee. The personal qualities of an employee are not themselves
valid considerations in arriving at the proper degree and point score within each of the factors. The
factor and degree definitions and the benchmarks are provided for the purpose of measuring the
difficulty or responsibility of the duties assigned to the position. However, if an employee, because of
individual ability or personality, brings to his position duties or responsibilities above those previously
considered appropriate, and these are officially assigned or approved for performance by the
responsible supervisor, the position description shall be revised to reflect the new duties and
responsibilities.

2. Assuring Completeness and Accuracy in the Position Description. The position description is the means
of recording, for evaluation and other purposes, certain current facts about an established position.
Evaluation shall be based on the facts presented in the description, and on any supplementary facts
developed by interview. The interview will be conducted by a representative of the Division of
Organization and Personnel when it is determined that additional or clarifying information is necessary
to evaluate the position. Facts developed by interview shall be recorded and appended as part of the
description to clarify points of information or to recognize pertinent facts which were not brought out
fully in the description, but where it is found that the position actually functions differently from that
described, a new description shall be prepared reflecting the actual assignment. Under no circum-
stances does the description serve as a "strait jacket" limiting or prescribing the types of duties or
responsibilities which may subsequently be assigned. However, prior to preparing a new position
description, careful consideration should be given to whether described duties are officially sanctioned
and consistent with the purpose of the position.

7 Approved: April 30, 1980
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3. Evaluation and Pay. The evaluation system is a method of determining the relative value of Individual
positions. While the evaluation affects pay through determination of grade level, it is important to
remember that the resulting pay rate reflects relative difficulty or responsibility rather than a specific
"market value" for the type of work or the individual. To attempt to solve a pay problem through
increase in grade level of a position without a corresponding increase in responsibility-not only violates
basic policy but also creates inequities within the organization which may create further personnel
problems.

4. Need for Thorough Understanding of Position and Benchmarks.

a. The appropriate application of the benchmarks as standards requires thorough understanding of
both the benchmark positions and the position being evaluated. The need for thorough
understanding of the position being evaluated cannot
be overemphasized. This includes understanding the occupation and the organization in which the
position operates as well as understanding the specific duties of the position. Additionally, an
understanding of the interrelationship of the position being evaluated to other positions within and
outside the organization in which the position is located Is important.

b. The benchmark position descriptions include specific information describing the scope and
complexity of the benchmark position. A thorough understanding of the benchmark position is
necessary to assure its applicability on a factor basis to the position being evaluated. The
relationship among benchmarks and comparison of one benchmark position to another is also
essential to their proper application.

c. Undue emphasis should never be given to the presence or absence of specific words or phrases in
either the benchmark position or in the position being evaluated. The use of isolated parts or
portions of a benchmark out of context will distort position evaluation. Similarly, the over-
emphasis of single or isolated examples of work in the position being evaluated will distort applica-
tion of the evaluation system.

d. The evaluation process in NRC is one of comparing position with position on a factor basis. Within
each factor, the analysis is based on a study of individual duties. Normally, the highest level

_, duty controls the determination of the proper degree in which the position should be placed.
However, the evaluator should take into account whether that duty is a significant one in terms
of the overall purpose of the position and, further, the frequency and length of performance of
that duty.

S. Duplication of Responsibility. In evaluating a position, one must consider whether the duties
performed involve a degree of responsibility which the incumbent of the position bears alone or shares
with others. Where several individuals, for example, provide expert advice, the responsibility of any
one position for providing such advice is normally lessened, when contrasted with a situation where a
single person is responsible for providing such advice.

6. Inability to Find Counterpart Benchmarks. Because of the type of system used in NRC for evaluating
GS-1 - 15 positions, it is not necessary to have a benchmark for each type of NRC occupation. The
factor approach eliminates this need by requiring, after the initial determination of the appropriate
degrees, a comparison on an individual factor basis. As indicated above, however, this requires
thorough understanding of the total benchmark position and the position being evaluated. The
judgment process is extremely important in this phase. To facilitate to some extent the process of
factor comparison, the benchmarks have been divided into occupational groups. If there is doubt as to
the use of a specific benchmark, a study should be made of other benchmarks, particularly NRC
Appendix 4130-A those in the same occupational groups and functional areas. However, comparison of
the position being evaluated is not limited to positions in the same occupational group. Assistarce may
be sought from the personnel office in instances where the benchmarks do not appear to provide a
reasonable or reliable source of guidance.

7. Range of Grades. Position evaluation systems are not so precise that all positions identically graded
may be considered to be precisely the same in level of duties and responsibilities. The evaluation
system for GS-1 -15 positions in NRC is based on the "position" and not the "place in the organiza-
tional structure" and not on a requirement that a position subordinate to another necessarily be a fixed
number of grades below the superior position. An examination should be made of the alignment
resulting from the evaluation process to insure that it is reasonable and that all pertinent information
has been taken into consideration.

8. Application of the Whole Degree. In attempting to determine the appropriate degree for the position
under evaluation, the position shall be placed in that degree which, in the entirety of its definition,
appears best suited in each factor. One should not rely on individual parts of a degree definition
without taking into account the general scope and purpose of that definition. Emphasis should be
placed on evaluation of each individual factor of the position with the appropriate degrees in each
factor.

Approved: April 30, 1980 8
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9. Factor Application. Each of the factors in the NRC Evaluation System for GS-1 - 15 positions provide
a separate means of measurement of the position under evaluation. While there is obviously a relation-
ship between the weight placed on one factor and that on another factor for the same position, it is
not intended that the same information be credited on more than one factor. For example, contacts
should be described in the Contacts factor, and not in the Basic Skills factor as an OBility requirement.

10. Evaluation Record. NRC Form 323A, the "Worksheet for Benchmark Correlation of a GS-1 - 15
Position," provides a record of the Benchmarks used in evaluation; NRC Form 772A, "Position Action
and Evaluation Grades 1 - 15," provides a summary of the degree levels and point values assigned.
In some instances, the special judgments critical to the evaluation are not evident from these records.
Where such specific judgments have been critical to the determination of the applicable degree, bench-
marks or point values, a narrative record of the basis for evaluation should be made and attached to
the Worksheet NRC Form 323A.

11. Comparison with Office of Personnel Management Standards. The NRC Personnel Policy provides that
evaluation of positions in NRC shall be in accordance with approved NRC standards. The approved
NRC standards for GS-1 - 15 positions are the standards contained in this appendix. These NRC
standards have been developed with full consideration for producing results consistent with those pro-
duced through use of OPM standards applicable to positions subject to Chapter 51, Title 5, U.S.C.
Therefore, such OPM standards should not be used in day-to-day personnel actions concerned with
determining the grade of individual NRC positions in the GS-1 through GS-15 range. As indicated in
6., above, assistance may be obtained from the personnel office in instances where benchmarks do not
appear to provide sufficient guidance to evaluate a position. The personnel office may, in these cases,
find it necessary to perform job studies involving other government-wide standards and practices.

9 Approved: April 30, 1980
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PART IV

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

A. PROCESSING EVALUATION ACTIONS

Position Action and Evaluation Requests shall be processed in accordance with the following principles and
requirements.

1. The description and analysis of the position shall be prepared by the supervisor most familiar with the
work assigned, or to be assigned. This is normally the immediate supervisor.

2. The description shall be consistent with any statement in an NRC management directive regarding the
position or the organization In which located.

3. Supervisors shall recommend allocations of factor degrees, points assigned by degrees, total points,
and grade.

4. Reviewing officials and the approving official shall review the description and analysis for clarity with
respect to the duties and responsibilities, for consistency with any pertinent NRC management
directives, and for consistency with good position management; and shall endorse, recommend or
approve allocations of factor degrees and points assigned by degrees, total points and grade.

5. The NRC Division of Organization and Personnel shall review the position evaluation and, concur/
nonconcur in the allocation of factor degrees, points, and grade, and determine and assign occupational
series codes, if applicable. When required, the Division of Organization and Personnel shall submit
appropriate recommendations or endorsements concerning factor degrees, points and grade, and codes
to the approving official.

6. Where there is no disagreement as to grade, the points for each factor determined by the Division of
Organization and Personnel are official.

7. If the grade considered to be appropriate by the Division of Organization and Personnel differs from
that considered to be appropriate by the approving official, an attempt will be made to reach an agree-
ment on the evaluation.

8. If an agreement cannot be reached, the Division of Organization and Personnel will prepare an addi-
tional Form NRC-323A and supplementary justification, and both evaluations will be forwarded to the
official authorized to approve evaluation of GS-1-15 positions in cases where the personnel office and
the usual approving official cannot agree on grade determination. The deciding official, if he so
determines, may use a Committee established for this purpose to provide advice as to the action to be
taken.

9. When the action is completed, the original signed and approved copy of the position description shall
be maintained in the official position description files of the Division of Organization and Personnel.
The Division of Organization and Personnel shall send a copy of the official position description to the
employee concerned through channels.

10. The immediate supervisor shall inform employees of the methods by which their grades and rates are
determined and insure that they have been provided with copies of their current position descriptions,
when personnel actions are completed.

B. FORMAL REVIEWS OF GRADE EVALUATION DECISIONS

1. Basis for Review

a. The incumbent of any NRC GS-1-15 position may request a formal review as to the grade of his
position at any time if he believes that the grade of the position is incorrect under appropriate
NRC evaluation standards.

b. A review may also be requested when the employee is given notice of proposed action to change
to a lower grade both the employee and the position he currently occupies (see Appendix 4171,
IV.), if the employee believes that the proposed lower grade is incorrect under NRC evaluation
standards. See NRC Chapter 4156, "Appeals from Adverse Actions," for the appeal procedures to
appeal the selection of the employee for change to lower grade. An appeal of the change to lower
grade action and a request for a review of the position evaluation may be made concurrently.
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c. A request for review may not be based on a change in duties and responsibilities which occurred
after preparation of the official description. In such a case, a new description shall be prepared
and evaluated under the regular procedures.

2. Preparation of Request. A request for review shall:

a. be in writing.

b. identify the position involved, including its title and grade.

c. explain why the employee believes the present or proposed grade is In error, specify the grade
deemed correct, and show the evaluation which the employee believes proper by citing applicable
factor degrees, point scores, and comparable benchmarks.

3. Processing and Disposition of Request

a. An employee in a GS-1-15 position requesting review of the grade evaluation of his position shall
direct such request through supervisory channels, to the Director of the Office in which he is
assigned.

b. The Division of Organization and Personnel shall arrange for an examination and report to assist
in determining:

(1) the currency and accuracy of the description of the position involved.

(2) the applicable evaluation standards.

(3) the appropriate grade of the position through application of the standards.

c. The Director of the Office, with the concurrence of the Director, Division of Organization and
Personnel, shall promptly advise the employee in writing of the determination reached as a result
of the review.

d. If dissatisfied with the decision on review, the employee may submit a request for review of this
decision to the Director, Office of Administration. The Director, Office of Administration, shall
consider all facts in the review record and render his decision to the employee. In making this
decision, the Director, Office of Administration, is he so determines, may use a Committee
established for this purpose to provide advice as to the action to be taken. The decision of the
Director, Office of Administration, shall be final.

e. A decision shall normally be made on any review request within 60 calendar days after receipt of
the request by the official to whom the request is addressed in either a. or d., above.

4. Retroactive Adjustment of Grade and Salary

a. The filing of a request for review under B.1.b., above, does not delay the effective date of a
decision to change the employee to a lower grade. (See Chapter 4130-054.)

b. A decision favorable to the employee following the filing of a request for review under B.1.b.,
above, shall be retroactive to the effective date of the change to lower grade only if such request
was filed in a timely manner, normally within 15 days after the effective date of the action which
changes the employee to a lower grade. A restoration will require correction of records and
payment of supplementary salary.

c. When a request for review of a change to lower grade results in a decision placing the position in
a grade higher than that originally assigned, retroactivity will apply only to the extent of
restoration to the grade immediately preceding the downgrading. Promotion to the higher grade
shall be effected if in accord with Appendix 4108 at the beginning of the pay period following date
of the review decision correcting the grade of the position.

5. Cancellation of Reviews. A review will be cancelled upon written request of the employee. A review
shall also be cancelled when the employee leaves the position which was the subject of the review
request, and there is no possibility of retroactive benefit. Reviews in which there is a possibility of
retroactive benefit shall be continued until a decision is reached, whether or not the incumbent remains
in the position concerned, unless the employee or his beneficiary submits a written withdrawal of the
request for review. If the employee concerned leaves his position before a decision is reached, and
the decision is favorable to the employee, correction of records and supplementary salary shall cover
only the time served by the employee in the position at issue in the review. The grade of his
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successor in the position at issue may not as a result of the review be adjusted retroactively beyond
the date the successor began serving in the position at issue in the review.

6. System for Processing Discrimination Complaints. NRC Manual Chapter 4158, Equal Employment in
Government Employment, outlines procedures for the processing of complaints of discrimination.
Complaints of discrimination in employment on grounds such as race, color, religion, sex, age, or
national origin are processed under these procedures.

7. Appeals of Preference Eligibles to the Merit Systems Protection Board. A preference eligible employee
may appeal, under 5 U.S.C. 7701 (formerly section 14 of the Veterans' Preference Act), to the appro-
priate office of the Merit Systems Protection Board from a reduction in grade or pay resulting from an
NRC evaluation decision. For details on the appeals procedures to be followed, see NRC
Appendix 4156, V, A.

C. BENCHMARK MAINTENANCE

Recommendation for Change. Recommendations for changes In the benchmarks, establishment of new bench-
marks, or preparation of interpretive material relating to application of benchmarks shall be submitted to
the Director, Division of Organization and Personnel, through channels. On receipt of such recommenda-
tions, the Division of Organization and Personnel will examine the possibility of establishing additional
benchmark positions or deleting existing benchmark positions and report to the requesting office the action
taken and the reasons for such action.

D. APPLICATION OF OCCUPATIONAL SERIES AND CODES

1. Assigning Series and Codes. Each NRC position shall be given a code designating the applicable
occupational series by the Division of Organization and Personnel. Determination of the series and code
shall be made by reference to the OPM Handbook of Occupational Groups and Series of Classes and,
where more specific definitive information is required, the OPM Position Classification Standards. (The
introductory material in the standards for each series contains information intended to clarify the types
of positions included or excluded from that series.)

2. Changing Assigned Series and Codes. The code for the appropriate series shall be entered on the
position description of record in the space provided. The assigned series and codes shall be
reconsidered on every subsequent position evaluation action to determine whether changes in assigned
duties and responsibilities necessitate a change in the original series determination. Similarly, as CSC
occupational series definitions are changed, appropriate reviews of NRC positions shall be made to
determine need for possible revision.

3. Determining Appropriate Series and Codes. Every effort shall be made to assign the most appropriate
series and code for the position under consideration. 'General" series and codes are provided in the
OPM Handbook for use where the position involves work of two or more series or types of work not
identified under a specific series. These series are most commonly, but not exclusively, found as the
"01" code in each group of occupations. For example, in the GS-800 Engineering Group, the GS-801
series, General Engineering, applies to positions performing professional engineering work not
specifically classifiable in any other engineering series or to positions involving professional work in
several branches of engineering.

4. Use of Series and Codes. The series codes identify positions by occupation and specialized line of
work and are therefore used for a number of important purposes. They provide assistance in
recruitment, selection, placement, promotion and other personnel processes. They are used to identify
positions for which the expenses of travel and transportation to first duty station may be authorized
and they identify positions for which special salary schedules are applicable as prescribed in
Appendix 4130-C. The codes are also used for many recurring personnel reports, for various
nonrecurring reports, and for other special actions and purposes.
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PART V

DEFINITIONS, FORMS, AND GENERAL GUIDELINES

A. STANDARD TERMINOLOGY (FOR USE IN PREPARING POSITION
DESCRIPTIONS)

Certain terms relating to organization, work activity, management, responsibility, and occupation have
significance when comparing and evaluating the characteristics of positions. For purposes of this chapter
only, these terms have been given standard definitions as a means of assuring a common understanding
when positions are described, analyzed, and evaluated, and to facilitate brief and succint descriptions.

1. Organization

Agency

The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission or NRC

NRC Headquarters

Agency is defined to mean an executive department of the Federal
Government or any other separate, independent establishment or
component of the government appropriately established by law and/or
executive order. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is an independent
regulatory agency established under the provisions of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended (PL 93-483) and Executive or-
der, 11834, effective January 19, 1975.

The agency as a whole, including the Commissioners and all other
employees of the agency.

When used as an organization title, NRC Headquarters refers to the total
group of NRC offices, divisions, and other components responsible for
NRC-wide functions.

When used as a physical location, NRC headquarters refers to the NRC
offices located in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area.

The body of five Commissioners appointed by the President and confirmed
by the Senate. One member, designated by the President as Chairman,
acts as Chief Executive Officer of the Commission and its official
spokesman.

The Commission

Office A primary program or staff component of NRC constituting the first
organizational level below the Commission or the Executive Director for
Operations.

A primary program or staff subdivision of an NRC Office. Subdivisions
of Divisions are Assistant Directors for specific functions (in some
instances), Branches, Sections and Units in descending order.

Division

Major Program Office

Staff Office

Regional Office

In NRC, a major program office refers to one of the following offices:
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards,
Nuclear Regulatory Research, Standards Development, or Inspection and
Enforcement.

A staff office is an office created to perform specialized services and
operations required to support the program functions of the NRC. Both
the Commission and the Executive Director for Operations have Staff
Offices reporting to them.

Regional office refers to those field organizations created to conduct
inspections, investigations and enforcement activities with regard to U.S.
licensed nuclear facilities. These offices report to the Director, Office
of Inspection and Enforcement.

2. Work Activity

Basic Mission Basic mission is defined as the overall purpose for which an Agency
exists. The reason for the existence and the objective of NRC is to
assure that civilian nuclear energy activities are conducted in a manner
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that will protect the public health and safety, preserve environmental
quality, maintain national security and comply with the antitrust laws.

Program A program is a group of functions performed on a continuing basis to
meet a long range Agency need or objective. Program'smay vary con-
siderably in size, scope, and complexity.

Project A project is a group of work activities of finite definition, although the
duration may be a period of several years, designed for the purpose of
the development of a specific end product or the accomplishment of a
specific operational objective. Projects may-vary considerably in the time
needed for completion as well as In terms of size, scope and complexity.
Such projects may be components of and contribute to the accomplishment
of a broad program area.

Function Function is defined as an assigned unit of responsibility. It may encom-
pass either a broad or narrow segment of activities. For example, a
branch may have as one "function" the development of standards for the
storage and disposal of nuclear waste material. The "function" of a sub-
ordinate section might be the development of the disposal standards.
Within that section certain clerical "functions" may be required. Also
the section might have a position whose "function" is to prepare periodic
and special reports and analyses.

3. Management

The following are characteristic activities of management.

Planning The establishment of goals and objectives and ways and means for
achieving them.

Organizing The establishment of the formal structure of authority through which
working units are defined and work is assigned and coordinated.

Staffing Planning for, obtaining, developing and utilizing people to accomplish
the work of the organization.

Budgeting Planning for, justifying, obtaining and controlling financial resources
necessary to accomplish the work of the organization.

Coordinating Assuring that the various parts of the work are properly related to one
another and to a common goal.

Controlling The process of establishing standards, measuring performance against
standards and correcting for deviations.

Directing The continuing process of endorsing and making decisions, embodying
them in orders and instructions, and exercising leadership in the
accomplishment of goals, objectives and workload.

4. Authority and Responsibility for Decisions

Authority The official power to approve or take action that commits the NRC as an
Agency or that commits an organizational component of the NRC.

Responsibility The accountability for decisions made or action taken on behalf of the
NRC or an organizational component of the NRC.

Recommendation A proposal for a course of action advanced for approval either within
NRC or by an outside organization.

Approval A decision by an NRC official or other employee which results in a
commitment of the NRC or an organizational component thereof.

Endorsement A decision by an NRC official or other employee that a recommendation,
decision, or action should be given support.
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Concurrence Agreement with a proposed "recommendation," or "approval' action by
an organizational level or entity outside of the one responsible for
initiating or approving the action.

5. Occupation

Field of Work

Specialty

Any professional, scientific, technical, or administrative field which is
recognized as an academic discipline at the bachelor's degree or higher
level. In addition, fields such as the following are considered for job
evaluation purposes to be recognized fields of work: budget, public
information, technical information, organization and methods, personnel,
procurement, auditing, and computer systems management. Fields of
work may be broken into phases which, while basically related, require
different work specialization.

Work which requires an advanced state of knowledge/experience in a
recognized field of work, phase of a field of work or a combination
thereof. The required level of knowledge/experience in a given specialty
can vary considerably depending upon the duties and responsibilities of
the position.

6. Describing the Workforce

Full-Performance Level Work

First Supervisory Level

Second Supervisory Level

Middle Management

Top Management

Operating Official

Duties and responsibilities of normal complexity usually encountered
within a function of an organizational component. Such duties and
responsibilities require that an incumbent be well-versed and competent
in the standard theories and practices of an occupational field.
Supervision received in carrying out such work is that described under
general supervision "B". The grade levels for full-performance duties
and responsibilities will vary depending upon the difficulty and complexity
of work within and among organizations, functions, programs, and
occupational fields.

The level to which responsibility has been given for the supervision of i
employees at the basic workforce level.

The level to which responsibility has been given for supervision of
employees who themselves are supervisors at the first supervisory level.

The intermediate level of management between top management and the
basic nonsupervisory workforce. It sometimes includes first and often
includes second level supervisors.

The level to which broad delegations of authority have been given and
responsibility has been delegated for the direction and administration of
programs which have significant impact on mission accomplishment.

For purposes of this chapter, any official to whom there has been dele-
gated the authority and responsibility to approve, recommend, endorse,
or effect stated actions.

7. Evaluation of Positions

Benchmark Positions

Evaluation Factors

These are positions that serve as standards to be used in the official
process of evaluation of other positions. NRC Benchmark positions are
only those that are published as part of NRC Appendix 4130-A. They
are positions which have been carefully analyzed in relation to each other
as well as in relation to Federal Government-wide standards in order to
assure their equitable relationship to one another on a factor-by-factor,
degree-by-degree basis. These NRC Benchmark positions are the official
NRC standards for use in determining appropriate point values within
the Degree levels of each Evaluation Factor.

Evaluation Factors are the common characteristics or elements of positic
used to analyze and measure the relative work of the position. There
are six Evaluation Factors used in NRC for the evaluation of positions
GS-1-15. The six Evaluation Factors are Basic Skills, Contacts, Respor
sibility for Decisions, Supervision Exercised, Working Conditions and
Effort.
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Degree Definitions

Point Ranges and Values

Degree definitions are descriptions of the levels of difficulty, respon-
sibility, working conditions and effort within the appropriate Evaluation
Factor. Degree Definitions, together with the range of points assigned
to each Degree, are published in Part V, B.

Each of the Evaluation Factors has been given a weighted value based
upon the relative importance of each factor to the total evaluation.
These weighted values are reflected in the range of points assigned to
each of the Evaluation Factors and Degree levels. They are also
reflected in the points assigned in the Benchmark positions. In
evaluating individual positions, the determination of Degree level
establishes the applicable range of points for each factor, specific points
for each degree are determined through the use of the Benchmark
positions, points for each factor are totaled and converted to grade by
means of the conversion chart published In Part VI, B.

8. Supervision Received

General Direction

General Supervision "A"

General Supervision "B"

Typically, this is the type of supervision received by supervisory and
mid-management level supervisory employees. Within very broad descrip-
tions of the program or programs to be carrid out, the employee has full
responsibility for developing specific program objectives, policies, general
plans of operations, as well as detailed work methods or procedures. He
regularly refers only the most significant policy matters to his
supervisor. The supervisor makes no review of program operations until
they have been completed and placed into effect and then work is
reviewed only in terms of accomplishment as reflected by contribution to
the overall objectives of the NRC. Occasional reports at staff meetings
are the principal basis for keeping the supervisor informed as to the
direction of the program and problems arising in carrying out the
program.

This is the degree of supervision normally received by employees such
as first-line supervisors or the top functional staff specialists in a given
subject matter area. Program objective and policies which are developed
by the employee are approved by the employee's supervisor. The
employee is fully responsible for developing work plans including work
methods and procedures for achieving program objectives without
reference to supervisor. Supervisor reviews new or changed policies,
objectives, or broad work plans before they are put into effect.
Occasional conferences are held with the supervisor on general work
progress but very seldom on details of the work.

This is the level of supervision normally received by a fully-trained or
full-performance worker in any field. The supervisor either assigns
specific projects to the employee or reviews and approves proposed
projects suggested by the employee. Upon such approval or assignment,
the employee is left to go ahead with the assignment and determine his
,.n detailed work methods and techniques. During the course of the
assignment, no detailed review is made of the work. However, on
unusual problems, the supervisor will review actual work performed.
Frequent conferences are held with the supervisor on the general
progress of the work; but only occasionally on the details of the work
performed. At completion of an assignment, the supervisor will review
the results from the standpoint of general adequacy and accomplishment
of objectives, but not from the standpoint of detailed checking of step-
by-step procedures.

This is also the level of supervision usually received by fully-trained
clerical/technician employees responsible for accomplishing a particular
clerical/technician function such as administrative support, communica-
tions, protective or custodial work which is of an established and
recurring nature. The supervisor makes and explains the overall work
assignment and the employee is then left to go ahead with the work in
accordance with established rules and procedures. Employee uses own
judgment in determining detailed work methods and in accomplishing the
work, checking with supervisor only on novel or unusual tasks. No
detailed review is made since the nature of the work does not so require,
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or review could only be accomplished by repetition of the original work
itself. Correctness or incorrectness of the work would be noted when
called to the attention of the supervisor in connection with related
problems or obvious errors.

Direct Supervision

Detailed Supervision

This is the level of supervision normally received by workers who are no
longer "trainees" but have not yet achieved the full-performance level.
Supervisors assign specific projects, parts of projects, or other work
and bring to the worker's attention complex or unusual features and
possible methods and techniques for dealing with them. Work is reviewed
for soundness of technical judgment and to insure the overall complete-
ness of assignments. Although technical methods and computations are
not normally reviewed in detail, more difficult or unusual matters or those
which involve serious consequences are reviewed thoroughly.

This is the type of supervision normally received by employees who are
at the "trainee" or equivalent level. A specific assignment is made to
the worker; the procedures to be followed are outlined in detail; the
work is reviewed in detail at specified points during the course of its
accomplishment and again at its completion.

9. Supervision Exercised

Staff employee

Clerical employees

Staff and clerical

Small group

All employees performing duties of a professional, scientific, or compara-
ble administrative nature. (Generally relates to those "professional"
positions in which a college degree or its equivalent in training and
experience is required.)

A general term applied, for this purpose, to all employees below the "staff
level," including secretaries, messengers, guards, engineering aides,
semi-manual or manual laborers.

Combination of "staff" and "clerical" employees in which a substantial
proportion are of staff level (normally 25 percent or more).

Up to approximately 6-7 employees.
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B. DEGREE DEFINITIONS BY FACTORS

BASIC SKILLS FACTOR

Measures the minimum amount of knowledge, mental ability, and manual skill required to perform the duties
assigned to the position.

Degree 1 90 - 115 Points

Positions are simple, routine, largely repetitive, performance being set by predetermined standards. Must know
how to read, write, and count and be able to interpret simple verbal or written instructions, or undertake very
simple manual operations, such as sorting. Specific duties can be learned on or off the position quickly without
any significant loss of productive time.

Degree 2 120 - 145 Points

Requires, in addition to the first degree requirements, some elementary skill or knowledge. This is the first
degree at which the basic skills, such as typing, stenography or office machine operations must be brought to the
position. Work is repetitive and is usually controlled by well-defined procedures or specific instructions.

Degree 3 150 - 175 Points

This is the basic full performance clerical level. Requires an advanced degree of basic skill sufficient to do a
repetitive type of work controlled only by general procedures, or involving a well-defined procedures or specific
instructions.

Degree 4 180 - 225 Points

This is the first degree for positions which require professional-type knowledge. Such knowledge (usually
obtained through completion of study for a bachelor's degree) is required to perform a trainee job which involves
no prior job experience. For work which normally does not require professional education or skills, requires
knowledge of the principal techniques, work methods, or procedures involved in non-repetitive work. Activities
are not controlled by well-defined procedures, and judgment is involved In getting the work done. This is the
degree at which considerable clerical/technician judgment is required to carry out independently duties in a
clerical or administrative field involving a very wide body of instructions, procedures, and processes.

Degree 5 230 - 290 Points

For professional-type positions, requires:

(1) Knowledge of the basic principles and theory underlying a field of work or broad phase of a field of work
(usually obtained through completion of study for a bachelor's degree) and ability to apply them in practical
situations or to problems of limited complexity under the guidance of a more experienced employee; or

(2) Knowledge of the principles and theory in a phase of a field of work and ability to apply them in normal
situations without guidance.

For the limited number of positions at this degree level which do not require professional education or skills,
the work requires detailed knowledge (gained by long experience and extensive administrative background) of a
broad and complex set of administrative practices, procedures, and work flow, and exceptional administrative
ability. An example is providing complete administrative support to a multi-faceted licensing process for major
facilities.

Degree 6 295 - 375 Points

Requires knowledge of the basic principles and theory of a field of work plus practical knowledge of their
application adequate for fairly independent work on all problems of normal complexity within the field; or

Requires more advanced training in the principles and theory of a field of work (usually gained by completion of
study appreciably in excess of that required for a bachelor's degree) and ability to apply them under guidance.

Degree 7 380 - 475 Points

Requires advanced knowledge of the principles and theories in a field of work and extensive knowledge of their
application adequate for independent accomplishment of:
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(1) difficult, complex, and original work, related to the profession or specialty; or

(2) work which is simultaneously complex and varied.

Degree 8 430 - 550 Points

Requires complete knowledge of a field of work for:

(1) administering an agency-wide program, or an exceptionally complex major project; or

(2) accomplishing exceptionally difficult staff work which contributes directly to the advancement of mission or a
major program of the agency; or

(3) serving as an agency-wide technical expert who provides authoritative advice and assistance on critical
problems and issues which affect a very difficult, complex phase of a field of work or a complete field of
work.
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CONTACTS FACTOR

The measure of type and level of contact normally required by the position in meeting and dealing with
people inside or outside the organization.

Degree 1 25 - 30 Points

Contacts at any level for the purpose of obtaining or giving specific factual information or material which is
readily available and requires little or no discrimination or explanation.

Degree 2 35 - 40 Points

Contacts for:

(1) Giving and/or refusing factual information requiring some explanation and development for accurate
understanding; or

(2) Obtaining and verifying basic factual data from various sources assuring accuracy and currency; or

(3) Securing adherence to well defined, unambiguous rules and regulations.

Degree 3 45 - 70 Points

Contacts for the purpose of resolving minor differences on relatively routine matters within the organization, to
adjust factual discrepancies in reports or other data; or to obtain or give factual information susceptive to
misinterpretation; or

Contacts outside the agency requiring tact, diplomacy, and finesse to prevent damage to public relations, although
on relatively routine matters involving giving and explaining factual information.

Degree 4 75 - 95 Points

Contacts with responsible personnel of the NRC, license applicants, licensees, contractors, outside agencies, the
press, or representatives of the public, with respect to:

(1) inquiring for information concerning methods, techniques, or practices for use in analyzing the effectiveness
of operations, in recommending new or revised systems, plans, or approaches, or in resolving technical
problems; or

(2) reconciling divergent view or negotiating agreement or adjustment on specific, individual technical or
management problems of some significance; or

(3) presenting the organization's previously established position or providing assistance on technical or manage-
ment matters of some significance which requires explanation of underlying purpose or reasons for position.

Degree 5 100 - 130 Points

Contacts with NRC division directors, principal supervisors, technical or management officials of licensees,
1i nse applicants, and contractors requiring use of logic and persuasion in:

(1) convincing others that a policy, a decision, or course of action is correct or desirable; or

(2) defending controversial scientific and technical positions subject to conflicting interpretations; or

(3) obtaining endorsement, concurrence, or action in establishing or revising methods, plans, regulations, or
systems for execution of a program or project within policy or program limitations.

Degree 6 135 - 170 Points

Contacts with NRC office and division directors, top managers of licensees, applicants and architectural and
engineering firms, licensing boards and advisory committees and the Commission, or persons at similar levels in
other agencies in:

(1) discussing and influencing actions effecting significant changes in the administration of a basic mission or
program or exceptionally complex major projects; or
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(2) obtaining coordinated action for changes of similar magnitude to (1) above involving or affecting b:
mission or program or exceptionally complex major projects; or

(3) defending new or highly controversial technical and scientific positions.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS FACTOR

Measures any decision which reflects the independent action requiring by the assigned function, from
independently furnishing or securing information, to finally approving programs and policies.

Degree 1 50 - 65 Points

Little independent action required; decisions affect only the routine of the office in which the position is
located and are based upon simple and specific instructions; possibility of error Is minimized by precedent and
would cause only localized loss of time and confusion.

Degree 2 70 - 90 Points

While decisions are generally based on specific instructions and standards, some interpretation is required
because of the non-routine nature of the work or the variety of regulations, procedures, or instructions which
must be applied. Resulting errors may not be Immediately apparent but usually would be revealed in subsequent
operations of that particular office and would result in minor confusion and delay or loss of materials.

Degree 3 95 - 125 Points

Decisions require constant interpretation of existing standards and procedures and their adaptation without
guidance to problems of normal complexity. Errors would cause confusion, delay, or waste of materials in several
offices. However, such errors would be revealed in subsequent reviews.

(1) For professional or equivalent fields of work, decisions affect one or more phases of a project which
contribute to a program activity; or

(2) For other fields of work, decisions affect the management of administrative or procedural aspects of
projects or important support functions.

Degree 4 130 - 160 Points

Decisions require considerable adaptation of standards, and guidelines to problems which are controversial, very
complex or without clear precedent. Instructions are primarily in terms of work to be accomplished.

Decisions result in:

(1) Substantive recommendations concerning program or one or more important projects; or

(2) Endorsement of action on matters which have considerable impact on program or one or more important
projects.

Degree 5 165 - 240 Points

Decisions result in:

(1) Approval for establishing or modifying policies, programs or exceptionally difficult or important
projects which commit the organization In the field of work encompassed by the position and which are
limited only by overall NRC policy, program, or regulations; or

(2) Important recommendations or endorsements concerning the establishment or significant modification of
agency policies or programs in the field of work encompassed by the position which, although not limited
by existing policy, are subject to endorsement or final approval by a higher authority; or

(3) Authoritative determinations on technical issues and problems of crucial concern to the public health
and safety where little or no guidance or precedent exists or where considerable controversy exists.
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SUPERVISION EXERCISED FACTOR

Measures responsibility for organizing, directing, and coordinating the work of subordinates, inclut
responsibility for the quality and quantity of work produced. Includes responsibility for recommendir.n.
endorsing, or approving personnel actions such as promotions discipline, placement, reassignment, and job and
employee evaluation.

Degree 1 5 - 10 Points

Supervises the activities of:

(1) one or two clerical assistants; or

(2) a staff assistant or a staff and clerical assistant.

Degree 2 15 -25 Points

Supervises the activities of:

(1) a staff assistant and two or three clerical assistants in a phase of a field of work; or

(2) a small group of clerical employees engaged in activities in a phase of a field of work.

Degree 3 30 -45 Points

Supervises the activities of:

(1) a large group of clerical employees engaged in activities in a phase of a field of work; or

(2) a small group of clerical employees engaged in activities encompassing more than one phase or an entire field
or fields of work; or

(3) a small group of staff or staff and clerical employees engaged in activities in a phase of a field of work.

Degree 4 50 - 75 Points

Supervises the activities of:

(1) a large group of clerical employees engaged in activities encompassing several phases of an entire field or
fields of work; or

(2) a large group of staff and clerical employees engaged in activities in a phase of a field or work; or

(3) a small group of staff or staff and clerical employees engaged in activities in a field or fields of work.

Degree S 80 - 120 Points

Supervises a large group of staff employees engaged in activities encompassing an entire field or fields or work.
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WORKING CONDITIONS FACTOR

Measures the surrounding and physical conditions under which the job must be performed which have an effect on
individual performance, and the extent to which these conditions make the job disagreeable or hazardous.

Degree 1 5 - 10 Points

Satisfactory working conditions such as those encountered in an office where some noise and disruption may occur,
or work outside not requiring frequent exposure to disagreeable elements or unsafe situations.

Degree 2 15 - 25 Points

Frequent exposure to disagreeable elements or where extreme noise, disagreeable lighting conditions, extreme
temperatures, humidity, etc., are present, or occasional exposure to hazardous conditions.

Degree 3 30 - 45 Points

Continuous exposure to disagreeable elements or frequent exposure to hazardous conditions.

Degree 4 50 - 70 Points

Continuous exposure to hazardous conditions.
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EFFORT FACTOR

Measures the physical demand or the stamina required in the job performance and the extent to which
work induces unusual visual or physical fatigue, or demands physical effort or endurance.

Degree 1 5 - 10 Points

Effort is typically clerical or administrative where employee performs work involving light manual tasks.
Includes work such as ordinary typing, filing, stenography, and others involving a minimum of effort.

Degree 2 15 - 20 Points

Effort is continuous and sustained although light. Continuous walking, standing, or light lifting.

Degree 3 25 - 50 Points

Effort is heavy and frequent, carrying and storing heavy material in warehouses, loading and unloading trucks.
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PART VI

A. POINT VALUES BY DEGREE

BASIC SKILLS

Benchmarks for Degree One

Benchmarks for Degree Two

S&C-10 Clerk Typist
S&C-40 Mail and File Clerk

S&C-20 Clerk Typist

CSO-10 Data Transcriber
S&C-30 Clerk Stenographer

Benchmarks for Degree Three

S&C-60 Mail Clerk
S&C-80 Telephone Operator

A&S-10 Travel Clerk
CSO-20 Peripheral Equipment Operator
S&C-50 Clerk Typist
S&C -90 Word Processing Operator

S&C-70 Clerk Stenographer

BAF-10 Budget Clerk
S&C-100 File Clerk
S&C-110 Secretary
S&C-120 Word Processing Operator

A&S-20 Travel Clerk
BAF-20 Payroll Clerk
BAF-30 Voucher Examiner (Travel)

CSO-30 Computer Aide

Benchmarks for Degree Four

S&C-130 Secretary

BAF-40 Voucher Examiner (Commercial Accounts)

A&S-30 Personnel Clerk

S&C-140 Secretary

BAF-50 Accounting Technician

A&S-50 Office Services Manager

Benchmarks for Degree Five

CSO-40 Computer Programmer
S&C-150 Secretary

A&S-40 Administrative Assistant
S&C-160 Secretary

A&S-60 Environmental Licensing Assistant

A&S-70 Procurement Agent

BAF-60 Systems Accountant

90 - 115 Points

120 - 145 Points

135
135

140

145
145

150 - 175 Points

150
150

155
155
155
155

160

165
165
165
165

170
170
170

175

180 - 225 Points

180

185

190

200

220

225

230 - 290 Points

230
230

235
235

240

250

280
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BASIC SKILLS
(Continued)

A&S-80 Administrative Officer
A&S-90 Contract Assistant
A&S-100 Licensing Assistant
A&S-110 Technical Writer
BAF-70 Budget & Finance Assistant
PBS-10 Health Physicist
S&S-10 Physical Security Specialist

Benchmarks for Degree Six

BAF-80 Operating Accountant

A&S-120 Reference Librarian

ENG-10 Uranium Process Engineer

CSO-50 Programmer/Computer Systems Analyst

S&S-20 Information Security Specialist

CSO-60 Computer Systems Analyst
ENG-20 Nuclear Engineer
S&S-30 Plant Protection Analyst

PBS-20 Chemist

ENG-40 Structural Engineer
PBS-50 Health Physicist
S&S-40 Material Control Analyst

CSO-70 Computer Systems Analyst
ENG-30 Nuclear Engineer
PBS-40 Meteorologist
A&S-130 Contract Specialist
A&S-140 Personnel Management Specialist
BAF-90 Auditor
BAF-100 Budget Examiner
ENG-50 Project Engineer
PBS-30 Hydrologist-Oceanographer

Benchmarks for Degree Seven

BAF-110 Systems Accountant

S&S-50 Physical Security Specialist

ENG-60 Civil Engineer
ENG-70 Metallurgical Engineer
PBS-60 Health Physicist

A&S-150 Export/Import Licensing Officer
S&S-60 Plant Protection Analyst

S&S-70 Safeguards Research Analyst

BAF-120 Cost Accountant

BAF-130 Auditor
LEG-10 Attorney

ENG-80 Mechanical Engineer
PBS-70 Health Physicist
S&S-80 Material Control Analyst

290
290
290
290
290
290
290

295 - 375 Points

315

320

330

335

340

350
350
350

355

360
360
360

365
365
365
375
375
375
375
375
375

380 - 475 Points

395

410

420
420
420

430
430

435

445

450
450

460
460
460
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BASIC SKILLS
(Continued)

BAF-140
ENG-90
ENG-100
ENG-110
ENG-150

Budget Examiner
Criticality and Shielding Engineer
Research Engineer (Instrumentation)
Uranium Process Engineer
Chemical Engineer

465
465
465
465
465

ENG-120 Mechanical Engineer
ENG-130 Metallurgical Engineer
ENG-140 - Nuclear Engineer
PBS-80 Seismologist

470
470
470
470

BAF-150
ENG-190
ENG-"'0
ENG-225
OPR -10
S&S-90

Financial Analyst
Reactor Project Inspector (Construction)
Reactor Project Inspector (Operations)
Senior Resident Inspector
Operations Research Analyst
Safeguards Systems Analyst

475
475
475
475
475
475

Benchmarks for Degree Eight

ENG-160
ENG-180
PBS-90

Chemical Engineer
Transportation Project Manager
Aquatic Biologist

480 - 550 Points

485
485
485

ENG-170 Reactor Fuels Engineer
LEG-20 Regulations Attorney

490
490

EG-30
I .EG-40
I~'-LEG-50

Litigation Attorney
Litigation Attorney
Litigation Attorney

495
495
495

ENG-220 Project Manager

A&S-160 Senior Program Analyst
OPR-20 Risk Assessment Analyst

ENG-210 Metallurgical Engineer

S&S-100 Senior Plant Protection Specialist

ENG-240 Senior Radiation Materials Transportation Engineer

500

505
505

515

530

A&S-170
ENG-250
ENG-260
ENG-270
ENG-280
LEG-60

ENG-230
LEG-70
LEG-80
LEG-90

ENG-290
ENG-300
PBS-100
PBS-110

Senior International Policy Analyst
Senior Reactor Engineer
Senior Reactor Safety Engineer
Senior Waste Management Project Manager
Senior Environmental Project Manager
Senior Regulations Attorney

Senior Nuclear Engineer
Senior Litigation Attorney
Senior Litigation Attorney
Senior Litigation Attorney

Senior Operating Reactor Project Manager
Senior Project Manager
Senior Geologist
Senior Reactor Physicist

535

540
540
540
540
540
540

545
545
545
545

550
550
550
550
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CONTACTS N

Benchmarks for Degree One 25 - 30 Points

S&C-10 Clerk Typist 30

Benchmarks for Degree Two 35 - 40 Points

S&C-40 Mail and File Clerk 35
S&C-60 Mail Clerk 35

CSO-10 Data Transcriber 40
CSO-20 Peripheral Equipment Operator 40
S&C-20 Clerk Typist 40
S&C-30 Clerk Stenographer 40
S&C-50 Clerk Typist 40
S&C-70 Clerk Stenographer 40
S&C-90 Word Processing Operator 40
S&C-100 File Clerk 40

Benchmarks for Degree Three 45 - 70 Points

BAF-10 Budget Clerk 50
BAF-20 Payroll Clerk 50
BAF-30 Voucher Examiner (Travel) 50
S&C-80 Telephone Operator 50
S&C-110 Secretary 50
S&C-120 Word Processing Operator 50

A&S-10 Travel Clerk 55
CSO-30 Computer Aide 55
CSO-40 Computer Programmer 55
S&C-130 Secretary 55

A&S-20 Travel Clerk 60
BAF-40 Voucher Examiner (Commercial Accounts) 60
BAF-50 Accounting Technician 60

A&S-30 Personnel Clerk 65
A&S-40 Administrative Assistant 65
S&C-140 Secretary 65

S&C-150 Secretary 70

Benchmarks for Degree Four 75 - 95 Points

PBS-10 Health Physicist 75

A&S-50 Office Services Manager 80
BAF-60 Systems Accountant 80
BAF-80 Operating Accountant 85
ENG-10 Uranium Process Engineer 85
ENG-20 Nuclear Engineer 85
S&C-160 Secretary 85

A&S-60 Environmental Licensing Assistant 90
A&S-70 Procurement Agent 90
A&S-80 Administrative Officer 90
A&S-120 Reference Librarian 90
PBS-20 Chemist 90

CSO-50 Programmer/Computer Systems Analyst 95
ENG-30 Nuclear Engineer 95
PBS-40 Meteorologist 95
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CONTACTS
(Continuedi)

Benchmarks for Degree Five

A&S-100 Licensing Assistant
PBS-30 Hydrologist-Oceanographer

_100 - 130 Points

100
100

105
105
105
105
105

A&S-90
A&S-110
BAF-70
S&S-10
S&S-30

CSO-70
S&S-20
S&S-40

BAF-90
BAF-100
BAF-110
BAF-120
BAF-130
CSO-60
ENG-40
PBS-50
S&S-60

Contract Assistant
Technical Writer
Budget and Finance Assistant
Physical Security Specialist
Plant Protection Analyst

Computer Systems Analyst
Information Security Specialist
Material Control Analyst

Auditor
Budget Examiner
Systems Accountant
Cost Accountant
Auditor
Computer Systems Analyst
Structural Engineer
Health Physicist
Plant Protection Analyst

110
110
110

115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115

BAF-140
ENG-50
ENG-90
ENG-100
ENG-120
ENG-130
ENG-140
PBS-80
S&S-70
S&S-80

A&S-130
A&S- 140
A&S-150
ENG-60
ENG-70
OPR-10
PBS-60
S&S-50

BAF-150
ENG-80
ENG-110
ENG-150
PBS-70
S&S-90

Budget Examiner
Project Engineer
Criticality and Shielding Engineer
Research Engineer (Instrumentation)
Mechanical Engineer
Metallurgical Engineer
Nuclear Engineer
Seismologist
Safeguards Research Analyst
Material Control Analyst

120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120

Contract Specialist
Personnel Management Specialist
Export/Import Licensing Officer
Civil Engineer
Metallurgical Engineer
Operations Research Analyst
Health Physicist
Physical Security Specialist

Financial Analyst
Mechanical Engineer
Uranium Process Engineer
Chemical Engineer
Health Physicist
Safeguards Systems Analyst

125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125

130
130
130
130
130
130

Benchmarks for Degree Six

LEG-10 Attorney
OPR-20 Risk Assessment Analyst

ENG-190 Reactor Project Inspector (Construction)
ENG-200 Reactor Project Inspector (Operations)
ENG-210 Metallurgical Engineer

ENG-170 Reactor Fuels Engineer
ENG-225 Senior Resident Inspector

135 - 170 Points

135
135

140
140
140

145
145
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CONTACTS
(Continued)

ENG-180 Transportation Project Manager -- 150
PBS-90 Aquatic Biologist 150

A&S-160 Senior Program Analyst 155
ENG-160 Chemical Engineer 155
ENG-220 Project Manager 15s
LEG-20 Regulations Attorney 155

ENG-230 Senior Nuclear Engineer 160
ENG-290 Senior Operating Reactor Project Manager 160
LEG-30 Litigation Attorney 160
LEG-40 Litigation Attorney 160
LEG-50 Litigation Attorney 160
PBS-100 Senior Geologist 160
PBS-110 Senior Reactor Physicist 160

ENG-240 Senior Radiation Material Transportation Engineer 165
ENG-250 Senior Reactor Engineer 165
ENG-260 Senior Reactor Safety Engineer 165
ENG-270 Senior Waste Management Project Manager 165
LEG-60 Senior Regulations Attorney 165

A&S-170 Senior International Policy Analyst 170
ENG-280 Senior Environmental Project Manager 170
ENG-300 Senior Project Manager 170
LEG-70 Senior Litigation Attorney 170
LEG-80 Senior Litigation Attorney 170
LEG-90 Senior Litigation Attorney 170
S&S-100 Senior Plant Protection Analyst 170
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS

Benchmarks for Degree One

S&C-10 Clerk Typist

S&C-20 Clerk Typist
S&C-30 Clerk Stenographer

50 - 65 Points

60

65
65

Benchmarks for Degree Two

CSO-10
S&C-40
S&C-60
S&C-80

CSO-20
S&C-50
S&C -70
S&C-90

A&S-10
A&S-20
BAF-20
S&C-100
S&C-110
S&C-120

A&S-30
A&S-40
BAF-10
BAF-30

X BAF-50
S&C-130

BAF-40
CSO-30
CSO-40
S&C-140

Data Transcriber
Mail and File Clerk
Mail Clerk
Telephone Operator

70 - 90 Points

70
70
70
70

Peripheral Equipment Operator
Clerk Typist
Clerk Stenographer
Word Processing Operator

75
75
75
75

Travel Clerk
Travel Clerk
Payroll Clerk
File Clerk
Secretary
Word Processing Operator

Personnel Clerk
Administrative Assistant
Budget Clerk
Voucher Examiner (Travel)
Accounting Technician
Secretary

80
80
80
80
80
80

85
85
85
85
85
85

Voucher Examiner (Commercial Accounts)
Computer Aide
Computer Programmer
Secretary

90
90
90
90

Benchmarks for Degree Three

A&S-50
PBS-10
S&C-150

Office Services Manager
Health Physicist
Secretary

95 - 125 Points

95
95
95

ENG-10 Uranium Process Engineer
ENG-20 Nuclear Engineer

A&S-70 Procurement Agent

A&S-60 Environmental Licensing Assistant
BAF-60 Systems Accountant

100
100

105

110
110

A&S-80
A&S-120
BAF-80
CSO-50
S&C-160

Administrative Officer
Reference Librarian
Operating Accountant
Programmer/Computer Systems Analyst
Secretary

Contract Assistant
Technical Writer
Budget and Finance Assistant
Structural Engineer
Hydrologist-Oceanographer
Physical Security Specialist

115
115
115
115
115

A&S-90
A&S-1 10
BAF-70
ENG-40
PBS-30
S&S-10

120
120
120
120
120
120
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A&S-100 Licensing Assistant 125
BAF-90 Auditor 125
ENG-50 Project Engineer 125
PBS-20 Chemist 125

Benchmarks for Degree Four 130 - 160 Points

A&S-130 Contract Specialist 130
A&S-140 Personnel Management Specialist 130
BAF-100 Budget Examiner 130
BAF-110 Systems Accountant 130
CSO-60 Computer Systems Analyst 130
CSO-70 Computer Systems Analyst 130
S&S-30 Plant Protection Analyst 130

BAF-120 Cost Accountant 135
BAF-130 Auditor 135
ENG-30 Nuclear Engineer 135
PBS-40 Meteorologist 135
PBS-50 Health Physicist 135
S&S-20 Information Security Specialist 135
S&S-50 Physical Security Specialist 135
S&S-70 Safeguards Research Analyst 135

BAF-140 Budget Examiner 140
ENG-80 Mechanical Engineer 140
ENG-110 Uranium Process Engineer 140
LEG-10 Attorney 140
PBS-70 Health Physicist 140
S&S-40 Material Control Analyst 140

ENG-60 Civil Engineer 145
ENG-70 Metallurgical Engineer 145
PBS-60 Health Physicist 145
S&S-60 Plant Protection Analyst 145
S&S-80 Material Control Analyst 145

BAF-150 Financial Analyst 150
ENG-90 Criticality and Shielding Engineer 150
ENG-100 Research Engineer (Instrumentation) 150
S&S-90 Safeguards Systems Analyst 150

A&S-150 Export/import Licensing Officer 155
ENG-120 Mechanical Engineer 155
ENG-130 Metallurgical Engineer 155
ENG-140 Nuclear Engineer 155
PBS-80 Seismologist 155

ENG-150 Chemical Engineer 160
OPR-10 Operations Research Analyst 160

Benchmarks for Degree Five 165 - 240 Points

ENG-160 Chemical Engineer 170

ENG-170 Reactor Fuels Engineer 175
ENG-180 Transportation Project Manager 175
OPR-20 Risk Assessment Analyst 175
PBS-90 Aquatic Biologist 175

ENG-210 Metallurgical Engineer 180
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RESPONSIBLITY FOR DECISIONS
(Continued)

ENG-190
ENG-200
ENG-225

Reactor Project Inspector (Construction)
Reactor Project Inspector (Operations)
Senior Resident Inspector

190

190
190

LEG-20 Regulations Attorney 195

LEG-30
LEG-40
LEG-50

Litigation Attorney
Litigation Attorney
Litigation Attorney

200
200
200

A&S-160 Senior Program Analyst
ENG-220 Project Manager

A&S-170
ENG-230
ENG-250
ENG-260
ENG-270
ENG-280
LEG-60

Senior International Policy Analyst
Senior Nuclear Engineer
Senior Reactor Engineer
Senior Reactor Safety Engineer
Senior Waste Management Project Manager
Senior Environmental Project Manager
Senior Regulations Attorney

200
210

225
225
225
225
225
225
225

ENG-240
ENG-290
ENG-300
LEG-70
LEG-80
LEG-90
'9S-100

x BS-110
-S&S-100

Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior

Radiation Material Transportation Engineer
Operating Reactor Project Manager
Project Manager
Litigation Attorney
Litigation Attorney
Litigation Attorney
Geologist
Reactor Physicist
Plant Protection Analyst

230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
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SUPERVISION EXERCISED*

Benchmarks for Degree One

Benchmarks for Degree Two

A&S-80 Administrative Officer

Benchmarks for Degree Three

A&S-50 Office Services Manager

ENG-225 Senior Resident Inspector

Benchmarks for Degree Four

Benchmarks for Degree Five

S - 10 Points

15 - 25 Points

20

30 - 45 Points

35

40

50 - 75 Points

80 - 120 Points

*Only three Benchmark positions reflect points for Supervision Exercised Factor.
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WORKING CONDITIONS

Benchmarks for Degree One*

CSO-10 Data Transcriber
CSO-20 Peripheral Equipment Operator
S&C-40 Mail and File Clerk
S&C-60 Mail Clerk
S&C-80 Telephone Operator
S&C-90 Word Processing Operator
S&C-100 File Clerk
S&C-120 Word Processing Operator

Benchmarks for Degree Two

ENG-60 Civil Engineer
ENG-70 Metallurgical Engineer
ENG-190 Reactor Project Inspector (Construction)
ENG-200 Reactor Project Inspector (Operations)
PBS-20 Chemist
PBS-60 Health Physicist
S&S-50 Physical Security Specialist

ENG-225 Senior Resident Inspector

Benchmarks for Degree Three

Benchmarks for Degree Four

5 - 10 Points

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

15 - 25 Points

15
15
15
15
15
15

20

30 - 45 Points

50 - 70 Points

*AII benchmarks not otherwise listed are scored at five points.
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EFFORT

Benchmarks for Degree One*

CSO-10 Data Transcriber
CSO-20 Peripheral Equipment Operator
S&C-40 Mail and File Clerk
S&C-80 Telephone Operator
S&C-90 Word Processing Operator
S&C-100 File Clerk
S&C-120 Word Processing Operator
S&S-10 Physical Security Specialist

Benchmarks for Degree Two

ENG-60 Civil Engineer
ENG-70 Metallurgical Engineer
ENG-190 Reactor Project Inspector (Construction)
ENG-200 Reactor Project Inspector (Operations)
PBS-20 Chemist
PBS-60 Health Physicist
S&C-60 Mail Clerk
S&S-50 Physical Security Specialist

ENG-225 Senior Resident Inspector

Benchmarks for Degree Three

5 - 10 Points

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

15 - 20 Points

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

20

25 - 50 Points

*AII benchmarks not otherwise listed are scored at five points.
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B. CONVERSION TABLE - TOTAL POINT SCORE TO GRADE

Point Score Range GS Grade

175 - 230 1

235 - 250 2

255 - 275 3

280 - 300 4

305 - 325 5

330- 360 6

365 - 400 7

405 - 440 8

445 - 480 9

485 - 520 10

525 - 590 11

595 - 695 12

700 - 815 13

820 - 935 14

940 and above 15

If the total point score assigned exceeds 1,060, the position shall be evaluated under the evaluation system
for SES, GS-16 - 18 and equivalent positions to determine whether it warrants a higher grade level.
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PART VI

C. BENCHMARKS BY OCCUPATIONAL GROUP

INDEX

Benchmark Total
Title Number Points

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT

Travel Clerk A&S-10 300
Travel Clerk A&S-20 320
Personnel Clerk A&S-30 350
Administrative Assistant A&S-40 395
Office Services Manager A&S-50 445
Environmental Licensing Assistant A&S-60 450
Procurement Agent A&S-70 455
Administrative Officer A&S-80 525
Contract Assistant A&S-90 525
Licensing Assistant A&S-100 525
Technical Writer A&S-110 525
Reference Librarian A&S-120 535
Contract Specialist A&S-130 640
Personnel Management Specialist A&S-140 640
Export/import Licensing Officer A&S-150 720
Senior Program Analyst A&S-160 880
Senior International Policy Analyst A&S-170 945

BUDGET, AUDIT, AND FINANCE

Budget Clerk BAF-10 310
Payroll Clerk BAF-20 310
Voucher Examiner (Travel) BAF-30 315
Voucher Examiner (Commercial Accounts) BAF-40 345
Accounting Technician BAF-50 375
Systems Accountant BAF-60 480
Budget and Finance Assistant BAF-70 525
Operating Accountant BAF-80 525
Auditor BAF-90 625
Budget Examiner BAF-100 630
Systems Accountant BAF-110 650
Cost Accountant BAF-120 705
Auditor BAF-130 710
Budget Examiner BAF-140 735
Financial Analyst BAF-150 765

COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS

Data Transcriber CSO-10 275
Peripheral Equipment Operator CSO-20 290
Computer Aide CSO-30 330
Computer Programmer CSO-40 385
Programmer/Computer Systems Analyst CS0-50 555
Computer Systems Analyst CS0-60 605
Computer Systems Analyst CS0-70 615
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Benchmark Total
Title Number Points

ENGINEERING

Uranium Process Engineer ENG-10 525
Nuclear Engineer ENG-20 545
Nuclear Engineer ENG-30 605
Structural Engineer ENG-40 605
Project Engineer ENG-50 630
Civil Engineer ENG-60 720
Metallurgical Engineer ENG-70 720
Mechanical Engineer ENG-80 740
Criticality & Shielding Engineer ENG-90 745
Research Engineer (Instrumentation) ENG-100 745
Uranium Process Engineer ENG-110 745
Mechanical Engineer ENG-120 755
Metall-gical Engineer ENG-130 755
Nuclea, Engineer ENG-140 755
Chemical Engineer ENG-150 765
Chemical Engineer ENG-160 820
Reactor Fuels Engineer ENG-170 820
Transportation Project Manager ENG-180 820
Reactor Project Inspector (Construction) ENG-190 835
Reactor Project Inspector (Operations) ENG-200 835
Metallurgical Engineer ENG-210 845
Project Manager ENG-220 875
Sr. Resident Inspector ENG-225 890
Sr. Nuclear Engineer ENG-230 940
Sr. Radioactive Materials Transportation Engineer ENG-240 940
Sr. Reactor Engineer ENG-250 940
Sr. Reactor Safety Engineer ENG-260 940
Sr. Waste Management Project Manager ENG-270 940
Sr. Environmental Project Manager ENG-280 945
Sr. Operating Reactor Project Manager ENG-290 950
Sr. Project Manager ENG-300 960

LEGAL

Attorney LEG-10 735
Regulations Attorney LEG-20 850
Litigation Attorney LEG-30 865
Litigation Attorney LEG-40 865
Litigation Attorney LEG-50 865
Sr. Regulations Attorney LEG-60 940
Sr. Litigation Attorney LEG-70 955
Sr. Litigation Attorney LEG-80 955
Sr. Litigation Attorney LEG-90 955

OPERATIONS RESEARCH

Operations Research Analyst OPR-10 770
Risk Assessment Analyst OPR-20 825

PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Health Physicist PBS-10 470
Chemist PBS-20 600
Hydrologist-Oceanographer PBS-30 605
Meteorologist PBS-40 605
Health Physicist PBS-50 620
Health Physicist PBS-60 720
Health Physicist PBS-70 740
Seismologist PBS-80 755
Aquatic Biologist PBS-90 820
Sr. Geologist PBS-100 950
Sr. Reactor Physicist PBS-110 950
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Benchmark Total
Title Number Points

SECRETARIAL AND CLERICAL

Clerk Typist S&C-10 235
Clerk Typist S&C-20 255
Clerk Stenographer S&C-30 260
Mail and File Clerk S&C-40 260
Clerk Typist S&C-50 280
Mail Clerk S&C-60 280
Clerk Stenographer S&C-70 285
Telephone Operator S&C-80 290
Word Processing Operator S&C-90 290
File Clerk S&C-100 305
Secretary S&C-110 305
Word Processing Operator S&C-120 315
Secretary S&C-130 330
Secretary - C-140 365
Secretary S&C-150 405
Secretary S&C-160 445

SAFEGUARDS AND SECURITY

Physical Security Specialist S&S-10 530
Information Security Specialist S&S-20 595
Plant Protection Analyst S&S-30 595
Material Control Analyst S&S-40 620
Physical Security Specialist S&S-50 700
Plant Protection Analyst S&S-60 700
Safeguards Research Analyst S&S-70 700
Material Control Analyst S&S-80 735
Safeguards Systems Analyst S&S-90 765
Sr. Plant Protection Specialist S&S-100 940
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TRAVEL CLERK, GS-2132-4

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a Travel Clerk in the Travel Services Branch. Provides advice and assistance to NRC Headquarters
personnel regarding modes of transportation, entitlements, reservations, car rentals, most suitable routes and
accommodations, timetables, etc. Most of the travel dealt with is within the United States; occasionally advises
and assists in foreign travel. The work is primarily of a service nature in assisting travelers who are planning
travel itineraries.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reserves space on Amtrak.

Reserves rental car reservations from GSA contractors by telephone. Furnishes traveler with Information as to
the location of rental car agency, telephone number to be called for pick-up, and billing Instructions.

Reserves rental car and air space and obtains airline tickets by use of the Apollo CRT computer terminal and
an automated teleticketing system.

Assists traveler with itineraries by checking availability of flights by origination and destination points.

Reserves rental cars and requests availability of rental cars in specific cities, on carriers other than those with
GSA contracts.

Obtains domestic trip fare quotes.

Retrieves previously made reservations for information purposes or to change reservations.

Requests special meals on specific flights for health reasons.

Checks filing capability of computer to see if suspense items have been confirmed such as flights, rental cars.

Utilizes the capabilities of the computer to see if suspense items such as flights and rental cars have been con-
firmed and to obtain other information as appropriate.

Reviews travel authorizations; assures that authorizations are appropriate and in accordance with applicable
regulations. Reconciles routine problems on authorizations with the traveler. Refers difficult problems to the
Travel Coordinator. Assigns numbers and computes costs.

Prepares Government transportation requests (TRs).

Checks ticket received against travel authorization, validates and adds information to the TR report upon receipt
over the automated teleticketing machine.

Occasionally provides assistance to travellers taking foreign trips. Reviews and processes requests for foreign
travel and provides information regarding modes and schedules for foreign travel.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 155

Detailed knowledge of Federal Travel Regulations, NRC Travel Regulations, and decisions of the Comptroller
General as related to domestic official travel. Ability to apply knowledge to routine foreign travel situations.

Ability to use official airline and railroad guides, travel planners, Rand McNally mileage guide, and various other
instruments necessary in outlining travel itineraries, computing comparative cost statements, reservations, and
furnishing general travel information to NRC travelers relative to available accommodations, routing, etc.

Ability to meet with travelers in arranging itineraries, travel reservations, and assisting in transportation pro-
blems. This requires tact, diplomacy, and patience.

Skill in the operation of the Apollo CRT computer terminal to obtain reservations and tickets.
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CONTACTS 55

Continuous contact with passenger agents and reservation clerks of airlines and railroads, disctfssing NRC pas-
senger transportation problems and arranging for travel reservations, etc. Good working relations with com-
mercial carriers are required to insure NRC travelers of prompt and courteous service.

Continuous contact with travelers at all levels and their secretaries, discussing their transportation problems,
furnishing itineraries, and arranging travel reservations.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 80

Supervision Received

Chief, Travel Services Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Performance of job is governed by Federal and NRC Travel Regulations and Decisions of the Comptroller General.

Independent Action

Provides daily travel advice and assistance regarding transportation problems such as routings, tariffs, procure-
ment of tickets, and general travel information.

Makes determinations relative to acceptable itineraries consistent with provisions of NRC and Federal Travel
Regulations.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT S

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 300
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RAVEL CLERK, GS-2132-5

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as Travel Clerk in the Travel Services Branch, responsible for providing centralized travel services for
Headquarters employees. Travel advice and assistance is provided on both domestic and frequent foreign travel.
Occasionally, the travel is worldwide. The work is primarily of a service nature in assisting travelers who are
planning travel itineraries.

REGULAR DUTIES

Foreign Travel

Reviews and processes requests for foreign travel.

Arranges for issuance of passports and visas.

Provides information regarding modes and schedules for travel.

Obtains reservations.

Provides advice and assistance on the applicability of Federal Travel Regulations.

Provides tickets and travel advances on a timely basis.

Domestic Travel

Assists traveler with itineraries by checking availability of flights by origination and destination points.

Reserves rental cars and requests availability of rental cars in specific cities on carriers other than those with
USA contracts.

Reserves space on Amtrak.

Obtains domestic trip fare quotes.

Requests special meals on specific flights for health reasons.

Utilizes the capabilities of the computer to see if suspense items such as flights and rental cars have been con-
firmed and to obtain other information as appropriate.

Reserves rental cars from GSA contractors by telephone. Furnishes travelers with information as to the location
of rental car agency, telephone number to be called for pick up, and billing instructions.

Reserves rental car and air space and obtains airline tickets by use of the Apollo CRT computer terminal and an
automated teleticketing system.

Reviews domestic travel authorizations; assures that authorizations are appropriate and in accordance with appli-
cable regulations. Reconciles routine problems on authorizations with the traveler. Refers difficult problems to
supervisor. Assigns numbers and computes costs.

Prepares Government transportation requests (TRs).

Checks ticket received against travel authorization, validates and adds information to the TR report upon receipt
over the automated teleticketing machine.

Issues books of Transportation Requests to travelers and conducts semiannual inventory as required by NRC
Travel Manual.

Prepares weekly billing report for all tickets received over the automated teleticketing machine.

Assistance on Change of Duty Station

nitiates correspondence to new hires and employees eligible for reimbursement of change of station expenses.
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Prepares change of station authorizations.

Prepares reimbursement vouchers for change of station, including travel, movement of household goods, stora
temporary quarters, house-hunting trips, and real estate expenses.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 170

Ability to apply a thorough working knowledge of current Federal Travel Regulations, NRC Travel Regulations,
and decisions of the Comptroller General as related to new hires and employees eligible for reimbursement of
change of station expenses and all other domestic and foreign travel.

Ability to use official airline and railroad guides, travel planners, Rand McNally mileage guide, and various other
instruments necessary in outlining travel itineraries, computing comparative cost statements, reservations, and
furnishing

general travel information to NRC travelers relative to available accommodations.

Ability to meet with travelers in arranging itineraries, travel reservations, and assisting in transportation pro-
blems. Ability to meet with new hires and employees transferring to new duty station to discuss those expenses
an employee/new hire might be entitled to receive. This requires tact, diplomacy, and patience.

Knowledge of State Department regulations regarding the issuance of official passports and visas.

Knowledge of rules of foreign embassies regarding the issuance of visas.

Skill in the operation of the Apollo CRT computer terminal to obtain reservations and tickets.

CONTACTS

Continuous contact with travelers at all levels and their secretaries, discussing their transportation problems,
furnishing itineraries, and arranging travel reservations.

Frequent contact with new hires and employees transferring to new duty stations, discussing problems unique to
them.

Frequent contact with the staff of the official passport section of the State Department to arrange for passports.

Frequent contact with foreign embassies to notify them of travel arrangements.

Continuous contact with passenger agents and reservation clerks of airlines and railroads, discussing NRC pas-
senger transportation problem- and arranging for travel reservations, etc. Good working relations with commer-
cial carriers are required to insure NRC travelers of prompt and courteous service.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 80

Supervision Received

Chief, Travel Services Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Performance of job is governed by Federal Travel Regulations, Decisions of the Comptroller General, and the NRC
Travel Regulations.

Independent Action

Makes daily decisions regarding transportation problems such as routings, tariffs, procurement of tickets, and
general travel information for routine domestic travel.
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Makes determination relative to acceptable itineraries consistent with provisions of the Federal Travel Regulations
for routine domestic travel.

Works independently in preparing change of station authorization and vouchers, securing proper signatures and
dispatching. Independently researches the latest commuted rate schedules from GSA in the preparation of travel
documents.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 320
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PERSONNEL CLERK, GS-0203-6

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Assists a team of Personnel Management Analysts by performing clerical assistance work in the areas of staffing,
job evaluation, employee relations, and employee development. Handles all substantive clerical aspects of pro-
cessing personnel actions regarding both professional and nonprofessional employees in a variety of occupations,
including scientific and technical.

REGULAR DUTIES

Independently processes all types of personnel actions such as appointments, change in status, transfers and
separations, training requests and authorizations, job evaluation worksheets, etc.

Refers as necessary to the NRC manual chapters referencing NRC personnel rules, regulations, guidelines,
and procedures to determine that information contained in the various forms meets established procedural
requirements.

Monitors the NRC Vacancy Announcement System for assigned accounts to assure that supporting documentation,
including performance appraisals and references, have been obtained and applications are sent to the Selecting
Official in a timely manner. Answers questions from applicants and operating officials regarding the status of
posted positions.

Reviews recruitment action packages for completeness, contacting administrative personnel in the Divisions
regarding problems or errors that exist in the package.

Maintains control over organizational profile and employee personnel history statement for accuracy and complete-
ness. Based on current information obtained from a variety of recruitment related sources, prepares periodic
reports which reflect our current and anticipated manpower staffing levels of assigned accounts. Prepares a
monthly report of all position vacancies, including special reports on various grade and occupational groups.

Performs agency record checks on current Federal employees selected for employment to obtain accurate informa
tion sufficient to complete Form NRC 50 and establish an entrance-on-duty date.

Conducts Exit Interviews for professional and non-professional personnel leaving the Agency. Explains and
answers questions regarding disposition of annual and sick leave, benefits coverage, retirement options and
refunds, final pay, training and development obligations, etc.

Conducts new employee orientation for all professional and non-professional employees. Explains NRC policies
and procedures governing leave, probationary periods, union eligibility, retirement options, health and life
insurance coverage, employment status, salary schedule determination, employee evaluations, and training and
development opportunities. Describes role and services provided by the Division of Organization and Personnel.
Administers the Oath of Office.

Maintains logs, records, and ticklers necessary for ensuring timely completion and distributing information and
ce tification regarding probationary periods, p rformance appraisals, and 60-day follow-up for new and specie
category NRC employees. Takes actions necessary with regard to the Certification Program.

As requested by the PMS or Branch Chief, performs special projects connected with the recruitment, selection,
placement, classification, and utilization of NRC personnel. Also, assists in studies designed to improve internal
operating procedures. Assists PMS in providing training to Administrative Officers and supervisory personnel.

Maintains file on all current NRC directives and instructions, notifying PMS of all relevant changes.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 190

Knowledge of NRC and CSC personnel policies, procedures, rules, and regulations sufficient to independently
complete the clerical processing of all types of personnel actions in the areas of staffing, job evaluation,
employee relations, and training.

Knowledge of NRC personnel rules and regulations sufficient to authoritatively respond to a multitude of routine
and non-routine inquiries regarding regulatory, procedural, and policy requirements applicable to processing
personnel actions.
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'- (nowledge of the full range precedent cases and knowledge of and familiarity with the NRC organization sufficient
to independently process routine and non-routine personnel transactions.

Ability to select appropriate precedent cases and appropriate guidelines from the large volume of published guide-
lines and precedent material available to serve as a basis for procedural action.

A thorough knowledge of NRC ADP Manual 4176 necessary in order to accurately code and complete computerized
personnel input forms.

Ability to independently assimilate information for development of clerical systems, reports, and summaries indi-
cating the status of a variety of personnel activities.

Ability to convey thoughts accurately and concisely, both orally and in writing.

Thorough knowledge of the NRC Vacancy Announcement System with the ability to establish and maintain records
and prepare a variety of staffing related reports.

Highly skilled in dealing with a wide variety of people under different and sometimes difficult circumstances,
including pressure situations where accurate information must be provided rapidly.

CONTACTS 65

Continuous contact with employees to convey information on a multitude of personnel policy and procedural
questions or to request information in regard to specific questions concerning personnel actions.

Daily contacts with Administrative Officers, Branch Chiefs, as well as supporting staff, regarding the status of
processing requirements for personnel action and requests.

Frequent contacts with applicants to obtain additional information necessary for personnel processing.

requent contacts with Personnel officials in other Government agencies.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 85

Supervision Received

Personnel Management Specialist (Team Leader).

General Supervision "8".

Guidelines are NRC regulations pertaining to personnel policies and procedures as well as all procedural guide-
lines applicable to processing of personnel actions. Federal Personnel Manual, FPM supplements, Classification
Act Standards, and other government-wide ,jidelinrs pertaining to personnel actions are referenced as necessary
to clar.y such items as occupational codes, personnel action codes, etc., where NRC guidelines may not cover
all pertinent aspects.

Independent Action

Determines the accuracy and appropriateness of information items to be entered into the computerized personnel
data system based on precedent cases and established guidelines. Contacts applicants or other personnel as
necessary to obtain necessary additional information.

Processes all types of personnel actions such as appointments, removals, reinstatements, changes in status,
training requests and authorizations, job evaluation worksheets, etc.

Monitors the NRC vacancy announcement system for assigned accounts to assure that applications, eligibility
determinations, and other such things associated with posted vacancies are processed smoothly and efficiently.

Reviews organizational profile and employee personnel history to maintain a control on the accuracy of information
aintained on employees in assigned accounts.

\-exercises judgment and responsibility in explaining NRC personnel policies or procedures responding to inquiries
and determining calls which require immediate attention, referring these to PMS or supervisor as necessary for
prompt and effective action.
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Prepares routine correspondence on own initiative; responsible for neatness, accuracy, and proper format of
material; and insures that necessary coordination is effected.

Uses initiative and judgment in planning and organizing work, to assure that required reports are issued to meet
deadlines.

Determines the information to be entered into computerized personnel data system. On own initiative, contacts
applicants for necessary additional information.

Work Accepted Without Review

Conducts new employee orientation for professional and non-professional employees.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORK"'G CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal clerical effort.

TOTAL SCORE 3F'
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ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, GS-0341-7

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Assists in providing or obtaining a variety of management services essential to the direction and operation of an
Office or a large Division. Performs work in support of the administrative management functions of the organiza-
tion such as management analysis, budget administration, personnel management, contract administration, pro-
perty management, space management, records management, security administration, and other similar activities.

REGULAR DUTIES

Provides administrative support to the organization by assisting in various management directed studies. Follows
specific guidelines and uses established procedures and techniques in completing assigned studies. Gathers
information and assembles data in appropriate formats for determining similarities, contracts, past experience,
projected needs, and other types of analytical comparisons. Assigned studies usually concern the procedural
aspects of the work being performed in the organizational unit. Examples of work are: conducts workflow
studies involving clerical employees and prepares descriptive rer--ts of the findings including recommendations
for improvement, thus assuring the most effective and efficient use of clerical support in the organization;
studies the uses, procedures, and distribution involved with a particular form or report to assure that the Infor-
mation provided meets the needs of the users, is effectively utilized, and that there is no unnecessary overlap
or duplication with other existing forms or reports. Recommends changes in format, distribution, content, etc.,
where applicable.

Provides administrative support to the organization by assisting in the gathering of information needed for the
preparation of the personal services, travel, and technical training budgets at the assigned organizational level.

Obtains information from branch and division level supervisors for inclusion in the preparation of the budget.

Assists supervisors in organizing materials; advises them as to completeness and format required based on
specific guidelines.

Reviews portions of requests for funds, checking for consistency with past budgets.

Maintains records of expenditures vs. allotments in order to assist in budget control.

Reviews requests for expenditures for travel, training, or office supplies to assure that they comply with estab-
lished guidelines concerning format.

Provides data regarding assigned areas to employees or supervisors upon request.

Provides personnel management support by maintaining an application review control system. Assigns control
form and control card to all personnel applications received for review in order to monitor status of applications
within the organization. Verifies that forms sent to Division of Organization and Personnel involving personnel
actions are properly completed in regard to format. Assists in providing central mail and file services for the
organization; reviews current procedures and recommends possible changes to improve the flow of mail and
paperwork. Reviews administrative policies or procedures to assure consistency with NRC guidelines and to
locate possible duplication or overlap within local policies and procedures which can be eliminated.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 235

Knowledge of the theories and principles of management and budget administration sufficient to follow specific
guidelines and use established procedures and techniques in performing assigned studies.

Ability to gain a knowledge of the organizational structure, functions, procedures, and legislative mandate where
applicable, of the organization served sufficient to apply this knowledge to the problems assigned.

Ability to learn personnel regulations and procedures sufficient to verify the correct format of all forms sent to
the Division of Organization and Personnel regarding personnel actions.

Ability to exercise ingenuity, and inventiveness in devising solutions to problems; ability to gain cooperation and
cooperate with others.

Ability to gather, assemble, and analyze facts, draw conclusions, and recommend solutions to assigned problems.
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-

Ability to make oral and written reports and presentations and prepare graphs and charts clearly, concisely, a.
effectively.

Ability to analyze statistical and narrative information; ability to perform statistical-clerical computations involving
percentages, ratios, averages, etc.

CONTACTS 65

Frequent contacts with all levels of employees including supervisors at the branch and division level to obtain
information regarding any aspects of administrative management such as budget administration, management
analysis, personnel management, etc. Provides administrative management information of a routine nature to
various employees and line officials up to the division or office level. Must at times resolve factual discrepancies
or detect and discuss errors in data and reports with other employees and middle managers.

Occasional contacts with employees at the office level to gather information needed for assigned studies.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 85

Supervision Received

Administrative Officer.

Direct Supervision.

Independent Action

Recommends alternative solutions for administrative problems found as a result of studies performed regarding
procedural aspects of work performed in the organizational unit. Such recommendations include the need for new
or revised forms or administrative procedural changes in document flow.

Provides administrative management data relating to budget, personnel, etc., of a routine nature to employees a,-/
all levels up to the division or office level.

Assigns control form and control card to all personnel applications received in the organization for review.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal administrative.

TOTAL SCORE 395
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OFFICE SERVICES MANAGER, GS-0342-9

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Bears the principal responsibility for the full range of office services required by a regional office.

REGULAR DUTIES

Property Maintenance and Control:

Develops local procedures and systems for obtaining, maintaining, and controlling office equipment and supplies.

Processes request from NRC personnel in the regional office for office machines, furniture, and equipment. For
items available locally, initiates procurement action.

Reviews and approves requests for those office supplies and material stocked by GSA or a local GSA contractor
for NRC use, or if not available, requests bids from local office suppliers for the needed items.

Maintains control over nonexpendable property issued to the regional office personnel with respect to main-
tenance, repair, and replacement in accordance with local policies and procedures.

Administers service contracts for the maintenance and repair of reproduction equipment, recorders, and office
machines used by NRC personnel.

Supervises the operation of the regional office supply room which requisitions, stocks, and issues office supplies
peculiar to NRC users such as NRC letterhead, franked envelopes, blank forms, and rubber stamps.

Printing and Reproduction:

Supervises the operation of the reproduction facility which is usually equipped with one or more quick-copy
machines which handle printing and reproduction of routine items.

\ Arranges for printing and reproduction service for items not handled above, through a local contract printing
plant. This involves establishing working arrangements with the contractor, reviewing and approving requests,
and providing assistance to requestor in determining most desirable and economical methods.

Communications:

Supervises the operation of the telecommunications system used in a regional office.

Maintains liaison with personnel in NRC headquarters concerning future requirements for telecommunications.

Assists the staff in determining their needs for telecommunications service and processes requests for such
services.

Reviews long-distance telephone charges for accuracy, including FTS charges. Initiates procedures to follow for
general use of the telephone.

Semi-annually prepares and publishes an Office Telephone Directory for distribution to NRC headquarters, locally
and others.

Mail and Records:

Supervises the operation of the mail function for the regional office, which is responsible for receiving, distri-
buting, and dispatching all classified and unclassified mail, maintaining required records on registered mail and
classified documents, controlling important mail, and provides postal and mail management information and
guidance to the general staff.

Supervises the establishment and maintenance of the general files covering many different technical or scientific
subject matters. Recommends filing systems which will provide additional assistance for the technical staff.

Controls all classified documents in the regional office, ensuring that record, distribution, control, mail, and
destruction of classified information is in accordance with NRC and local policies.

- Supervises the operation of the document processing unit for the regional office, which processes administrative
files, materials license files, docket files, and cardex control records.
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Supervises the processing of materials licenses and amendments. Determines the category, priority, and inspec
tion due date to be assigned.

Coordinates the initial review of docket and license file information received and assures correctness of entry
into docket.

Building Service:

Processes requests to the operating contractor for alterations to offices. Also assists the offices in working out
their arrangements and allocations, preparing requests for engineering assistance and ensuring that the work is
accomplished.

Arranges for janitorial services for the regional office and ensures the adequacy of the work performed.

Word Processing:

Through a subordinate supervisor, supervises the operation of the word processing unit for the regional office.
This unit types letters, memoranda, regulatory related reports, etc.

Establishes controls to schedule work efficiently and ensures that deadlines are met.

Travel:

Supervises the control and issuance of travel funds, transportation requests, and airline tickets.

Supervises the direct contact with commercial passenger carriers to arrange for travel. This includes foreign
travel, domestic travel, and household moves.

Assures that travel authorizations are consistent with Standard Government Travel Requirements and NRC pro-
cedures.

Purchasing:

Supervises the requests for issuance of Purchase Order contracts for office machine maintenance, rental of offi'
machines, and for purchase of office equipment and supplies. -

Meets with representatives of business to discuss a commodity or service the regional office wishes to purchase
or the business concern wishes to sell to the government, considering and evaluating the suitability, benefit(s),
and cost to the government.

Supervises the maintenance of control of operating funds.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 225

Practical knowlodge of Federal procurement procedures, GSA supply regulations, and NRC and local instructions,
regulations, policies, and procedures related to: property management functions dealing with purchase, receipt,
storage, issue and control of property and supplies; reproduction, word processing and printing methods; mail
control; telecommunications management; records and documents control; travel; and other office services such as
space planning and janitorial services adequate to plan, organize, and supervise such services for a regional
office.

Ability to coordinate and supervise several functions and individuals.

CONTACTS 80

Continuous contact with NRC regional office personnel for such purposes as assisting in alteration of offices, in
planning office moves, the operation of the communication system, selecting proper reproduction and printing
methods, and maintenance of office equipment.

Frequent contact with contractors and representatives of commercial firms to arrange for and coordinate services
and supplies.

Occasional contact with NRC headquarters and other regional offices for office service related functions.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 95

Supervision Received

Administrative Officer.

General Supervision "B".

Guides are GSA procurement procedures, NRC Manuals, and local regional office practices in office service
management.

Independent Action

Recommends:

Procedures for obtaining, maintaining, and controlling office equipment and supplies.

Establishment and maintenance of general filing system for technical matter and a filing system to assist the
technical staff.

Service contracts for the maintenance and repair of office machines for which service is not available through the
contractor's repair facility.

Printing and reproduction service through a local contractor when not able to be handled at regional office.

Janitorial service for the regional office.

Procurement of office supplies and equipment not available from local stock from GSA or local GSA contractor.
Requests bids from local office suppliers if not available through GSA.

Advice to NRC regional staff on such matters as printing and reproduction methods, types of telephone equip-
ment, office space planning and office moves, and types of office machines and equipment.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED 35

1 Supervisor, CRESS UNIT
1 Records and Control Clerk
1 Travel Clerk
1 Purchasing Agent
1 Receptionist
1 Supply and Mail Clerk

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 445
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ENVIRONMENTAL LICENSING ASSISTANT, GS-0301-9

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Provides administrative support to the Branch Chief and Environmental Project Managers by handling all adminis-
trative areas of the environmental review aspects of the licensing process. Advises applicants, Federal, State,
and local governments and appropriate members of the public of the applicable laws, regulations, and policies
considered by the staff in the environmental review aspects of the nuclear facility licensing process. Reviews
and administratively processes to final action the Environmental Statements (both draft and final) for nuclear
facility Construction Permits and Operating License Permits, Limited Work Authorizations, and both the Environ-
mental Statements and the Safety Evaluation Report for Early Site Reviews.

REGULAR DUTIES

Serves as the focal point in the branch as the most knowledgeable person in the branch on NRC rules, regula-
tions, and procedures applicable to the administrative aspects of environmental reviews.

Environm. .al R'eview for Construction Permits and Operating Licenses

Reviews the Environmental Report portion of nuclear facility license applications and amendments to licenses to
establish that information required for the environmental report is present, complete, and in conformance with
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations Parts 2, 50, 51, 100 and 170 and Regulatory Guide 4.2. The information
which is reviewed is normally found in the first two or three chapters of Vol. I of an approximate 8-volume
report. This information is non-technical in nature and is concerned with such things as plant siting, regional
government data, area population distribution, etc., regarding the nuclear facility and the surrounding area.

Advises applicants and potential applicants for nuclear facilities of the applicable NRC regulations, guides, and
policies, as well as Federal or State laws to be considered in the preparation and submittal of their Environ-
mental Report (ER).

Assures proper distribution of the ER by the applicant to appropriate agencies, Federal, State, and local
governments. Upon receipt of the ER, insures proper distribution to Environmental Project Manager (EPM),
Technical Reviewers, National Labs, and any other groups or individuals that will be participating in the
environmental review. Prepares notice of receipt to be published in the Federal Register.

Checks for the proper number of copies of documents provided by the applicant in order to assure that they are
sufficient to establish legally required NRC files. Requests additional information from applicants as necessary.

Reviews technical portions of the Draft Environmental Statement (prepared by EPM, Technical Reviewers, Labs,
etc.) to assure that required technical information is present and complete (but not to assure technical
corrections) per the Environmental Statement Guide (ESG) and to assure that administrative information is
present, complete, and correct per the ESG.

Prepares list of Federal, State, and local agencies requested to comment on the DES. Coordinates the com-
pilation, printing, and the distribution of approximately 500 copies of the DES. Insures that all interested par-
ties receive a copy of the DES whether or not they are requested to provide comments. Prepares letters to
Federal, State, and local agencies requesting comment on the DES, and prepares Federal Register Notice
regarding availability of DES.

Compiles comments received from various agencies and other interested parties in regard to the Environmental
Statement, and sends the comments to the applicant along with a letter explaining action necessary on the part
of the applicant and due dates. Establishes due dates for applicant responses.

Performs coordination and review functions for the Final Environmental Statement which incorporates both amend-
ments and final responses to comments received on the DES.

Prepares LWA for signature; compares ASLBP decision (includes conditions, limitations, activities authorized,
etc.) with applicant's request and FES recommendations in order to provide to the applicant a specific listing of
activities authorized and limitations imposed. Sends copies of LWA to agencies on distribution list and prepares
Federal Register Notice.

Early Site Reviews

Upon receipt of Early Site Review application, performs same types of administrative duties as in Construction
Permit and Operating License applications in regard to ER, DES, and FES. In addition, coordinates the issuan.
of the site suitability certificate. For Early Site Reviews, the Environmental Licensing Assistant is also respon-
sible for providing administrative support in the safety review portion of the certificate issuance process. This
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involves such duties as preparing necessary Federal Register notices; preparing "Notice of Hearing" and memo-
randum to the Office of the Secretary; coordinating with the Office of the Executive Legal Director, and other
similar duties.

Other Administrative Duties

Compiles testimony for technical staff for hearings on environmental issues. Researchs NRC files to produce
documents associated with issues to be covered in hearings and for providing these documents for the environ-
mental hearing proceedings.

Assists Branch Chief by preparing personnel action requests and by taking a primary role in the recruitment
and training of branch clerical employees. Provides orientation to all branch personnel on procedural and
organizational requirements, conditions, provisions, and limitations imposed by Commission regulations and policy
which are applicable to the environmental review aspects of the licensing process.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 240

Knowledge of the environmental review aspects of nuclear facility licensing activities sufficient to administratively
process Draft Environmental Statements, Final Environmental Statements, and Limited Work Authorizations.
Knowledge of the environmental and safety review aspects of nuclear facility licensing to administratively process
early site review certificates.

Knowledge of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, 10 CFR Parts 2, 50, 51, 199, and Part 170 and
Regulatory Guide Division 4, and any other applicable guides sufficient to serve as the most knowledgeable
person in the branch on NRC rules, regulations, and procedures applicable to the environmental review portion
of the nuclear facility licensing process.

Skill in analyzing and interpreting a variety of changing procedures, rules, regulations, etc., pertaining to the
environmental review and the issuance of Limited Work Authorizations, and early site review certificates sufficient

*to administratively coordinate the assigned licensing projects. Ability to review changes in Commission rules and
regulations, etc., and to determine which changes impact the environmental review portion of the licensing pro-
cess and how these changes can best be implemented.

Knowledge of technical terminology sufficient to review technical portions of the DES and FES to assure that
technical information is present and complete per the Environmental Statement Guide.

Understanding of legal principles applicable to the environmental review activities in order to handle day-to-day
activities with OELD and to resolve problems affecting the processing of the environmental review.

Administrative skills sufficient to plan and coordinate the processing of Draft and Final Environmental Statements,
LWAs, and early site review certificates.

General knowledge of the application of the National Environmental Protection Act, Federal Water Pollution Control
Act, Coastal Zone Management Act, Endangered Species Act, and other laws which impact the environmental
review aspects of the nuclear facility licensing process. This knowledge should be sufficient to inform applicants
and other interested parties of Federal laws having an effect on the environmental aspects of the licensing review
process.

CONTACTS 90

Continuous contacts with attorneys in the Office of the Executive Legal Director on environmental review actions.
Contacts are for the purpose of clarifying questionable items as related to procedural or administrative matters
and securing concurrence on proposed actions regarding the environmental review aspects of the licensing
process.

Frequent contact with technical staffs of other NRC Divisions and Offices. Contacts are for the purpose of
clarifying questionable items, reconciling divergent views, and securing concurrence on proposed environmental
review actions.

Frequent contact, through meetings and telephone conversations, with managerial staff of licensees, applicants
and intervenors and their legal counsel relative to adequacy of data submitted, procedural matters, and status of
applications.
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Occasional contact with appropriate representatives of Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel, Office of the
Secretary, and with the staff of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards to coordinate administrative
aspects of licensing matters referred to these groups and clarify information pertaining to actions which they
have processed.

Occasional contact with staffs of Federal, State, and local agencies and members of the public having an interest
in a particular environmental review action. Contacts are for the purpose of providing requested information.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 110

Supervision Received

Branch Chief.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are CFR Title 10, NRC Guidelines, NRC Manual, the Administrative Procedure Act, Freedom of 'nfor-
mation Act, and local operating procedures (such as the Licensing Assistant Handbook) that are both written and
oral.

Independent Action

Reviews the Environmental Report portion of nuclear facility license applications and amendments to licenses to
establish that information required for the environmental report is present, complete, and in conformance with
applicable NRC regulations and guides.

Maintains cognizance of the most up-to-date NRC rules, regulations, and procedures applicable to the environ-
mental review aspects of the licensing process. Reviews revisions to Commission rules and regulations and
ascertains whether or not they are applicable to the environmental review aspects of the administrative proce-
dures of the licensing process.

Implements changes to current administrative procedures to assure that the environmental review and required
notifications in the Federal Register and to other necessary parties are completed in accordance with the new
rules.

Assures proper distribution of the Environmental Report.

Assures that legally required files pertaining to the environmental review are established.

Coordinates the compiling, printing, and distribution of the DES and FES.

Coordinates and prepares the Limited Work Authorizations and early site review certificates; reviews all pertinent
"input" documents to assure correctness and completeness and sends necessary copies to applicant and other
parties on the distribution list; prepares necessary Federal Register Notices.

Reviews technical portions of the DES and FES to assure that required administrative and procedural information
is present and complete per the Environmental Statement Guide.

Coordinates the compilation, printing, and the distribution of all Draft and Final Environmental Statements.

Compiles comments received in regard to the Environmental Statement.

Compiles testing for technical staff for hearings regarding environmental issues.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS

Normal.
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EFFORT 5

Normal administrative; however, subject to numerous deadlines that change on short notice. --

TOTAL SCORE 450
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PROCUREMENT AGENT, GS-1102-09

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Purchases the large scale, more complex, special purpose type of supplies, services, materials, and equipment,
particularly items in excess of $500 which require open competition as well as purchase thru a Government
schedule. Purchases may cost up to $10,000 on the open market and range from office supplies stocked by
General Services Administration to compex electronic equipment and a variety of service contracts. Emphasis is
dual: (a) meeting the needs of the NRC mission, frequently within very short time limits, (b) at lowest possible
cost to the government under conditions of maximum competition.

REGULAR DUTIES

Examines incoming request to determine:

a. Specific requirements of the activity initiating the request, i.e., adequacy of specification, justification of
nonstandard or exceptional request.

b. Whether item is available thru established Government sources or must be obtained on open market.

c. Whether request can be combined with other procurements or obtained under existing blanket purchase
agreements.

Takes action to reconcile differences in cases where specifications or requirements in the procurement request
apparently conflict with legal requirements for lowest cost and competition. Assures that item or service is
allowable and that any necessary justification is provided. This involves discussion with the requesting officials
as to essentiality of specified factors vis-a-vis possible substitution of one or more features as well as location
and careful analysis of specifications and conditions covering similar or related items, and relative priority of the
item. On sole source requests, carefully reviews justifications from experience, suggesting alternatives; for
questionable issues, coordinates justification with attorneys.

Carries out procurement action:

a. Contacts potential sources to determine availability of items or services, delivery schedules, discounts,
transactions, and other pertinent matters. Provides relevant information and discusses various alter-
natives, utilizing flexibility and diplomacy to bring about optimum purchase conditions.

b. Prepares the necessary data to effect procurement action, such as Requests for Quotations, and written or
petty cash purchase orders; insures that the documents include the required technical and contractual
language, and appropriate special provisions for packaging, f.o.b. points, inspection, delivery, and
payment.

c. Evaluates bids and quotations in terms of technical requirements, delivery, payment, and other conditions;
notes any exceptions bidder may have taken to the features specified. Selects successful bidder(s),
assuring proper documentation where award is to other than lowest bidder or where there are real or
apparent deviations from the norm.

d. Exercises judgment on large orders as to whether to place order with one company or to distribute partial
orders among a number of firms, considering price, discounts, past experiences, delivery time.

e. Prepares, as necessary, purchase contract containing stipulations as to product to be delivered, quantities,
time of delivery, special clauses regarding security, use of government furnished material, funds and pay-
ments, as well as standard "boilerplate."

Follows up to assure prompt delivery, to furnish interim information, to work out any necessary coordination.
Contacts by telephone or composes letters, memoranda, and telegraphic messages as required to consummate pro-
curement actions, expedite deliveries, and act upon unsatisfactory commodities delivered or services performed.
Notes contractor's deficiencies as basis for future business relations or to caution the contractor on type of per-
formance required.

Prepares information necessary to debrief bidders whose offers were not accepted or who complains about policies
to win a contract. Informs such bidders as to the NRC's regulations and requirements.

Prepares and maintains records necessary to control the expenditure of funds for annual and blanket purchase >
orders. These records are in sufficient detail to support the payment of invoices and/or the basis for questior
ing the vendor with respect to the amounts invoiced.
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Interviews representatives of business to discuss commodities and services which the Government wishes to pur-
chase or which the business concern wishes to sell the Government, considering such things as suitability of
commodity or service offered, application of new products to needs of the Government, and whether products
exist which will meet present or future needs of the Government.

Performs other duties as assigned or required.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 250

Sufficient knowledge of Federal Procurement Regulations, policies, and practices to comply with legal require-
ments -and to effectively counsel requesting officials on such requirements.

Knowledge of a large variety of commodities and services, together with the suppliers thereof, utilized by the
various organizational elements of NRC, and general knowledge of the structure and functions of these organiza-
tional elements. Must be able to grasp the essentials of the requisitioning division's requirements in order to
relate the significant features of the requisition to items that are available on schedule and/or may be obtained
w. sin required time limits, and must be able to recognize relative priorities of the various actions.

Knowledge of sources of information regarding suppliers, commodities, and services. These include vendors' and
agency catalogs, commercial registers and directories, commodity and supplier reference files, and related supply
activities such as Federal Prison Industries.

Skill in translating requirement information provided by requisitioning offices into definite requirements which
will serve as the basis for preparing procurement documents which vary and for which there are relatively few
established guidelines. Skill in preparing a contract, when appropriate, which will incorporate requirements and
special clauses of value to NRC.

Skill in dealing with others by personal contact, telephone, and correspondence, requiring tact, logic, and
persuasive ability, particularly where the specifications are inadequate, sole source is requested, or special,
unusual items are requested.

Ability to determine adequacy of conditions, terms, specifications, and most appropriate offers based on price
and maximum competition.

CONTACTS 90

Approximately 50 percent of employee's time is spent in personal or telephone contacts with Administrative and
technical personnel of the requisitioning divisions, to arrive at mutual agreement as to the items or services
needed and the soundness of the special justification when needed, while complying with the legal requirements
of lowest bidder and maximum competition. Employee must be able to grasp the essentials of the requisitioning
division's requirements and to elicit the requisitioning employee's cooperation in resolving questions concerning
descriptions of items, specifications, alternate items offered by vendors, and understanding of delivery and other
conditions. Tact, flexibility, persuasive ability, and logic are of utmost importance in

these contacts in order to gain cooperation and acceptance and thus achieve mutually agreeable procurement
arrangements.

Suppliers, local and nationwide, regarding requirements of the items, delivery, and payment; to request bids; to
provide information or assistance necessary toward successful culmination of any transactions. Tact, flexibility,
and knowledge of the commodities/services required, as well as manner in which they are utilized, are essential
to insure protection of the Government's best interests.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 105

Supervision Received

Chief, Procurement Section.

General Supervision "B".
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Guides are Federal Procurement Regulations, procurement statutes, and Comptroller General Decisions, as well a-
Federal and NRC policies and practices. There is no dollar limit on purchases available from Government sche-
dules. Open market purchases may be up to $10,000.

Independent Action

Determines priorities of various actions.

Approves requests for quotations and the expediting of follow-ups.

Determines awards of purchase orders and acceptance or rejection of bids on all assigned procurement
transactions.

Determines within prescribed regulations the most appropriate methods, procedures, or techniques to assure suc-
cessful, timely purchases and makes relevant decisions within framework of established purchasing policies and
procedures.

Work Accepted Without Review

In personal and tele.phone contacts, incumbent must determine whether information is adequate or must be pur-
sued further; also, it is essential to recognize when the situation calls for referral to supervision.

Selects methods and bidders for the soliciting of bids.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal administrative effort.

TOTAL SCORE 455
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, GS-0341-11

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Provides and obtains a variety of management services essential to the direction and operation of an Office or a
large Division. Performs administrative support work in such areas as management analysis, contract administra-
tion, property management, space management, records management, security administration, personnel manage-
ment, and other similar activities.

REGULAR DUTIES

Performs various administrative support studies requested by management as specifically assigned by supervior.
Studies those areas identified by management as possibly requiring modified work methods, procedures, systems,
or policies. Selects appropriate techniques for gathering needed data, analyzes data, devises solutions for iden-
tified problem areas, and recommends solutions to management for decisions. Studies may involve consideration
of the work processes performed by both the clerical and the scientific, technical, or professional employees in
the areas .ssigned. Examples of work are: the responsibility for streamlining records management in the orga-
nization by substantially reducing the number of forms, reports, or files required and developing the modified
methods and procedures needed to operate under the revised system; the conduct of studies of staffing patterns
and manpower requirements and recommending changes when applicable in order to meet the organization's goals
more efficiently.

Provides administrative support to the organization by assisting in the preparation and compilation of the program
support, personnel services, travel, and training budgets at the assigned organizational level.

A. Assists branch and division level supervisors in developing budget estimates and justifications by furnishing
prior year data, compiling information for completion of budget schedules, providing proper formats, etc.

B. Makes practical determinations of reasonable costs, basing "reasonableness" on past budgets and on other
established criteria.

C. Conducts reviews and verification of budget figures.

D. Consolidates several estimates into unified form appropriate for the assigned organizational level.

E. Compares individual estimates with current year records and reports of program accomplishments, rate of
obligations and expenditures, and latest cost projection.

G. Examines requests for travel, training, or overtime expenditures to verify that they do not exceed allot-
ments, assuring against violation of antideficiency regulations for which the allottee is held responsible.
Certifies the availability of funds on requests for expenditures based on specific guidelines.

Responsible for advising supervisor in preparing position descriptions and in the evaluation of positions; as
necessary, prepares requests for salary exceptions, exceptions to freeze orders, etc., and forms necessary for
the proper processing of personnel actions. Acts as liaison for the organization on day-to-day routine personnel
matters such as recruitment, staffing, training, employee relations, and position evaluation. Defers to the
Personnel Management Specialists in the Division of Organization and Personnel when matters are not covered by
specific guidelines.

Responsible for providing central mail and file services for the organization; procedures for handling classified
material; correspondence procedures; and other similar types of administrative policies or procedures which must
follow NRC guidelines.

Trains, or arranges for training of the organization's staff on administrative matters. Assists scientific, techni-
cal, professional, and clerical employees in implementing and adhering to the correct procedures in all adminis-
trative matters.

Assists in the coordination of manual issuances, administrative instructions and regulations within the organiza-
tion; assures that material is routed to and reviewed by appropriate officials; compiles comments necessary for
official response and assures that response is sent out within appropriate time frame.

Coordinates requests for office furniture and fixtures, procurement of office equipment and supplies for the
organization. Reviews equipment and property utilization; recommends reassignment or release of equipment.

Coordinates organization moves, space requirements and utilization, and telephone requirements.
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ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 290

Practical knowledge of the theories, principles, processes and techniques of management sufficient to select
appropriate practices and devise analytical techniques and methodology suited to the management problems
assigned.

Knowledge of the organizational structure, functions, procedures, and legislative mandate, where applicable, of
the organization served sufficient to apply this knowledge to the problems assigned.

Knowledge of procedures and practices of budget formulation in order to identify and use significant data in
preparing budget estimates and to analyze program and accounting details. Knowledge of recordkeeping pro-
cedures adequate to maintain commitment records for allotments such as travel, program support, and training.

Ability to analyze statistical and narrative information; ability to perform statistical-clerical computations
involving percentages, ratios, averages, etc.

Khiowledge of NRC personnel rules, regulations, and procedures suffic.ent to advise on the preparation of posi-.
tion descriptions, evaluation of grade levels using the NRC benchmark evaluation system; knowledge of NRC
personnel guidelines sufficient to provide day-to-day routine types of information to employees and supervisors
regarding employee relations, proper preparation of all forms comprising personnel salary exceptions, and other
similar personnel related items.

Ability to gain cooperation and cooperate with others.

Ability to gather, assemble, and analyze facts, draw conclusions and devise solutions to the assigned problems.

Ability to make oral and written reports and presentations, and prepare graphs and charts clearly, concisely,
and effectively.

Ability to effectively convey ideas and methods to others in order to train and assist employees in properly
following correct administrative procedures.

CONTACTS 90

Daily contacts with various levels of Division and Office personnel to explain and interpret administrative proce-
dures and policies; to obtain and provide information involved in administrative reports; recommend changes in
organizational structures and staffing; recommend changes in local administrative policies and procedures; pro-
vide information in regard to budget allotments and past and current expenditures; provide information on pre-
paring necessary documentation for personnel actions; and provide basic day-to-day information on personnel
related areas.

Frequent contacts with supervisors and line managers in the organization to obtain information necessary for
preparing personnel actions; to receive input for budget formulation and consolidation.

Occasional contacts with personnel at the division or office director level to give and to receive information
regarding the administrative management of the organization, personnel matters, budget matters, etc.; to explain
and support recommendations concerning administrative matters.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 115

Supervision Received

Chief, Program Support Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Independent Action

Certifies the availability of funds for travel, technical training, equipment, and overtime based on specific
guidelines.
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Recommends:

Travel, technical training, personnel services, and equipment budgets to organization director, based upon esti-
mates and projections from line managers.

Changes in organization structures; methods for improving manpower utilization of manpower resources; new or
revised procedures needed to solve problems of an administrative nature.

Work Accepted Without Review

Provides information to employees in the assigned organization on day-to-day routine personnel matters.

Decisions Made Independently:

Within study area, selects appropriate techniques for gathering data, analyzes data, and devises solutions to
problems.

Provides central mail and file services, procedures for handling classified material, correspondence procedures,
and similar types of procedures within guidelines set by NRC.

Determines need and methods for training organization employees in administrative policies and procedures.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED 20

One Administrative Assistant.

One File Clerk.

One Clerk.

One Clerk-Typist.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal administrative.

TOTAL SCORE 525
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CONTRACT ASSISTANT, GS-1106-11 -

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as focal point for contract administration and processes within a major program office of the NRC.
Working in collaboration with managers and supervisors of the program office, and within the framework of
guidance from the contract division of the Office of Administration and the Department of Energy contract
authorities, coordinates the practices, procedures, and administration of contracting activities within the program
office. Services contracted for involve such matters as technical assistance, research studies, and fact finding
and analysis regarding nuclear safety and public health functions of the program office.

REGULAR DUTIES

Under the aegis of master inter-agency agreements and contracts administered by the Department of Energy,
based upon input from scientific and technical personnel, prepares the necessary paper work for services to be
performed by the national laboratories. Makes arrangements for such services within the provisions of the
master agreements and contracts controlled by the Department of Energy. In collaboration with program office
scientific and technical staff, reviews performance under such agreements and recommends corrective actions on
administrative aspects when appropriate performance is not achieved.

Coordinates with and represents the program office in the execution of contract documents by the Division of
Contracts. Participates in contract negotiations which are held under the purview of the Division of Contracts.
May serve as chairman, secretary, or member of negotiating boards and selection panels, subject to guidance and
control from the Division of Contracts.

Advises and consults with staff of the program office on administrative aspects of planning for, defining require-
ments, and developing the approach for contract actions. Reviews contract requests from staff of the program
office to assure compliance with NRC policy and Division of Contracts requirements prior to forwarding such
requests to the Division of Contracts. Prepares proposed contractual documents and other supporting infor-
mation and forwards them to the Division of Contracts.

Compiles and assembles data on contractual activities engaged in by the program office for information of highe
level management and the Division of Contracts.

Represents the program office on contract matters when dealing with other organizations of the NRC. Is
assigned as the program office representative to a variety of NRC committees and task forces to assist in the
development of NRC guidelines for contract administration.

Prepares comments for the program office on proposed new procedures within NRC dealing with contract matters.
Recommends, drafts, and implements internal procedures for carrying out the program office's responsibilities in
the contracts area.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 290

Sufficient knowledge of laws, executive orders, Federal and NRC Procurement and Property Management Regula-
tions, and business administration to recognize their applicability to specific procurement and contract actions
within the program office.

Knowledge of contracting and procurement practices and methods sufficient to carry out the program office's
responsibilities for development of contract and procurement specifications and the monitoring of such actions
within the guidelines and policies of Division of Contracts and the Department of Energy contractual authorities.

Demonstrated ability to prepare, edit, or clarify specifications for a variety of articles or services and
equipment.

Demonstrated ability to participate in negotiations for the purpose of reaching mutual agreements on contract
provisions. Ability to communicate orally and in writing.

Ability to translate a general requirement into a definitive statement expressing the respective obligations and
rights of the parties to a contract in clear and precise terms.
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CONTACTS 105

Frequent contact with all levels of the program office management to provide guidance, assistance, resolution of
problems, and to obtain contract requirements and data on a variety of contractual activities, such as exploring
and defining requirements, developing or clarifying specifications, resolving varying staff positions, policy inter-
pretation, or generally advising on contract and procurement matters.

Frequent contact with vendors, prospective bidders, and with contractor officials to discuss procurement and
contracting requirements.

Frequent contact with the staffs of the Division of Contracts and contract officials of the Department of Energy
for the purpose of resolving or determining the legal aspects of actions proposed or taken.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 120

Supervision Received

Chief, Administrative Branch of a major program office.

General Supervision "B".

Guides are the NRC Management Directives System, Executive Orders, Federal Procurement and Property Manage-
ment Regulations, Comptroller General Decisions, and other applicable NRC policies and procedures relating to
procurement and contracting.

Independent Action

Prepares supporting documentation for contract files, statements of reasonableness of costs, determinations, and
findings.

Interprets NRC Contract Division and DOE policy and requirements and advises program office personnel on
matters pertaining to procurement and contracting.

Makes decisions for the program office on procedural matters arising in connection with procurement and con-
tracting activities within the framework of established policy or regulations.

Responds to inquiries from prospective bidders, interprets terms and conditions of invitations.

Invites necessary contractual actions or revisions thereto and takes program office action on approved contract
actions as appropriate.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED 0

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 525
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LICENSING ASSISTANT, GS-0301-11

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as direct support to the Branch Chief and Project Managers within the Branch by handling all administra-
tive aspects of reactor licensing projects. Reviews and administratively processes to final action all aspects of
applications for operating licenses and amendments to licenses for both non-power and power reactors; also pro-
cesses necessary work for non-license (government-owned) nuclear facilities.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews nuclear facility license applications and amendments to applications to establish that the required non-
technical safety and environmental data submitted by applicants are present, complete, accurate, and in confor-
mance with applicable NRC regulations as provided in Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations. Also reviews safety
and environmental data to assure that data necessary to make appropriate findings and conclusions are present.
Originates correspondence to applicants and licensees advising them of additional information required, as
necessary.

Serves as focal point in the branch as the most knowledgeable person on administrative aspects of NRC rules,
regulations, and procedures applicable to the licensing process.

Reviews revisions to the Commission's rules, regulations, and procedures to determine procedural effects on the
licensing process and to devise administrative methods of implementing new requirements, where necessary.

Reviews all safety evaluations and proposed technical specifications (or technical specification changes) for com-
pleteness as to administrative procedural requirements. Reviews technical specifications or changes versus (I)
existing technical specifications (if facility is currently operating), (2) incoming request from applicant, and (3)
Project Manager's proposed changes, to detect the appearance of inconsistencies. Prepares license or license
amendment, Federal Register Notice, and a letter to the applicant forwarding a signed original of the license.

Responsible for incorporation into the license documentation those provisions, requirements, conditions, and
limitations in technical, financial, procedural, or organizational areas required by the Commission's regulations
for construction or operation of the subject nuclear facility. Verifies that various requirements prescribed by
other NRC personnel such as indemnity requirements and license fees are in order. Originates memorandums and
other forms of correspondence to appropriate NRC Divisions requesting such reviews.

Originates and processes correspondence to Federal, State, local officials, or other individuals, involving the
projects assigned, on matters relating to the safety and environmental aspects of those projects.

Prepares hearing case records and indices for the Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards and other parties involved
in public hearings conducted on post-operating license actions. Assures that technical staff testimony is compiled
for licensing actions which result in a hearing. Responsible for researching official NRC records to produce
documents associated with issues to be covered in hearings and for providing these documents for the hearing
proceedings. Also provides for shipment of documents to and from hearing site.

Attends meetings with applicants/licensees in order to brief them on administrative procedures required by 10
CFR and other requirements for providing technical data.

Assists branch project managers in monitoring project schedule status and initiates necessary reports, correspon-
dence, and corrective actions for approval by the project managers. Responsible for managing and scheduling
administrative reviews of applications (e.g., financial, indemnity) so that they will coincide with the project
manager's technical schedule for the application. This is necessary to assure that all reviews (both technical
and non-technical) can be completed within the required time frame.

Develops branch control systems to assure that administrative procedures are carried out. Assists branch chiefs
and project managers in assuring that procedures and guides are appropriately utilized.

Performs searches of files and reviews documents in order to provide information to the Office of Administration
to fill requests under the Freedom of Information Act.

Has responsibility for initial control and subsequent review of requests from licensees and vendors for withhold-
ing of certain proprietary information from public disclosure pursuant to 10 CFR Part 2. Prepares letters for
branch chief's signature to licensees and their vendors granting, denying, or requesting additional justificatior
for applications for withholding documents from public disclosure.
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Assists branch chief by preparing personnel action requests and by taking a primary role in the recruitment and
training of branch clerical employees. Provides orientation to all branch personnel on procedural and organiza-
tional requirements, conditions, provisions, and limitations imposed by Commission regulations and policy which
are applicable to the licensing process.

Prepares and maintains current status of records of license applications and amendments received and actions
taken on assigned projects for ready reference in answering queries from applicants, the public, and the NRC
staff.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 290

Knowledge of the procedures associated with nuclear facility licensing activities sufficient to administratively pro-
cess all aspects of nuclear facility licenses or license amendments.

Knowledge of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, 10 CFR Parts 50, 51, 70, 71, 30, 40, 140, 170, 2.9,
20, and 55 and any other applicable regulatory guides sufficient to serve as the most knowledgeable person in
the branch on NRC rules, regulations, and procedures applicable to the nuclear facility licensing process.

Skill in analyzing and interpreting a myriad of ever-changing procedures, rules, regulations, etc., pertaining to
the licensing process sufficient to coordinate administratively assigned licensing projects. Ability to review
changes in Commission rules, regulations, etc., and to determine which changes impact the licensing process and
how these changes can best be implemented.

Knowledge of technical terminology associated with nuclear power plants sufficient to review technical areas of
the license applications and NRC safety evaluations for completeness and for inconsistencies when compared to (I)
existing technical specifications, (2) incoming request from applicant, or (3) project manager's proposed changes.

Working understanding of legal principles relating to licensing activities in order to handle day-to-day activities
with OELD and to resolve problems affecting the processing of the license applications.

Management skills sufficient to plan, coordinate, and direct the administrative processing of many license applica-
tions and to integrate a variety of information into well-organized, clear, concise, and meaningful licensing docu-
ments and correspondence.

Knowledge of Federal and State regulations, acts, and policies associated with the construction and operation of
nuclear reactors/facilities, such as the National Environmental Policy Act. Knowledge of the Administrative Pro-
cedures Act relating to the requirements for preparation of information for conduct of public hearings sufficient
to compile technical staff testimony and case records and indices for public hearings conducted on post-operating
license hearings.

Ability to establish and maintain record systems. Familiarity with the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) to
avoid unnecessary conflicts in processing of the proprietary requests and assuring the Commission's fulfillment of
its requirements for requests under the FOIA.

Ability to deal with various levels of NRC personnel in order to accomplish responsibilities involving the coordi-
nation of the licensing process and issuance of the licensing action.

CONTACTS 100

Continuous contacts with attorneys in the Office of the Executive Legal Director on pending licensing proceed-
ings. Contacts are for the purpose of securing concurrence on proposed licensing actions and clarifying ques-
tionable items as related to procedural or administrative matters.

Frequent contact, through meetings and telephone conversations, with managerial staff of licensees, applicants,
and intervenors and their legal counsel relative to adequacy of data submitted, procedural matters, status of
applications, and to convince them of the necessity of and reasons for submission and revision of required
information, documents, and procedures. Must convince applicant/licensee management and technical staff that
submission or revision of information and documents is required by law, regulation, or policy, despite possible
expenditure of additional time, staff effort, and money on the part of the applicant/licensee.

K..~ Frequent contacts with NRC technical staff and supervisory personnel of other divisions and offices. Contacts
are for the purpose of clarifying questionable items, reconciling divergent views, and securing concurrence on
administrative aspects of proposed licensing actions. Must convince NRC personnel that additional information
and documentation is needed to complete the record for licensing purposes.
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Occasional contact with appropriate representatives of Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel, Office of the
Secretary, and with the staff of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards to coordinate administrative
aspects of licensing matters referred to these groups and clarify actions processed by them.

Occasional contact with the staffs of Federal, State, and local agencies and members of the pub4c having an
interest in a particular licensing matter. Contacts are for purpose of providing requested information.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 125

Supervision Received

Branch Chief.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are CFR Title 10, NRC Guidelines, NRC Manual, the Administrative Procedure Act, Freedom of Infor-
mation Act, and local operating procedures (such as the Licensing Assistant Handbook) that are both written and
oral.

Independent Action

Reviews nuclear facility license applications and amendments to applications to establish that the required non-
technical safety and environmental data submitted are presented in conformance with applicable NRC regulations
and guides.

Maintains cognizance of the most up-to-date NRC rules, regulations, and procedures applicable to the licensing
process. Reviews revisions to Commission rules and regulations and ascertains whether or not they are applic-
able to the administrative procedures of the licensing process.

Implements changes to current administrative procedures to assure that licensing actions and their related notifi-
cations in Federal Register and to others are completed in accordance with new rules.

Incorporates all conditions, provisions, requirements, and limitations, as provided by technical personnel, relates-"'
to the licensing action into the license documents for signature. Determines that the format and wording of such
conditions, etc., are in accordance with Commission regulations.

Reviews technical portions of the licensing document to detect administrative and procedural inconsistencies, to
assure completeness, and correct findings as required by Title 10 CFR.

Originates memoranda requesting administrative reviews such as financial qualifications review and license fee
reviews in order to coordinate the completion of all aspects of the licensing review within the established time
schedule.

Determines the proper notifications that should be made regarding the license applications and those agencies,
groups, and individuals that should receive such notifications.

Originates and processes correspondence to the applicant and Federal, State, and local officials regarding the
assigned licensing projects. Correspondence covers the administrative and procedural aspects of the assigned
licensing projects.

Resolves day-to-day differences with other organizations that arise during the coordination effort necessary
during the licensing process.

Prepares letters to licensees and their vendors granting, denying, or requesting additional justification for
applications for withholding documents from public disclosure.

Recommends:

Improvements in the administra:tive processing of license applications.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.
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WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal Office Conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 525
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TECHNICAL WRITER, GS-1083-11

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Organizes, reviews, edits, and writes highly technical material for proposed regulations, criteria, guides,
standards, and codes concerning the safety and environmental aspects of nuclear energy for a major program
office. Drafts answers to general and technical inquiries from Congress and the public. Under the direction of
top and middle management of the program office, writes and edits policy statements to clarify issues of major
importance to the NRC.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews and edits technical reports, proposed regulations, criteria, guides, draft standards, and codes deve-
loped by technical staff to provide clarity and consistency of format. Makes appropriate changes as necessary to
improve the public impact, clarity, and grammatical accuracy of the information.

Under the direction of program office top and middle management, writes and edits policy statements to clarify
issues of major importance to the Commission. These statements include major Commission policy paper: and
speeches to clarify existing policy or to introduce new policy positions.

Coordinates development and preparation of the program office portions of special reports. Includes writing,
editing, organizing, resolving comments with program office top and middle management, and interfacing with
other NRC Offices.

Organizes and writes technical reports and correspondence using technical information provided by members of
the program office staff. Organizes highly technical material so as to present this material in a straightforward,
clear, and concise manner without ambiguity as to meaning.

Works closely with top and middle management and staff members of the program office in developing responses
to inquiries from Congress and the public. These inquiries may require general responses or very detailed,
technical responses and, in all cases, must clarify issues before Congress and the public.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 290

Extensive experience in the field of technical writing adequate for accomplishment of writing and editing work
which is simultaneously complex, varied, and highly technical.

Ability to organize and present major policy items in clear, concise written form suitable for Commission review.
Ability to organize and draft material suitable for response to Congressional or public inquiries.

Skill in organization and presentation of highly technical material in a clear, concise, and understandable written
form.

Thorough knowledge of English grammar, sentence structure, and punctuation.

Knowledge of the technical terms and expressions used in the technical fields and an understanding of the prin-
ciples of these fields within the program office sufficient to organize, develop, and draft technical material for
written or oral presentation.

Knowledge of the types of activities engaged in by the program office sufficient for use in developing and
drafting policy papers, speeches, and responses to Congressional or public inquiries.

Knowledge of the organization and format of the Code of Federal Regulations, Government Printing Office Style
Manual, regulations, criteria, guides, standards, and codes developed by program office technical staff sufficient
to provide guidance and counsel to those staff members on technical writing and format questions.

CONTACTS 105

Continuous contact with Division Directors, Branch Chiefs, and technical members of the program office in con
nection with technical writing and editing activities to obtain and clarify information and to explain reasons for
editing changes and clarifications.
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:requent contact with Division Directors and other top management of the NRC staff to obtain endorsement and
concurrence on draft technical material, policy statements, and responses to Congressional and public inquiries
prepared by incumbent.

Frequent contact with staff members of other program offices for purposes of discussing the wording of draft
technical material and resolving comments.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 120

Supervision Received

Chief, Administrative Branch of a major program office.

General Supervision "B".

Administrative guides are NRC Management Directives System, Code of Federal Regulations, Federal Register,
office policy, and agency policies. Operational guides are in the form of memoranda or oral directions.

Independent Action

Assembles, organizes, and drafts technical reports, policy statements, speeches, and correspondence, as
assigned.

Responsible for making judgments as to the adequacy of various proposals for wording changes for assuming
clarity and correct interpretation of written material.

Recommends to all levels of program office management changes or improvements in format, organization, and
content of reports, regulations, criteria, guides, standards, and codes based upon technical writing
considerations.

Makes appropriate changes in written technical material to improve the public impact, clarity, and consistency
and to make the material more understandable.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 525
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REFERENCE LIBRARIAN, GS-1410-11

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT a

As a Reference Librarian in the library which services all of the NRC, provides reference, literature searching,
and bibliographic services and assists in providing interlibrary loan services. Subject matter involves broad
scientific, engineering, technical, regulatory, and administrative areas encompassed in the NRC mission.

REGULAR DUTIES

Analyzes inquiries received from clientele to determine the specific subject matter involved; determines reference
sources and services that cover this subject area; searches to identify pertinent information/documents needed to
satisfy the requester's needs. Performs extensive literature searches using a computer system and various dial-
up commercial based information data banks. Reference and literature search can be very extensive, involving
in-depth discussion with the requester to understand his/her needs and searches of related subject matter areas
in which the relevance to the request is not obvious or bibliographies are not directly applicable.

Identifies appropriate sources of information/documents needed by the Headquarters staff that are not availabie
in the Library; arranges to obtain required information/documents from other libraries or from other information
resources; provides reference assistance to other libraries or organizations or refers requesters to other
appropriate Government sources.

Instructs readers in the use of the book catalog, indexing and abstracting services, reference books and
services, and in the use of the computer reference search system and dial-up data systems and microform
equipment.

Performs in major bibliographic research and in the preparation of formal bibliographies for publication by
verifying the accuracy and completeness of bibliographic citations, by editing citations, and/or in the compilation
of bibliographies.

Recommends the selection of publications to be acquired by the Library, based on knowledge gained through
providing service to Headquarters staff; provides feedback to the catalogers on need for cross-references,
additional subject headings, and other matters that will improve the utility of the book catalog.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 320

Knowledge of the theory, principles, and techniques of library science sufficient to perform professional library
functions in a scientific and technical library in a timely and professional manner. This knowledge is normally
acquired through a master's degree and significant progressive experience in a scientific or technical library or
equivalent experience.

Knowledge of scientific and technical literature, the terminology of sciences and technologies, the Commission's
programs and the subject specialties of Headquarters staff, and the ability to discuss reference questions with
requesters, to determine their specific and general information needs, and to identify information/documents that
will satisfy these needs.

Demonstrated ability to use efficiently all the information resources of the Federal Government and the scientific
and technical community to satisfy the needs of the Library users.

Knowledge and understanding of the content of a variety of abstracting and indexing and reference services and
publications sufficient to provide effective reference, literature searching and bibliographic services, and reader
guidance assistance.

Knowledge of information resources within the Federal Government, industry, and public and university libraries
sufficient to obtain information and/or documents not available in the Library and to refer requesters from out-
side Headquarters to appropriate sources.

Knowledge of bibliographic and indexing techniques and sufficient skill and experience in their application to
assist in preparing such publications.

Knowledge of the legislative process, information resources, and publication procedures sufficient to obtain
legislation and related documents/information.
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Knowledge of NRC information programs, procedures and practices, and other NRC programs and policies suffi-
cient to refer inquiries involving sensitive matters to the appropriate individual within Headquarters.

Knowledge of the content and format of the thesauri used in searching with the computer search system and with
various dial-up data systems and of the related computer programs, and ability to structure th6-searches and to
operate the equipment effectively.

Demonstrated ability to communicate orally and in writing while providing reference and literature searching
services.

CONTACTS 90

Continuous contacts, in person and by phone, with all levels of personnel in NRC Headquarters, NRC field
offices and contractor organizations, congressional staffs, other Government agencies, foreign governments In the
Washington area, industry, universities, and the public for the purpose of providing reference, literature
searching and bibliographic services and explaining and interpreting the policies of the NRC and the Library
Branch related to information programs.

Frequent contact with professional librarians and publications offices in NRC contractor libraries, other Govern-
ment agencies, universities, public libraries, and other institutions to obtain or provide documents.

Frequent contact with the general public in responding to requests for documents or information.

Occasional contact with the telephone company, the Oak Ridge Computer Center, and other contractor data base
centers to resolve problems involving failure of the computer retrieval systems to operate properly.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 115

Supervision Received

Chief, Reference Section of the Library Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are the NRC Management Directives System and division and branch standards, policies, and
procedures.

Independent Action

Determines information needs of requesters and appropriate sources containing pertinent Information, conducts
searches, and provides information and/or publications to requesters; includes structuring and conducting
searches using computer search system and other information data bases.

Determines the source and availability of needed publications which are not in the Library collection and, as
appropriate, suggests acquisition or arranges for interlibrary loan.

Determines, within Library policies, the extent of services/publications that should be provided to organizations
and individuals outside Headquarters.

Recommends:

Acquisition of publications to be added to the collection, subject areas of the collection that need strengthening,
and modifications to the book catalog to improve its utility.

Other possible sources of documents and/or information when not available from the Library.

Changes in procedures needed to provide more effective Library services.

Work Performed Without Review

Provides reader guidance assistance to Headquarters staff and visitors and instructs clientele in the use of
reference tools, computer search system, and microform equipment.

Is responsible for the completeness of bibliographies and accuracy of citations.
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SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Facilities necessitate unusual amounts of walking.

EFFORT 5

Necessity to lift and carry heavy piles of books, legislation, and/or journals; to climb on and off step stools;
and to reach and stoop in removing or replacing materials on shelves.

TOTAL SCORE 
535

TOTAL SCOR E 535
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.ONTRACT SPECIALIST, GS-1102-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As one of a staff of contract specialists, participates in preparing, negotiating, and administering contracts for
materials and administrative services in support of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission mission and participates
with senior contract specialists in the development of Research Contracts.

REGULAR DUTIES

Provides guidance and advice to the technical and administrative personnel, In organizational units throughout
NRC, regarding planned contracting activities. Constant contact normally exists during the planning stage,
when detailed definition of the required end product is difficult to determine in advance.

Evaluates contract requirements, determines their validity, and advises technical personnel on relevant aspects of
statutory authority, in-house resources, and necessary coordination with other NRC technical elements and other
government agencies.

Determines procurement method, researches procurement regulations, publications, and related procurements;
obtains legal advice on alternative methods of procurement. Advises on the criteria for and characteristics of
different types of contractual arrangements. Assures that the board's recommendation is fully supported by the
circumstances and is properly documented, and prepares such material as Findings and Determinations for
Authority to Negotiate.

Participates in developing as definitive a work statement as possible, especially the background and objective
portions. Provides guidance as to length and terms of contract that will be most likely to produce appropriate
results, relating this to the planned funding. Advises on content of reporting and delivery requirements.
Assists in developing government cost estimates, covering staff-year, level of effort, travel, computer, and
other costs.

Assures that all appropriate terms and conditions are contained in RFP, including coverage of special situations
such as provisions for government-owned property, patents and copyrights, options or exclusions. Advises on
real and potential security implications.

Arranges for timely publication of RFP. Clarifies, amends, and/or cancels RFP, responding to written or oral
requests and generally assuring that all prospective bidders are treated equally with respect to availability of
information, time schedules, and other pertinent matters.

Participates in pre-proposal briefings. Owing to the nonspecific nature of the end product, pre-proposal brief-
ing is frequently conducted to afford prospective bidders opportunity to raise questions. and clarify details of
the requirements. Assumes responsibility for scheduling such briefing, insuring advance notification to all
interested bidders; interprets NRC policies and regulations to prospective bidders; compiles and edits minutes
and arranges for their publication as amendment to the RFP.

Participates in evaluation of proposals.

a. Analyzes proposals for completeness of form and content.

b. Identifies issues/problems, e.g., conflict of interest, costs, capacity of proposer.

c. Assumes responsibility for propriety and completeness of applicable procedural requirements, such as
timeliness, confidentiality, instructions to board members as to filling out evaluation score sheets,
scheduling meetings and conference rooms, notification to all offerors of competitive range
determination.

Assures that conflict of interest implications are dealt with at every stage of the contracting process.

Negotiates with potential contractors and prepares contract documents.

a. Establishes issues to be discussed and NRC position on issues, in coordination with technical, legal,
and security personnel.

b. Schedules and chairs oral presentation(s) by offerors to expand/ amplify/clarify proposals.
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c. Conducts negotiations with those in the competitive range. Interprets NRC contract policies and regt
lations to contractors. Develops, with assistance from senior specialist, alternative procedures accept'--
able to both NRC and contractor which avoids impasses in negotiation and overcomes contract objection-
and problems in conforming to standard procedures. As appropriate, obtains comments from the Office
of the Executive Legal Director and Controller, as well as the director of the office involved, and
resolves conflicting positions.

d. Participates in final evaluation. Reviews completed evaluations, identifies any problems/issues, and
assures solutions have been identified. Reviews the final evaluation recommendation report to assure it
is complete and procedurally correct.

e. Prepares documentation to support the award, including award synopsis for publication, and letters of
award notification to all offerors.

f Clarifies contract terms and conditions with successful offeror and prepares contract. Determines
necessary modifications to terms and conditions, selects appropriate provisions, resolves any disagree-
ments/questions/comments with contractor, technical, legal, and fiscal personnel.

Administers contracts

a. Conducts debriefings with unsuccessful contractors.

b. Participates in resolving protests stemming from contractor selection. Requests and coordinates com-
ments from offerors, technical, legal, and/or administrative personnel.

c. Monitors contract costs and performance, discussing discrepancies and apparent deviations with tech-
nical program personnel and contractor. Resolves cost overrun questions, determining with technical
personnel whether contract should be amended, partially terminated, or completely terminated.

d. Provides guidance and assistance to contractors. Interprets work requirements and specific clauses.
Furnishes guidance in report format and procedures.

e. Prepares modifications.

f. Participates in resolving problems arising out of the contract dispute clause.

g. Reviews vouchers.

h. Coordinates contract close-out procedures.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 375

Thorough knowledge of the legal requirements, underlying philosophy, and techniques of government contract-
ing, as reflected in Federal and agency policies, practices, and procedures, in order to work with contracts
from pre-request stage through RFP, negotiation, administration, and eventual termination. This requires
knowledge of laws, Executive Orders, Federal and NRC Procurement and Property Management Regulations,
business administration, and accounting, with the skill and ability to recognize their applicability to specific
procurement actions.

Clear understanding of the NRC mission, organization, activities, and internal relationships in order to spot
overlaps and duplications and to assure that the contracts accurately and completely set forth the requirements
of the various programs.

Knowledge of industrial sources of supplies, services, materials, and equipment, and of both GSA and military
supply systems, sufficient to advise superiors and requesting offices as to sources, or to make determinations as
to procurement approach, and to insure that selection and negotiation functions are carried out in the best
interest of the Government.

Ability to grasp the essentials of the technical program requirements and to acquire and apply a working
knowledge of the technical factors involved. Must be able to translate a general requirement into a definitive
work scope expressing the respective obligations and rights of the parties to a contract in clear and precise
terms. Must be able to prepare, edit, and clarify specifications for a wide variety of articles, services, and
equipment.

Must be able to deal successfully, both orally and in writing, with NRC technical and administrative personnel,
vendors, prospective bidders, and any other party to a contract in order to arrive at mutual agreement within
governing regulations.
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Ability to interview potential contractors and make evaluations consistent with selection criteria.

CONTACTS 125

Continuous contacts with branch chiefs, technical personnel, and administrative representatives of NRC's divi-
sions and offices about a wide variety of contractual activities, such as exploring and defining requirements,
developing or clarifying specifications, resolving varying staff positions, policy interpretation, or generally
advising on contract and procurement matters. Knowledge of the facts, flexibility, and application of knowledge
of the contracting principles and technical factors involved are essential to elicit cooperation.

Continuous contacts with vendors, prospective bidders, purchasers, and with contractor officials to discuss pro-
curement and contracting matters.

Frequent contacts with contractor officials and representatives for the purposes of negotiating and administering
contracts, requiring tact, flexibility, persuasive ability, and the application of logic and substantive knowledge.

Frequent contacts with key personnel of other Government agencies to secure cooperation on contract and pro-
curement matters.

Frequent contacts with the staff of the Office of the Executive Legal Director for the purpose of resolving or
determining the legal aspects of actions proposed or taken.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 130

Supervision Received

Chief, Technical Assistance Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Guides are Federal Procurement and Property Management Regulations, Comptroller General Decisions; agency
procurement and contracting policies, procedures, and practices; NRC organizational and functional data, and
the Management Directives System.

Plans, in conjunction with senior contract specialist and supervisor, the negotiation approach, and consults with
the supervisor during the most difficult parts of the negotiation.

In addition, the contract specialist must apply an extensive body of knowledge, based on experience, of Federal
contracting practices including interpretations and acceptable adaptations of governing regulations.

Independent Action

Evaluates adequacy of documentation received in written form and/or proposed at meetings of selection boards
and panels. As Division of Contracts representative, it is the contract specialist's responsiblity to assure that
the legal requirements are understood and accepted by all NRC personnel involved, including high-level technical
employees unfamiliar with the details and implications of such requirements and unaccustomed to such restraints.

Prepares, modifies, executes, administers, and terminates contracts and interagency agreements as provided for
in NRC's Delegation of Authority. Receipts for goods and services and administratively approves payments
liquidating obligations.

Determines the adequacy of procurement requests with respect to description, justification, if required, delivery
requirements, etc., and obtains additional information as needed. Determines procurement approach.

Prepares supporting documentation for contract files, statements of reasonableness of costs, determinations, and
findings.

Interprets policy and advises divisions and offices on matters pertaining to procurement and contracting within
the framework of established policy or regulations.

Coordinates costs and provisions with Office of Executive Legal Director and program divisions or offices.

Assembles data, appraises contractor performance, prepares summaries and position papers.
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Work Accepted Without Review

Responds to inquiries from prospective bidders, interprets terms and conditions of invitations.

Invites necessary contractual actions or revisions thereto and takes final action on approved contract actions as
appropriate.

Prepares and modifies contract specifications to achieve desired results, advises clients on contract specifications
to achieve desired results, and advises clients on contractual provisions, delivery terms, etc.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 640
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PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST, GS-0201-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Provides staff advice, assistance, and services to operating officials in all phases of Federal personnel adminis-
tration encompassing trades, crafts, clerical, administrative, scientific, and technical positions. (Normal assign-
ment is 300 to 400 positions.)

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews and analyzes the programs and activities of assigned organizational components of the NRC to determine
how such programs and activities can be more effectively accomplished through Improved personnel management.

Initiates discussions with management and supervisory officials at all levels to plan, promote, and implement
improved personnel management concepts. Acts as a consultant and adviser to line managers on new or revised
policies and procedures. Develops acceptable alternatives for accomplishing the immediate and long-range per-
sonnel needs of the assigned organization when established pr-ocedures do not meet the particular needs a; the
organization.

Provides authoritative interpretations of existing personnel rules, regulations, policies, and procedures to
managers, supervisors, and all levels of employees in the assigned organizations. Provides counseling to all
employees in the assigned organizations on all aspects of personnel policies and procedures by answering
employees' questions and giving employees advice. Acts as counsel and adviser to line supervisors and managers
in such areas as organizational changes and effective staffing patterns, reductions-in-force, grievances, pro-
motion actions, etc.

Provides day-to-day personnel management services to assigned organizational components. Such services,
usually provided on a case basis, include:

a. Recruitment Activities

In coordination with the selecting official, prepares qualifications requirements for approved position des-
criptions and implements the vacancy announcement system accordingly.

Is primarily responsible for recruitment to fill specific vacancies within the assigned organizational compon-
ents by providing the selecting official with a well-qualified group of candidates.

Coordinates with recruitment branch personnel in order to take maximum advantage of NRC applicant files
and special nationwide recruiting efforts performed by the recruitment branch.

b. Wage and Salary Administration

Consults with and advises supervisory staff and employees on all matters pertaining to wages and salaries.
Administer.. and independently interprets existing wage and salary administration policies. In cases where
established policies do not meet situational needs, formulates sound and prudent courses of action in con-
junction with line management to accomplish the desired results.

c. Staffing

Works with line managers and supervisors to determine staffing patterns within the organizational com-
ponents which will most effectively and efficiently meet the goals of the organization.

Works with supervisory staff and employees to alleviate placement problems which might occur.

d. Employee Relations

Provides first point of contact between line officials and the Division of Organization and Personnel in
regard to employee relations matters such as incentive awards, counseling, grievances, disciplinary actions,
etc. Acts as initial counselor and advisor to line officials and employees in such matters. When cases
become more difficult and complex and therefore require more extensive formal work, refers case to Labor
Management and Employee Relations Branch.

e. Training and Development

Consults with management officials, supervisors, and employees on training and development matters.
Provides information and advice about training and development opportunities. Recommends various training
programs to meet organizational or individual employee needs. Refers individuals to training and develop-
ment branch when further assistance is required.
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Responds to employees' questions and initiates discussions with employees to assist them in their understanding
and appreciation of personnel policies and practices. In these discussions, provides professional advice to help
employees on a wide range of personnel matters and helps to assure that employees receive the soundest pro-
fessional assistance in accomplishing their job requirements and in pursuing their career goals.

Utilizes the knowledge and information gained from day-to-day experiences and contacts within the organization
in order to develop recommendations for establishing new programs and activities or for revising established
programs, policies, and procedures. Takes initiative in explaining the needs for such changes to managers
within the assigned organizations and provides active support for the accomplishment of such changes. As
assigned, serves as the leader for special group efforts to accomplish these tasks, providing planning, direction,
and coordination.

As 'a member of the professional staff of the Division of Organization and Personnel, serves on special study
groups to conduct analyses and make recommendations pertaining to general personnel management matters such
as organization and staffing, manpower utilization, policies, procedures, etc.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 375

Thorough knowledge of the theories, principles, policies, and practices of personnel administration and manage-
ment sufficient to apply such theories, policies, and practices to a wide variety of problems and situations.

Knowledge of the NRC specific policies, procedures, and techniques pertaining to recruitment, job evaluation,
employment, grievances, selection, placement, employee appraisal and development, leave, retirement, and appli-
cation of the Civil Service Commission's policies, procedures, rules, and regulations relating to the personnel
administration in the excepted service, as well as a general knowledge of the application of Standardized
Government Travel Regulations. Must understand the underlying statutes; Executive Orders; Comptroller
General and GAO decisions and rulings; Civil Service Federal Personnel Manual rules, regulations and pro-
cedures; as well as internal NRC policies, practices, and procedures to provide authoritative advice and
assistance on a wide variety of personnel matters.

Knowledge of the organization and functions of assigned program areas and a general knowledge of NRC organ
zation as a whole sufficient to understand organizational relationships and lines of authority and to insure soun..-,
recruitment, placement, and job evaluation judgments.

Skill in clear presentation (oral or written) of instructional and informational material, reports, studies, and
recommendations on personnel matters of major significance.

CONTACTS 125

Continuous contacts with office and division directors, their principal assistants and subordinate supervisors on
matters relating to personnel management including selection, hiring, training, utilization, reassignment, promot-
ing and separating personnel, evaluating positions, employee relations, employee benefit plans, grievances, and
disciplinary matters.

Frequent contacts with employees at all levels to provide information on specific personnel policies and pro-
cedures and counseling in a variety of matters, such as possible grievances, benefit plans, desired reassign-
ments, and transfers.

Frequent contacts with personnel officers of other government agencies relating to personnel problems such as
mutual recruitment problems, wage and salary administration problems, and the transfer and travel arrangements
for employees of other agencies to NRC. Also contacts managers and key officials of State employment offices
and placement officers of universities to schedule and conduct interviews and discuss recruitment matters.

Frequent contacts with members of the public seeking information on employment possibilities in the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 130

Supervision Received

Personnel Management Specialist (Team Leader).
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General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are written policies and procedures contained in NRC manual, issuances of the U.S. Civil Service
Commission, and Comptroller General Decisions, which require analysis and interpretation. The work is also
guided by management policies, philosophy, and practices which are not available in written form.

Independent Action

Approves for the Division of Organization and Personnel and the establishment of all jobs and personnel actions
involving the selection, promotion, reassignment, change to lower grade, and separation (except for cause) for
grades up to and including GS-14.

Analyzes individual personnel management problems for their relationships to existing policy and practices and
their significance to the accomplishment of "operating" programs and program management, determining among
possible alternatives the most appropriate course of action. Provides professional counsel and recommendations
to management and supervisory officials in determining the courses of action to undertake.

Analyzes personnel management practices in various offices and divisions, consulting with appropriate officials
and employees, and making recommendations for modifications of new activities.

Provides professional guidance, counsel, and recommendations to employees in the resolution of personal pro-
blems, in the furtherance of employment interest, in the development of career objectives, and on other per-
sonnel activities.

Recommends action to be taken in individual personnel cases involving exceptions to normal policies and
practices.

Recommends development of new or revised personnel policies, standards, and practices based upon day-to-day
personnel management experience.

In conjunction with operating officials, determines position requirements and candidate evaluations and certifica-
tions through grade GS-18.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal administrative effort.

TOTAL SCORE 640
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EXPORT/IMPORT LICENSING OFFICER, GS-301-13

B ENCHMAR K

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Reviews applications for licenses to export or import source material, special nuclear material, byproduct material,
and production and utilization facilities, components, and special materials to determine compliance with appro-
priate rules and regulations of the Commission and, if in conformance, prepares export licenses. Prepares cor-
respondence to licensees and other Federal agencies, staff analyses, and Commission papers regarding export
applications.

REGULAR DUTIES

Coordinates the review and evaluation within NRC and between NRC and other Federal agencies of license appli-
cations and communications pertaining to the export and import of source, special nuclear, byproduct, and other
nuclear related materials, components, and production and utilization facilities. Determines the adequacy of
information presented in license applications as required to meet agency regulations, the provisions of the Atomic
Energy Act, the Nuclear Nonproliferation Act, International Atomic Energy Agency Agreements, and other
gc erning guidelines and legislation.

Maintains liaison with the Offices of the Executive Legal Director, Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards,
Inspection and Enforcement, and other offices with responsibilities for export/import controls on assigned license
application cases.

Maintains liaison on assigned cases with the Department of State, Department of Energy, Department of Com-
merce, Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, and with other Federal agencies, such as General Accounting
Office and Customs Service, which review and comment on export of nuclear related material and equipment.

Evaluates license analysis reports and recommendations submitted to NRC by various agencies of the Executive
Branch and takes appropriate action to recommend issue of licenses or coordinate preparation of staff recommen-
dations to the Commission.

Coordinates the preparation of export and import licenses and license amendments. Reviews licenses for accur
and for conformance to all licensing conditions, regulations, and statutory requirements. Recommends final
licensing actions to the Assistant Director for Export/import and International Safeguards or to the Commission.

Prepares reports and analysis papers for the use of the Commission, for other Federal agencies, and in response
to Congressional requests for information about the export and import of nuclear material.

Communicates independently with license applicants and representatives of other governments to obtain additional
or supplementary information to complete licensing reviews; represents the NRC in meetings and contacts with
applicants and licensees to obtain and exchange information bearing on license reviews.

Prepares Federal Register notices involving licensing actions according to regulatory and statutory requirements.
Prepares Congressional notices, where required, for licensing actions.

Participates in the development of recommendations for proposed legislation and the development of recommenda-
tions for changes in export/import licensing requirements and procedures by drafting portions of such recommen-
dations, such as background history and/or experience data.

Assures appropriate inputs and changes are made to the NRC automated record system for assigned licensing
actions for the recording of all licensing data, and assists in coordinating the interface between the NRC records
and the Nuclear Materials Information System maintained by DOE. Provides liaison with l&E, NMSS, DOE, and
other systems users for reporting and data collection and for the maintenance of the international tracking
system for nuclear material.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 430

Knowledge of the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, the Nuclear Nonproliferation Act, and
other statutes governing the transfer of nuclear materials and equipment abroad sufficient to recommend correct
legal action on export/import license applications.

Knowledge of regulations, NRC policies, practices, and procedures governing the authorization for export and
import of nuclear material and equipment sufficient to assure that recommended export/import license actions are..
proper and complete.
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Knowledge of technical information sufficient to review and evaluate applications for the export and import of
special nuclear, source, and byproduct material and in order to provide day-to-day advice and guidance to other
staff members and to license applicants.

Knowledge and understanding of the regulations and statutory requirements governing the expog$ responsibilities
of various Executive Branch agencies (Departments of State, Energy, Commerce, Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, Customs Service) sufficient to communicate and coordinate with those agencies in obtaining recommen-
dations, certifications, and information with respect to export cases.

Knowledge of NRC and DOE automated data requirements for the maintenance of licensing Information, reports
preparation, and for the interface between NRC and other agencies in developing and maintaining the Inter-
national nuclear material tracking system.

Ability to communicate with top management of industry and government in the implementation of licensing
requirements for the export and import of nuclear materials and equipment to seek additional information or
clarification and to explain licensing requirements.

CONTACTS 125

Daily telephone and frequent personal communication with senior business and professional management and
administrators and other representatives of industrial firms, both domestic and foreign, making applications for
or inquiries concerning licenses for the export or import of nuclear material and facilities or requesting infor-
mation on NRC export/import programs, policies, and regulations.

Daily communication with NRC officials at the Director, Assistant Director, and Branch Chief level in order to
coordinate the review and approval of licensing actions or to resolve questions and exchange information.

Daily contacts with officials at middle and upper management levels in other Federal agencies for the purpose of
coordinating or expediting the review of licensing actions or for exchanging information on proposed licensing
actions.

Frequent contact with visitors representing foreign business and industrial firms for the purpose of obtaining or
exchanging information regarding NRC regulations and procedures and to advise them on licensing requirements.

Occasional contacts with Embassy personnel and other representatives of foreign governments and international
organizations to exchange information regarding licensing matters and NRC policies, procedures, and regulations.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 155

Supervision Received

Assistant Director for Export/import and International Safeguards.

General Supervision "B". Also receives technical guidance on highly unusual or unprecedented licensing matters
from a Senior Export/import Licensing Officer.

Guided by NRC regulations and applicable sections of the Atomic Energy Act, the Nuclear Nonproliferation Act,
and provisions of the International Atomic Energy Agreements. Calls upon technical assistance from NMSS in
areas of material accounting and physical security measures to be applied by recipient countries in export cases.

Independent Action

Determines the adequacy of license applications pertaining to the export and import of nuclear material and
facilities and the need for requesting additional information, assurances, and certifications.

Reviews comments and recommendations on licensing actions from various agencies of the Executive Branch, pre-
pares and recommends approvals or disapprovals of licenses, and, where required, coordinates preparation of
Commission Action Papers.

Determines the proper conditions to be incorporated into export and import licenses and coordinates with other
NRC offices (e.g., NMSS and ELD) in development of licensing conditions in unusual cases.

Identifies and defines problems in the licensing area, suggests solutions, and follows up with appropriate person
in an attempt to reach solutions to the problems.
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Assigns docket and license numbers to applications, according to material types, and coordinates the distributioni'
of the applications among the several agencies involved in the review process.

Communicates with senior management and technical personnel of industry, business, or other applicants and
with representatives of foreign governments to obtain additional information or clarification of problems pertaining
to license applications.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 720

'---I
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SENIOR PROGRAM ANALYST, GS-345-14

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As a Program Analyst in the Analysis and Planning Branch, Office of Management and Program Analysis, is
responsible for extensive and complex management studies and analyses which have major Impact throughout the
NRC, as well as in its relationship with other government agencies, the nuclear Industry, and the general
public. Such studies and analyses provide Office Directors, the EDO, and the Commissioners with appraisals of
and recommendations covering important major areas such as reactor licensing, fuel facility licensing, safeguards,
standards, and research and often include assessment of programs and regulations in the nuclear industry and
the public utilities. Coordinates the activities, on an ad hoc basis, of one or more OPMA staff members, as well
as representatives from other NRC offices assigned to the study.

REGULAR DUTIES

Performs and coordinates analyses and evaluations of resource allocation studies and proposals of all types to
as.ure the most favorable cost-benefit trade-offs for NRC. Such dutie. include the development of reports con-
taining alternative strategies; highlighting technical, managerial, and economic considerations; and recommending
a course of action considering all pertinent factors so that a policy decision can be made by agency management.
For example, may be assigned a study to determine the effect of postulated changes to the duration of the
reactor plant licensing cycle on the amount, manpower costs, and steps and organizational distribution of internal
manpower resources required within the NRC.

Performs and coordinates the review and analysis of existing and proposed programs to (a) evaluate their demon-
strated or potential results in light of alternative programs, (b) assess the fit between stated program objectives
and actual or likely accomplishments, (c) identify areas of program overlap and duplication, and (d) identify
major gaps where new or increased effort is required.

Defines topics or areas affecting NRC's policies and objectives which require analysis, and recommends that they
be pursued. Coordinates resultant study by breaking problem into manageable segments; identifies available
resources within and outside of the agency to apply to these segments; schedules completion of assigned tasks;
and is responsible for final product.

Responsible for maintaining liaison with personnel performing similar functions in other agencies for the purpose
of keeping abreast of current trends, developments, and analytical methodologies. Also responsible for deve-
loping and maintaining liaison with industry representatives to facilitate receipt of necessary feedback on effects
of proposed agency actions.

Is responsible for organizing working groups to study agency problems. This involves organizing and coordi-
nating the work efforts of senior staff members from the several Offices and Divisions. Defines and delegates
assignments to group members and is responsible for insuring that submissions are received in a timely fashion.
Evaluates submissions in light of the study objectives and makes such modifications as are necessary and
appropriate. Contributes to, and assumes overall responsibility for, the preparation of final working group
reports that typically develop policy alternatives for consideration and action by agency management.

Assists the top NRC management In the preparation of presentations, special studies, and testimony as may be
necessary. This involves gathering data from a wide variety of sources and subjecting these data to vigorous
analyses in order to produce the essential Information in a highly concentrated, interesting, and convincing
fashion. This requires a continual familiarity with the full programmatic effort of NRC, Including an in-depth
awareness of major problems and new initiatives. Material may be for briefing of the NRC Commissioners or for
use by the Commissioners in Congressional Hearings and meetings.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 505

Demonstrated ability to perform research studies leading to the development of measures and analytical models for
use and application in long-range program planning, evaluation, and executive decision-making.

Substantive knowledge of NRC policies, programs, and functions in order to conduct studies and evaluations.

Demonstrated ability to apply modern operations research and systems analysis methods as they relate to the
resolution of a variety of problems of considerable difficulty, often having ramifications that are NRC-wide and
involve extremely large amounts of expenditure.
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Skill and knowledge sufficient to make definitive and authoritative evaluations of technical programs; to recogni'-..
and correlate separate but related data, themes, and trends; to assess the cost/benefit trade-offs of study
support requirements. Requires the ability to evaluate technical data and programmatic requirements from
reports and memoranda as well as from participation in meetings with technical and administrative personnel.

Working knowledge and experience with management-by-objectives principles, general budgetary procedures, cost
accounting, economics, and cost control methods sufficient to perform assigned studies.

Skill in optimizing the NRC's licensing and compliance process to assure effectiveness. Ability to plan and
demonstrate in detail how agency programs may be balanced to assure realization of organizational objectives.

Working knowledge of the physical and biological sciences and engineering nuclear physics sufficient for under-
standing a variety of technical problems as encountered in assigned studies.

Skill in selecting appropriate criteria for evaluations on which management decisions are based. Ability to give
proper weight to many qualitative factors involved in weighing and assigning priorities to operational alter-
natives.

Skill in written and oral presentation sufficient for the presentation of complex technical problems in a form suit-
able for top-level policy decisions.

CONTACTS 155

Continuous contacts wth NRC division and office directors, branch chiefs, and their staffs to discuss organiza-
tional, administrative, and technical phases of studies, including such matters as manpower utilization, technical
and economic data, licensing and inspection procedures, study findings and recommendations.

Frequent contacts with the Executive Director for Operations, his immediate staff, and the Commissioners to dis-
cuss analyses and defend proposals.

Occasional contacts with representatives of other Federal, State, and local agencies to discuss and defend NRC
policy positions and to coordinate and resolve problems of common interest.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 210

Supervision Received

Chief, Analysis and Planning Branch, Information Analysis and Planning Division, Office of Management and
Program Analysis.

General Supervision "A".

Guidelines are supervisory guidance on basic policy issues under study which involve policy recommendations.
There are few guidelines for this position since it involves policy and program development proposal, but overall
NRC policies and programs apply. In accomplishing studies, high professional standards of conduct and inde-
pendent judgment and performance are expected.

Independent Action

Recommends basic NRC policies, programs, and projects via organizational channels.

Recommends action on programs and policies such as the initiation of new programs or projects and acceleration,
expansion, or deemphasis or termination. These programs and policies can affect the basic functions of several
major program offices of the NRC.

Work Accomplished Without Review

Selects appropriate study bases and ground rules for projects.

Determines the nature, scope, and format of analytical data required to accomplish the study objective.

Schedules work effort, including arranging for meetings with senior staff personnel to accomplish the study ta.
within established time frames.
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\._ Assigns proper weight to qualitative and intangible factors.

Selects appropriate comparative cases to demonstrate the relative advantages and disadvantages of alternatives.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 880
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SENIOR INTERNATIONAL POLICY ANALYST, GS-345-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As the specialist in International Affairs in the Office of Policy Evaluation, assists the Director, OPE, in the
performance of analyses of NRC operations and special projects which impact international activities so as to pro-
vide the Director with appraisals of and recommendations on programs, projects, plans, and policies that Impact
the effectiveness and efficiency of NRC. His recommendations, evaluations, and views concerning international
activities are actively sought throughout the NRC, as well as from outside the NRC, and are generally consid-
ered to be of an authoritative and expert nature.

REGULAR DUTIES

As OPE specialist on International Affairs, performs analyses and evaluations of studies and proposals concerning
NRC's international responsibilities to assure the most favorable trade-off for NRC. These analyses and evalua-
tions focus on extremely complex and sensitive aspects of NRC's international responsibilities, including export
licensing policy, nonproliferation policy, and foreign intelligence review. Such activities involve the development
of appropriate and acceptable criteria for evaluation and the application, sound professional judgment. Such
duties also include the development of reports that develop alternative strategies, highlight technical, mana-
gerial, and political considerations, and recommend courses of action considering all pertinent factors, so that a
policy decision can be made by the Commissioners.

Represents the Director and the Commissioners on high-level interagency and international Committees. Contri-
butes to such studies, as task force leader or member, on such subjects as export licensing, nonproliferation,
and international safeguards.

Independently reviews and analyzes existing and proposed NRC programs in the international area to (a) assess
their budgetary and manpower consequences, (b) evaluate their demonstrated or potential results in light of
alternative programs, (c) assess the fit between stated program objectives and actual or likely accomplishments,
(d) identify areas of program overlap and duplication, and (e) identify major policy issues involved in the pro-
gram. Proposes changes to policy, program, budget, and manpower based on results of these analyses.

For use in Commissioners' testimony and presentations, prepares special studies relating to NRC's international
responsibilities in such areas as export control, international regulatory cooperation, and nonproliferation
matters. This involves gathering data from a wide variety of sources and subjecting these data to rigorous
analysis in order to produce the essential information in a highly concentrated, interesting, and convincing
fashion. This requires a continual familiarity with all programmatic efforts of NRC that may impact on the inter-
national area, including an in-depth awareness of major problems and new initiatives.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 540

Extensive experience which demonstrates the incumbent's ability to perform as an authoritative expert in analyz-
ing and developing policy alternatives related to extremely complex and specialized nonproliferation issues and
export control problems.

Knowledge of nuclear materials, transportation methods, facilities, and safeguards to analyze and recognize major
international implications and issues.

Knowledge and extensive experience in dealing with subjects involving highly sensitive matters and use of intel-
ligence information.

Skill in performing independent evaluations and reviews of issues and problems which set precedent or create
policy and which frequently involve direct presentations before the Commission and high-level governmental
authorities of other Federal agencies, foreign governments, and international agencies.

Skill in written and oral presentation sufficient for the presentation of complex technical and policy problems in a
form suitable for top-level policy decisions, including interagency bodies established at the highest levels.

CONTACTS

Frequent contacts with Commissioners to discuss major organizational, administrative, and technical phases of
NRC operations related to NRC's international responsibilities. Must be persuasive, articulate, and professional
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in these contacts to demonstrate the validity of conclusions and evaluations obtained by use of analytical tech-
niques, but must display proper regard for all problems, responsibilities, and prerogatives of top-level officials.

Frequent contacts with the Executive Director for Operations and major office directors.

Frequent contacts with high-level representatives of other Federal agencies, foreign governments, and interna-
tional agencies to discuss, defend, advocate, and evaluate NRC policies and proposals.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 225

Supervision Received

Director, Office of Policy Evaluation.

General Supervision "A".

Supervisory guidance is provided on basic issues which involve polics recommendations. There are few guide-
lines for this position since it involves basic policy formulation, but overall NRC policies and programs apply.
In accomplishing studies, high professional standards of conduct and performance are expected. Work is
reviewed for conformance to overall established NRC policy.

Independent Action

Formulates and recommends directly to the Director, OPE, actions which may influence and modify basic NRC
policies and programs in the international area.

Recommendations and views in the area of international activities are actively sought within and outside of NRC
and are generally considered to be of an authoritative nature.

Formulates and recommends to the Director, OPE, actions which may result in the establishment of new programs
or policies within NRC.

Work Accomplished Without Review

Independently determines the nature, scope, and format of analytical data required to accomplish the study
objective.

Independently assigns proper weight to qualitative and intangible factors.

Independently selects appropriate comparative cases to demonstrate the relative advantages and disadvantages of
alternatives.

Independently schedules work effort to accomplish the study task within established time frames.

Serious consequences can follow faulty decisions or erroneous judgment. Decisions must frequently be made in
very short time periods while still requiring thoroughness of data collection and analysis. Incorrect weighing of
foreign policy, administrative, and legal uncertainties can have very serious effects on both policy results and
the attainment of program objectives. Foresight and initiative in developing innovations in policy and program
areas can result in significant monetary savings and increased operational effectiveness. Action will frequently
be taken in areas involving both wide public interest and major foreign policy concerns, requiring balancing of
discretion and candor. Judgments reached by the incumbent will affect directly the public and governmental
image of the NRC and its leadership.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.
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EFFORT

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 945
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BUDGET CLERK, GS-0501-5

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Prepares work papers, tabulations and reports on estimates and cost for budget for comparison, review or record
purposes, In an office with program responsibility.

REGULAR DUTIES

Prepares and maintains the various records of funds committed, obligated and expended. The records are
reconciled on a monthly basis with financial statements from the Division of Accounting.

Maintains for each fiscal year a historical summary of all estimates and cost for operating programs to aid
managers in developing proposed budget estimates and provide a control or check point for financial limits.

Checks budget estimates, justifications and related matter submitted for the annual budget and midyear review
by several divisions, and branches which requires:

a. Checking for arithmetical accuracy and consistency

b. Checking for completeness and correctness of reporting format.

Assists In the consolidation of budget and cost estimates which requires:

a. Showing a breakdown of estimates by operating programs including those which cross organizational lines

b. Assuring that the estimates are within the limits established for the office.

Collects, compiles and checks financial and supporting narrative from a variety of sources for the purpose of:

a. Providing information routinely requested

b. Request for special purposes.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 165

Knowledge of record keeping practices and procedures; accepted methods of budget consolidation and record
keeping; working knowledge of available sources of budget data adequate to perform a variety of duties related
to the development and control of the budget.

Ability to maintain record keeping systems which will allow control of program funds.

Ability to locate, select and compile budgetary and cost data into summary or detail form.

Skill in the use of adding machine and calculator.

CONTACTS 50

Continuous contact with all levels of office personnel for the purpose of furnishing routine budgetary information;
to verify information and to discuss work assignments.

Occasional contacts with personnel in other offices to obtain, clarify, and correct information necessary to
complete assignments or to obtain data.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 85

Supervision Received

Administrative Officer.
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General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are NRC Manual of Instructions and office procedures and instructions or budget activity.

Independent Action

Determines the source of data and the personnel to be contacted to verify and obtain information.

Determines format of work papers for presenting budget data. Identifies and compiles data and estimates
necessary for presentation of budget reports and proposed budgets based upon historical data and experience.

Work Accepted Without Review

Machine checking of budget estimates, tabulations and reports.

Correcting of memo discrepancies and arithmetical errors in data prepared by the Divisions.

Clerical review of budget estimates, justifications and related matters.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 310
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PAYROLL CLERK, GS-0544-5

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as Payroll Clerk In the NRC computer based payroll system. For an assigned block of, accounts Is
responsible for computer input and documentation to ensure that employees are paid In the correct amount, that
deductions from gross pay are made and accounted for, that leave earned and used is properly recorded, and
that employee files are maintained on a current basis. Also prepares or assists In preparing payroll and related
reports. Assigned block of accounts covers 500 limits or more employees working under a variety of appointment
and employment conditions including regular, temporary, part time, WAE, term, WOC, summer Interns, stay In
school, summer aids, statutory, and limited appointments.

REGULAR DUTIES

Prepares computer input to master employee pay records from source documents which affect employees' pay,
affect deductions from pay, and Implements check mailing Instructions. Source documents Include personnel
actions such as accessions, terminations, promotions, quality increases, conversions from temporary to-,permanent
status or from pirt time to full time employment, change of duty station etc.; consultant appointments; authoriza-
tions for deductions for health benefits, life Insurance, bonds, tax withholding, organization dues, and other
deductions; and requests for payment by credit to banks and other financial organizations. Reviews documents
to Insure data is complete, verifies for accuracy and proper certifications, codes the data and provides computer
input to maintain the master records on a current and correct basis.

Receives time and attendance reports and consultant vouchers, audits and verifies such items as overtime, holiday
pay, premium pay, night and other differentials and proper certifications. Codes and prepares computer entries
from these documents to process payrolls.

Receives computer reports and error listings, traces and corrects errors and enters correct data for reprocessing
until all entries are accepted, balances accounts with control codes and batch totals, making necessary adjust-
ments until control totals match and no errors are detected. As required, balances block of accounts with other
reports such as health benefits, Insurance, disbursement of taxes, payroll distribution report.

Receives and processes corrections after the close of the pay period, checks the data submitted against original
submission, and processes in accordance with the nature of the change, Insuring correction of all interrelated
terms. Makes other retroactive adjustments as required tracing multiple sources of error and involving balance
and reconciliation with all Interrelated Items in the system and reconciliation with the various payroll reports.

Maintains Individual employee payroll files which include payroll copies of all personnel items, tax certificates,
bond deduction authorizations, correspondence, and other pertinent data on each employee covered by the block
of accounts. Records leave of employees transferring into Agency, maintains leave records, certifies as to leave
usage and balances for various purposes such as computation of lump terminal leave and preparation of leave
transfer forms.

Answers inquiries from employees, personnel representatives, timekeeping and supervisory personnel. Furnishes
information on individual employee accounts and general information concerning provisions of regulations and
their application to particular situations.

Prepares or assists in the preparation of various payroll reports and assists In the various payroll functions that
are performed on a periodic basis such as quarterly and annual balancing of payroll to establish controls and
verifying the annual withholding statements, W2 forms.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 170

Knowledge of Government-wide and NRC payroll and related rules, regulations, and procedures and ability to
apply them quickly and accurately to meet payroll schedules and deadlines.

Knowledge of coding structures and their application in the computerized payroll system. Understanding of pay
interrelationships to determine how to insert changes to insure that the effect of the transaction on all other
items in the accounts is properly taken into consideration.

Ability to recognize transactions which the computer is not programmed to handle In order to enter these changes
manually and adjust interrelated items to balance. Knowledge of operations and products of computerized systems
to trace multiple sources of error and make retroactive adjustments.
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Ability is required to operate computer terminal used to input data into the computer.

CONTACTS SO

Frequent contact with representatives of the Division of Organization and Personnel to verify terms or obtain
information on basic source documents, time and attendance clerks to obtain missing records and correct errors,
operating supervisors and employees to answer a variety of payroll questions.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 80

Supervision Received

Chief, Employee Compensation Unit, Division of Accounting.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are payroll and related regulations in NRC and Federal Personnel Manual, Federal and State tax charts,
GAO regulations and decisions of the Comptroller General.

Independent Action

Decides what work must be done first and decides proper sequence in order to meet payroll schedules and
deadlines.

Applies extensive and detailed rules and regulations processing all actions rapidly and accurately.

Work Accepted Without Review

Computation of exact amount of each salary check.

Computation of sick and annual leave balances for each employee assigned to his/her payroll block.

Coding and allotment identified for each payroll block processed.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 310
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/OUCHER EXAMINER (TRAVEL), GS-0540-5

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Examines and processes for payment travel vouchers covering temporary duty, which includes per diem, mileage
for use of privately-owned conveyance, and Incidental expenses; vouchers covering advance of funds and
permanent change of station, Including per diem and movement of household goods and transportation of
dependents; foreign travel vouchers and vouchers covering invitational travel of non-NRC personnel.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews voucher to assure that all official travel is properly authorized and that related expenses are allowable
In accordance with the provisions of pertinent statutes, Executive orders, regulations, and decisions.

The general requirements for making such assurances entail:

a. Reviewing the Initial authorization request (NRC Form 279) to ritermine what has been authorized.

b. Checking for any Inconsistencies between the Initial authorization request and the submitted voucher. The
identification of errors or Inconsistencies requires making contact with the originating office to discuss the
discrepancies and Identify means of correcting the situation.

c. Inserting information on vouchers which Includes any advance funds received by the employee or consultant.

d. Verifying mathematically, claims on vouchers and supporting documents.

e. Making adjustments which may entail deductions for excess per diem, Improper claims, corrections to errors
in totals.

f. Coding accounting information which Includes identifying the appropriation, allotment, and B&R classification
in which payment will be charged.

The specifics of the audit procedure will vary depending on the nature of the voucher.

The examination of regular travel vouchers, foreign travel, and consultant travel require cognizance of:

a. Mode of transportation
b. Advances of funds for travel
c. Travel allowances
d. Expenses incidental to transportation
e. Fees relating to travel outside the continental United States
f. Receipt for cash payments.

The review of change of station vouchers requires the examiner's attention to:

a. Persons Included in relocation allowances
b. Temporary quarters allowance
c. Temporary storage of household goods
d. Allowable expenses for travel expenses, transportation forimmediate family, and mileage, if a privately

owned vehicle is used.
e. Claims for reimbursement of broker's fees, real estate and commissions and other costs associated with the

sale and purchase of an employee's residence.

Upon completion of review of the vouchers as to their legality and reimbursability, forwards the vouchers to the
schedule clerk.

Maintains on a periodic basis daily records of travel advances dispensed to individual employees or consultants.
The maintenance of travel advance records requires:

a. recording the individual's name, the amount of advance and identifying the source document that authorizes
travel.

b. reconciling the totals of travel advances with logbook information (i.e., disbursements, recoups, collections).

c. reconciling advance information with the general ledger accounts on a monthly basis.
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ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 170

Knowledge of statutes, decisions, regulations, and policies sufficient to audit and determine the reimbursability
of travel and transportation vouchers and ability to apply them with Judgment and discretion.

Ability to type standard and NRC forms with a minimum of errors.

Ability to use adding machine and calculator as required. Ability to operate computer terminal used to input data
into the computer.

Knowledge of the Internal procedures for handling unused passenger tickets, filing claims for same, and recording
of reimbursement received.

CONTACTS 50

Frequent contacts at all levels of the NRC offices to obtain information relating to claims presented for reimburse-
ment of travel and transportation expenses.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 85

Supervision Received

Chief, Travel Accounts Unit, Division of Accounting.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are the Comptroller General's Decisions; General Accounting Office Regulations pertaining to voucher \)
NRC Instructions pertaining to vouchers; Official Mileage Tables; Official Railway Guide; Federal Travel
Regulations.

Independent Action

a. Determines correctness of vouchers being processed for payment and that voucher file is complete.

b. Determines propriety and reimbursability of travel vouchers and that all necessary documents and
authorizations are attached.

c. Assures that advanced funds are properly liquidated.

d. Determines, by the review of the suspense files, vouchers being held for examination and identifies for
follow-up vouchers that require action.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED 0

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS S

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal. I

TOTAL SCORE 315
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VOUCHER EXAMINER (COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS), GS-0540-6

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Examines vouchers and supporting documents In connection with the payment of invoices for supplies and non-
personal services ordered by purchase orders, materials and services procured under contract, as well as all
other miscellaneous invoices that include GSA Services.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews-and directs the work of voucher examiners engaged in reviewing and processing for payment Invoices on
research contracts with national laboratories and universities which are normally let under CPFF terms and
require partial payment upon the completion of a percentage of work.

Handles unusual problems resulting from the processing of Invoices which may require reviewing the original
contract or agreement to determine the provisions and siting areas of non-conformance to the contractor.

Determines when an amendment is needed to a purchase order or contract based on Identified discrepancies
between the original contract and the Invoices and discussions with the vendor.

Instructs the new employee In the techniques pertinent to miscellaneous vouchers and contracts, examination and
payment. Makes assignments based on the level of knowledge the examiner has reached in the examination and
payment process.

Records and ensures the proper recording of accounting Information which requires identifying the appropriation
allotment and object class.

Schedules bills for payment and certification by distributing Items to the scheduling clerk with each bill separated
by an appropriation number.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 185

Knowledge of statutes, Comptroller General decisions, regulations, and policies governing the audit of commercial
invoices and miscellaneous vouchers; and ability to apply them with judgment and discretion.

Knowledge of a variety of commodities for the purpose of determining the proper budget classification of such
items.

Ability to compose letters regarding various types of vouchers for the purpose of clarifying discrepancies or
seeking additional information on the propriety of vouchers.

Ability to type standard and NRC forms with a minimum of errors.

Ability to use adding machine and calculator as required.

General knowledge of trade customs and terminology, general terms and provisions of standard forms of Govern-
ment contracts.

Knowledge of contract provisions, contents of reimbursable contracts, and other transaction authorizations
adequate to properly examine vouchers submitted.

Ability to instruct and assist voucher examiners of lower grades In the examination of all types of disbursement
vouchers.

Ability is required to operate computer terminals used to input data Into the computer.

CONTACTS 60

Frequent contacts at all levels of offices to obtain information relating to claims presented for payment of goods
and services.
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Continuous contact with procurement agents in order to resolve discrepancies in procurement instruments. \

Occasional contacts with NRC vendors and contractor personnel at the first supervisory or work force level,
either in person or by phone, to adjust minor discrepancies in commercial Invoices; to guide personnel in proper
submission of invoices in order to expedite payment; and to explain the basis for allowing, disallowing, or
modifying billing claims.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 90

Supervision Received

Chief, Funds, Government and Commercial Accounts Section.

General Supervision 1B".

Guidelines are the Comptroller General Decisions; General Accounting Office Regulations pertaining to vouchers;
and NRC Instructions and procedures pertaining to vouchers.

Independent Action

Recommends payment, after audit, of vouchers prepared by others.

Decisions Made Independently

Determines correctness of vouchers being processed for payment and that voucher file is complete.

Determines propriety and reimbursability of commercial vouchers for CPFF, lump-sum and unit-price contracts,
and insures that all necessary documents and authorizations are obtained.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 345
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K.ZfOUNTING TECHNICIAN, GS-0525-7

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as Accounting Technician in the Division of Accounting responsible for the classification of transactions
and for assisting in the maintenance, verification, and reconciliation of accounts involving the full variety of
transactions and adjustments occurring within the accounting system.

REGULAR DUTIES

Classifies all types of accounting transactions covering the full variety of recurring transactions processed In the
Division of- Accounting. Reviews obligation and expenditure and other documents, verifies accuracy and complete-
ness of accounting data, determines the accounts affected and the debit and credit entries to be made. Prepares
or reviews Financial Data Code Sheets or other Data Transcription Sheets for coding financial data into the
automated system. Determines the validity of transactions and other codes used with a given type of transaction
to ensure that they properly reflect the type of transaction such as advice of allotment, obligation, payment, or
accrual, appropriation reimbursement; Reference Codes to trigger-a desired action from the automated system or
to identify the action taken; Allotment, Balance Sheet, Summary 'lassification, Status, Asset, Budget and
Reporting Classification, Contract Identification, Object Classification, and a variety of other codes many of which
have extensive subdivisions to reflect diverse and varied transactions processed Into the system.

Conducts special analyses of unusual and complex transactions requiring detailed review of the purpose and
nature of the action, research of guidelines and precedents to determine the accounting treatment required, and
determination of numerous entries required to reflect the action In all related accounts.

Receives and reviews error sheets reflecting transactions rejected by the automated system. Traces rejections
requiring considerable research to Identify the basic cause of the error or rejection. Determines action required
to correct the data and re-enter into the System, insuring necessary adjustments in related accounts, as well.

Assists in the maintenance of various subsidiary and control ledgers and in the reconciliation of accounts.
reviews various computer reports and output documents, compared against control accounts and to related data

\.,n other reports to assure agreement. Traces discrepancies reviewing the records and source documents to
i-identify the cause and determine corrective action required to correct all related accounts. Prepares worksheets
reflecting the source of the discrepancy and action required to bring the accounts into agreement.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 220

Knowledge is required of double entry and accrual accounting principles, methods and techniques associated with
the field of bookkeeping in order to determine the nature of entries to be made into the accounting system and
to maintain a variety of subsidiary accounts and ledgers.

Knowledge is required of the procedural aspects of NRC accounting policies, principles, standards, and methods.
An understanding of account relationships within the NRC account structure is also required to process transac-
tions into the system and assure appropriate adjustment to related accounts.

Knowledge of accounting codes and their application sufficient to record transactions In the record and prepare
data for the automative system.

General knowledge Is required of NRC computer-based systems used for accounting sufficient to understand
computer input for all financial transactions and enable discussion with ADP personnel, co-workers, and
supervisors concerning processing of transactions.

Ability is required to operate computer terminals used to input data Into the computer.

CONTACTS 60

Daily contacts with personnel in Division of Accounting concerning accounting classification, coding, and
processing of documents.

Frequent contacts are with personnel in the operating organizations, such as Division of Contracts, to resolve
problem transactions.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS

Supervision Received

Supervisory Accountant.

General Supervision "B".

Guides are NRC Accounting Manuals and Coding Structures and internal Division of Accounting instructions.

Independent Action

Determines classification and coding on all except most complex transactions.

Determines action necessary to reconcile discrepancies except in complex and unusual situations.

Recommends appropriate classification and adjustment in complex and unique situations.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT e

Normal.
IK>,

TOTAL SCORE 375
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BUDGET AND FINANCE ASSISTANT, GS-501-11

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as focal point for budget and finance administration within a major program office of the NRC. Working
in collaboration with managers and supervisors of the program office and budget analysts from the Office of the
Controller, coordinates the gathering and submission of budget data and administration of the budget and internal
financial records of that program office. The budget for the program office covers personnel (several hundred
employees), travel, equipment, supplies, contracts, and services.

REGULAR DUTIES

1. Budget Submissions.

a. Prepares instructions on budget format and content to managers and line officials of the program office
for their submission of budget proposal data based upon inst actions and guidance from the Office of
the Controller and OMB.

b. Reviews and analyzes budget estimates submitted from organizational components of the program office
for accuracy, adequacy, reasonableness, and conformance to instructions and regulations.

c. Compiles and assembles budget submission data, both current and historical, into proper format for
forwarding to the Office of the Controller.

d. Advises and guides line officials of the program office on resolution of problems encountered in
developing budget data.

2. Budget Administration.

a. Establishes and maintains records and procedures that allow the monitoring of the funding activities
(i.e., obligations, expenditures, allotment status).

b. Cross-checks original estimates with operating budgets or execution plans and notes differences.

c. Detects expenditure patterns that may lead to Anti-Deficiency Act problems and reveals findings to
appropriate parties or allottee.

d. Compares accounting summaries with reports on status of funds and investigates discrepancies when
warranted.

e. Checks for apparent trends in obligations and expenditures which warrant further study.

f. Prepares summary and analytical reports based on internal reports and accounting information.

3. Represents the program office on budget and fiscal matters when dealing with the Office of the Controller
and other organizations of the NRC. Is assigned as the program office representative to a variety of NRC
committees and task forces to assist in the development of NRC guidelines for budget development and
administrative and financial reporting and controls.

4. Prepares comments for the program office on proposed new procedures within NRC dealing with budget and
finance matters.

5. Recommends, drafts, and implements procedures for carrying out the program office's responsibilities in the
budget and finance area.

6. Prepares records and special reports and data on funds utilization and availability as required by the Office
of the Controller and other levels of management. These reports assure that the program office Is operat-
ing within Its budget and Identify areas for possible transfer of funds or possible needs for additional
funds.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 290

Knowledge of practices and methods of budget and fiscal management sufficient to carry out the program office's
responsibility for development of budget submissions and monitoring of expenditures.
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Knowledge of budget and fiscal policies, procedures, and regulations of the NRC affecting the formulation of
budgets; working knowledge of OMB and Congressional procedures and an understanding of the NRC budgetary
process to ensure completeness and conformance in the preparation of budget estimates for assigned office
programs.

Detailed knowledge of NRC internal record and reporting procedures and practices sufficient to prepare financial
plans, to control funds, and to assure that use of funds is within legislative and administrative intent. This
knowledge is usually obtained through job experience. Ability to interpret specific Federal and NRC regulations
and instructions relating to allotment, budgetary, and fund controls and practices.

Ability to establish recordkeeping systems and procedures to maintain accounts and control program funds.
Records must be of sufficient accuracy to assure that allotments and ceilings are not exceeded.

Sufficient knowledge and analytical ability to participate in the evaluation and interpretation of financial state-
ments and reports to ensure proper control and use of funds. Ability to locate, select, and compile budgetary,
contractual, and funding data into various summary and detailed presentation forms as required.

netailed knowledge of office programs by organizational location, budget category, and activity to assure
completeness and accuracy of compiled data.

Skill in self-expression and the presentation of data in report form to accurately, clearly, and concisely develop
and present management information and resultant recommendations. Ability to communicate orally and in writing
on budget and funding matters.

CONTACTS 105

Frequent contact with all levels of the program office management to provide guidance, assistance, resolution of
problems, and to obtain data for budget submission, control, and financial management.

Frequent contact with division directors, branch chiefs, and staff members of the Office of the Controller to
coordinate activities, obtain guidance, and furnish and explain information related to budget submissions and
financial reports.

Frequent contact with senior and mid-level administrative officials of other NRC offices to exchange information
and to resolve budget and finance matters of mutual concern.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 120

Supervision Received

Chief, Administrative Branch of a major program office.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are NRC and program office manuals, Office of Controller instructions, OMB circulars, and other
administrative documents concerning budget and finance matters.

Independent Action

Establishes internal office procedures and systems for budget submission and the control and accountability of
funds.

Determines the format and content of control ledgers, work papers, tabulations, and reports necessary to
accomplish assignments.

Determines what source data to use and the personnel to be contacted to verify information or to obtain addi-
tional data.

Originates studies, charts, and analyses of trends and expenditure rates in the budget and finance areas for use
by program office management in decision-making briefings.

Prepares financial reports required by the program office management and the Office of the Controller.
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SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 525
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OPERATING ACCOUNTANT, GS-0510-11

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Participates in the maintenance and control of asset, liability, income, and expense accounts, which provide
summary information on the day-to-day accounting transactions.

REGULAR DUTIES

Responsible for reviewing the recording and reporting of transactions affecting subsidiary accounts in order to
ensure that the eventual recordings in the general ledger accounts are proper, accurate, and consistent.

Renders advice and guidance to the staff members, in the Division of Accounting, engaged in recording
accounting entries, when recordings of certain transactions raise questions.

Reviews the monthly automated data transaction files to ensure that day-to-day transactions have been properly
recordee nd that the proper relationships exist among accounts with related figures. Identifies the need for
establishing additional accounts in order to facilitate increased accuracy in recording and reporting transactions.
Reviews the flow of documents to assure that proper documentation is present with the recording of specific
transactions.

Prepares external reports which address such aspects as the financial condition of the agency, the expenditure
activity, and the status of funds available.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 315

Professional knowledge of the principles, theories, techniques, and methodology of governmental fund accountin-
to assure that financial controls are properly effected and are consistent with accepted government accounting
principles and practices.

Knowledge of NRC's policies and procedures concerning financial accountability sufficient to instruct others on
the proper recording of financial transactions.

Knowledge of Comptroller General and GAO decisions and rulings in order to determine proper accounting
procedures.

Ability to analyze accounting data, procedures, and policies and determine the adequacy of control and reporting
methods, the need for new accounts, and in rendering accurate and complete information.

CONTACTS 85

Continuous contact with section and Branch Chief in the Division of Accounting to advise on the proper recording
of accounting entries and appropriate accounting methods.

Occasional contact with middle management to exchange information on accounting data utilized in the preparation
of reports.

Occasional contact with other government agencies to furnish or obtain accounting information which affects
external reports regularly prepared.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 115

Chief, General Accounting Section.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are NRC Manual, ComptroUer General Decisions, General Accounting Office Regulations, Treasury ,
Fiscal Requirement Manual, 0MB Circulars, and other Government agency issuances.
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Independent Action

Makes day-to-day decisions concerning the proper treatment of financial transactions.

Prepares external reports concerning the financial status of funds and expenditure activity.

Recommends:

The modification of reporting or recording practices where needed improvements in accuracy
identified.

and efficiency are

SUPERVISION EXERCISED ;

None.

BA)RKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 525

Approved: April 30, 1980
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AUDITOR, GS-0510-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As an Auditor in the Office of Inspector and Auditor, serves as a member of an audit team, participating in the
conduct of financial and operational audits in program areas throughout NRC, as assigned.

REGULAR DUTIES

As a member of an audit team, assists in planning audits in such program areas as Materials and Fuel Cycle
Licensing, Standards Development, Reactor Licensing, Reactor Safety Research, Materials and Reactors Inspec-
tion, or other program areas as assigned. Obtains preliminary information concerning the segment of the
organization or activity assigned for audit. Reviews policies, functions, internal controls, pertinent laws,
regulations, contracts, and other information to define the purpose, scope, and objectives of the activity, the
manner in which operations are conducted, and financial and other information necessary to the start of the
audit. Works with other team members and supervisor in developing plans for the audit and techniques and
procedures to meet the needs of the audit in the organization to be surveyed.

As team member participating in the conduct of the audits, examines and evaluates the organizational segment to
which assigned. Examines the assigned program, project, activity, or operation to assess the effectiveness,
efficiency with which the activities carry out their financial management responsibility. Examines financial
records and management controls, processes, and procedures. Interviews operating officials and employees,
obtains and checks necessary records and data. Analyzes findings, identifies problem areas and improper
practices, and develops constructive recommendations for corrective action, for resolving problems, for promoting
future operational efficiency, and for improving utilization of financial resources.

Assists in preparing the audit report setting forth findings and recommendations for corrective action. Works
with other team members to coordinate findings and recommendations. Participates in conferences with
representatives of organizations audited to devise coordinated approach to resolution of findings. Attends
management briefings, explaining findings and recommendations and answering questions as necessary. Partici-
pates in follow-through on audit recommendations, identifying and recommending action on recommendations whit
have not been implemented.

Performs other duties as assigned.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 375

Knowledge of principles, theories, techniques, and practices of modern accounting and auditing in order to
participate as a team member in professional financial and operational audits of NRC technical and administrative
activities.

Knowledge of management methods, business practices, and government regulations, including GAO and OMB
rules and regulations, in order to make meaningful analyses and recommendations for the area under audit.

Knowledge of legislation and regulations relating to the nuclear regulatory program as they relate to management
within NRC.

Ability to carry out audit assignments, analyze findings, detect need for modification of procedures, recommend
sound methods to remedy errors or irregularities and improve operations, prepare clear and concise audit reports,
and present findings and recommendations in a clear and logical manner.

CONTACTS 115

Continuous contact with NRC supervisory and nonsupervisory personnel to obtain information necessary to the
conduct of the audit.

Frequent contact with NRC management to report findings and present recommendations and devise solutions to
problem areas. Must be able to articulate in a convincing manner reasons for proposed solutions and courses o
action necessary to correct program deficiencies.
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Occasional contact with representatives of GAO, OMB, and the Comptroller General's Office to clarify rulings by
these offices and resolve questionable findings and recommendations.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 125

Supervision Received

Supervisory Auditor.

General Supervision NBe.

Guidelines are NRC Manual, Comptroller General decisions, and other applicable directives.

Receives guidance on scope and objectives of assignment and assistance where major problems are encountered.
Work which is part of an overall audit Is reviewed for consistency of findings and recommendations.

Independe- Action

Develops audit steps and detailed procedures.

Determines adequacy of information and need to obtain additional data.

Recommends:

Modifications of audit plans and procedures within assignments.

Action to be taken to correct deficiencies and Improve operations.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

K) None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE .1* 625
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BUDGET EXAMINER, GS-0560-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as Budget Examiner in the Division of Budget, Operations and Systems Development Branch, responsible
for overseeing the execution of approved budgets and funds control in assigned major program areas; for
providing budget services in all phases of budgeting to the smaller Commission and EDO staff offices; and for
preparing NRC-wide budget instructional and support material as assigned.

REGULAR DUTIES

Maintains surveillance over the entire process of budget execution and funds control for one or more major
program segments of NRC such as the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regula-
tion, or organization of comparable scope and complexity.

a. In coordination with Budget Examiner from the Program Branch and NRC staff from assigned program
areas, reviews proposed budget execution or financial plans .J assure that proposed expenditures are
consistent with the budget as approved, that rate of expenditure does not exceed the quarterly
apportionment of funds, that appropriate reserves are established when programs have been curtailed
or postponed, and that proposed expenditures are reasonable in terms of prior cost experience.
Recommends adjustment as necessary to provide that the approved plan for funds control is consistent
with policy, regulatory, and legal requirements.

b. Develops requests to be submitted to the Office of Management and Budget for apportionment and
allotment of funds in assigned program areas. Prepares NRC budget authorization documents and
narrative and statistical material for presentation to OMB and Congress. Provides the necessary
backup and support material and answers questions in support of these requests. Upon approval,
allocates funds to programs in accordance with approved financial plan.

c. Reviews performance against financial plans through analysis of monthly financial reports and various
other accounting data. Reviews reports to determine whether costs, obligations, and estimates are
within approved budget limitations by overall program and project. Coodinates necessary action on
funds control problems such as reprogramming and shift of funds within allowable limits. Takes action
as necessary to avoid deficiencies, assisting in the preparation of requests for reapportionment of funds
when higher level approval Is required.

d. Prepares quarterly, annual, and special reports on the progress of the funding program or specialized
parts thereof. Develops data showing status of the program, utilization of funds in relation to program
plans, need for adjustment and reprogramming action. Summarizes and presents such reports for
review by the Director, Division of Budget, and by the Controller.

e. Is responsible for assuring that the legal limitations imposed by the Congress on the use of funds are
not violated in assigned program areas. This involves assuring that the intent of Congress as
expressed during hearings and in Congressional Reports as well as limitations imposed in the authoriza-
tion and appropriation acts are observed.

Provides budget services in all phases of Budgeting to the smaller offices of the Commission and the Executive
Director for Operations such as the Office of the General Counsel, Office of the Inspector and Auditor, Office of
the Executive Legal Director, and Office of the Controller.

a. Works with representatives of assigned offices in the development of budget estimates including the
planning, development, and review of fund requirements to support plans and programs and the pre-
sentation of estimates including the preparation of the budget and support materials. Provides
guidance to operating officials to insure understanding of the instructions, interpreting and explaining
requirements as necessary.

b. Analyzes the budgets submitted, discussing with operating officials to insure complete understanding
of estimates. Assesses validity of assumptions, evaluates consistency of dollar and manpower estimates,
probes questionable areas, and decides on need for changes, for additional information, and for further
development of justification. Conducts negotiations with office representatives in effort to arrive at
mutually satisfactory estimates.

c. Prepares synopsis of estimates highlighting significant features and major policy issues and recommend
action and changes as considered appropriate to the Director of the Budget and Controller. Prepares
staff papers presenting budget estimates to the Executive Director and to the Commission, and prepar
special data as requested on the estimates. Participates in hearings conducted by the Budget Review
Group and higher levels as required.
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d. Reviews performance against financial plans through analysis of monthly financial reports and various
other accounting data. Reviews reports to determine whether costs, obligations, and estimates are
within approved budget limitations by overall program and project. Coordinates necessary action on
funds control problems such as reprogramming and shift of funds within allowable limits. Takes action
as necessary to avoid deficiencies, assisting in the preparation of requests for reapportionment of
funds when higher level approval is required.

e. Administers the allotment for the various small offices and staff of the Commission and EDO; certifying
funds for obligation, maintaining necessary Informal records to substantiate these accounts, reconciling
costs with the accounting office, and conferring with representatives of assigned offices in programming
and justifying their individual budgetary requirements. Assures that legal. limitations Imposed by the
Congress are observed and that the Intent of Congress as expressed during hearings and in

- Congressional reports is observed.

Prepares NRC-wide budget instructions and material as assigned. Prepares interpretative instructions such as
portions of the NRC interpretation of OMB Circular A-11, instructions to accompany the annual Budget Call, and
various other budget advice to operating offices. Prepares special analyses of budget and financial data
necessary for the Director of Budget, the Controller, and other-top NRC management. Obtains Information:and
prepares statements p roviding Information requested during Congressional hearings, as requested by the
Commissioners. Works with NRC program offices, staff offices, and other Budget Examiners as appropriate In
developing Instructions and In preparing special budget analyses and information.

Performs other duties as assigned.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 375

Knowledge of Federal budgeting, financial, and funds control systems, including Instructions of the Office of
Management and Budget.

l Knowledge of programs, functions, and objectives of NRC sufficient to exercise funds control for the most
complex and difficult NRC programs.

Knowledge of programs, functions, and objectives of NRC sufficient to provide services in all phases of budgeting
to the smaller NRC support offices, offices of the Commission, and EDO.

Ability and skill in presenting Information and recommendations in clear, concise, logical terms, both orally and
in writing.

Ability to interpret and apply budgetary guidance to work rapidly and accurately under pressure of budgetary
deadlines and time frames.

CONTACTS 115

Continuous contact with program officials and staff members in assigned major program areas to explain limitations
of Congress and OMB on the use of funds and to resolve problems of funds control and the shifting of funds
within allowable limits.

Continuous contact with top management of smaller offices and program officials in program support areas to
discuss budget instructions; provide guidance In the preparation of budget assumptions, estimates, and justifica-
tion; to identify budgetary problem areas and to negotiate possible solutions and alternatives.

Occasional contacts with OMB relating to the shifting of funds and the execution of program budgets.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 130

Chief, Operations and Systems Development Branch, Division of Budget.

Seneral Supervision "B".

Receives guidance and assistance on policy matters and problem areas. Supervisor reviews recommendations to
assure conformity with the Commission policy, decisions, and regulations, coverage of significant items, and uni-
formity of presentation.
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Guidelines consist of Office of Management and Budget Directives, NRC policies, OMB and NRC program assump-\J
tions, previously approved budgets, and authorizing legislation.

Independent Action

Identifies need and recommends changes in financial plans for funds control. Identifies problems of funds con-
trol in assigned program areas. Determines need for adjustment and shifting of funds within allowable limits.
Determines action necessary to avoid deficiencies and assure that legal limitations imposed by the Congress are
observed.

Develops methods and techniques for accomplishing the various phases of budgeting In the smaller support offices
and offices of the Commission and EDO. Advises offices of improvement that should be made in form and content
of justification and backup for assigned offices. Recommends changes In budget estimates, and identifies signifi-
cant issues requiring further review and approval.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

630-TOTAL SCORE
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< SYSTEMS ACCOUNTANT, GS-0510-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as Systems Accountant in the Division of Accounting with assigned responsibility for a major segment of
the NRC Systems Accounting function. Maintains continuing surveillance and Is responsible for systems, reports,
and procedures covering the accounting requirements of several major operating organizations. Assigned
operating organizations include one or more of the primary program areas and may include several of the staff
and smaller program offices as well. Also works on special accounting projects as assigned.

REGULAR DUTIES

Maintains continuing contact with program officials in assigned organizational elements to stay abreast of approved
and projected program changes and need for improved accounting services. Holds discussions with program and
operating officials to determine nature and extent of approved or projected program change, to ascertain need
for accounting data, and to encourage greater use of accounting In the management process.

Initiates accounting studies considered necessary. Determines scope, outlines requirements, and Is responsible
for conduct of the study, either alone or with the assistance of lower level accountants.

Coordinates and analyzes study findings. Recommends accounting systems and procedures which will accommodate
new programs, provide better service to management, and improve accounting operations. Coordinates proposed
changes within the Division of Accounting and with program officials in affected organizations. Designs the
necessary changes and is responsible for developing, testing, and installing new systems and procedures.
Follows through to assure that action accomplishes desired objectives. Assures that the accounting and reporting
systems provide the services required by management and accurately reflect NRC financial operations.

Performs special assignments requiring adaptation of existing accounting policies, systems, and procedures to
unusual situations in any part of NRC. Examples of special assignments include setting up a system of accounts
to cover changes In the reactor disaster indemnification agreement program; providing advice to program officials
In setting up special cost accounting programs; working with other government agencies on setting up accounting

iK> procedures to cover various types of joint agreements.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 395

Professional knowledge of accounting principles, theories, concepts and their application to new program situations
and to the solution of problems for which no clear precedent exists. Ability to apply accounting concepts in
practical application and adapt them to new situations. Sufficient familarity with scientific and technical programs
to be able to assist program officials in setting up accounting systems.

Knowledge of ADP systems and capabilities as applied to the accounting process.

Ability to analyze unusual and complex programs in a professional manner and devise accounting systems and
procedures to meet operating requirements.

Ability to make oral and written presentations clearly, concisely, and effectively.

CONTACTS 115

Continuing contacts with program officials and employees at all levels within assigned organizations and with
supervisors and employees In Office of Controller. Maintains working relationships with representatives of GAO,
Treasury, and OMB to secure and provide Information on accounting policies, requirements, and procedures.
Contacts with Division of ADP Support, ADM, and Office of Management and Program Analysis for projects
involving computer-based operations and with any staff office to coordinate projects and work assignments.
Works with division heads and other program officials to obtain concurrence and action in revising systems that
entail operating and accounting programs.
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131URESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS

Supervision Received

Chief, Financial Systems and Procedures Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Receives guidance on scope of assignment and assistance where major problems are encountered. Work is
reviewed for compliance with policy, professional adequacy, and soundness of conclusions.

Independent Action

Identifies and defines accounting systems problems in assigned operating segments. Develops and recommends
solutions to problems which may entail improving systems and procedures.

Recommends new and/or revised accounting Lystems to meet needs ot assigned operating organizations.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 650
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COST ACCOUNTANT, GS-0510-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As the Cost Accountant for the License Fee Management Branch, provides cost accounting advice, assistance,
and performs cost accounting work in the establishment and maintenance of fees to recover costs for the licens-
ing and other services which NRC performs and which provide benefit or value to identifiable recipients.

REGULAR DUTIES

Participates in the development of policies and procedures for administration of the License Fee program by
providing Information and advice on cost accounting principles, methods, and techniques for use in the develop-
ment of fees covering such NRC activities as the processing of applications for permits, licenses, and
amendments; health, safety, environmental, and special nuclear-material safeguards Inspections; facility quality
assurance inspections; antitrust reviews; early review of prospective reactor sites; Inspection of major reactor
components and systems; uncontested hearings for construction permits; and other services providing benefit to
identifiable recipients. Current fees range from less than $100 for certain materials licenses to well over
$1,000,000 for a construction permit for certain nuclear power reactors.

Provides Cost Accounting assistance in the conduct of studies to revise and update fee categories and schedules.
Assists In the review and analysis of NRC offices, their functions and responsibilities to categorize activities that
should be included in the computation of fees, to identify and develop specific fee categories, and to determine
the work processes and level of effort required to provide the service. Recommends methods and procedures for
developing cost data and determining direct and Indirect costs for each fee category to Include costs for
contractual support service, salaries, benefits, administrative support, travel, training, overhead, and added
factors to provide for depreciation on capital equipment, interest, and related expenses. Reviews and analyzes
available data, determines additional cost information required, computes costs for various licensing and service
activities, and provides information for use in determining appropriate fees and recommending revisions in the
fee schedules. Maintains complete work papers and support data for all cost analyses and computations.

'Analyzes systems and methods used by various NRC organizations to maintain manpower and cost data.
2 Recommends procedures best suited to various types of organizations and to provide the cost data and internal

control procedures needed for development of fee schedules and accurate statements of cost of operation.
Recommends changes in reporting requirements. Develops forms and procedures to provide Improved data for
fee computation and support of fee schedules. Reviews and evaluates proposals for revisions in systems,
techniques, and procedures and either endorses or recommends alternatives.

Continually analyzes costs from regular and recurring reports and summarizes data by fee category to provide
comparison of current costs to current fee schedules. Prepares reports comparing costs over a period of time to
current fee schedules.

Analyzes fee schedule annually based upon comparison of costs during the year to current fee schedule.
Recommends changes in fee schedule for specific fee categories when analyses indicate that current fees are no
longer appropriate. Prepares revisions and additions to NRC Licensing Regulations and materials in support of
current or proposed fee schedules, explaining, illustrating, and interpreting the cost policies, standards, and
principles used in the development of fees In general and fees for specific services. Reviews comments received
on new or existing fees, preparing analysis and synopsis of such comments to be considered In fee determination.

Furnishes technical advice and assistance to staff of NRC offices In the Interpretation of cost recovery policies,
the application of the principles, and the uses that can be derived from the cost accounting program with respect
to (a) analyzing programs and operations, (b) budgeting, and (c) cost recovery.

Prepares staff papers and proposed schedules of fees for Commission consideration. Develops long-range
projections of costs and revenues based on budget and workload projections.

Prepares draft revisions and additions to NRC License Fee Regulations and also memoranda explaining,
illustrating, and interpreting such policies, principles, or procedural standards.

Reviews applications for permits, licenses, amendments, and other services to determine proper fee category,
furnishing information to Division of Accounting for allocation and to concerned NRC staff elements. Answers
inquiries from applicants, prospective applicants, and others concerning appropriate fee category, basis for the
fee, fee requirements, as well as general inquiries concerning the NRC cost recovery program.

Analyzes trends in budget and manpower and develops long range plans for cost recovery.
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Performs other duties as assigned.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 445

Thorough knowledge of Cost Accounting principles, methods, systems, and techniques and of the development,
installation, and operation of cost accounting systems to provide cost accounting advice and perform cost
accounting for NRC license fee management.

Knowledge of programs, functions, and objectives of NRC and Government-wide license fee and cost recovery
programs, legislation, precedent, regulations, and guidelines.

Knowledge of NRC accounting, budgeting, auditing standards, and procedures to coordinate information and
requirements.

Ability to develop and recommend cost systems and procedures best suiter' to various types of operations and
organizations.

CONTACTS 115

Continuous contact with program officials and staff members at all levels to determine and provide guidance on
cost information needed in the development of fee schedules, to provide interpretation of instructions, and to
furnish information concerning the basis for fee schedules.

Explains to applicants and prospective applicants the bases for fees, fee categories, fee requirements, and the
policies governing the NRC cost recovery program. Justifies to higher level NRC managers the detailed bases
for determinations as to specific fees recommended for charge to applicants.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 13A

Supervision Received

Chief, License Fee Management Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Projects are assigned with a general description of the objective of the assignment and approach to be taken. In
many instances, there are no detailed guidelines.

Guidelines consist of NRC regulations governing the license fee program and cost accounting methods and
techniques.

Independent Action

Develops and recommends methods and procedures for determining direct and indirect costs to be used in
determining schedules of fees.

Determines need for improvement in cost reporting procedures. Develops forms and procedures to provide
improved data.

Recommends revision in fee schedules when review and analysis indicate that fees in one or more categories are
no longer appropriate.

Provides advice to NRC staff in the interpretation of instructions concerning the license fee program and methods
and techniques for maintaining cost data.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.
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WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 705
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AUDITOR, GS-0511-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As an Auditor in the Office of Inspector and Auditor, is responsible for the planning, conduic, and reporting of
individual financial and operational audits in technical and administrative program areas, either independently or
with the assistance of one or more auditors.

REGULAR DUTIES

Plans individual audits in such areas as Accounting Operations and Control, Contract Management, License Fee
Management, Waste Management, Import-Export Licensing, Agreement States Program, and in other program areas
as assigned. Develops preliminary audit Information and plans, tailoring audit methods and procedures to the
circumstances of the program, and adapting plans to meet the needs of the situation.

Examines the program, organization, or operation under audit to assess the effectiveness and efficiency with
which the activities carry out their financial management responsibility. Examines financial records, management
controls, processes, and procedures. Determines operating officials and employees to develop required audit
information. Obtains data necessary to determine whether funds have been applied properly, resources are
managed and used in an economical and efficient manner, and whether program objectives are effectively achieved.

Analyzes findings, identifies problem areas, improper use of resources, and areas in need of improved financial
and resources management. Develops recommendations for corrective action, for resolving problems, for improving
use of financial resources, and for promoting operational efficiency.

Prepares report of audit, setting for the findings and recommendations for corrective action. Meets with
representatives of organizations audited to devise coordinated approach to resolution of findings. Prepares and
presents briefings to responsible NRC management, presenting significant findings and recommendations. Follows
through on audit recommendations to assure that corrective action and recommended improvements are implemented
in a timely manner.

Coordinates the planning, conduct, and report of audit when the audit is of sufficient size and scope to reo
the assistance of one or more additional auditors.

Performs other duties as assigned.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 450

Thorough and detailed knowledge of principles, theories, techniques, and practices of modern accounting and
auditing and responsible audit experience to conduct professional, financial, and operational audits of NRC
technical and administrative activities.

Knowledge of management methods, business practices, and government regulations, including (5AO and OMB rules
and regulations, in order to make meaningful analyses and audit conclusions.

Knowledge of legislation and regulations relating to the nuclear regulatory program as they relate to management
within NRC.

Ability to plan and conduct and coordinate audits, develop modifications to audit procedures, develop sound and
constructive audit recommendations, prepare clear and concise audit reports, and present clear and concise audit
findings and recommendations.

CONTACTS 115

Continuous contact with NRC. management and nonsupervisory personnel to obtain information necessary to the
audit.

Frequent contact with NRC. rninagement to report findings and recommendations, to explain and defend them, aA
to devise solutions to problem areas.
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Frequent contact with representatives of GAO, OMB, and the Comptroller General's office to clarify rulings by
these offices and resolve questionable findings and recommendations.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 1 135

Supervision Received

Supervisory Auditor.

General Supervision "B".

Receives guidance on scope of assignment and assistance where major problems are encountered.

Guidelines are NRC Manual, Comptroller General decisions, and other applicable directives.

Independent Action

Plans audit method and procedures.

Determines adequacy of Information and/or need to broaden scope of audit.

Prepares audit report.

Recommends:

Action to correct deficiencies and Improve operations, including changes to financial and management systems,
procedures, controls, and practices.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 4 710

.1
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BUDGET EXAMINER, GS-0560-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as Budget Examiner in the Division of Budget with responsibility for budget planning and formulation for
a major program segment of NRC such as the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research or organization of com-
parable scope and complexity.

REGULAR DUTIES

Participates with representatives of the assigned program area in the development of annual budget assumptions
to be used as a guide for submission of budget estimates. Develops specific instructions critical to the prepara-
tion and completion of budget estimates in assigned organizations. Provides guidance to program officials to
insure understanding of the instructions, interpreting and explaining requirements as necessary. Assigned pro-
gram area is characterized by items that present special difficulty in the formulation and execution stages of the
L Jdget. These include complex substantive technical programs, programs that entail procurement contract,
research, construction, or other types of expenditures in addition to basic administrative expense, programs
which are constantly changing direction and nature so there is a lack of predictive experience upon which to
base budget considerations.

Assists and works with program officials in developing budget estimates. During process of preparation, pro-
vides day-to-day guidance, reviews tentative proposals, raises questions of propriety of proposals, and recom-
mends revisions. Analyzes the budgets submitted, discussing with program personnel to insure complete under-
standing of estimates. Assesses validity of assumptions, evaluates consistency of dollar and manpower estimates,
appraises realism of work plans and objectives, probes questionable areas, and decides on need for changes, for
additional information, and for further development of justification material. Conducts negotiations with program
offices in effort to arrive at mutually satisfactory budget estimates.

Prepares synopsis of budget estimates, highlighting significant activities and identifying major policy issues and
other questions which should be brought to the attention of the Budget Review Group and the Executive Direct'
Initiates analyses and staff papers identifying budget impacts and implications to Budget Director and Controller J
Recommends changes in estimates and position on issues for Controller presentation to the Budget Review Group
and the Executive Director. Participates in hearings and makes presentations to Budget Review Group and
Executive Director, pointing out the impact and significance of recommendations and answering questions per-
taining to the budget estimates and basis for the recommendations. Following decisions of the Executive Director,
makes necessary revisions in the budget submission and prepares report for the Executive Director's recommenda-
tions to the Commission.

Coordinates the preparation of budget estimates for submission to the Office of Management and Budget and the
Congress to assure uniformity of presentation, conformance with Commission determinations, and proper coverage
of all items significant to consideration of the estimates. Provides guidance to program officials in preparation of
briefing material. Attends hearings conducted by the Office of Management and Budget and the Congressional
Committees supplying data for operating officials appearings as witnesses and providing backup information as
required. Researches specific questions and prepares response for Office of Management and Budget and
Congressional questions that must be furnished as followup data.

Maintains liaison with representatives of the Office of Management and Budget and Congressional committee staffs,
the Congressional Budget Office, and other Government agencies on budget matters affecting assigned NRC area
of responsibility.

Participates in entire process of budget execution and the funds control process for assigned programs.
Recommends action on requests for funds, amounts of funds to be held in reserve, sources of funds to meet
special or unforeseen requirements, and makes special presentations on proposed allotments and financial plans.

Makes a continual review of performance against financial plans through analysis of monthly financial reports and
performs such special analyses as may be indicated or requested by higher authority. Formally analyzes
financial programs based on data forecasts and plans and prepares synopsis for Controller, EDO, and Commission
review. Initiates recommendations for changes in financial plans and allotments based on experience data and to
permit maximum utilization of available resources. Assures that the intent of Congress as expressed during
hearings and in Congressional Reports is followed.

Performs analyses of staff papers for budget implications and makes recommendations to the Director of Budget.
In coordination with the staffs of the Director, Division of Accounting, and interested Program Divisions, recom-
mends revisions of budget and reporting classifications and makes recommendations to improve the efficiency of
the total financial operation as appropriate.
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ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 465

In-depth knowledge of Federal budgeting and financial systems; including instructions of the Office of Management
and Budget.

Knowledge of programs, functions, any objectives of NRC and of assigned programs sufficient to provide profes-
sional assistance in the direction and development of multiple program NRC budgets for the most complex and
difficult NRC programs.

Ability and skill In making recommendations in clear, concise, logical terms, both orally and in narrative form.
Ability to prepare and present briefing material at budget hearings before the Budget Review Group, the
Executive Director, and higher levels.

Ability to interpret and apply budgetary guidance and to work rapidly and accurately under pressure of
budgetary deadlines and time frames.

CONTACTS 120

Continuous contact with program officials and staff members at all levels to discuss budget instructions and pro-
vide guidance in the preparation of budget assumptions, estimates, and justification, to identify budgetary pro-
blem areas and to negotiate possible solutions or alternatives.

Frequent contact with budget examiners and staff in the Office of Management and Budget, the staff
Congressional Committees, and the Congressional Budget Office to obtain and provide information and to discuss
NRC recommendations.

Occasional contact with budget personnel of other agencies to obtain information and discuss programs of pro-
blems of mutual interest.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 140

Chief, Programs, Division of Budget.

General Supervision "A".

Receives guidance and assistance on policy matters and major problem areas. Supervisor reviews major recom-
mendations to assure conformity with Commission policy and decisions.

Guidelines consist of Office of Management and Budget Directives, NRC policies, OMB and NRC program
assumptions, previously approved budgets, Interest of Congress as set forth In previous budgetary actions and
authority legislation.

Independent Action

Develops analytical methods and techniques for use In assigned program areas. Advises program offices of
improvements that should be made in the form and content of justification and back up for assigned programs,
recommends changes In budget estimates during stage of formulation at Office level, recommends the appropriate
division of allocation of estimates among offices and program elements. Obtains agreement with program offices
on various day-to-day budget problems and identifies significant issues requiring further review and approval.

Recommends changes in budget estimates for consideration by Budget Review Group and Executive Director for
Operations.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.
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WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 735
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FINANCIAL ANALYST, GS-1160-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Conducts evaluation of financial qualifications of applicants for and licensees of nuclear production and utilization
facilities. Conducts analyses of utility costs, revenues, ability to attract capital; prepares staff reports and
recommendations, and presents testimony at public hearings. Recommends appropriate license conditions.

REGULAR DUTIES

Evaluates financial qualifications of applicants for and licensees of nuclear productions and utilization facilities,
primarily applicants for nuclear power reactor construction permits and operating licenses, but also for research
reactors, testing facilities, reprocessing facilities, fuel fabrication plants, commercial storage and waste disposal
facilities, and other NRC regulated activities of sufficient magnitude to require financial analysis.

- Construction permits are for the design and construction of a nuclear facility and may extend over a period
of 10 years or more; construction costs for large nuclear power. lants are currently over one billion dollars
for each unit; often include multiple power combinations comprised of large corporate entities, usually
investor-owned electrical utility companies, and sometimes Federal agencies, State and district power
agencies, municipal electric systems, or REA financed rural electric cooperatives. Applicants must
demonstrate reasonable assurance of obtaining the funds necessary to cover estimated construction costs and
related fuel cycle costs.

- Operating licenses are for the operation of the nuclear facility; applicants may Include multiple public and
private power combinations and must demonstrate reasonable assurance of obtaining the funds necessary to
cover the estimated costs of operations, plus the estimated costs of permanently shutting the facility down
and maintaining it in a safe condition.

Determines scope of analysis required to assess the financial qualifications of the applicant, develops sources of
materials, and conducts necessary research to review and evaluate qualifications of the applicant In terms of
financial ability to carry out the activities for which the permit or license is requested. Assesses past and
-present financial viability of applicants, reasonableness of cost estimates, and prospective future financing.
Reviews projected system-wide sources and uses of funds covering period of construction and underlying
assumptions, requiring determination of the reasonableness of projections and such underlying assumptions as
return on common equity, target capital structure, interest and preferred dividend rates, market-book ratio of
common stock, indenture, SEC and corporate charter coverage ratios, dividend payout ratios, and relative
magnitude of construction program; analysis includes consideration of the rate setting regulatory environment.

Conducts meetings with applicants and potential applicants to explain financial considerations, exchange
Information pertinent to the applicant's concerns, request additional financial Information, and recommend changes
to assist applicant in meeting standards for financial qualifications.

Serves as NRC point of contact with State Utility Commissions, Federal Power Commission, and other agencies
pertaining to financial matters that could affect electric utilities.

Prepares staff papers containing results of financial evaluation and recommendations on financial qualifications of
applicant or licensee. Prepares financial qualifications portion of Safety Evaluation Report, reflecting staff
recommendations and licensing conditions.

Serves as NRC expert witness on financial matters in public hearings before the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 475

Thorough knowledge of the theories and principles of finance applicable to the public utilities industry and all
types of corporate organizations interested in constructing or operating nuclear facilities.

Thorough knowledge of electric utility industry economics and of methods and techniques to be used in the
evaluation of utility cost and rate data, especially as it relates to the ability to attract capital.

Detailed knowledge of the legislation, principles, regulations, and operating procedures governing financial
reviews.
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Thorough knowledge of the programs of NRC, Federal Power Commission, and State Utilities Commissions for
regulating utilities on financial matters.

Ability to become thoroughly familiar with power pooling arrangements and related contractual agreements,
including financial ramifications thereof.

CONTACTS 130

Continuous contact with applicants, upper level NRC staff, utility officials, Federal Power Commission, and State
Utility Commission representatives to: conduct NRC financial reviews, explain and Interpret NRC policies and
regulations, obtain information from applicants, discuss procedural and substantive matters with applicants and
other parties, identify and resolve policy, technical, and procedural problems concerned with multiple agencies,
and to generally implement financial review responsibility. Must convince applicants of the necessity for changes
in financial plans, systems, and procedures to meet standards for financial qualifications.

Occasional contacts with top level Federal, State, and industrial executives in providing and obtaining information
on the status of particular financial matters and in implementing additions and changes to the program.

Defends judgments concerning the soundness of applicants' financial condition and qualifications before the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 150

Supervision Received

Senior Financial Analyst.

General Supervision "B".

Consults with Senior Financial Analyst on scope and direction of participation in preheating activities and
testimony dealing with hearings. Discusses policy implications of various license conditions to be recommended or
approved.

Guidelines include principles and accepted practices in the field of financial analysis, electric utility economics
and accounting, the Energy Reorganization Act and its implementing rules, policy directives from the NRC
management, and the decisions of licensing boards and the courts.

Independent Action

In carrying out responsibilities, monitors financial performance of electric utility industry, investigates potential
adverse financial developments affecting applicants and licensees, and identifies potential action which should be
taken by the Commission.

Makes determinations as to the financial soundness of applicants and recommends license stipulations, where
required.

Represents the Assistant Director for Quality Assurance and Operations in conferences with the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission, applicants, and intervenors. Determines the economic theories, assumptions to be
utilized, information required, and steps to be taken in financial analyses.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.
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DATA TRANSCRIBER, GS-0356-3

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Operates data processing machines such as Printing Card Punch, Card Verifier, Interpreter, and Sorter.
Obtains machine repair or maintenance services as required.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews incoming source documents to determine which have previously established instructions on file and which
have new instructions attached; pulls previously established instructions from file and attaches to source docu-
ments where appropriate. Reviews instructions regarding data and discusses any questionable items or features
with supervisor or the originator as necessary. Corrects any obvious errors or deviations from the written
instructions or established programming rules.

Determines probable duration of each key punch project as compared to date of completion requested by
originator and informs supervisor of any possible conflicts in priorities X ich may require a change in work
schedule.

Selects appropriate data from source documents per written instructions and punches data onto cards via the
printing card punch machine. Uses the full keyboard in transcribing interspersed alphabetical and numerical
characters. Nature of the information to be transcribed requires frequent use of the special function keys and
double keying to transcribe special symbols. Determines format required for the keypunch program card (acts
as a master control card) and enters the card into the machine by the method appropriate for the particular
machine.

Codes items not coded on source documents when proper codes can be determined based on written instructions.
Notifies the supervisor of trends in coding errors or of major coding errors which would prevent the completion
of a keypunch project.

Determines different procedures to be used during the transcription of a single document. Source documents
received for transcribing involve diverse formats, and there is a variety of information contained in the source
documents. In several instances, the information on the source document is not in the same sequence as it mus\..
be to be transcribed.

Advises and assists inexperienced keypunch operators in applying techniques which can save wear on the
machine, speed up the keypunch process, and reduce the number of manual operations on the part of the
operator.

Uses electronic card sorter to sort various card-punched files into sequences required for use by the computer
in preparation of recurring or special reports.

Occasionally assists in the operation of the remote job entry terminal.

Maintains detailed records of all source documents received and card punching performed.

Assists in maintaining liaison with the keypunch contractor by providing keypunch instructions and arranging
keypunch schedules.

Performs other keypunch duties related as assigned.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 145

Ability to operate printing card punch and card verifier machines efficiently and accurately at a high rate of
speed.

Ability to operate a card interpreter and card sorter. Ability to punch and verify cards from a wide variety of
source documents, which may require the deciphering of poorly written letters and numbers.

Knowledge of the data to be transcribed sufficient to be aware of data items that require variations in the
transcribing procedures. Knowledge of the data sufficient to detect material where omissions or errors in codin y

have occurred and to locate the proper code in such cases.

Knowledge of various rounding procedures and abbreviation systems sufficient to be able to detect obvious
errors in source documents.
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Typing ability sufficient to maintain typed, detailed records of all source documents received and card punching
performed.

CONTACTS 40

Frequent personal contacts with the supervisor and co-workers in the Remote Job Entry Terminal room to receive
work assignments and to solve key punching problems.

Frequent personaltor telephone contacts with personnel of other offices to verify data or solve problems con-
cerning source documents being used In cardpunching or verification.

Contacts with keypunch contractor to provide Instruction and arrange schedules.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 70

Senior Systems Analyst.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are written statements of established procedures and oral Instructions. The instructions for trans-
cribing information are varied and extensive because of the different procedures required.

Independent Action

Recommends simplifications and improvements in operations procedures.

Creates format and enters program cards for the printing card punch and the card verifier machines.

Notifies supervisor of trends In errors in coding of source documents or of errors which prevent the completionK> of a keypunch assignment.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 10

Works in a room with other machine operators, where the variety of machines in use creates an almost continuous
elevated noise level.

EFFORT 10

Work involves considerable visual effort on repetitive-type work, which produces fatigue. Physical effort is
required in carrying trays of cards weighing from 20 to 40 pounds.

TOTAL SCORE 275
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PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT OPERATOR, GS-0332-4

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Operates various types of peripheral computer equipment which support the computer operations of the division.

REGULAR DUTIES

Controls access to the remote job entry facility, admitting only those persons for whom such access has been
approved.

Operates various types of peripheral computer equipment (which operate both on and off line) such as a card
reader; a card punch, a high speed printer, a remote job entry terminal console, and a plotter.

Assists various users of the remote job entry facility in the input and output of their computer programs.

Monitors operation of the peripheral equipment to assure that problems such as card jams or jammed paper-
feeders are quickly detected and corrected.

Operates printing card punch, interpreting punch and card verifier in preparation of data for entry into remote
job entry equipment.

Maintains production, operation, and supply records for the remote job entry facility.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 155

Ability to operate various types of peripheral computer equipment such as the remote job entry console, card
reader, plotter, high speed printer, and card punch.

Ability to diagnose and correct simple mechanical problems (such as card jams or jammed paper feeders)
associated with peripheral computer equipment.

Basic knowledge of data submission requirements for entering jobs to the computer center through the remote job
entry terminal. Ability to assist scientific and technical personnel in the input and output of their computer
programs.

Thorough knowledge of the security procedures for use of the remote job entry terminal.

Ability to maintain production, operation, and supply records for the remote job entry facility.

CONTACTS 40

Continuous contacts with users of the remote job entry facility for controlled entry purposes.

Continuous contacts with computer users to accept, schedule, input, and output data.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 75

Supervision Received

Computer Operations Supervisor.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are NRC security procedures; operating manuals for remote job entry equipment, computer center
procedures for submission of jobs; and users' manuals for computer-based systems such as RMS, etc.
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Independent Action

Determines authorization status of individuals seeking access to the remote job entry facility.

Monitors operation of the equipment in the remote job entry facility and corrects problems such-as card jams
when needed.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 10

The operation of the peripheral computer equipment produces an almost ntinuous elevated noise level.

EFFORT 10

Normal, except when lifting batches of computer printouts or trays of cards weighing 20 to 40 pounds.

TOTAL SCORE 290
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COMPUTER AIDE, GS-0335-6

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Responsible for the timing and sequencing of data input to the computer and the subsequent handling and dis-
tribution of the computer output for assigned computerized information systems.

REGULAR DUTIES

Receives input documents from various users within NRC and reviews the documents to assure that the docu-
ments are the correct kind for the specified computer system. Responsible for four or five different com-
puterized systems which may or may not require the input data to be keypunched. For example, the Commission
Staff Papers system Is on-line requiring no keypunch cards, whereas the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safe-
guards system requires a great number of cards. Reviews input documents to assure that necessary items are
coded and that the type of information coded (whether alphabetic or numeric) is appropriate for the data
element. (For example, Is Social Security number coded all nine digits in numeric characters?) If information is
n, complete or consistent, returns Input document to user for cc-rection. May correct basic spelling errors.
etc., if easily identified. Undetected errors would cause delay due to the time spent in keypunching "incorrect'
data aid entering them Into the computer where they would subsequently be rejected as errors.

Enters input documents on control sheet to be keypunched. After keypunching operation, reviews input docu-
ments versus cards to assure that all necessary cards have been punched and properly assembled for the
applicable computerized system.

Reviews the specific Job Control Manual for the particular computerized system or one of its subsystems. (For
example, the ACRS system has nine subsystems. Each system has a separate Job Control Manual.) Based on
information in the manual, selects the basic job control language cards which are required to make the currently
desired run. Analyzes tape logs and audit trails associated with various computer reports to determine what
changes must be made to the basic job control language cards to effect an appropriate and correct computer run.
Makes necessary keypunch changes to JCL cards (approximately 20 JCL cards per subsystem in the ACRS
system, for example). (Changes are required in processing dates, tape label information, processing sequence,
etc.) Submits jobs to the remote job entry terminal operator to be transmitted to the contractor computer
center.

Determines, in cases where problems occur in the computer run, whether the problem is a result of improper
data, incorrect JCL cards or sequence, or a computer malfunction in the hardware or software. Responsible for
correcting those problems of a data or JCL nature. Determines necessary recovery techniques to be used to
restore files or tapes back to the correct status prior to re-running jobs in order to prevent errors of dupli-
cation or excessive re-run costs.

Assures that corrections for input data are prepared for transactions rejected by the computer edit programs.
Personally corrects obvious errors, and returns others to users for correction.

Receives computer printouts and reviews the job control language and the computer-operating-system generated
messages to assure that the job has been satisfactorily completed.

Based on instructions provided by the user for special requests, or based on local manuals for normal production
runs, arranges for such services as microfilming, photocopying, binding, etc., and then distributes reports to
the user.

Performs other job-related duties, such as data transcribing, remote job entry terminal operation, as assigned by
the supervisor.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 175

Knowledge of job control language in the currently used computer operating systems and a knowledge of job
scheduling and job control techniques sufficient to schedule the input and output of data for assigned computer-
ized management information systems (approximately three or four systems). Knowledge of computer systems and
subsystems assigned sufficient to analyze audit trails and tape logs to determine what changes must be made to
job control language cards in order to effect an appropriate and correct computer run.
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Ability to analyze computer-operating-system generated messages and computer printouts sufficient to determine
when errors in job production have occurred.

Knowledge of ADP sufficient to determine the nature of problems which occur during computer gpns and to
resolve problems resulting from Improper data, incorrect sequencing, or incorrect JCL cards.

Knowledge of ADP systems sufficient to determine "recovery techniques' necessary to restore files or tapes back
to the correct status prior to re-running jobs in order to prevent problems of duplication or excessive re-run
costs.

Ability to read and understand instructions provided by users regarding work to be performed on computer out-
put (photocopying, binding, etc.) and distribution sufficient to arrange for reports to be handled properly and
distributed correctly.

Knowledge of automatic data processing terminology sufficient for effective communication with computer
operators, computer analysts, programmers, and representatives of user offices.

Knowledge of NRC security and privacy requirements as they relate to the processing, distribution, and storage
of documents sufficient to ensure proper handling of Information.

CONTACTS 55

Frequent contacts with other division personnel to receive and carry out work assignments.

Frequent contacts with personnel of other offices who submit input data in order to coordinate the correction of
data rejected by the computer edit routines.

Frequent contacts with programmers and computer analysts who have the responsibility for maintenance of com-
puterized information systems in order to exchange information about problems in the input and output of data.

Occasional contacts with computer operators at the contractor's computer center to coordinate data input.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 90

Supervision Recelved

Computer Operations Supervisor.

General Supervison "B".

Guidelines are systems manuals, local schedules and procedures, and oral instructions.

Independent Action

Schedules keypunching of input data and the input of data to the computer.

Analyzes audit trails and tape logs associated with various computer reports to determine what changes must be
made to the basic JCL cards to effect an appropriate and correct computer run.

Determines when errors have been made In job production and steps necessary to correct the errors.

Determines necessary recovery techniques to be used to restore files or tapes back to the correct status prior to
re-running jobs in order to prevent errors of duplication or excessive re-run costs.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.
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WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office.

EFFORT 5

Normal clerical.

TOTAL SCORE 330
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COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, GS-0334-7

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As a computer programmer undergoing development and training, performs computer programming and related
data processing functions for the development and support of computer-oriented management information systems.

REGULAR DUTIES

Writes computer programs from comprehensive and detailed program specifications where (I) the specific subject
matter processes have been Identified, (2) the program structure identifies Intermediate edits, sorts, merges,
etc., and (3) the format and content of all records, files, tape layouts, inputs and outputs to be used are pro-
vided.

nevelops- computer Instructions to accomplish clerical transactions, which are the central transactions in suc'
management information systems as the NRC payroll and personnel systems and the Regulatory Manpower System'
(RMS), and, as such, require the formulation and use of rules for the computer to follow In making decisions,
where numerous conditions affect the outcome of actions. Tests all conditions and actions against criteria pro-
vided by the user to insure that rules will produce accurate answers.

Assists computer systems analysts in the development, testing, and implementation of management information
systems.

Performs tasks assigned for the development of computer-based files, tables, libraries, programs, and pro-
cedures normally involving manipulation of a limited number of data Items.

Coordinates with data control personnel in the operation and maintenance of established management information
systems.

Writes documentation required by NRC Management Directives System in accordance with Federal standards for
the definition, use, and operation of computerized information systems.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 230

Knowledge of general programming techniques sufficient to write computer programs from comprehensive and
detailed program specifications.

Knowledge of the subject matter processes being programmed sufficient to formulate and use rules for the com-
puter to follow in making decisions where numerous conditions affect the outcome of actions.

Ability to "debug" computer programs and to trace error conditions in order to correct error producing pro-
grams.

Sufficient knowledge of job control language and COBOL to write programs in a language which is compatible
with NRC management information systems.

CONTACTS 55

Frequent contact with other programmers, computer systems analysts, and data control personnel within the
Division in order to receive and carry out work assignments.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 90

Supervision Received

K- Supervisory Computer Systems Analyst.

Detailed supervision.
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Guidelines are the NRC Management Directives System, the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS),
local automated systems guidelines, specialized technical manuals on programming, and oral instructions.

Independent Action

Analyzes program unit specifications and determines the detailed operational sequences and machine actions
necessary to accomplish the desired results.

Formulates rules for the computer to use in decision-making processes.

Performs tests on programs to insure the accuracy of results.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT. 5

Normal administrative.

TOTAL SCORE 385
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PROGRAMMER/COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYST, GS-0334-11

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Performs systems analysis and programming for the development, implementation, and maintenance of assigned
computerized management information systems.

REGULAR DUTIES

Assists various NRC offices In evaluating their data processing needs In relation to specific computerized mana-
gement-information systems that are assigned to the incumbent. Analyzes users' requirements in order to define
more exactly what is needed in terms of modifications to current systems such as special ad hoc reports which
need to be programmed or the design of new information systems.

Responsib^- for systems maintenance and programming for assigned computerized information systems such as the
Payroll SybEem, the Budget System, and the Car Pool register. Performs day-to-day maintenance, information
retrieval, and approved major modifications to assigned systems as required by changes in legislation, regula-
tions, or management decisions.

Defines problems and processes which are to be converted to computer operation and develops the most efficient
and expedient means for their automation by drawing upon a body of tested techniques and adopting them,
where possible, to the currently existing systems.

Writes computer programs from general program specifications which provide only a broad picture of the system
and identify only the number and general nature of major production runs required and major actions to be
included.

Analyzes general information and specifies the processes required In each run to generate the work required;
determines the need for any additional Intermediate runs necessary for refinement of data; develops formats and
ayouts for the tape files or records involved; develops tests to assure the accuracy of data output.

Writes documentation required by the NRC Management Directives System in accordance with Federal Information
Processing Standards (FIPS) for the definition, use, and operation of data processing systems.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 335

Knowledge of computer hardware, computer software, peripheral equipment, and programming language avail-
able within NRC-used computer facilities sufficient to design programs to meet ad hoc information requests from
users and to provide day-to-day maintenance or major modifications to assigned computerized management infor-
mation systems as required by changes in legislation, regulations, or management decisions.

Ability to assist users In determining their data processing needs and the ability to relate their data processing
needs to computerized management information systems assigned to the Incumbent such as the Payroll System, the
Budget System, and the Car Pool register.

Ability to define problems and processes which are to be converted to computer operation and draw upon a body
of tested techniques in order to develop an efficient and expedient means of adapting them to currently existing
systems.

Ability to write computer programs from general program specifications which require a great deal of analysis in
order to convert them into specific processes which will generate the desired work products.

Ability to prepare accurate documentation as required by the NRC Management Directives System for the defini-
tion, use, and operation of data processing systems.

CONTACTS 95

Frequent contacts with representatives of user offices, usually at middle management levels, in order to assist in
the evaluation of data processing needs and to propose and discuss computer systems and programs to meet their
needs.
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Frequent contacts with programmers and computer systems analysts in other NRC data processing groups in
order to provide a necessary interface, exchange information, and give or receive assistance in relation to the
operation of assigned management information systems within NRC.

Occasional contacts with programmers and computer systems analysts of other Federal agencies in order to obtain
and coordinate up-to-date information related to automated data processing systems.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 115

Supervision Received

Supervisory Computer Systems Analyst.

General Supervision "B".

guidelines are the NRC Management Directives System, the Federal In.trmation Processing Standards (FIPS),
local automated information systems guidelines, and technical operating manuals.

Independent Action

Recommends courses of action open to users in meeting their data processing needs.

Recommends major modifications to assigned systems whep deemed necessary due to changes in legislation, regu-
lations, or management decisions.

Determines the most efficient and effective way to meet the users' requests for information.

Performs day-to-day maintenance on assigned computerized management information systems.

Determines specific processes within general program specifications necessary for efficient and accurate output
data.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 555
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I X
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYST, GS-0334-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Performs staff analysis and systems design functions In the planning, development, implementation, and con-
tinuing operation of l&E Information and data processing systems.

REGULAR DUTIES

Responsible for developing and Implementing plans for meeting current and future information systems require-
ments of I&E as affected by changes In legislation, standards, and management policy.

Independently analyzes management needs for types of Information in the development of data processing
sy. tems. Prepares evaluations of such needs and recommends courses of action for management consideration.

Conducts comparative computer hardware and software evaluations and conducts cost-benefit studies prior to
making recommendations for hardware and software selection In order to meet l&E£s Information needs In the most
effective and cost-efficient method. Recommends whether data processing work should be done internally or con-
tracted to outside organizations In order to: be most cost efficient, meet deadlines, or obtain hardware or tech-
nical expertise not readily available within NRC.

Provides guidance and assistance to senior project personnel of organizations holding l&E contracts for data pro-
cessing. Responsible for assuring that required quality and performance standards are understood and complied
with. May be assigned to perform day-to-day coordination of the work of contractor personnel in particular
functional areas.

Coordinates the Implementation and installation of i&E Information systems in the Regional Offices. Trains and
Instructs regional personnel In the use of these systems.

`\-Serves as a technical expert for substantive matters pertaining to l&E Information systems.

Responsible for operating and providing necessary modifications to the automated l&E information systems which
provide the textual and statistical data required for both the scheduling of inspections of all U.S. nuclear power
plants and fuel cycle facilities and the production of reports required by management for the proper analysis of
the results of such Inspections. Data processed by the l&E Information system is further used as input to other
Information systems within NRC which are used for program control. This duty involves:

1. Determining the most appropriate method of data organization and format for the data base in order to best
meet the users' needs.

2. Definition of file composition and file access methods to fit technical requirements of the computer software.

3. Selection of computer language (software) and programming methodology to accomplish the most beneficial
and efficient use of the available hardware and software resources.

4. Monitoring usage of the three primary l&E information systems for cost control and budget projection pur-
poses. Provides assistance to l&E staff and other users In particularly complex circumstances involving
automated data processing.

Acts as the l&E expert on the use of software systems and as the expert for NIH hardware and software
coordination.

Acts as liaison with NIH software specialists on both technical and administrative matters In regards to I&E's use
of the NIH computer system.

Advises I&E users of procedural changes to existing data entry systems for current software packages.

Keeps informed of current technological and state-of-the-art developments in methods and procedures for collec-
ting and handling input for data processing systems, In computer techniques, and in equipment or product
specifications.

Attends and participates in government and private sector meetings, conferences, etc., concerning information
handling techniques and automatic data processing matters.

Performs computer programming and data retrieval tasks when necessary to expedite information requests from
l&E management.
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ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 350

Knowledge of the principles, objectives, and techniques for the utilization of automatic data processing systems
and technology, sufficient to develop and implement plans for meeting current and future information system
requirements of l&E.

Ability to analyze l&E needs for types of management information.

Knowledge of the purposes, uses, capacities, and characteristics of various types of computers and related
equipment; an understanding of the logical working of a computer; and familiarity with standard computer
languages and other "software" technology sufficient to: conduct comparative computer 'hardware" and
"software" evaluations and cost-benefit studies to be used as the basis for recommendations to management on
"hardware" and "software' selection; and make cost-effective recommendations as to when work should be pro-
cessed internally within l&E and when it should be contracted out.

Knowledge of automatic data processing systems and technology sufficient to: provide guidance and assistance to
project personnel in organizations holding l&E contracts; coordinate the installation and implementation of l&E
information systems in the regional offices; and train and instruct regional personnel in the use of information
systems.

Knowledge of automatic data processing systems and technology in conjunction with an understanding of the
functions and organization of l&E sufficient to operate, and to make necessary modifications to, the information
systems which provide the textual and statistical data required for the scheduling of inspections of all U.S.
nuclear power plants and fuel cycle facilities, nuclear material licensees, and the production of reports required
to analyze such inspections.

Ability to work effectively with individuals at all levels within NRC, NIH ADP offices, and contractor organiza-
tions, to provide a high-quality M&E information system and to promote the effective and efficient use of that
system.

CONTACTS 1m

Continuous contact with l&E staff at all levels to maintain awareness of their management information needs, to
make recommendations, and to provide advice on matters pertaining to information systems development.

Frequent contacts with NRC, regional office, and contractor personnel at the senior staff level to aid in deter-
mining policies and procedures involved in the installation and implementation of data processing systems and to
establish appropriate relationships between the components of such systems to meet broader information needs of
I&E.

Frequent contacts with NRC staff and software contractor firms to determine adequacy of information systems
versus l&E needs; to measure the need for change, the degree of change, and to provide training or advice in
the use of current, new, or modified systems.

Frequent contact with personnel of organizations holding l&E contracts to provide liaison and to assure quality
control on all phases of the contractor's work as related to l&E contractual arrangements for data processing
services.

Occasional contacts with representatives of other offices within NRC and representatives from other government
agencies and private industry at all levels for the purpose of exchanging information concerning data processing
systems and techniques; "software" and "hardware" evaluation and utilization; and to maintain state-of-the-art
knowledge in the field of ADP.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 130

Supervision Received

Chief, Plans and Analysis Section.

General Supervision "B". \
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Guidelines are NRC Management Directives System; I&E policies and procedures; professional manuals and publi-
cations in the field of data processing; and requirements of such agencies as Office of Management and Budget,
the General Services Administration, and the General Accounting Office.

Independent Action

Recommends whether portions of data processing work or special assignments should be done within I&E or con-
tracted to private firms.

Makes recommendations for selection of computer "hardware" and "software" to meet I&E's Information needs.

Responsible in general for the I&E program to provide immediate access to computerized data bases.

Works Independently in analyzing Information handling problems, devising flow charts to depict current and pro-
posed practices, designing and detailing organization of data banks and sequences of operations, solving pro-
blems of system design and of intersystem relationships, constructing computer logic flow charts, and developing
input procedures.

Develops procedures and practices for issuance in connection with the operation of data processing systems to be
followed by I&E headquarters, field offices, and contractor staffs.

Work Accepted Without Review:

As a senior systems analyst on projects, work In designing systems or in administration of software packages is
not subject to technical review.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

K WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 605
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYST, GS-0334-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Performs systems analyses for design, development, implementation, and operation of computer-oriented manage-
ment information systems.

REGULAR DUTIES

Assists various NRC offices in evaluating their data processing needs based on general information provided by
the user on problems, work areas to be studied, and the kinds of work products desired. Analyzes users'
requirements in order to define more exactly what is needed in terms of data processing systems.

Recommends studying additional work areas which could benefit from automation. Recommends excluding certain
work areas if they appear to be too costly t. automate in comparison _o benefits which could be derived.

Designs computer systems which will allow for the most efficient and expedient means of automating those manual
processes which need converting. In many cases, designs systems which must handle diverse types of informa-
tion and which must have a high degree of accuracy and reliability due to the impact of the information system
on NRC programs.

Develops systems plans and schedules; builds in numerous controls to check the accuracy, consistency, and
completeness of data at various points in the workflow; determines appropriate processing cycles and designs
files and record storage methods to accommodate irregular fluctuations in work volume and schedules and fre-
quent changes to records in the system; anticipates the nature of inquiries and special reports that may be
demanded; assures that the system will have the required information available and that it will be capable of
producing the necessary output in an efficient and economical manner.

Prepares overall program structure specifications and designs functional computer programs required for the
particular data processing system. Designs input and output forms, tests and debugs the system, and provide\,
for system implementation.

Writes documentation in accordance with requirements of the Management Directives System and local policies, and
in accordance with the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) for the definition, use, and operation of
data processing systems.

Assists in providing maintenance and in some cases major modifications to currently existing systems in order to
meet the users' changing information needs. Examples of current systems that have major impact on either
administrative or program support are the Personnel System, the Materials Licensing Information System, and the
Reactor Licensing Information System.

Provides recommendations for "hardware" and "software" purchases based on information gained through informa-
tion and demonstrations provided by vendors relating to specific computer equipment and software packages.

Cooperates with other computer specialists within NRC and in other agencies to share information which aids in
the beneficial use and development of information systems within NRC.

Participates in the training of other division personnel in both programming and systems analysis work as
needed.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 365

Ability to analyze and evaluate work processes to determine their suitability for adaptation to automated data
processing systems.

Knowledge of computer hardware, computer software, peripheral equipment, and programming languages within
the computer industry sufficient to design totally new automated data processing systems or to make major mod
fications to current systems in order to meet the needs of the user in an efficient and cost-effective manner.

Abilities to: develop systems ptans and schedules; evaluate the structure and flow of data in the system in
terms of such things as desired results and available raw data; prepare overall program structure specifications;
and design functional computer programs required for particular computers and peripheral equipment.
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Ability to prepare documentation which Is in accordance with requirements of the NRC Management Directives
System and local policies and in accordance with Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS).

CONTACTS 110

Frequent contact with all levels of personnel at NRC in order to advise on the feasibility of automating work
processes, to explain the costs and benefits of such automation, to assist In the evaluation and definition of
work processes to be automated, to convince officials of the appropriateness of proposed systems, and to follow
up on the subsequent design and Inplementation of data processing systems.

Frequent contact with programers and analysts In other NRC data processing groups In order to provide a
necessary interface, exchange Information, and give or receive assistance In relation to the operation of various
management Information systems within NRC.

Occasional contact with programmers and analysts of other federal agencies in order to obtain and coordinate
up-to-date information relating to automated data processing systems.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 130

Supervision Received

Supervisory Computer Systems Analyst.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are the NRC Management Directives System, the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS),
local automated information systems guidelines, and technical operating manuals.

Independent Action

Recommends action necessary for the development of automated data processing systems from problem definition
to the completion of the operational systems.

Recommends studying additional work areas which could benefit from automation or excluding areas under study
which would not benefit from automation.

Makes recommendations for "hardware" and "software" purchases.

',

Determines the most efficient and effective use of computer hardware
mation systems.

and software for the development of infor-

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal administrative.

TOTAL ScOnR 615''
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URANIUM PROCESS ENGINEER, GS-0801-11

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Performs evaluations and analyses on assigned portions of licensee applications for uranium milling facilities.
Portions assigned may be either environmental reports or safety analysis reports, or a combination of portions of
both environmental and safety, subject to instructions and review from the Section Leader or a senior engineer
who is responsible for coordinating the entire safety and environmental review of the uranium milling facility.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews and evaluates one or more of the following portions of applications for initial license or license renewal
of uranium milling facilities which convert ore to yellowcake:

a. Evaluating the adequacy of the proposed site from an environmental and radiological safety standpoint to
assure that proposed activities at the site can be conducted within V,'escribed Federal, State, and local
standards.

b. Evaluating the proposed design bases of the principal structures, systems, and components of the plant
from the standpoint of sound engineering design and safety standards.

c. Evaluating the adequacy of equipment and facilities which will be used by the applicant to protect health
and minimize danger to life of workers and surrounding population from radiological hazards.

d. Evaluating the adequacy of the system for management and disposal of mill tailings to assure that the
applicant's system reduces radiation exposure to the public to as low as is reasonably achievable and that
the system meets prescribed standards for protection of environmental values.

Recommends necessary technical conditions and limitations to be incorporated in licenses on the assigned portions
of the mill reviewed.

Provides and obtains factual, technical information to licensees' and applicants' technical personnel to obtain
clarification of plans and to complete the record.

Prepares drafts of questions to be presented to licensees and applicants for review and incorporation into
correspondence and reports by higher level management.

Reviews and comments on portions of drafts of regulations, standards, and guides prepared by other personnel.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 330

Knowledge of principles, theory, and practice in the field of uranium milling equivalent to that obtained through
a B.S. degree in chemical, mechanical, civil, or nuclear engineering, supplemented by a few years of experience
in order to evaluate and make recommendations on portions of applications for license.

Ability to evaluate conventional technical and administrative aspects of uranium mill license applications including
site, design layout, environment, equipment, administrative procedures, and waste management.

Ability to communicate clearly, orally and in writing, on a variety of factual technical matters in order to present
findings and results of the review as a basis for licensing decisions.

Basic knowledge of Atomic Energy Act, as amended, and NEPA and associated regulations and guides, precedent,
appropriate published NRC standards, and practices relating to the licensing of uranium mills.

CONTACTS e

Frequent communication with middle management and technical personnel of licensees and applicants for the pur-\2
pose of exchanging factual, technical information and to obtain clarification and reconciliation of licensee and
applicant plans and provisions for health and safety.
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Occasional contact with technical and administrative staff throughout NMSS and its contractors for the purpose of
exchanging technical information and providing findings and recommendations.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 100

Supervision Received

Section Leader, Uranium Mill Licensing Section, Fuel Processing and Fabrication Branch

Direct- Supervision.

Work is reviewed in detail on new or unusual issues or problems by the Section Leader or a senior member of
the Section.

Guides are NRC division and branch policies, regulations, guides and procedures and Federal, State, and local
standards applicable to uranium milling. Guides are generally applicable but require interpretation relative to
specific applications.

Independent Action

Prepares drafts of material for review by Section Leader or senior section members.

Recommends approval, disapproval, or revisions to assigned portions of uranium mill plans assigned for review.

Assures that technical data presented by applicants are accurate and meet NRC safety and health criteria.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 525
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NUCLEAR ENGINEER, GS-0840-11

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As a specialist In areas of core performance and subsystems, is responsible for evaluating discrete portions of
the nuclear design and operational aspects of reactors, both proposed and under construction. Those portions
cover such matters as core power distributions, reactivity control, core power stability, and power oscillation.
Work is generally performed for senior level engineers within the Branch who are reviewing total core
performance.

REGULAR DUTIES

Core Power Distribution

Examines the information presented In Safety Analysis Reports to determine that core power distributions for the
reactor can reasonably be expected by design and control to fall within the reactor's design limits throughout all
normal operation.

Reactivity Control Provisions

Evaluates applicants' presentations to determine that suitably conservative reactivity coefficients have been
employed in reactor analyses for establishing control requirements, assessing power stability, and evaluating
accidents.

Examines the tabulation of control requirements, the associated uncertainties, and the capability of the control
system to meet Its requirements. Determines by study of calculations and experimental data that values are
realistic and conservative.

Analytical Methods

Ascertains that computer codes used in the nuclear design and performance evaluation are described in sufficieiv
detail to establish that theoretical bases, assumptions, and numerical approximations are acceptable, that nuclea
data are acceptable, and that methods used to calculate important reactor physics parameters are of acceptable
accuracy.

Determines that the calculation of power oscillations and stability Indices for xenon induced and non-xenon induced
reactivity transients are presented in sufficient detail to confirm that the methods used are acceptable.

General

Prepares drafts of safety evaluations that deal with the nuclear design aspects of reactor safety and provides
technical information to other NRC divisions and offices on matters related to nuclear design.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 350

Requires a knowledge of reactor physics and nuclear engineering sufficient to determine the adequacy of proposed
nuclear reactor subsystem or component designs in order to assure that the reactor can operate safely.

Requires, in addition, some basic knowledge of the principles, theories, and practices in the fields of reactor
simulation and numerical analysis techniques adequate to evaluate analytical models used in the safety analysis of
highly complex power reactor systems.

Must be able to present technical data orally and in written form so that NRC technical management and applicants
can comprehend the significance of technical evaluations and conclusions.

CONTACTS

Frequent contacts with engineers, physicists, and middle level supervisory personnel of reactor vendors, electre 9/
utilities and other NRC offices. Contacts are for the purpose of obtaining or presenting factual information on
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complex technical matters associated with the safety of design and operation of power reactors. Must at times
explain technical positions and reconcile them with the technical viewpoints of others on Individual questions
affecting components or subsystems.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 100

Supervision Received

Section Leader, Reactor Physics Section, Core Performance Branch.

Direct Supervision.

Frequently performs portions of reviews for higher level technical review engineers.

Guidelines used are Regulatory Guides, Standard Review Plans, and Tit 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations.

Independent Action

Incumbent is responsible for assuring that data presented by applicants meet safe design criteria for proposed
reactors in the areas of core power distribution, reactivity control, reactor physics methods, and general nuclear
design.

Approval of assigned portions of the nuclear design of reactors Is given a general review by supervision or higher
level engineers; however, new or unusual areas of safety concern or noncompliance with regulatory requirements
are reviewed in detail.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Usually normal office conditions. Moderate amount of travel involved.

EFFORT 5

Normally minimum effort. Some walking and climbing Involved during reactor or facility inspection.

TOTAL SCORE 545
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NUCLEAR ENGINEER, GS-0840-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As a Nuclear Engineer on the staff of the Fuel Behavior Research Branch, Division of Reactor Safety Research,
undertakes research assignments on the behavior of fuel assemblies (e.g., fuel pellets, fuel rods and cladding,
fission products) under normal, abnormal, or accident conditions. Independently undertakes assignments of
limited criticality or priority; participates with senior nuclear engineers on assignments of significant criticality,
complexity, or priority; manages assigned research contracts with government or private research laboratories.

REGULAR DUTIES

May undertake any or all of the following as assigned by the Branch Chief:

Limited research assignments.

Undertakes assignments of limited criticality relating to fuel behavior research safety on such inquiries as the
behavior of fuel pellets in the event of a LOCA (loss of coolant accident) to determine the fission gases produced,
the conditions basic to such production, the nature and extent of internal pressures produced by the released
gases, and the nature of the radioactive debris released in the event of cladding failure due to the excessive
internal pressures; or to identify the chemical and physical processes which occur when molten core materials
contact concrete, the gas production rate, penetration rate, thermal aspects of decomposed concrete; or research
on the magnitude of fuel pellet swelling during a temperature transient and on the visco-elastic properties of fuel
pellets when contained by cladding.

Participates as back-up to a senior nuclear engineer, managing a large scale fuel behavior research program,
e.g., in-pile tests designed to provide integral fuel rod test data for the verification of fuel rod models and
computer codes using the Power Burst Facility (PBF) under abnormal power, flow and energy density conditions,
and corroborative tests being conducted by foreign governments. Undertakes assignments as back-up to the
senior nuclear engineer (e.g., on the types, kinds, purposes, and placement of various instruments used durin
the experiments for measuring heat transference, coolant flow, meltdown rates, gas types, and quantities.
Additionally, in conjunction with senior nuclear engineer, develops a program to be conducted by the contractoNJ
for the development of new or improved instruments for the conduct of tests. Exercises comprehensive knowledge
of nuclear physics and allied engineering disciplines in order to work effectively with the contract research
organization as well as the senior nuclear engineer managing the program.

Assignments incident to the above or additional include:

-- Reviewing proposals for research contracts for government, university, or private research laboratories for
clarity and pertinence of proposal, completeness as a scientific undertaking, and adequacy using professional
understanding of nuclear physics, scientific research methods, and the prospective value and relationship of
the objectives of the proposed study to the objectives of the nuclear safety research program.

-- Analyzing the justifications submitted for such proposals in terms of funds requested, caliber of research
personnel to be used, nature of equipment and facilities to be used; and preparing comments and recom-
mendations to the Branch Chief as to the pertinence of such data and their likely contributions to the suc-
cessful completion of the objectives in the proposal.

Keeping abreast of the technical literature in the field to be alert to new approaches and understandings as well
as to preclude continuation of research in subjects which have approached the point of diminishing returns or
which are sufficiently duplicative as to preclude additional expenditures of funds. Bringing to the attention of
the Branch Chief new findings, information, new techniques, significant breakthroughs for consideration in future
contract proposals.

Prepares requisite reports and initiates correspondence pertaining to the projects under his cognizance.

Justifies the need and cost of specific activities undertaken, based on understanding of technical features of a
project and how it can contribute to the overall objectives of the Division's nuclear safety development program.

Provides assistance to other offices, industry, and other agencies in the area of nuclear fuel safety analysis and
evaluation.

Prepares reports for presentation of the program to higher levels in the Commission.

Evaluates contractor performance in terms of adequacy and quality of work, costs, and meeting schedules in
matters pertaining to fuel safety research. Makes recommendations regarding redirection of efforts based on
changing program requirements, potential application of results, or contractor performance.
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Provides technical coordination for assigned programs among contractors engaged in interrelated development,
testing and safety programs by careful review of progress and results, and the subsequent exchange of perti-
nent information.

Maintains liaison with groups outside the NRC having Interests and responsibility in the safety-trea such as the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, Environmental Protection Agency, etc.

Evaluates new proposals for research and development and makes recommendations to the Branch Chief for the
implementation of such studies.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 365

Knowledge of the principles, theory, and practices in the general fields of chemistry, physics or metallurgy or
nuclear engineering. Training and experience equivalent to a B.S. degree with several years of related work
experience Is desired In order to provide practical experience related to the theoretical work.

Skill In evaluating the potential of proposed research and development programs and progress of existing studies
undertaken by contractor personnel.

Knowledge of reactor design and operations to the extent that it provides practical background to supplement
academic technical Information.

Skill in the techniques of presenting scientific material in oral and written form adequate to develop and prepare
full, clear, and concise technical reports and analyses.

CONTACTS 95

Continuous contact with NRC middle management and technical NRC personnel. These contacts are for the pur-
pose of developing plans, determining best procedures for obtaining information on the desirability and cost of
projects, evaluating technical content of programs and contractor performance, and making recommendations on
negotiation and termination of contracts.

Continuous contact with supervisory personnel in NRC contractor organization, both national laboratories and
industrial progress and schedules, obtaining information on fuel procurements and special nuclear material matters,
and to assure technical coordination among contractors.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 135

Supervision Received

Chief, Fuel Behavior Research Branch.

General supervision 1B".

Guidelines are Division of Reactor Safety Research and overall NRC policies, procedures, and established
engineering and scientific principles.

Independent Action

Makes technical recommendations to the Chief, Fuel Behavior Research Branch, in connection with assigned
responsibilities in the reactor safety research program on the following:

Scope and content of experiments.

Funding levels of tasks in research projects and proposals. Applications of the results of contractor research.
Technical coordination methods, schemes, and plans.

Definition (in cooperation with the contractor) and evaluation of C level program schedules of contractors.
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Conclusions about the contractor's technical performance.

Work Accepted Without Review

Theoretical analyses and engineering computations to support recommendations.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 605
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STRUCTURAL ENGINEER, GS-0810-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a professional engineer in the Structures and Components Standards Branch, Division of Engineering
Standards, specializing in standards, codes, and criteria on the design and application of structures of
structural steel, reinforced concrete, and prestressed concrete used in the construction of nuclear reactor plants
and facilities. Specifically, is responsible for Initially defining, developing, evaluating, and refining drafts of
standards, codes, and criteria and monitoring their coordination through multiple operational, legal, and editorial
reviews for ultimate approval and Issuance by the NRC as regulatory guides or incorporation Into National
Standards acceptable to the NRC for the licensing, operation, and Inspection of nuclear reactor plants and
facilities.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews proposals for standards, codes, and/or criteria for concrete :ructures initiated either as a result of his
own analysis of the situational need or based on submissions for any or all of the following: NRC licensing
officials, NRC Inspection and enforcement officials, findings and recommendations of the NRC Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research, petitions from the public, proposals from professional engineering societies, architectual
and construction firms. Proposals are reviewed to determine if they are to be acted upon and if so, their nature
and extent, i.e., new standards, additions, modifications, deletions, correlations, and clarifications.

Reviews with Branch Chief, or designated technical reviewer, extent of effort required, i.e., whether a minor
revision in the current standard would be sufficient or whether an intensive effort is necessary to meet the NRC
needs.

Researches background licensing applications Issues; inspection reports and issues; public hearings; reports of
tests; current state-of-the-art, etc. Confers with potential users of the proposed standard - the considerations
and complexities at Issue; the kind of standard needed, i.e., included into a national standard, a report offering
guidance, a regulatory guide or Federal regulation and whether in the Instant situation the standard or code
should offer general criteria or should be detailed and prescriptive or whether it should consist of a concise

KJ statement followed by commentary expanding on: the sensitive Issues: e.g., the sample calculations, provisions
for operating structures, permissible redistribution of stress, and allowable percentages of variation.

Determines approach to be taken considering the nature of the standard required and sufficiency of available
material and reports, I.e., draft new standard for coordination and review; suggest additional research and/or
testing; propose contractual assistance; propose Joint undertaking with interested industrial sources and
professional societies.

Reviews alternative technical and administrative approaches with supervisor or designated technical reviewer
particularly as to time required; relative priority; personnel and funds needed; inhouse or contract approvals;
prospective Impact of standard.

Prepares proposals for contract support for supplementary Information data, tests, or for contractual review of
standard at issue - indicates scope of project, tasks to be undertaken, nature of report, etc. Serves as
technical representative for NRC in the contract. Evaluates ability of potential contractors and recommends
selection. Monitors work of contractor to assure adherence to scope of work, schedules, utilization of
professionals; clarifies for contractors technical Issues such as loading definitions and categories, adequacy of
safety margins, variations In load combinations affecting the concrete structure, etc.

Coordinates the review of the proposed standard, code, or criteria through various NRC user organizations,
legal offices, professional societies, Industry and editorial services and makes modifications and adjustments as
appropriate. As necessary to assure coordination may chair a group of NRC users, public intervenors, and
industry officials to review the proposed standard, and based on the framework of earlier discussions with
supervisor or designated technical reviewer, negotiates or accepts compromises to Improve the standard while
assuring that the safety and health of the public will not be compromised.

Prepares "clean" draft of the proposed standard, code, or criteria incorporating all comments and suggestions
secured during the coordination and review process. Prepares an "impact" statement expressing the purpose of
the proposed standard, the impact of its effect on other safety issues, the probable cost implications to the
nuclear regulatory staff and to the reactor industry, the prospective value of the standard to public safety,
NRC licensing and inspection officials, etc. Also, Indicates the proposed time lapse for the implementation of the
standard, i.e., backfitted to older plants or new plants within a specified short period or whether additional time
should be granted for testing and validation.
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Serves as member cognizant of and responsible for expressing the interests of the NRC and ASME, ASCE, ACI,\ 9
and other ANSI national standards working committees developing standards for use as a basis for licensing
decisions. Attends meetings. Considers status of draft standards for submittal to NRC review process.
Reviews, comments, recommends changes, and coordinates NRC review of proposed national standards as a
potential basis for nuclear facility licensing decisions. Resolves conflicting comments and forwards NRC
comments to standards working committees.

Acts as a technical advisor to SD management. Investigates and participates in development of solutions to
potential generic problems in the field of structural engineering.

Participates in interoffice task forces at a working level for resolution of generic problems.

Makes presentations to ACRS subcommittees and internal NRC review committees on issues related to standards,
contents of standards, and assessments of value and impact of proposed standards.

Performs interdisciplinary tasks as assigned.

Performs-administrative tasks as assigned for monitoring or coordinating a branch activity.

Participates in peer group reviews and evaluations of scope of work statements and the results of technical
support work.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 360

Sound knowledge of the basic principles, theories, and practices in the field of structural engineering as
evidenced by training and experience equivalent to a B.S. degree in civil engineering and several years of
practical experience or equivalent. Competence must be adequate to understand and verify complex calculations
for the design of nuclear facilities and contents of research reports. Ability to separate basic engineering
principles and practices from unproven theories or proposals.

Experience In the design, construction, operations, and evaluations of nuclear plant structures and facilities
sufficient to estimate the value and impact of the requirements of proposed standards.

Demonstrated ability to grasp technical problems in order to coordinate the formulation of clear, concise reactor
standards, codes, and criteria. Requires a good knowledge of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's regulations,
principles, and procedures. Requires knowledge of national laboratory operations sufficient to control efforts on
a contract service task.

Ability to meet and deal effectively with technical representatives of the NRC, its contractors, industry, and
other government agencies.

Ability to make clear technical presentations, orally and in writing. Ability to present complex technical issues
by relating them to the broad background of a general technical or management audience.

CONTACTS 115

Continuous contacts with the technical staff of the Office of Standards Development and other NRC offices as a
part of the fulfillment of regular duties in development of standards, including obtaining viewpoints on needs from
user organizations and obtaining endorsements and concurrences on proposed drafts of standards. This Involves
reconciling conflicting viewpoints and needs of various users.

Frequent contacts with contractor personnel on technical and administrative matters to control, schedule, and
coordinate tasks of contract service efforts.

Occasional contacts with the public to provide clarifications or other information with respect to existing
regulatory guides or national standards.

Occasional contacts with consultants, research personnel, and other potential sources to obtain supporting
information for regulatory guides or national standards.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 120

Supervision Received

Branch Chief, Structures and Components Standards Branch.

General Supervision 'B".

Guidance on technical and procedural matters will be provided by other senior-level branch personnel.

Supervision is general on technical matters consisting of initial direction, occasional review of problems and
progress and intensive review of draft standards and other documents for release to the public. Decisions and
judgment In most cases affecting the basis for licensing decisions are subjected to a substantial review and
eventually will be subject to extensive NRC reviews.

Guidelines are the NRC Management Directives System, appropriate sections of Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations, Office of Standards Development, and project plans.

Independent Action

Recommends:

Approval of draft standards and supporting documents for release to the public.

Consideration to be given to comments from public and other sources regarding NRC standards and other
documents.

Acceptance of scope of work statements of contract service efforts in support of regulatory guides and standards.

Action to be taken with respect to assigned tasks of an administrative nature within the branch.

Material for presentations to ACRS subcommittees and NRC review committees.

Work Accepted Without Review

Results of analysis and computations to support recommendations.

Contribution to discussions and working group efforts on drafts of standards and supporting documents.

Evaluation of results of contract service efforts in support of standards where generally acceptable analytical or
test methods are utilized.

Endorses:

The acceptability of completion of tasks under contract service efforts.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions while in Headquarters, with work being performed In shared office space. Extensive
travel involved.

EFFORT 5

Normal minimum effort. Some climbing involved when inspecting or working near reactors.

TOTAL SCORE 605
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PROJECT ENGINEER, GS-0801-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a project engineer for the safety review of nuclear power plant construction permit and operating
license applications. Plans and coordinates portions of the project management duties assigned to higher level
project managers who are responsible for management of the complete action on construction permits and
operating licenses. Assists higher level project managers in managing and coordinating portions of the efforts of
technical staff personnel in achieving a timely and balanced evaluation of safety matters with respect to siting,
design, construction, testing, and operation for nuclear power plant construction permit and operating license
applications.

REGULAR DUTIES

Manages and coordinates portions of the safety review of applications for construction permits and operating
licenses u. Jer guidance of higher level project managers who are responsible for licensing actions on complete
plants.

Normally assigned specific phases of the safety review to plan and coordinate. For example, may be assigned
several of the following duties:

a. Reviews the content of the applicant's Safety Analysis Reports for assigned projects for the purpose of
understanding, from the standpoint of radiological safety, the interplay among components, systems, and
structures that comprise the proposed nuclear facility.

b. Coordinates the review and evaluation efforts of one or two of the specialized safety review branches in the
Divisions of System Safety, Site Safety and Environmental Analysis, and Project Management for the project
manager who may be coordinating many other specialized reviews being conducted within and outside of NRC.

c. Integrates into the review the impact of information obtained from reports prepared as a result of field
inspections conducted by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement. Responsible for reviewing inspection<>
reports to determine implications for current licensing actions to which assigned.

d. Attends technical meetings between technical staff members and applicant representatives related to assigned
projects.

Assists the project manager by taking notes, writing drafts of reports summarizing the meetings, and taking
specific followup action within NRR on decisions made in the meetings.

e. Prepares drafts of testimony and coordinates that of other staff members with the Office of the Executive
Legal Director in public hearings on assigned projects before Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards, as
directed by the project manager.

f. At the direction of the project manager, arranges for discussions with potential intervenors in hearings
related to assigned projects and arranges meetings with them to discuss the nature of their contentions.

g. Develops and maintains safety review schedules for portions of assigned projects through coordination with
the assigned review branches in the Divisions of System Safety, Site Safety and Environmental Analysis,
and Project Management.

h. Prepares portions of the staff's Safety Evaluation Report associated with a licensing application, using
inputs prepared by the participating review branches in the Divisions of Systems Safety, Site Safety and
Environmental Analysis, and Project Management.

i. Resolves inconsistencies and differences of opinion among the staff technical organizations and between the
staff and the applicants by the use of discussion and persuasion and knowledge of the technical issues and
the applicable NRC requir ements.

j. Provides technical informration and guidance an safety-related problems and NRC policies and safety
philosophy to organizatimn. planning tto dL-sign and construct nuclear power plants.

k. As assigned by the prglet managet-, r'e4eos the recommiendatfons of the participating technical review
branches in the Divisions; o Sys.em Sailet'?, SVite Safety and Environmental Analysis, and Project Managemeu, /
and the Office of Inspertikort arnd Ertforcement tin order to make judgment as to the completeness of a
tendered application for a c'istructionr permit air operating. license and recommends to the project manager
acceptance or rejection * the applicatirorn for docketing and staff review.
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I. Participates in the development of standards, guides, and codes related to the siting, design, construction,
testing, and operation of nuclear power plants by reviewing and preparing draft comments on proposed
documents prepared by the Office of Standards Development.

m. Prepares drafts of written responses to correspondence, including communications from Congressional
sources, State and local officials, the general public, and various industrial and civic organizations for
assigned projects for review and endorsement or signature by project managers.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 375

Knowledge of the principles, theories, and practices of nuclear engineering, reactor physics, and systems
analysis.. Must be capable of reviewing and understanding the efforts of others In highly specialized technical
a eas, developing comments and questions in regard to design ci iteria and design features; conducting techr.,cal
discussions, formulating overall technical judgments, and writing engineering reports. Must have a general
understanding of all of the important systems, site safety and operational aspects of nuclear power plant design.
These disciplines are diverse and include core physics, reactor thermal-hydraulics, materials engineering,
structural engineering, containment systems, reactor systems, instrumentation and electrical systems, mechanical
engineering, and such site-related disciplines as meteorology, geology, seismology, hydrology, soils engineering,
and demography.

Administrative and management skills are required adequate to coordinate the efforts of staff personnel working
in several technical disciplines for assigned projects.

Must understand and have a working knowledge of the applicable laws, regulations, NRC policies, DPM policies
and procedures, guidance and safety philosophy regarding nuclear power plant siting, design, construction,
testing, and operation.

A few years of experience is required In the field of nuclear engineering in one of the following: reactor
physics, reactor design, systems analysis, and operation of reactors.

General knowledge is required of research and development work in the field of nuclear power reactor develop-
ment conducted by other government agencies and Industrial organizations.

Ability to interact with technical personnel and present the staff positions through the knowledge of plant
systems, regulatory procedures, and safety concerns.

Skill at communicating complex technical information to such diverse groups as staff engineers and management,
utility engineers and management and members of the public.

CONTACTS 120

Frequent contacts with technical and legal personnel at the working and middle-management levels of the NRC
staff, primarily in the Divisions of Systems Safety, Site Safety and Environmental Analysis, and Operating

Reactors, and occasionally with the Offices of Inspection and Enforcement, the Executive Legal Director, and
Office of Standards Development, for the purpose of managing and coordinating the staff review efforts related
to assigned portions of projects.

Occasional contacts with working level and top level technical and managerial personnel of utility organizations,
nuclear steam supply system manufacturers, and architect-engineering firms. These contacts generally are for
the purpose of discussing and resolving individual technical safety-related issues concerning the siting, design,
construction, testing, and operation of nuclear power plants.

Occasional contacts with intervenors and potential intervenors to arrange meetings with them to discuss the
nature of their contentions. The purpose is to provide opportunities for intervenors and potential intervenors to
meet with staff personnel on an informal basis to permit their concerns to be communicated to the staff for
consideration during the review and evaluation process and to also permit the staff to communicate its activities
to the intervenors and potential intervenors.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 1Z

Supervision Received

Branch Chief, Division of Project Management.

General Supervision "B"1.

The administrative guides are appropriate parts of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, the NRC
Management Directives System, guides of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and Division of Project
Management.

Independent Action

Recommends:

Approval of portions of review schedules and changes to review schedules related to the staff's safety review of
assigned projects.

Approval of construction permits and operating licenses for assigned portions of projects.

Resolutions to technical issues which may impact documented, staff technical positions, or staff policies.

Acceptance or rejection of new applications for docketing based on the completeness of the technical information
presented by the applicants.

Approval of the issuance of Safety Evaluation Reports and supplements to Safety Evaluation Reports related to
portions of assigned projects.

Concurs:

With the factual and technical accuracy of questions and technical positions prepared by the staff technic" )
organizations prior to transmittal by project managers to applicants for assigned projects.

With the factual and technical accuracy of the various sections of Safety Evaluation Reports and supplements to
Safety Evaluation Reports prepared by the staff technical organizations prior to recommending to project managers
approval for issuance for assigned projects.

Work Accepted Without Review

Preparation of minutes of meetings with applicants or potential intervenors.

Conduct of meetings with applicants or potential intervenors, as assigned by project managers.

Determination of appropriate amount of coordination necessary and the carrying out of necessary coordination to
assure the timely and efficient safety review of assigned portion of projects.

Recommendations to technical organizations as to appropriate resolution of technical issues related to assigned
portions of projects where recommendations do not affect documented, staff technical positions or staff policies.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT

Normal.
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CIVIL ENGINEER, GS-0810-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As a member of the inspection staff in a Regional Office, the incumbent is responsible for the inspection of
nuclear site activities and plant construction that is being carried out within the Region and for providing advice
and assistance to members of the Regional staff concerning conditions arising during site exploration, construc-
tion or operation of nuclear facilities which require a knowledge of civil engineering;

REGULAR DUTIES

Performs inspection of civil engineering activities during construction such as, but not limited to, site prepara-
tion, lakes, dams, foundations, containments and structure. Acts as sole or lead inspector when the status of
the construction project requires specialized inspection focused on civil engineering aspects. Participates as a
team member, responsible for inspecting the civil engineering aspects, when a team of Inspectors under the team
lea, ership of a principal inspector is conducting an inspection. Plans * 2 scope of his assigned portions of the
inspection in accordance with Office of Inspection and Enforcement and NRC regulations, inspection modules,
standards, and guides.

Prepares reports of inspections which contain a description of the incumbent's observations during the inspection
and his conclusions regarding conformance of the inspected items with respect to NRC requirements, provisions
of the license application and the applicable codes and standards.

Identifies noncompliances and recommends actions to NRC management to cause licensees to achieve compliance.

Acts as a specialist and consultant on civil engineering to the Regional Inspection Staff to provide advice and
assistance to other inspectors regarding civil engineering problems which they encounter during the course of
their inspections and Investigations.

Participates as a team member in investigations of incidents involving or pertaining to facilities or the use of
special nuclear or source materials.

Presents the results of his inspections to the ACRS, NRR and others, as requested.

Performs inspections in areas other than civil which his Branch or Section Chief determines the incumbent,
through training and/or experience, is qualified to perform.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 420

Requires a thorough knowledge of the principles of civil engineering equivalent to that gained by completion of
B.S. program in these areas of study, supplemented by advanced studies. Requires practical experience in civil
engineering of sufficient duration and diversity to develop detailed and thorough understanding of good construc-
tion practices, inspection of soils, subsurface preparation, fill placement, piling, grouting, rebar, concrete
structures and steel structures, and the ability to identify adequate implementation of license commitments and
construction deficiencies which could influence the safety of a nuclear facility.

Knowledge of the engineering methods and techniques associated with an effective reactor construction quality
assurance program.

Thorough knowledge of NRC and l&E regulation modules, guides and standards applicable to civil engineering
aspects of inspections of nuclear reactor power plants.

CONTACTS 125

Continuous and frequent contact with inspectors in other specialty areas, Branch Chiefs and Section Leaders ir
the Regional Office to share inspection findings and advise on the civil engineering implications of findings by
inspectors in other specialty areas.
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Frequent contact with construction personnel and management personnel of the licensee to inspect and report,
explain and defend findings concerning licensee's performance. Conducts exit interviews with licensee manage-
ment when inspections are limited to his areas of expertise; participates in exit interviews as a specialist when
inspections are conducted by a team under the leadership of a principal inspector.

Occasionally participates in meetings involving NRC Headquarters management to provide advice about failures or
deficiencies because of which regulatory action is being considered to ensure protection of the public.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 145

Supervision Received

Section Chief.

General Supervision "B".

Guides are appropriate parts of 10 CFR to NRC Management Directives System, I&E inspection plans and modules
as well as established I&E techniques and standards for facility Inspection.

Independent Action

Plans the detailed scope of assigned inspections and investigations relating to civil engineering aspects of reactor
facility components In accordance with NRC requirements.

Advises the reactor inspection staff concerning the cause of failures within the field of civil engineering and the
results of his evaluations of conditions which may have led to such failures.

Independently prepares and submits statements of conclusions, recommendations, and technical judgment as to
the adequacy of safety and compliance based on Inspection findings of licensed activities in his areas of technical
specialty.

Recommends appropriate action to deal with noncompliance of licensee.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 15

Normal working conditions in the Regional Office. Approximately 30-40 percent of working time is required for
field inspections and investigation work, which involves exposure to construction hazards, such as open trenches,
and excavations, construction equipment and falling objects.

EFFORT 15

The field work requires extensive walking, climbing, standing, and exposure to Inclement weather.

TOTAL SCORE 720
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METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, GS-0806-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As a member of the inspection staff of a Regional Office, the incumbent is responsible for the inspection of
nuclear components that have been manufactured for installation in licensed nuclear power plants within the
Region and for providing advice and assistance to other members of the Regional staff concerning conditions
arising during construction, inservice inspection or operation of nuclear facilities which require a knowledge of
metallurgy, welding, and nondestructive examination.

REGULAR DUTIES

Acts as sole or lead inspector when the status of the project requires specialized inspection of metallurgical
aspects. Participates as a team member, responsible for inspecting the metallurgical aspects, when a team of
inspectors under the leadership of a principal inspector is conducting an inspection. Plans the scope of assigned
portions in accordance with Office of Inspection and Enforcement and NRC regulations, inspection modules,
standards, and guides.

Performs inspections of pressure vessels, piping, reactor fuel, and other nuclear components, as assigned, to
ascertain whether these components, their erection, and installation conform to the NRC regulations, provisions
of the license application, and provisions of applicable codes and standards.

Performs inspections of nondestructive test procedures, tests, and evaluations of test results. Inspects and
reviews documentation associated with baseline and inservice inspections.

Discusses inspection findings with licensee staff and management.

Identifies noncompliances and recommends actions to NRC management to cause licensees to achieve compliance.

Prepares reports of inspections which contain a description of observations made during the inspection and con-
clusions regarding conformance of the inspected items with NRC regulations, the provisions of the application,
and applicable codes and standards.

Provides comments relating to inspection procedures, Regulatory Guides, codes, standards, and Safety Analysis
Reports relating to metallurgy, welding and nondestructive examination.

Acts as a consultant in metallurgy on the Regional Office staff to provide advice and assistance to other
inspectors regarding metallurgical problems which they encounter during the course of their inspections and
investigations. Reviews and makes recommendations concerning metallurgical failures.

Occasionally presents the results of inspections to the ACRS, NRR staff members, and others, as requested.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 420

Requires a thorough comprehension of the field of metallurgy and an extensive knowledge of chemistry, physics,
mechanics, and mathematics sufficient to perform as an expert in the metallurgical problems associated with nuclear
reactor components and structures. Requires extensive knowledge of welding and nondestructive examination
theory as well as practical experience in the metallurgical welding and nondestructive examination fields. This
experience must have been of sufficient duration, depth and diversity to develop an understanding of good
practices for fabrication, inspection, erection and testing of pressure vessels, reactor fuel, piping, control rods,
metal structures and systems, and other components used in nuclear plants.

Requires extensive knowledge of all current methods of nondestructive testing of metals, familiarity with the con-
ditions which cause failure of typical components in a reactor facility and an understanding of the analytical
procedures and methods which are used to identify the cause of failures.

Knowledge of the engineering methods and techniques associated with an effective reactor construction quality
assurance program.
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CONTACTS 125

Continuous to frequent contact with inspectors in other specialty areas, Branch Chiefs and Section Leaders in
the Regional Office to share Inspection findings and to advise on the metallurgical Implications of findings by
inspectors in other specialty areas.

Frequent contact with construction personnel and management personnel of the licensee to Inspect and report,
explain and defend findings concerning licensee's performance. Conducts exit interviews with licensee manage-
ment when inspections are limited to his areas of expertise; participates In exit Interviews as a specialist when
Inspections are conducted by a team under the leadership of a principal inspector.

Occasionally participates In meetings Involving NRC Headquarters management to provide advice about failures or
deficiencies because of which regulatory action Is being considered to ensure protection of the public.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS

Supervision Received

Chief, Engineering Support Section.

General Supervision 1B".

Guides are appropriate parts of 10 CFR, the NRC Management Directives System, I&E Inspection plans and
modules as well as established l&E techniques and standards for facility inspection.

Independent Action

Plans the detailed scope of assigned inspections and investigations relating to reactor facility components in
accordance with requirements detailed In l&E programs and procedures.

Makes findings regarding adequacy of component fabrication, erection, and testing which are based on his
observation of these activities at the site of the facility.

Recommends appropriate action to deal with noncompliance of licensee.

145

A

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 15

Normal working conditions in the Regional Office. Approximately 30-40 percent of working time is required for
field inspections and Investigation work, which involves exposure to construction hazards, such as open trenches,
and excavations, construction equipment and falling objects.

EFFORT 15

Some physical exertion at construction sites while walking and climbing steps and ladders.

TOTAL SCORE 720
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MECHANICAL ENGINEER, GS-0380-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a mechanical engineer in the Structures and Components Standards Branch, Division of Engineering
Standards, specializing in regulations, standards, codes, and criteria on the design, application, and testing of
various mechanical components such as fluid system components and their supports used in the operation of
nuclear reactor plants. Assignments typically are of a project nature, i.e., they are sufficiently broad and
complex as to require analysis and evaluation of a number of aspects, organization of work in phases, and
coordination with the activities of engineers in related areas resulting, for example, in the development of multiple
standards for the functional adequacy of components relating to applications, design, production, and testing.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews proposals for standards, codes, and/or criteria for mechar .-al components initiated either as a result of
his own analysis of the situational need or based on submissions from any or all of the following:

NRC licensing officials, NRC inspection and enforcement officials, findings and recommendations of the NRC Office
of Nuclear Regulatory Research, petitions from the public, proposals from professional engineering societies,
designers or component fabricators. Proposals are reviewed to determine if they are to be acted upon and if so,
their nature and extent, i.e., new standards or additions, modifications, deletions, correlations, and clarifica-
tions to existing standards.

Researches background licensing applications issues; inspection reports and issues; public hearings; reports of
tests; current state-of-the-art, etc. Confers with potential users of the proposed standard - the considerations
and complexities at issue; the kind of standard needed, i.e., included into a national standard, a report offering
guidance, a regulatory guide or federal regulation and whether in the instant situation the standard or code
should offer general criteria or should be detailed and prescriptive or whether it should consist of a concise
statement followed by commentary expanding on: the sensitive issues: e.g., the sample calculations, provisir
for loading combinations, permissible redistribution of stress, and allowable percentages of variation.

Plans the development and execution for each assignment taking into account the nature of the standards
required, sufficiency of available materials and reports, related standards, and the degree of their currency or
development, state-of-the-art, resources needed, and using such information, charts a work program showing
the relationship of all relevant activities and inputs together with schedules and identifications of participating or
coordinating NRC licensing, research, and inspection officials.

Reviews with the Branch Chief or designated technical reviewer the work plan for accomplishing the project,
extent of effort, priorities, resources required, use of contract or "in-house" personnel assistance, etc.

Prepares proposals for contract support for supplementary information data or tests or for contractual review of
standard at issue - indicates scope of project, tasks to be undertaken, nature of report, etc. Serves as tech-
nical representative for NRC in the contract. Evaluates ability of potential contractors and recommends selection.
Monitors work of contractor to assure adherence to scope of work, schedules, utilization of professionals, clarifies
for contractors technical issues such as loading definitions and categories, adequacy of safety margins, variations
in load combinations affecting the concrete structure, etc.

Prepares for concurrence by policy office a Task Initiation Form defining the necessity for the proposed action,
its scope and a preliminary value impact statement justifying the proposed task.

Prepares initial outline of proposed or revisions to standards or regulations and working papers for discussion
with technical reviewers or branch chief and preliminary discussions with cognizant individuals in other offices of
NRC.

Coordinates the review of the proposed standard, code or criteria through various NRC user organizations, legal
offices, professional societies, industry and editorial services and makes modifications and adjustments as appro-
priate. As necessary to assure coordination, may chair a group of NRC users, public intervenors, and industry
officials to review the proposed standard, and based on the framework of earlier discussions with supervisor or
designated technical reviewer negotiates or accepts compromises to improve the standard while assuring that the
safety and health of the public will not be compromised.

Prepares "clean" draft of the proposed standard, code or criteria incorporating all comments and suggestions
secured during the coordination and review process. Prepares an "impact" statement expressing the purpose 6o.-'
the proposed standard, the impact of its effect on other safety issues, the probable cost implications to the
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K> nuclear regulatory staff and to the reactor industry, the prospective value of the standard to public safety, NRC
licensing and inspection officials, etc. Also, indicates the proposed time lapse for the implementation of the
standard, i.e., backfitted to older plants or new plants within a specified short period or whether additional time
should be granted for testing and validation.

Serves as member cognizant of and responsible for expressing the interests of the NRC on ASML, ANS, and other
ANSI national standards committees of working and review levels developing standards for use as a basis for
licensing decisions. Attends meetings, considers status of draft standards for submittal to NRC review process.
Reviews, comments, recommends changes, and coordinates NRC review of proposed national standards as a poten-
tial basis for nuclear facility licensing decisions. Resolves conflicting comments and forwards NRC comments to
standards working committees, national standards committees at working and review levels.

Prepares response to questions or comments from public or other government agencies regarding standards or
issues in his area of expertise.

Coordinates NRC review of proposed national standards as a potential basis for reactor licensing decisions. Pre-
pares an analysis and recommendation in a position NRC might take In the acceptability of the proposed national
standard based on the response from the reviews within NRC. Reviews, comments, and recommends changes in
proposed ASME, IEEE, and ASME and other ANSI Standards.

Acts as technical advisor to all levels of NRC management. Initiates the investigation and participates in the
development of solutions to potential generic problems of operability of mechanical components.

Identifies and defines the needs for technical support work for the development of standards to assure operability
of mechanical components. Controls contracts service efforts in support of a project of related standards.
Assists in the budget formulation and justification process for technical support contract work. May serve as a
member of RES Safety Review Committees.

May propose the initiation of interoffice task forces for resolution of generic problems of operability of mechanical
components. May serve as chairman or participate as a working member of such task forces.

Makes presentations to the ACRS and its subcommittees and internal NRC review committees.

Performs interdisciplinary tasks as assigned.

Performs administrative tasks as assigned for monitoring or coordinating branch or division activities.

Coordinates assigned interoffice NRC activities relating to major national standards efforts.

OCCASIONAL DUTY

Prepares material for public presentations on matters of interest to NRC. Delivers presentations from prepared
material after NRC management review.

Under management guidance prepares response to Petitions for Rulemaking for Commission adoption and issuance
as a basis for subsequent action. Participates in peer group reviews and evaluations of scope of work state-
ments and the results of technical support work.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 460

Sound knowledge of the principles, theories and practices in the general field of mechanical engineering as
indicated by an advanced degree in mechanical engineering and several years practical experience or equivalent
with specific knowledge of nuclear engineering adequate to propose, develop and evaluate highly complex regula-
tions, Regulatory Guides and other standards.

Knowledge of and experience with the design, construction, operation and evaluation of nuclear plant components,
structures, and facilities sufficient to understand the value and impact of the requirements of proposed standards.

Thorough knowledge of NRC's regulations, principles and procedures and an understanding of the underlying
technical reasons for these regulations.

Knowledge of NRC operations and national laboratories sufficient to plan, coordinate and control a number of
complex engineering research and development projects. Knowledge of principles and practices of administration
of scientific research and development sufficient to assure that research and development activities are kept on
schedule and within their appropriate limitations.
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Sufficient knowledge and experience to understand and verify complex calculations of reactor designers and \ J
research reports and to separate basic engineering principles and practices from unproven theories or proposals.
Demonstrated ability to grasp difficult and complex technical problems in the development and evaluation of clear,
concise regulations, Regulatory Guides, and standards.

Ability to deal effectively with and present ideas to diverse, high-level technical personnel on national standards
committees.

Ability to make technical presentations clearly and concisely, orally, and in writing.

Ability to chair interoffice task efforts involving multidisciplinary approach directed at solution of generic safety
problems of nuclear facilities.

CONTACTS 130

Continuous contacts with the technical staff and supervisory personnel of the Office of Standards Development
and other NRC offices as part of the fulfillment of regular duties in the development of standards and review of
research reports.

Frequent contact with staff and supervisory personnel of other branches in the Office of Standards Development
and other NRC offices to coordinate the development and execution of a plan for a project or related standards.

Frequent contact with technical and managerial personnel from other government agencies, the public, and
industry when involved in national standards development efforts.

Occasional contacts with members of the public regarding clarification or other information with respect to regula-
tions or standards or other matters.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS

Supervision Received

Branch Chief, Structures and Components Standards Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are the NRC Management Directives System and appropriate sections of Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations, Office of Standards Development policy and program plans.

Independent Action

Recommends:

Approval of project plans for development of related standards.

Approval of draft standards and supporting documents for release to the public.

Consideration to be given to comments from public and other sources regarding NRC standards and other docu-
ments.

Actions to be taken with respect to assigned tasks of administrative nature within the branch.

Material for presentation to the ACRS and NRC review committees and the public.

Adoption of response to Petition for Rule Making.

Endorses:

The acceptability of work statements and acceptability of completion of tasks under contract service efforts whe
generally acceptable analytical or test methods are utilized.

Work Accepted Without Review

Results of analysis and computations to support recommendations.
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0-.-hItributions to discussions and working group efforts on drafts of standards andsupporting documents.

- Development of task requirements and evaluation of results of contract service efforts when generally acceptable
analytical or test methods are utilized.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions while at Headquarters with work being performed In private office space. Extensive
travel involved.

EFFORT 5

Normal minimum effort. Some climbing involved when Inspecting or working near reactors.

TOTAL SCORE 740
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CRITICALITY AND SHIELDING ENGINEER, GS-0840-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Reviews and evaluates the criticality and shielding of proposed designs of shipping containers for the transporta-
tion of fresh and irradiated fuel elements and other radioactive material from the standpoint of their adequacy to
comply with regulatory standards. Based on design information and analysis, recommends the approval or disap-
proval of proposed designs. Prepares for submission to the applicant requests for additional information neces-
sary for making a licensing determination. Initiates development of guides, standards, and criteria, relating to
the criticality and shielding requirements for the transportation of radioactive material.

REGULAR DUTIES

Evaluates the criticality and shielding aspects of packages for shipping radioactive materials involving a normal
range of criticality problems. Evaluations include, but are not limited to, criticality and shielding considerations
of package designs. Takes into account such matters as the nature of the radioactive material to be shipped,
e.g., fuel density and irradiation characteristics; the containment vessel's configuration, mechanical and thermal
structure and integrity; the types and quantities of neutron absorbers or indicators; the quantity of radio-
nuclides.

Reviews and evaluates the models and specifications, as well as the calculations prepared by the applicant's
professional nuclear engineers and physicists, to ensure that NRC standards and requirements are in compliance.

For shielding, examines such matters as dose point locations; types, quantities, and locations of shielding
materials; tabulations of the atomic densities of the constituent nuclides for all shield materials; evaluation
of the method used to determine the gamma and neutron dose rates at selected points and the description of
the spatial source distribution; applicant's explanation for differences between test calculations for normal
conditions and accident conditions; tabulations for flux-to-dose conversion factors; basis for the computer
program used in the calculations; and justification of assumptions or analytical procedures, test results,
photographs, referenced documents, etc.

For criticality, examines the calculational and/or experimental methods used to determine the reactivity for\J
the optimized fuel loading intended to be transported, taking into account the material density and the atom
number densities for constituent nuclides under normal and accident conditions; evaluates the nature and
findings of experiments used to determine the subcriticalities of the package for various materials; evaluates
the acceptability of the demonstrated fuel loading for maximum reactivity for both single package and arrays
of packages, including approximations, loading conditions, calculational convergence criteria and
cross-section adjustments; reviews justification of results of tests and experiments, including interpolations
and extrapolations made in the findings; ascertains the acceptability of reported results of all benchmark
calculations made by licensee applicant.

As requested, advises engineers in other branches or agencies on criticality and shielding of facilities for
processing and handling source, byproduct and special nuclear material, particularly regarding new package
designs.

Determines the technical adequacy of experimental and calculational data and findings contained in applications
and ascertains if the data is in reasonable conformity with the regulations of the Commission. If necessary,
communicates with the applicant to obtain additional information or clarification required to complete the
application.

Prepares written safety evaluations of license applications for shipping packages for unirradiated and irradiated
licensed material, for both normal and accident conditions of transport.

Based on consideration of the design information and analysis, recommends the approval or disapproval of
proposed designs or prepares for submission to the applicant requests for additional information to make a
determination.

Recommends issuance or denial of licenses and necessary technical conditions and limitations to be incorporated in
licenses.

Confers periodically with representatives of organizations planning to design and construct shipping packages
and provides routine technical information and guidance concerning NRC regulatory requirements, e.g., nature
and types of tests and experiments, calculations techniques, computer code usage, formats for presentation 0
findings.
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Develops portions of drafts of guides, standards and criteria under direction and guidance of senior technical
personnel which take into account new technologies, results of research and feasibility studies, analysis and
evaluations of reports of inspectors and field personnel.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 465

Professional education and experience equivalent to a B.S. degree in physics or nuclear engineering together with
at least several years of experience In criticality and shielding work or closely related work.

Knowledge of principles, theory, and practice of nuclear engineering and physics sufficient to evaluate the tech-
nical and administrative aspects of license applications with emphasis on criticality and shielding designs aspects
of shipping packages.

Knowledge of input for appropriate computer programs and ability to evaluate and perform analyses using tech-
nical computer programs for shielding and criticality problems.

Ability to analyze design of shipping packages to determine their technical feasibility and to judge the adequacy
of protective measures against hazards and to prepare concise reports and recommendations.

Practical experience In the design and operation of shipping packages involving radioactive material.

Knowledge of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Code of Federal Regulations as they pertain
to the regulation of atomic energy.

Ability to meet people of varying technical backgrounds to discuss questions of technical content and to explain
NRC regulatory authority, responsibility, policies, and procedures.

CONTACTS 120

Frequent contact with middle level technical personnel of private organizations and State and Federal agencies to
interpret NRC safety requirements and policy and to resolve licensing issues.

Frequent contacts with representatives of organizations planning to design and construct shipping packages to
provide guidance relative to the Commission's safety requirements.

Occasional contact with representatives of foreign governments to discuss and review shipping packages.

May represent the branch on technical committees, for example, on the development of standards or guides on
shielding and criticality, or on joint committees with other engineering specialists calling for the interface of a
variety of engineering disciplines.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 150

Supervision Received

Chief, Transportation Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Guides are NRC policies and regulations and office directives. Recommendations are normally accepted as those
of a professional specialist and are largely unreviewed except for highly controversial issues or unproved
concepts.

Independent Action

Recommends issuance or denial of applications based on the requirements of NRC regulations.

Reviews, evaluates, and analyzes the criticality and shielding aspects of proposed designs of devices and equip-
ment containing radioactive material.
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Ensures consistent application of technical criteria, NRC policy, and licensing procedures in each case.

Communicates with middle level technical and management personnel of industry to obtain additional information or
clarification of problems concerning license applications.

Prepares correspondence, for the Chief's approval, to applicants to obtain information or to advise of action taken.

Initiates and investigates new approaches to ensure the most optimum shielding and criticality applications
considering package integrity, costs, and engineering feasibility.

Prepares safety analysis reports based on the above evaluations.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions with some travel.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 7
4
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RESEARCH ENGINEER (INSTRUMENTATION), GS-0801-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Provides professional engineering direction over contract laboratories undertaking water reactor safety research
regarding the design, development, calibration, testing, and application of Instruments used for measuring
thermal-hydraulic and related events under a variety of experiments. Instruments must be designed to reliably
and accurately produce data on physical events under unprecedented, stressful accident conditions.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews with the NRC Project Manager responsible for the specific experimental program, to establish the prob-
lems and issues In the experiment, past accomplishments, gaps In the knowledge for which data Is sought, nature
and quality of Instruments on line. Analyzes data, Issues, problems and evaluates adjustments needed In the
Instruments on line as proposed by the contract laboratory and determines whether changes in calibration,
sequence, location, or use of instruments should be made, whether different Instruments should be used, or
whether an Instrument should be modified or redesigned.

As a result of reviews of state-of-the-art and program measurement requirements, makes recommendations for new
instrument development, calibration or upgrading programs. If approved, acts as program manager for these
tasks or contracts. Program management duties consist of technical direction, cost and schedule control, and
review of results.

Works with staff of contract laboratory to ensure program placement, use, quality and character of instruments
to be used in experiments of simulations of water reactor coolant accidents. Indicates changes, modifications or
replacement of Instruments.

Confers with technical representatives of Instrument designers and developers regarding the prospective value of
their instruments for use In water reactor safety research; recommends technical changes as necessary; observes
and reports on demonstrations of Instruments under consideration; confers with staff of contract laboratory re-
garding introduction and use of new types of instruments for measuring experimental events.

Contributes to the formulation of requirements and performance of research experiments by Indicating gaps of
knowledge and prospect of obtaining data through the application of strategically located or sequenced
instruments.

Confers with Project Manager on results obtained with the Instruments and the use of such data to validate pre-
dictive data and codes or to construct new predictive data and codes.

Reviews contractor periodic reports and performance concerning the accuracy and interpretation of experimental
measurements related to safety analysis for light water reactors and makes appropriate recommendation to project
manager and/or Branch Chief as to continuing work or to make program changes.

Assess the results of assigned programs and make recommendations for Incorporating the Information into national
codes, standards, and quality assurance practices as applicable.

Takes a lead role In the Instrumentation Review Group which considers Instruments used for plant operations as
well as for experimentation.

Keeps Informed of current state-of-the-art, attends professional meetings and conferences, serves on panels and
seminars and keeps abreast of the activities In the field In universities and contractor laboratories.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 465

Professional knowledge, represented by a graduate degree or equivalent, of the principles, theories and practices
in the physical sciences particularly with regard to the scientific methods for conducting experiments in such areas
as power equipment design, process instrumentation, control systems, hydraulics and heat transfer.

Sufficient educational background and practical experience to perform instrumentation engineering functions.
Special knowledge and techniques used in two-phase flow and in nuclear fuel measurements of BWR and PWR
design and operations to enable independent technical judgments of proposed research programs and evaluation of
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test and analytical results. Knowledge of WRSR safety research programs is necessary to coordinate WRSR
research activities with other NRC offices and outside organizations including foreign research programs.

Knowledge and experience in the performance of research and development programs, including such aspects as
the definition of program requirements, budgets, and the feasibility of obtaining program goals'with reasonable
schedules and dollar allocations.

Skill in the techniques of presenting scientific material in oral and written form adequate to develop and prepare
full, clear and concise technical reports and analyses.

CONTACTS 120

Frequent contacts with branch chiefs and assistant directors In the Division of Reactor Safety Research and with
senior professional personnel In other NRC divisions to exchange ideas on mutual problems and to keep informed
of changes in areas of special interest, such as instrumentation.

Frequent contacts with senior technical and management personnel of operations offices, national laboratories,
national code committees, universities and industrial contractors. These contacts are for the purpose of planning
programs, reporting progress of work, evaluation of related programs, providing technical advice and assistance,
and coordinating the application of program results with codes, standards, analyses methods, and regulatory
criteria.

Occasional contacts with representatives of foreign government and international agencies to discuss specific pro-
grams and provide overall coordination related to light water reactor safety research.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 150

Supervision Received

Chief, Systems Engineering Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are overall NRC and Division policies as defined in the organizational responsibilities of the Division of
Reactor Safety Research.

Independent Action

Advises the Branch Chief and the A/D for Water Reactor Safety Research regarding types and uses of instru-
ments to meet the goals and objectives of the Division.

Evaluates the technical relevance of instruments used in research programs and recommends changes in scope,
funding, and priorities relative to achieving (division) goals and objectives.

Technical decisions relative to programs under his cognizance and provides input for management changes or
redirection by the Division Director.

Assists in liaison and overall coordination instrumentation aspects of water reactor safety research activities with
other NRC offices and outside organizations including foreign organizations.

Decisions Made Without Review

a. Resolve day-to-day technical and administrative problems concerning all aspects of the program assigned.

b. Anticipates problems and takes preventive action.

c. Plans and schedules site reviews of research progress.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.
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WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal administrative effort with frequent contact with field, laboratory and contractor personnel including visits
to ascertain program progress.

TTrAI CfnCF -AC II
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URANIUM PROCESS ENGINEER, GS-0801-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Performs complete evaluations and analyses of the radiological safety and environmental impact potentials
associated with license applications, safety analysis reports, and environmental reports for entire uranium milling
facilities. Prepares comments and questions on applicant's reports and other submissions and performs
independent assessments of the adequacy of applicant's safety programs and the environmental impacts associated
with licensing actions. Assists in developing standards, guides, criteria and requirements pertinent to such
activities.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews and evaluates applications for licenses, including safety analysis reports and environmental reports for
uranium mill facilities. This involves:

a. Establishing that the information is in conformity with NRC regulations and adequate to support the
evaluations to be undertaken.

b. Reviewing and evaluating the safety and environmental aspects of the proposed activities and the applicant's
proposed program to protect the environment and the health and safety of the general public and plant
employees and to assure that proposed activities can be conducted within prescribed Federal, State and local
standards.

c. Evaluating the applicant's technical qualifications, including the training and experience of the members of
the applicant's staff, administrative procedures, and emergency plans.

d. Evaluating the adequacy of the proposed site and the design bases of the principal structures, systems and
components of the plant, and the construction, testing and operation of the principal structures, systems
and components to assure that sound engineering design and safety standards have been applied.

e. Evaluating the adequacy of equipment and facilities which will be used by the applicant to protect health
and minimize danger to life and property of workers and surrounding population.

f. Evaluating the adequacy of the system for management and disposal of mill tailings to assure that the appli-
cant's system reduces radiation exposure to the public to as low as is reasonably achievable.

Recommends necessary technical conditions and limitations to be incorporated in licenses.

Recommends issuance of licenses, or makes recommendations for denials, upon determining that a particular
application does or does not meet all requirements of the Atomic Energy Act and regulations of the Commission.

Prepares environmental assessments based upon independent evaluation of environmental data on the applicant's
facilities and operations.

Contacts applicants to obtain additional or supplementing information in the event the application does not contain
sufficient information for an adequate review and to explain needed changes to the application.

Identifies the need for modification of policy, regulations, standards and guides and participates in the develop-
ment of NRC policy and the drafting of regulations, standards and guides, governing the Commission's regulatory
program on uranium milling by reviewing, commenting on, and proposing changes to drafts and proposals.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 465

Professional education with a degree in the physical sciences, chemical, or mechanical or engineering from an
accredited college or university or equivalent experience. Detailed and thorough knowledge of uranium milling
processes. Competence must be sufficient to evaluate adequately those features of plant systems related to
safety and protection of the environment.

Broad experience in the field of radiological safety, including measurement and reduction of radioactive effluent
with specific knowledge of their application to uranium mills.

Basic skill requirements are in excess of those secured through formal education at the university level or
specialized experience in nuclear technology and related subjects.
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Ability to analyze uranium material processing operations and determine the adequacy of public health and safety
measures, particularly for operations which may lead to release and spread of radioactivity.

Knowledge of Atomic Energy Legislation, including the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and implementing
regulations (Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations), and the NRC policy pertaining to the administration of these
regulations.

Demonstrated ability to perceive and evaluate policy questions involved in the administration of the NRC regula-
tions pertaining to uranium milling operations and the activities related to these operations.

Ability to communicate with middle management officials of Industry and government and to deal with them
concerning Inadequacies of license applications as related to NRC standards.

CONTACTS 130

Frequent L. nmunication with middle management personnel and occasional contact with top management of
industrial firms making application for or inquiry concerning materials licenses or requesting information on NRC
programs or regulatory policies.

Frequent contact with technical and administrative staff throughout the NRC for the purpose of exchanging
technical information, and for coordinating Improved procedures for processing licensing matters through other
NRC organizational units.

Frequent contacts by telephone and in meetings with technical personnel of industry to discuss NRC standards
on radiation safety and to Inform them of the inadequacies of their particular application with regard to
incompleteness of information concerning these standards or of control procedures to maintain them.

Frequent contacts with technical personnel of national laboratories and NRC contractors to provide coordination
of specific reviews of parts of applications for uranium mill licenses.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 140

Supervision Received

Section Leader, Uranium Mill Licensing.

General Supervision "B".

Guides are overall NRC and divisional policies, including applicable sections of
Regulations, and the NRC Manual.

Independent Action

Recommends issuance, renewals and amendments of source material licenses for
of exceptions and the imposition of special conditions.

Recommends action to be taken regarding denial of licenses.

Represents the Fuel Processing & Fabrication Branch to other NRC offices and
within the scope of the incumbent's duties.

the Act, the Code of Federal

uranium mills including the grant

industry relative to considerations

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

\11 Normal.
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EFFORT

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 745
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1\_'.lECHANICAL ENGINEER, GS-0830-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As a mechanical engineer, analyzes and evaluates applications for construction permits and operating licenses for
nuclear power plants to assure that mechanical equipment and systems meet required safety standards and regula-
tions. Typically assigned the review of complex mechanical equipment; systems or processes such as pumping,
piping and valve systems; control rod drive systems; and/or analysis and safety determinations concerning
structural and hydrodynamic loads within containment systems. Recommends acceptance, rejection, or the need
for modification of applicants' plans based upon his review and analysis. As directed, provides specialized
assistance to other NRC offices on Individual mechanical engineering matters.

REGULAR DUTIES

Performs reviews of preliminary safety analysis reports, final safety analysis reports, topical reports, failure
analyses, and proposed license amendments as related to a range of mechanical equipment and mechanical systems
proposed for use in nuclear power plants. Assigned reviews cover mechanical equipment and systems such as
pumping, piping, and valve systems; control rod drive systems; and/or analysis and safety determinations con-
cerning the structural and hydrodynamic loads within containment systems.

Utilizes mechanical engineering principles, structural and stress data, conditions of operation Information,
standards, guides, regulations and precedent practices to determine whether proposed construction and operating
plans meet requirements for acceptable safety. In many Instances guides, standards and regulations require
considerable adaptation and Interpretation to assure their applicability to unusual or novel mechanical equipment
and system problems; Issues or features in applicants' proposed plans.

Determines If the technical information related to mechanical equipment and systems is sufficiently detailed to
enable evaluations of safety-related aspects. Identifies and prepares detailed technical questions for transmittal
to applicants In areas where Information is insufficient or lacking in clarity. Identifies conflicts with NRC regula-
tions, standards and practices, evaluates the technical bases of differences with NRC requirements, and assesses
their Impact on the safety of the reactor plant and recommends courses of action to resolve any differences.

Meets directly with applicant and A and E middle management and technical personnel to discuss and resolve
technical questions and Issues, to explain the need for additional or clarifying information, and to defend his
determination of the need for additional applicant action.

Prepares staff reports, special studies, analyses, investigative reviews and work projects on subjects appropriate
to mechanical engineering and as specifically assigned by the supervisor. Such assignments generally deal with
technical questions which do not require considerable coordination or research.

Keeps informed of research and development work in the field of mechanical engineering as applied to nuclear
power plants to permit timely determination of appropriate use within his assigned areas.

Occasionally serves as an NRC staff witness to public hearings and prepares testimony describing the technical
bases for safety evaluations when required on his review assignments.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 470

Thorough knowledge of the basic principles, theories and practices In the field of mechanical engineering with
thorough and detailed experience In the design of mechanical systems and components used In the construction of
nuclear power plants.

Knowledge of mechanical engineering associated with mechanical systems and components in nuclear power plants
must be adequate to evaluate and verify complex methods of analyses of these systems and components, including
assumptions and inputs used in the analyses. Must be able to separate sound engineering practices from unpro-
ven theories or proposals.

Thorough knowledge is required of acceptable NRC criteria, including industry codes and standards, which are
applicable to the design and construction of mechanical systems and components used in nuclear power plants.
The individual must have a comprehension of the underlying technical bases for these criteria and standards.

The ability to coordinate mechanical engineering aspects of the evaluation of safety analysis reports with other
cognizant NRC project personnel is required. Must be able to write a clear, concise and technically sound
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Safety Evaluation Report which summarizes the results of the evaluation of the Safety Analysis Report and to
explain orally the bases for his conclusions.

Must possess the ability to persuade technical counterparts of industry of the soundness of NRC acceptance
criteria, technical standards, rules, and regulations.

CONTACTS 120

Frequent contacts with middle management and technical NRC personnel in Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
and occasional contact in Office of

Inspection and Enforcement and Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, to develop staff positions for
specific licensing actions in assigned areas.

Frequent contacts with middle management and technical personnel in private and government utilities, architect
engineer firms and major nuclear component manufacturers, to present and support NRC staff positions and
requirements In regard to assigned areas of review.

Frequent contact with the technical staffs of other Federal agencies and occasional contacts with ACRS and
hearing boards to give and receive information on the review of mechanical systems and components and to
defend technical positions on controversial Issues which are subject to conflicting interpretations.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 155

Supervision Received

Section Leader, Mechanical Engineering Branch.

General Supervision UBS.

Guidelines and policies are appropriate parts of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorgani
zation Act of 1974, Part of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, NRC Management Directives System,
Regulatory Guides, Standard Review Plans, and division policies and practices.

Independent Action

Recommends acceptance/rejection of utility-submitted PSAR's/FSAR's in area of assigned mechanical equipment
and systems.

Recommends PSAR/FSAR changes to plans for mechanical equipment and systems to utilities required to conform
to agency criteria.

Recommends acceptance/rejection of vendor and architect/engineer submitted topical reports.

Recommends new, and changes to Standard Review Plans, Branch Technical Positions, Regulatory Guides and
Regulations.

Recommends testimony to be given before Appeals Boards and Licensing Boards, and appears before such
boards, as a staff witness, to present sworn testimony with regard to assigned mechanical equipment and
systems.

Meets with industry and utility groups, discusses problems, and recommends NRC course of action.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.
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WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 755
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METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, GS-0806-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As a metallurgical engineer, analyzes and evaluates applications for construction permits and operating licenses
for nuclear power plants to assure that metallurgical aspects meet required safety standards and regulations.
Typically assigned the metallurgical review of complex systems within the plant such as the reactor pressure
vessel, the steam generator shell, and/or the piping system for the coolant system. Recommends acceptance,
rejection, or the need for modification of applicant's plans based upon his review and analysis. As directed,
provides specialized assistance to other NRC offices on individual metallurgical matters.

REGULAR DUTIES

Performs reviews of preliminary safety analysis reports, final safety analysis reports, topical reports, and pro-
posed license amendments as related to a range of metallurgical materials proposed for use in nuclear power
plants. Assigned reviews cover systems and components such as reactor pressure vessel, steam generator shell,
or piping systems for the coolant system. Utilizes metallurgical pri :iples, material composition data, stress
data, thermal condition data, standards, guides, regulations and precedent practices to determine whether pro-
posed construction and operating plans meet requirements for acceptable safety. In many instances guides,
standards and regulations require considerable adaptation and interpretation to assure their applicability to
unusual or novel metallurgical problems, issues or features in applicant's proposed plans.

Determines if the technical information related to metallurgical material plans is sufficiently detailed to enable
evaluations of safety-related aspects. Identifies and prepares detailed technical questions for transmittal to
applicants in areas where information is insufficient or lacking in clarity. Identifies conflicts with NRC regula-
tions, standards and practices, evaluates the technical bases of differences with NRC.

Meets directly with applicant and A and E middle management and technical personnel to discuss and resolve
technical questions and issues, to explain the need for additional or clarifying information and to define his
determination of the need for additional applicant action.

Prepares staff reports, special studies, analyses, investigative reviews and work projects on subjects appropri
to metallurgical engineering and as specifically assigned by the supervisor. Such assignments generally deal
with technical guidance which do not require considerable coordination or research.

Keeps informed of research and development work in the field of metallurgical engineering as applied to nuclear
power plants to permit timely determination of appropriate use within his assigned areas.

Occasionally serves as an NRC staff witness to public hearings and prepares testimony describing the technical
bases for safety evaluations when required on his review assignments.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 470

Thorough knowledge of theory, principles, methods and techniques in the field of metallurgical engineering, with
specific, thorough knowledge of the chemical and physical properties of metals, appropriate uses of metals,
inservice inspection techniques and requirements, and potential inservice degradation processes such as crack
growth, material creep and fracture for the range of metallic materials used in the construction of nuclear power
plant components.

Detailed knowledge of fracture mechanics techniques, fracture toughness testing and acceptance criteria, and
radiation effects on material properties sufficient to review license or permit applicant's proposed plans.

General knowledge of the overall design and operation of nuclear power plants with specific emphasis on systems
which involve metallurgical materials questions and issues such as piping system, pressure vessels and steam
generator shell.

Sound knowledge of NRC regulations, guides, standards and practices in order to apply them to metallurgical
issues and problems.

Requires a demonstrated ability to grasp technical problems in order to stimulate clear, concise regulatory
standards, codes and criteria.

Skill in the preparation and presentation of comprehensive and concise technical reports, both orally and in
writing.
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CONTACTS 120

Continuous contacts at any level within the Division ranging from routine matters to discussing-and presenting
detailed technical bases related to duties described above.

Contacts with the staff and management of other Divisions to discuss review schedules and to Insure consistent
NRC technical positions.

Frequent contacts with the technical specialists of license applicants and their vendors and consultants, NRC
consultants and the specialists and consultants of other government agencies, and occasionally with ACRS and
hearing boards to discuss technical Issues associated with license applications, to assure understanding and
acceptance of NRC requirements and technical positions, and to defend technical positions on controversial issues
which are subject to conflicting Interpretations.

Contacts with the technical specialists of all participating organizations In the nuclear industry when assigned
development and preparation of drafts of codes and standards.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 155

Supervision Received

Section Leader, Materials Engineering Branch.

General Supervision 1B".

Administrative guides are NRC manual and NRC policy. Operational guides are in the form of memoranda or
verbal directives.

Technical guides are Industry codes and standards, NRC rules, regulations, regulatory guides, and standard
review plans, and engineering handbooks and technical books.

Independent Action

Determines the adequacy of the applicant's technical Information related to metallurgical material plans. Deter-
mines whether proposed construction and operating plans meet safety standards requirements. Evaluate the
technical bases of differences between NRC standards and regulations and the applicant's design plans.

Recommends:

Acceptability of metallurgical engineering aspects of nuclear power plant components as proposed In Safety
Analyses Reports or topical reports.

Technical positions and their bases In the metallurgical engineering area, for acceptance, rejection or modification
of applicant plans.

Technical projects to be performed by contractors or consultants to assist the technical review staff in per-
forming their technical reviews.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.
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\. NUCLEAR ENGINEER, GS-0840-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Analyzes and evaluates reactor facilities licensed for operation, applications for license amendments, proposed
technical specification changes, authorizations for reactor operation and the safety aspects of their design and
operation. Areas of responsibility include analysis of reactor core, reactor coolant systems, and engineered
safety features affecting the core and require application of specialized skill In nuclear, thermal and hydraulic
performance.

REGULAR DUTIES

Evaluates proposed Technical Specifications pertaining to core reload submittals In areas of process parameter
charges, nuclear design, thermal design, flow distribution, and the ability of the plant to successfully mitigate
the consequences of a variety of postulated transients and accidents.

Evaluates the design of emergency core cool ng systems, proposed nf Jifications to the designs of these systems,
and the analyses of the systems performance to assure conformance with Appendix K to 10 CFR 50 including
single failure criterion, submerged valves, and NPSH requirements.

Reviews and evaluates occurrences and associated safety implications at operating plants and determines whether
or not continued operation is permissible in accordance with NRC regulations. Initial judgment, although subject
to review by the Section Leader and Branch Chief, must be made under much pressure and short deadlines.
Determines whether plant continues to operate while a more thorough evaluation is being made.

Performs technical reviews of engineered safety-systems such as the residual heat removal system, control rod
drive mechanisms, safety and relief valves, systems designed to prevent excessive pressure in the reactor
coolant system during startup and shutdown, and leakage detection systems. Evaluates proposed modifications to
the design or operating limits of these systems.

Prepares Safety Evaluation Reports dealing with each of the above areas to permit or support continued operation
of nuclear power plants or to allow changes in the plant's technical specifications or changes to the design of
engineered safety systems.

Works as the technical lead specialist on emergency core coolant systems in providing technical guidance used by
project managers in informing public utility companies of new and revised requirements.

Interfaces with the Plant Systems Branch regarding containment design, electrical and instrumentation and power
engineering aspects of reactor operations.

Conducts technical meetings with fuel and reactor suppliers regarding generic issues that affect a number of
operating reactors. Serves as spokesman at meetings and conferences and makes recommendations to the Section
Leader on such matters.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Coordinates Technical Assistance programs with DOE, the National Laboratories and commercial contractors in
areas of fuels technology, thermal stress problems related to engineered safety components, and emergency core
coolant systems equipment performance.

Serves as a member of specialized task forces organized to make special technical evaluations pertaining to pro-
blems that may arise from operating reactors.

Provides special technical evaluations pertaining to problems that may arise from operating reactors and at times
serves as a member of a special task force organized for this purpose.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 470

Requires a sound knowledge of the basic principles, theories, and practices in the field of nuclear engineering
and thermal hydraulics. Competence must be adequate to enable evaluation and direction of concepts and pro-
grams in this area.

The basic skill requirements are in excess of those obtained by formal education at the university level (B.S.
Degree), being supplemented by considerable experience in the design and evaluation aspects of nuclear
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engineering. They include a demonstrated ability to understand and verify calculations of reactor designers a;:
researchers and to separate basic engineering principles and practices from unproven theories and proposals.

CONTACTS 120

Continuous contacts with middle level NRC technical staff to obtain and provide technical information and to pro-
vide advice and guidance on technical areas of competence within his assignments.

Frequent contacts with the management and the professional technical staff of fuel and reactor manufacturers and
with nuclear power plant licensees to obtain information needed to review and evaluate proposed core reloads,
changes to technical specifications, and unusual occurrences at operating nuclear power plants. Must defend
technical positions on issues which arise with manufacturers and licenses and which are subject to conflicting
interpretations.

Frequent to occasional contacts with top technical personnel of NRC, NRC contractors, industrial and other
government agencies to discuss technical standards, guides, codes, and evaluations relating to reactor safety
and to obtain and provide technical information.

Occasional contacts with the ACRS and ASLBs for the purpose of making oral presentations and responding to
questions related to technical areas within his assignments.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 155

Supervision Received

Section Leader, Reactor Safety Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Independent Action

Incumbent is responsible for making technical recommendations regarding the formulation of significant portions
of Safety Evaluation Reports dealing with design, analysis and operation of nuclear power plants. His judg-
ments, in most cases, are initially subjected only to a general review, but eventually will be subjected to
extensive NRC and industry reviews.

Incumbent represents the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation in technical meetings relating to criteria and
acceptable analytical methods assigned work areas.

Performs independent analytical work and calculations in connection with reactor core, safety systems, and
equipment which are used as a basis for technical recommendations.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal work conditions while in Washington. Extensive travel involved.

EFFORT 5

Normaily minimum effort.

TOTAL SCORE 7 <
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K>
CHEMICAL ENGINEER, GS-0893-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Responsible for analysis and evaluation of the design specifications, administrative requirements and operating
procedures In license applications and environmental reports for fuel processing facilities. Is specifically con-
cerned with the possession and use of source, special nuclear material and by-product material. Provides Input
to the formulation of guides, standards and criteria for design and operation of complex chemical and metallur-
gical plants, and other processes and designs that fall within the scope of fuel processing and fabrication.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews and evaluates applications and environmental reports for licenses for the possession and use of large
quantities of byproduct, source and special nuclear materials in complex chemical and metallurgical plants such as
uranium mills, UF. production and nuclear fuel fabrication Installations. Performs such reviews and evaluations
independently or acts as project manager and coordinates others who cat ry out portions of the reviews.

Establishes that the data provided in applications and environmental reports are In conformity with NRC regula-
tions and that the information Is adequate to make the findings required by applicable parts of Title 10, Code of
Federal Regulations.

Reviews and evaluates the chemical, physical and mechanical aspects of the proposed activities of an applicant
for license to determine whether the applicant has recognized and adequately safeguarded against hazards such
as inadvertent criticality, excessive radiation levels and airborne radioactivity and the spread of radioactive
contamination and that the proposed operations provide adequate protection for environmental values.

Evaluates the applicant's technical qualifications, including the training and experience of the members of the
applicant's staff, to possess and use source, special nuclear and/or byproduct materials in such a manner as to
protect health and minimize danger to life and property.

Evaluates the adequacy of the applicant's administrative procedures and emergency plans.

Develops necessary technical conditions, including storage and processing limitations, to be Incorporated In
licenses. Prepares licenses, or makes recommendations for denials, upon determining that a particular applica-
tion does or does not meet all licensing requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and regula-
tions of the Commission.

Communicates independently with applicant to obtain additional or supplementing Information in the event the
application or environmental report does not contain sufficient information for an adequate review.

Reviews, recommends and assists in the development of safety standards, criteria and guides applicable to the
design, construction and operation of fuel processing facilities and equipment In order to minimize probability of
accidental chemical reactions or conditions of nuclear criticality.

Develops methods for analysis and evaluation of proposed nuclear material applications involving general perfor-
mance criteria including nuclear criticality safety considerations in handling and storing nuclear materials.

Writes reports or technical publications on the results of the above evaluations and analyses which set forth
conclusions and/or recommendations for licensing action.

Makes frequent trips to licensed plants for the purpose of surveying process operations and procedures and to
gather data on the processing, handling, storing, and shipping of nuclear materials with special emphasis on the
related safety problems.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 465

Knowledge of principles, theory, and practice In field of chemical engineering with emphasis on nuclear engi-
neering aspects sufficient to evaluate the technical and administrative aspects of license applications; knowledge
necessary to evaluate plant design, chemical process piping, mechanical design, instruments, and materials

\ handling. Ability to analyze chemical and mechanical processes to determine their technical feasibility and to
judge the adequacy of protective measures against hazards and adverse environmental effects.

Academic training and thorough practical experience in the design, operation and modification of chemical process
operations involving large amounts of radioactive material. Knowledge of Government and Industrial chemical
separation, metallurgy, fabrication, and feed material programs.
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Detailed knowledge and understanding of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the rules and regula-
tions of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission; in particular, 10 CFR Parts 20, 30, 40, 50, and 70. Ability to
integrate and interpret policies, rules and regulations of the Commission and to prepare technical material for
oral and written presentation.

Ability to perceive and evaluate policy questions involving the administration of NRC regulations pertaining to
nuclear materials, facilities and related activities and a wide variety of advanced designs of plants and systems.
Competence to judge the work of applicant's technical staff in designing and utilizing such plants and systems.

CONTACTS 130

Frequent contact with top and middle level technical personnel of private organizations which are license appli-
cants or which request authorization or other forms of approval related to the possession and use of by-product,
source and special nuclear material. The purpose of these contacts is to interpret, advise on, and discuss NRC
safety requirements and policy so as to assure conformance on part of the license applicants.

F. equent contacts with other Federal agencies such as the DeparLment of the Interior, Department of State,
ERDA, its operations offices, and occasional contacts with State government agencies concerning the exchange of
information on technical and legal aspects of materials licenses.

Continuous contacts with technical staff of the Commission, throughout Headquarters and the field, to discuss
industrial practices and assist in establishing codes and standards regarding fuel cycle facilities.

Occasional contacts with representatives of organizations planning to design and construct new plants to provide
guidance relative to the Commission's safety requirements.

Occasional contact with applicant's personnel during the administration of operator licensing tests and examina-
tions.

Occasional contact with representatives of foreign governments to discuss and review processing facilities or
processes.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 160

Supervision Received

Branch Chief.

General Supervision "B".

Governed by NRC Dolicies for the management of the Commission's regulatory program as found in the NRC
Management Directives System, Part 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Regulatory Guides, and Standard
Review Plans.

Independent Action

Writes the safety evaluation report on applications for nuclear materials licenses; evaluates the technical and
administrative qualifications of the applicant to determine whether or not the applicant is qualified to receive a
source or special nuclear materials license.

Recommends approval or denial of the application.

Determines scope and extent of safety analyses required for complex operations involving the possession and use
of byproduct, source and special nuclear material.

Originates recommendations for studies for the development of standards and criteria for evaluation of license
applications.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.
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WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT. 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 765
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CHEMICAL ENGINEER, GS-0893-14

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a Chemical Engineer in the Fuel Process Systems Standards Branch, Division of Engineering
Standards, Office of Standards Development, with responsibility for developing technical standards, codes, and
guides from a chemical engineering aspect on nuclear materials from and facilities for milling and enrichment, fuel
production through waste management and disposal, i.e.: uranium mills, plants for uranium hexafluoride produc-
tion, uranium enrichment, fuel production, reactors fuel reprocessing and recycling, and facilities for fuel
storage, waste management, and disposal. Standards, codes, and guides prepared: (1) ensure that nuclear
materials are received used, and disposed of in a manner which will maximize public and environmental safety,
(2) are reliable and valid basis for decisions by NRC licensing and inspection officials, and (3) are bases for
planning, design, construction, and operation.

REGULAR DUTIES

Undertakes assignments for the drafting of new rules and standards in areas either previously lacking such
requirements or where such requirements were couched in broad parameters, for example, the preparation of new
rules on enrichment and reprocessing. In accomplishing these assignments, applies the principles of the chemical
and physical sciences, of economics, and human relationships to the design, construction, and operation of plants
in which nuclear materials undergo a change in state or composition. Such assignments include evaluating novel
solutions of engineering problems and their safety implications.

Using a background in chemical engineering and expertise in the nuclear field concerning the physical and
chemical properties of the radioactive nuclides and their reactions with non-radioactive elements, the laws and
federal codes and regulations, the design, operation and control of and the technical problems of reactors and
fuel cycle facilities, prepares national and international standards, codes, and guides on the licensing and
inspection of nuclear reactor plants and fuel cycle facilities.

Undertakes complex standard assignments, involving chemical engineering, e.g., preparation of completely new
parts of Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations for enrichment facilities, fuel reprocessing plants, and fuel fabri-
cation plants. This includes development with the NRC licensing and inspection offices of positions and policies
in rules and guides which satisfy all the technical and legal requirements taking into consideration: (1) analy: X
of the need for new versus amending existing rules, (2) justification of the choice between these, (3) develop-\-.-
ment of positions on requesting changes in legislation, (4) ascertaining and reconciling the views of various
government agencies (e.g., EPA, DOE, CEQ, ERDA), industry and the general public, (5) preparation of
environmental impact statements for regulations in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act.

Develops, sometimes through the management of technical assistance contracts, cost data, value-impact and
environmental-impact statements, and data concerning radiation safety effects on operating personnel and the
public in order to identify alternative methods of solving problems associated with the safety of chemical
engineering systems in reactors and fuel cycle facilities.

Directs, coordinates, and evaluates technical support work performed by national laboratories or industrial con-
tractors to establish the bases for rules and guides. Continuously takes the action necessary to improve the
contractor's performance. Initiates and conducts contractor performance review group meetings to assure that
the desired objectives of the work are being met. Takes the initiative to redirect the contractor's effort when it
is determined that such action is necessary.

Coordinates all the technical and legal input associated with NRC's technical criteria, regulations and guides in
assigned functional area, and resolves differences arising from this coordinating process.

Acts as the official NRC representative and balloting member on ANSI standards committees which develop and
issue industrial standards related to assigned functional area.

As required by the magnitude and urgency of a standard preparation, serves as leader of a task force or group
assigned to prepare the standards.

Maintains a continuing liaison with appropriate organizational components of the NRC in order to keep them infor-
med of plans and programs in assigned functional area.

As requested, briefs NRC Commissioners on the progress and outcome of standards and their impact statements.
Occasionally acts as Branch Chief during the absence of the Chief. Provides direction and counsel to branch
junior engineers and interns.

While performing basic standards development tasks, may be requested to testify before the Atomic Safety and -

Licensing Board Panel and special hearing boards on matters of NRC policy and action, participate as a member
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V> of special task forces set up by the Commission for NRC or interagency action, may be assigned to expert
groups set up to assist International Atomic Energy Agency, Nuclear Energy Agency and International Com-
mission on Radiological Protection In preparation of standards, develop Commission policy papers and papers for
national and international symposia in areas of his expertise, respond to petitions, congressional and public
inquiries.

Develops criteria and questions for and assist in giving examinations of plant personnel operator licenses.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 485

Thorough knowledge is required of the chemical processes associated with nuclear reactors and fuel cycle faci-
lities as represented by advanced study and substantial related experience sufficient to develop, coordinate, and
administer NRC's program for the development of technical criteria, standards, rules, and guides for the safe
design, construction, and operation of the chemical engineering systems of such plants and facilities.

Must have knowledge, substantial experience and an understanding of the technical problems associated with the
construction and operation of such plants and facilities sufficient to assure that all technical aspects are thor-
oughly-considered in NRC rules and guides. Thorough knowledge is required of the nuclear hazards and radia-
tion effects associated with such facilities In order that the public health and safety can be protected.

Chemical engineering knowledge Is required Including experience with unit operations (e.g., distillation, extrac-
tion, absorption) and unit processes (e.g., fuel dissolution, fluorination, denitration), as well as the basic laws
of mass and heat transfer and fluid flow, thermodyanmics and process control.

Knowledge Is required of the NRC's statutory responsibilities for establishing techincal standards, criteria,
rules, and guides for the safety of these plants and facilities.

The ability to manage a scientific and technical program of national significance is required, Including the ability
to control and direct contractors' technical efforts within reasonable funding allocations and work schedules.

Skill is required In the techniques of presenting scientific material in oral and written form adequate to develop
and prepare full, clear, and concise technical reports and analyses. Ability Is required to secure cooperation,
lead others, perform liaison activities, and to secure satisfactory solutions to problems.

CONTACTS 155

Frequent contacts are with branch chiefs and directors within the Office of Standards Development and with
management and senior professional personnel In other NRC organizational units.

Frequent contacts are with senior-level professional and management personnel of DOE operations offices, national
laboratories, national standards committees, universities, and industry. These contacts are for the purpose of
planning, developing, and evaluating the codes and commentaries Incident to the structuring of standards, codes
and guides, providing authoritative technical assistance, coordinating and directing clearing, legal and editorial
activities related to obtaining final approval and publication of regulatory guides, standards, and criteria.

Occasional contacts are with the Executive Director for Operations, Commissioners, or their staffs at special
briefings to present information related to assigned responsibilities.

Contacts with applicants at hearings, and with Intervenors, and the public, seeking authoritative Information on
the proposed new rules. Must work effectively with government and industrial chemical engineers, physicists,
chemists, and engineers preparing those standards. Must exercise considerable originality, Initiative, and per-
severance in pursuing to completion the development, coordination, clearance, and promulgation of standards and
guides, with commentors both within and outside NRC.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 170

Supervision Received

Chief, Fuel Process Systems Standards Branch.

General Supervision "A".
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Guidelines are appropriate sections of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization ",
Act of 1974, the National Environmental Policy Act, Title 10 of the Code of Federal Reguations, the NRC Manage
ment Directives System, scientific and technical publications, precedents and judgments gained from experience.

Works essentially independently with only general guidance and with a minimum of instruction. -Takes initiative
when he sees the need to undertake the preparation of new regulations and regulatory guides, develops the
needed programs, schedules and resources for preparation of standards, and prepares the contracts for obtain-
ing the needed input from outside the NRC. If asked, he briefs the Commissioners on the progress and outcome
of the standards projects. He is also the responsible NRC balloting member on decisions to issue standards pre-
pared by the American National Standards Institute.

Independent Action

Makes-decisions required to resolve technical differences between NRC organizations affected by proposed regu-
lations of guides.

Recommends:

Scope of work and tasks to be accomplished for technical suppirt contract work needed to establish the by -es
for rules and guides in assigned functional area.

New NRC rules and guides in assigned functional area with particular reference to positions and policy issues,
alternatives, and impact.

Endorses:

Proposed ANSI standards associated with assigned functional area.

Decisions Made Without Review

The day-to-day technical decisions required for the effective management of technical support work performed by
contractors.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED '

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions with occasional visits to industrial facilities.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 820
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REACTOR FUELS ENGINEER, GS-0840-14

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Performs evaluations of nuclear fuel performance in operating reactors through the review and development of
analytical and empirical models used to predict such performance. Recommends operating limits related to fuel
performance for nuclear reactors, based on these evaluations and the use of such analytical and empirical
models. Provides technically authoritative advice and assistance on fuel rod performance and behavior, when
requested, within NRR and occasionally to other offices of NRC.

REGULAR DUTIES

Develops, coordinates and reviews analytical and empirical models of fuel rod failure mechanisms, cladding creep-
down and collapse, fuel rod behavior during normal reactor operation, anticipated operating transients and loss-
of-coolant accidents. Such models consider:

a. The cladding mechanical properties.

b. Fatigue stresses and failure modes for fuel rods, spacer grids, springs, guide thimbles, and flow channel
boxes. These stresses and failure modes may be caused by flow-induced vibration of power cycling.

c. Cladding creep.

.d. Fuel densification.

e. Pellet clad Interactions and potential failure modes.

f. Fission gas release from the pellets and resulting fuel rod internal pressure.

g. The potential for adverse chemical interactions either among the fuel assembly components or between a fuel
component and the reactor environment.

Reviews and evaluates the fuel design of proposed reactor core reloads. These reviews utilize the models described
In Item 1 above and additionally include:

a. An evaluation of the design for the physically feasible combinations of chemical, thermal, mechanical, and
hydraulic interaction.

b. A review of the design to assure that the appropriate physical and thermal properties for the materials used
are being employed.

c. A review of the potential for subassembly flow blockage arising from either thermal or internal causes.

d. An evaluation of the effects of shock loadings on both the fuel assembly geometry and fuel rod integrity.

e. An evaluation of the licensee's design analysis to assure that all criteria and the appropriate margins have
been considered.

Authors reports on nuclear fuel performance and prepares those portions of staff Safety Evaluation Reports
(SER) concerned with fuel performance in connection with core reload applications. The SER's state the NRC
staff position regarding the operating limits related to fuel performance for large commercial nuclear power
plants.

Serves as a NRC representative and technical coordinator for contract work funded at national laboratories by
the Division of Operating Reactors in areas related to the development of computer codes utilized to predict fuel
performance. Reviews and approves contractor progress reports and provides guidance to contractors as to
reorientation of contract efforts.

Reviews and evaluates abnormal events in operating reactors that result in or could potentially result in abnormal
fuel performance such as excessive fuel failures. Serves as technical task leader to determine the cause of such
abnormal fuel performance. Makes recommendations regarding:

a. Operating limitations to be imposed on currently operating reactors to eliminate or reduce such abnormal
occurrences.

b. Revisions to the fuel design and design criteria reviews performed during construction permit and application
evaluations to account for actual fuel operating experience.
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Represents the staff in meetings with reactor vendors, utilities, and the ACRS to relate and explain the Lt
for staff technical positions regarding fuel performance and to discuss the staff's review and evaluation methC'

Represents the staff in meetings with contractors or members of the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research in
connection with Commission-sponsored research related to fuel performance to provide guidance in the perfor-
mance of such research programs.

Assists the Office of Standards Development in the preparation and development of reactor standards and regu-
latory guides related to fuel performance.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Makes presentations to ACRS on specific fuels problems.

Plans and conducts symposia on:

a. Fuel problems experienced In operating reactors.
b. Analytical and empirical fuel behavior models.

Serves as an expert witness at public hearings involving licensing actions related to fuel performance in
operating reactors.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 490

Thorough knowledge of the basic principles, theories and practices of nuclear engineering, mechanical engi-
neering, metallurgy and reliability analysis methods. Specialized knowledge of the application of these basic
principles to the design of nuclear fuel rods and fuel assemblies is required. Specifically, knowledge is required
in the areas of metal-water reactions at elevated temperatures, reliability analyses of nuclear fuel designs,
performance of fuel during reactivity excursions, and cladding performance during a variety of transient and
accident conditions. Knowledge in these areas should be sufficient to review independently and evaluate inform;,"
related to fuel performance in operating reactors and to make recommendations regarding licensing actions and
performance model development.

Knowledge of Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations, regulatory guides, branch technical positions, and
standard review plans, especially as they apply to nuclear fuel design, performance, testing, and post operation
surveillance and evaluation. Knowledge in this area should be adequate to make recommendations regarding
operating limits related to fuel performance in connection with licensing actions taken on operating reactors.

Detailed knowledge Is required to reactor fuel performance and experience in operating reactors adequate to
utilize such information in the evaluation of reactor core reload applications and in the development of analytical
and empirical models used to predict fuel performance.

Knowledge is required of the results of reactor fuel research and development (R&D) programs that have been
completed as well as the status of reactor fuels R&D programs that are currently underway, including fuel
performance model development.

Specifically, these skills Include the ability to understand and predict nuclear fuel behavior utilizing existing
models and computer codes and occasionally to participate in the development of new methods for calculating the
degree of metal-water reaction, clad swelling and growth transient fuel pin behavior, and cladding mechanical
behavior.

CONTACTS 145

Continuous contacts with NRR middle-level and top-level management to provide recommendations on technical
positions related to fuel performance in operating reactors with regard to generic technical activities, specific
licensing actions and/or research efforts.

Frequent contacts with working level, middle-level and top-level management of utilities and reactor vendors to
provide the results of and basis for the staff's review related to fuel performance in operating reactors and to
articulate staff positions on specific proposals made by the utilities and reactor vendors and to convince their
the necessity for changes in technical approaches and methods.

Frequent contact with contractors performing contract work funded by the Division of Operating Reactors reli
to the development of computer codes utilized to predict fuel performance for the purpose of evaluating a.-.
redirecting such work, providing technical guidance as necessary.
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Occasional contact with the Office of the Executive Legal Director to receive or offer guidance in the preparation
of testimony for presentation at hearings related to specific licensing actions on operating reactors. Testifies as
an expert witness In licensing hearings under cross examination in adversary proceedings.

Occasional contact with the ACRS for the purpose of making oral presentations and responding to questions
relatej to the staff's review of fuel performance In operating reactors.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 175

Supervision Received

Chief.-Operating Reactors Branch.

General Supervision "A".

Administrative guides are 10 CFR and the NRC Management Directives System. Operational guides are In the
f. m of standard review plans, memoranda or verbal directives.

Independent Action

Formulates and recommends generic positions regarding factor fuels.

Prepares (subject to the concurrence of supervisor) significant portions of Safety Evaluation Reports in connection
with the core reload.

Represents the staff in technical meetings with licensees, NRC Management and the Office of the Executive Legal
Director related to the licensing and technical aspects of the staff's fuel performance evaluations of operating
reactors.

Makes oral presentations at ACRS meetings, and testifies at hearings held before Atomic Safety and Licensing
Boards as an expert witness on the technical aspects of reactor fuel behavior in operating reactors.

Performs independent analytical work and calculations in connection with the development and review of analytical
and empirical models related to fuel performance.

Resolves day-to-day technical and administrative problems concerning all aspects of the projects to which assigned
as an Individual contributor or task leader.

Plans and schedules own work and the work of task groups with the task leader.

Anticipates problems and takes preventive actions.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal work conditions while in Headquarters. Extensive travel involved.

EFFORT 5

Normal minimum effort. Some climbing involved when at reactor sites.

TOTAL SCORE 820
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TRANSPORTATION PROJECT MANAGER, GS-0801-14

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a project manager and specialist in the transportation and engineering field, reviewing and evaluating
the safety considerations associated with the design, fabrication and operation of new and improved transport
containers for radioactive materials. Functions as Senior Project Manager in the Branch, responsible for coordi-
nating the activities of other Branch members on largest or most complex projects in the Branch. Performs
Branch coordination and administrative duties as assigned by the Branch Chief.

REGULAR DUTIES

Serves as Project Manager for group evaluation of container license applications for the largest, most complex
transportation packages which may involve unprecedented areas of design, construction or transportation
operation conditions. Project manager duties Include the following steps:

a. Reviews incoming licensing applications to assure that they are complete and acceptable for further review.

b. Confers with 3ranch Chief to determine who will work on the various parts of the project (includes struc-
tural, thermal, criticality and shielding, and quality assurance reviews).

c. Assigns portions of project for review, with appropriate instructions, to various staff members. Works out
deadlines with individual reviewers. May carry out review of individual portions himself.

d. Prepares information for project record and schedule books.

e. Reviews work products of individual reviewers to assure that parts are complete and fit together.

f. Prepares letters to licensing applicants seeking additional information, clarification, etc. Obtains concur-
rence of individual reviewers on letters.

g. Prepares safety evaluation reports and certificate of compliance.

Proposes and develops drafts of standards, guides, and codes as related to nuclear physics and engineering for
the design, construction and operation of containers to handle the transportation of radioactive materials with
primary considerations for the health and safety of the public.

Recommends, through the Branch Chief, that the NRC undertake special development or research work at the
national laboratories for the purpose of enhancing the safety of new container concepts advocated by private
interests. Identifies areas of research needed and acts as a monitor and advice when such work is carried out
in the transportation area.

Provides technical information and guidance on safeguard problems to organizations planning to design and con-
struct containers.

Confers periodically with key representatives of organizations proposing new containers for radioactive materials
during the development of engineering design details which have a direct bearing on the safety of the contem-
plated project.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Renders technical assistance to other groups and branches in NMSS with respect to establishing various licensing
regulations and standards for protection against radiation hazards and technical conditions to be included in
licenses for transportation.

Attends and participates in technical conferences and seminars sponsored by the Commission and/or professional
societies and advises of those, developments in the nuclear engineering field which have a bearing on the overall
NRC program.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 4P

Knowledge of the principles, thmarfes, and practices in fhe fireld of nuclear physics and engineering with specit----ic
knowledge of the electrical, .ectranicai, d-wrical, arid metalturgicar phases of engineering. Competence must be
of a degree to adequately e. t the var4r'i-ms co-inciP4ts proposed by organizations specializing in the nuclear
transportation field.
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\1f,<nowledge of transportation operations associated with government and commercial Installations.

The basic skill requirements are considerably In excess of those normally secured by formal education at the
university level (B.S. Degree) and are comparable to those achieved from graduate level training coupled with
specialized experience In nuclear technology and associated subjects obtained through practical engineering
application. ]

Thorough knowledge and familiarity with NRC regulatory requirements in nuclear safety In the transportation
field. A general knowledge and understanding of NRC regulatory practices and procedures is also required.

CONTACTS 150

Incumbent has daily contacts with technical personnel of the Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety and with
Headquarters divisions for the purpose of providing advice on the safety aspects of transportation, gathering
technical data and participating In technical discussions relating to his duties.

Frequent CLntacts with the top management and engineering personnel of private companies, particularly licensees
and license applicants, for the purpose of interpreting NRC's policies and procedures relating to nuclear trans-
portation considerations.

Occasional appearances before the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, Atomic Safety and Licensing
Boards, and Hearing Examiners to present the NRC position on specific safety analyses.

Occasional appearances before local and state bodies and national professional societies for technical
presentations.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 175

Supervision Received

Chief, Transportation Branch.

General Supervision "A".

Governed by overall NRC policies for the management of the Commission's regulatory program.

Independent Action

Originates recommendations and studies for the development of standards, guides, and criteria for evaluation of
license applications Involving nuclear safety considerations In the transportation field.

Represents the Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety In contact with other Divisions, Operations Offices,
and with licensees or license applicants.

Determines scope and extent of safety analyses required for complex systems.

Recommends approval or disapproval of applications for licenses for transportation of nuclear material.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions. Travel requirements above those normally expected.

EFFORT 5

Normal administrative effort. Makes frequent trips.
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Y1__J EACTOR PROJECT INSPECTOR (CONSTRUCTION), GS-0801-14

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As a member of the Inspection staff In a Regional Office, serves as principal reactor Inspector on two or more
construction projects. Plans, leads, coordinates and personally conducts inspections of assigned preconstruction
and construction projects of nuclear reactor plants to assure compliance with design specifications, the conditions
of the construction permit, provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974 and the rules and regulations of the Commission.

REGULAR DUTIES

Maintains control and status of the Inspection programs carried out at assigned reactor plants prior to construc-
tion or during construction, modification or repair. In carrying out this responsibility, the incumbent assures
that inspection modules are completed In accordance with schedules specified in the Inspection Manual or other
official documents; reviews and understands Inspection findings for all phases of assigned construction projects;
-reads licensee reports of construction deficiencies and problems and performs an In-depth evaluation or assures
that such an evaluation Is made by an appropriate specialist or group of specialists; and continually evaluates
overall licensee performance and recommends regional action where overall performance is not acceptable.

Plans the schedules and scope of Inspections, utilizing Input from specialist inspectors as necessary, to be per-
formed at assigned reactor plants prior to construction, during construction, modification or repair. Modifies
the planned scope of inspection during the progress of field work as required to meet existing conditions.

Performs as team leader when inspections of his asigned projects involve a team of inspectors from his branch or
other branches. Coordinates the Inspection schedule; recommends the number and specialty makeup of the team
to the Chief, Project Section; acts as spokesman for the Inspection team to the licensee and others; coordinates
and leads the entrance and exit interviews with licensee management; and assures that all parts of the inspection
report prepared by individual team members are complete and are internally consistent with other parts.

'ersonally conducts inspections In his own areas of technical competence. These areas involve the broader
t> management areas such as the quality assurance programs of the licensee, including organization, construction

staffing and licensee training of personnel. Keeps informed of inspection activities carried out by specialist
inspectors when periodic Inspections focus on or are limited to particular phases of the project.

Initiates enforcement action In the form of a letter for signature by higher level Regional management to the
licensee which notifies him of the findings of the inspection and gives him a stated period of time within which to
respond; concurs In such letters when prepared by other branches to assure that the enforcement actions at
each plant are approached from the overall viewpoint as to licensee accomplishments and deficiencies rather than
on a branch-by-branch basis. Recommends that a case be transmitted to Headquarters for higher level sanctions
when, In his judgment, Regional Office efforts have not induced the licensee to comply properly with NRC
requirements or because of the severity of noncompliance.

Keeps abreast of current reactor technology, construction practices, applicable codes and standards, and makes
recommendations to improve the application of inspection techniques and standards.

a. Maintains relationships with the Inspection and Enforcement Headquarters staff to obtain technical guidance
and to resolve technical problems pertaining to the regional reactor inspection functions.

b. Develops proposals for the improvement of facility inspection techniques and standards.

c. Attends meetings and communicates with project and/or technical staff of the various NRC regional offices,
the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, and other components of the NRC. Communicates with
other engineers and specialists in Government and industry to maintain technical proficiency and under-
standing of the latest developments in reactor technology, applicable codes and standards, procedures,
construction techniques, and radiological and nuclear safety.

Advises and assists Regional Office management In the execution of the reactor inspection function and other
compliance activities.

a. Maintains liaison with Federal agencies, such as the EPA and FBI, to inform, cooperate. and assist in
construction-related activities, including accidents and incidents, which may be of interest to such
agencies.

- . Maintains contact with State and local government officials to promote good relations, and to share NRC
experience and inspection know-how. This includes arranging for such officials or their representatives to
observe NRC inspection work and discuss the results and to discuss inspection training techniques,
standards, and programs.
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c. Assists with the preparation of press releases and in the determination, within policy guides, of informati&I->
on incidents and investigations that can be given to the public.

d. Performs other assignments such as licensee management performance appraisals, long-range inspection pro-
gram planning, quality assurance program reviews, and provides advice and assistance to other inspectors
regarding inspection requirements.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 475

Broad knowledge of a range of engineering disciplines such as civil, mechanical, and electrical equivalent to that
gained through a B.S. degree and several years of experience, that are required to understand basic reactor
technology, construction practices, codes, standards, and procedures, with particular emphasis on safety in the
design and construction of power reactors.

Thorough knowledge of the theories, principles, practices and applications of nuclear engineering and demon-
strated experience In reactor design and construction in order to analyze and understand hazards evaluations of
specific types of reactors, and to observe, review, appraise and report effectively on the progress of construc-
tion, tests of equipment, systems, and procedures before and after routine nuc!ear operation.

Thorough knowledge of all NRC rules, regulations, and procedures for administration and enforcement of licenses
issued by the NRC under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Energy Reorganization Act of
1974. Must have the ability to communicate effectively with the management and technical personnel of facility
licensee organizations.

Must have the ability to evaluate the availability and usefulness of new or improved procedures, instruments,
and equipment related to reactor inspection work. Must be able to maintain technical proficiency and understand
the latest technical developments, for the improvement of reactor inspection techniques and standards.

Skill in clear presentation (oral and written) of informational and technical material.

CONTACTS 1,

Continuous personal contacts with Regional Office management on matters related to the execution of the reactor
inspection functions and to coordinate planning and conduct of inspections at assigned plants.

Frequent personal contacts with licensee's construction, quality assurance, and key management personnel to
inspect, appraise, and evaluate a licensee's performance in accordance with a construction permit, the effective-
ness of individual licensee's quality assurance and management controls and procedures, and the degree of
hazard to employees or the public caused by licensee's activities.

Occasional contacts with upper-level NRC management, Headquarters, to obtain technical guidance and to consult
on technical problems pertaining to the Regional Office reactor inspection program.

Occasional contacts with professional staff of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement, Headquarters, and other
headquarters offices and divisions to maintain technical proficiency and understanding of latest developments in
reactor technology, construction practices, inspection techniques, radiological and nuclear safety or to furnish
information to others concerning licensed facilities.

Occasional contacts with the technical staff members of the regulatory offices concerning inspection findings and
overall evaluation of reactor safety to resolve differences in findings and effect compliance with NRC rules,
regulations, and provisions of the license or construction permit.

Occasional contacts and liaison with other Federal agencies (such as EPA and FBI) and local representatives to
inform, cooperate, and assist in control of radiation activities, such as incidents or accidents which may be of
interest to such agencies or to the public.

Occasional contacts with officials of State and local governments to inform, cooperate or assist in the control of
radiation activities which may be of interest to these agencies.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 190

Supervision Received

Chief, Project Section.

General Supervision 'A".

Guides are appropriate parts of 10 CFR, the NRC Management Directives System, I&E inspection plans and
modules, as well as established I&E techniques and standards for facility inspection.

Independent Action

Plans, schedules and scopes Inspection of licensee activities.

Makes on-the-spot technical judgments and decisions concerning safety practices and license compliance while
Inspecting reactors and nuclear facilities.

Acts as NRC spokesman to all levels of licensee management for assigned plants on inspection findings and reso-
lution of problems.

Endorses reports of Inspections conducted by other technical personnel for which overall responsibility for con-
struction plants has been assigned to this position.

Advises construction specialists or other assigned personnel on inspections of unusual facility activities that
could affect the planned Inspection.

Recommends:

Recommends to his supervisor and to higher levels cessation of activities and/or reduction of construction and
Quality Assurance Program activities. Initiates enforcement actions for signature by higher level l&E
management.

Assesses the adequacy of, and need for, new or revised NRC rules and regulations relating to facility licensee
operations and to the health and safety of the public, and develops recommendations for improvements.

Assesses the adequacy of and develops recommendations for the Improvement of reactor Inspection methods,
techniques, and standards.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None'.

WORKING CONDITIONS 15

Normal office conditions while In the Regional Office. Approximately 30 percent of working time is required for
field Inspection and investigation work, which involves exposure to construction hazards, such as open trenches
and excavations, construction equipment, and falling objects, as well as to inclement weather. May be required
to wear protective clothing and safety devices If exposed to toxic or radioactive materials.

EFFORT 15

The field work requires extensive walking, climbing, standing, and exposure to inclement weather.

TOTAL SCORE 835I11-1---.11
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REACTOR PROJECT INSPECTOR (OPERATIONS), GS-0840-14

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As a member of the inspection staff in a Regional Office, serves as principal inspector on two or more operating
reactor plants. Plans, leads, coordinates and personally conducts Inspections during preoperatlonal testing,
startup and operational phases of nuclear reactor plants to assure compliance with operating licenses, provisions
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 and the rules and regula-
tions of the Commission.

REGULAR DUTIES

Maintains control and status of the inspection programs carried out at assigned reactor plants during preopera-
tional testing, startup and all phases of operation. In carrying out this responsibility, the incumbent assures
that inspection modules and procedures are completed in accordance with schedules specified in the Inspection
Manual or other official documents; reviews, understands and endorses inspection findings of various specialists
who conduct specialized portions or phases of inspections at his assigned plants; reads licensee reports of
operational deficiencies and problems and performs an in-depth evaluation or assures that such an evaluation is
made by an appropriate specialist or group of specialists; and continually evaluates overall licensee performance
and recommends regional action where overall performance is not acceptable.

Plans the schedules and scope of Inspections at assigned plants, utilizing inputs from specialist inspectors as
necessary. Maintains awareness of and concurs with schedules at assigned plants when planned by specialists.
Modifies the planned scope of inspections during the progress of field work as required to meet existing
conditions.

Performs as team leader when inspections of his assigned projects involve a team of inspectors from his branch
or other branches. Coordinates the inspection schedule; recommends the number and specialty makeup of the
team to the Chief, Project Section; acts as spokesman for the inspection team to the licensee and others; coordi-
nates and leads the entrance and exit interviews with licensee management; and assures that all parts of the
inspection report prepared by individual team members are complete and are internally consistent with other
parts. at

Personally conducts inspections in his own areas of technical competence. These areas include the broader
management areas such as the quality assurance programs of the licensee, including organization, staff and
licensee training of personnel. Keeps informed- of inspection activities carried out by specialist inspectors when
periodic inspections focus on or are limited to particular phases of the project.

Keeps abreast of current reactor technology, safety practices; applicable codes and standards, and makes recom-
mendations to improve the application of inspection techniques and standards.

a. Maintains relationships with the Inspection and Enforcement Headquarters staff to obtain technical guidance
and to resolve technical problems pertaining to the regional reactor inspection functions.

b. Develops proposals for the improvement of facility inspection techniques and standards.

c. Attends meetings and communicates with project and/or technical staff of the various NRC regional offices,
the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, and other components of the NRC. Communicates with
other engineers and specialists in Government and industry to maintain technical proficiency and under-
standing of the latest developments in reactor technology, applicable codes and standards, procedures, and
radiological and nuclear safety.

Initiates enforcement action for signature by higher level Regional management; concurs in such actions when
prepared by other branches for his assigned facilities to assure that the enforcement actions at each plant are
approached from the overall viewpoint as to licensee accomplishments and deficiencies rather than on a branch-
by-branch basis. Recommends that a case be transmitted to Headquarters for higher level sanctions when, in
his judgment, Regional Office efforts have not induced the licensee to comply properly with NRC requirements or
because of the severity of noncompliance.

Advises and assists Regional Office management in the execution of the reactor inspection function and other
compliance activities.

a. Maintains liaison with Federal agencies, such as the EPA and FBI, to inform, cooperate and assist in relat.
activities, including accidents and incidents, which may be of interest to such agencies.
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b. Maintains contact with State and local government officials to promote good relations, and to share NRC
experience and inspection know-how. This Includes arranging for such officials or their representatives to
observe NRC Inspection work and discuss the results and to discuss Inspection training techniques, stand-
ards, and programs.

c. Assists with the preparation of press releases and in the determination, within policy guides, of information
on incidents and Investigations that can be given to the public.

d. Performs other assignments such as licensee management performance appraisals, long-range inspection pro-
gram planning, quality assurance program reviews, and provides advice and assistance to other Inspectors
regarding Inspection requirements.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 475

Broad knowledge of a range of engineering disciplines such as nuclear, civil, mechanical, and electrical equiva-
lent to that gained through a B.S. degree and several years of experience, that are required to understand
basic reactor technology, operating safety practices, codes, standards and procedures, with particular emphasis
on safety in the operation of power reactors.

Thorough knowledge of the theories, principles, practices and applications of nuclear engineering and demon-
strated experience In reactor design and construction In order to analyze and understand hazards, make evalua-
tions of specific types of. reactors, and to observe, review, appraise and report effectively on the progress of
pretest, startup and operations of reactor plants.

Thorough knowledge of all NRC rules, regulations, and procedures for administration and enforcement of licenses
issued by the NRC under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Energy Reorganization Act of
1974. Must have the ability to communicate effectively with the management and technical personnel of facility
licensee organizations.

K Must have the ability to evaluate the availability and usefulness of new or improved procedures, Instruments,
and equipment related to reactor inspection work. Must be able to maintain technical proficiency and understand
the latest technical developments, for the Improvement of reactor Inspection techniques and standards.

Skill In clear presentation (oral and written) of informational and technical material.

CONTACTS 140

Continuous personal contacts with Regional Office management on matters related to the execution of the reactor
inspection functions and to coordinate planning and conduct of Inspections at assigned plants.

Frequent personal contacts with licensee's quality assurance, operating and key management personnel to
Inspect, appraise, and evaluate a licensee's performance In accordance with an operating license, the effective-
ness of individual licensee's quality assurance and management controls and procedures, and the degree of
hazard to employees or the public caused by licensee's activities.

Occasional contacts with upper-level NRC management, Headquarters, to obtain technical guidance and to consult
on technical problems pertaining to the Regional Office reactor Inspection program.

Occasional contacts with professional staff of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement, Headquarters, and other
headquarters offices and divisions to maintain technical proficiency and understanding of latest developments In
reactor technology, inspection techniques, radiological and nuclear safety, or to furnish Information to others
concerning licensed facilities.

Occasional contacts with the technical staff members of the regulatory offices concerning Inspection findings and
overall evaluation of reactor safety to resolve differences in findings and effect compliance with NRC rules,
regulations, and provisions of the license.

Occasional contacts and liaison with other Federal agencies (such as EPA and FBI) and local representatives to
inform, cooperate, and assist in control of radiation activities, such as incidents or accidents which may be of

KJinterest to such agencies or to the public.

- -- Occasional contacts with officials of State and local governments to inform, cooperate or assist in the control of
radiation activities which may be of interest to these agencies.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS m

Supervision Received

Chief, Project Section.

General Supervision "A".

Guides are appropriate parts of 10 CFR, the NRC Management Directives System, I&E inspection plans and
modules, as well as established l&E techniques and standards for facility inspection.

Independent Action

Plans, schedules and scopes inspection of licensee activities.

Makes on-the-spot technical judgments and decisions concerning safety practices and license compliance while
inspecting reactors and nuclear facilities.

Acts as NRC spokesman to all levels of licensee management for assigned plants on inspection findings and reso-
lution of problems.

Endorses reports of inspections conducted by other technical personnel for reactor plants assigned to this
position.

Advises inspection specialists or other assigned personnel on inspections of unusual facility activities that could
affect the planned inspection.

Recommends:

Recommends to his supervisor and to higher levels cessation of activities and/or reduction of activities.

Initiates enforcement actions for signature by higher level l&E management.

Assesses the adequacy of, and need for, new or revised NRC rules and regulations relating to facility licensee
operations and to the health and safety of the public, and develops recommendations for improvements.

Assesses the adequacy of and develops recommendations for the improvement of reactor inspection methods,
techniques, and standards.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 15

Normal office conditions while in the Regional Office. Approximately 30 percent of working time is required for
field inspection and investigation work, which involves exposure to plant conditions. May be required to wear
protective clothing and safety devices if exposed to toxic or radioactive materials.

EFFORT 15

The field work may require extensive walking, climbing, standing, and exposure to inclement weather.

TOTAL SCORE 835
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METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, GS-0806-14

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As the professional engineer In the Metallurgy and Materials Research Branch for engineering studies and
research In the area of fractures, fracture mechanics, and structural mechanics undertakes assignments con-
cerning the Nenvelope" of the nuclear reactor system, i.e., steam generator shell, the piping system for coolant,
and the pressure vessel itself. Research is undertaken to generate data for the prediction or causes of flaws,
cracks in the piping system and its structures associated with the "envelope" under startup, operating,
accident, and cool down conditions and the degree to which a discovered flaw may be tolerated if at all. In that
connection participates in the determination of research projects to be taken, deferred, or accelerated; In the
awarding of research contracts to government, university, or private laboratories; and the monitoring of such
contract awards. Research work Is undertaken by the use of research laboratories under contract. Annually
about 6-10 contracts are negotiated valued in multiple millions of dollars.

REGULAR DUTIES

Analyzes requests for the NRC licensing staff, reports from field offices and Inspectors and plans for the
generation of research data on which guidelines may be developed for use of the licensing and inspection staffs
regarding Incidents which cause factures, cracks or flaws In the pressure vessel and piping system. Reviews
efforts and capabilities of various government laboratories to accomplish designated research efforts and,
similarly, reviews proposals for research contracts submitted by universities and private laboratories. Such
proposals are reviewed for such matters as: clarity and pertinence of purpose; soundness as a scientific under-
taking; capability of staff, equipment, and facilities; and the value and relationship of the research study's
objectives of the nuclear safety research program. Typical studies include:

a. Fracture mechanics and analyses - the qualitative and quantitative analysis with respect to the safety
against fracture of full-scale reactor pressure vessels; e.g., ratio of failure pressure to design pressure
with flaws present, flaw tolerating capability of vessels, nozzle corner cracks, etc.

b. Cyclic crack growth studies - fracture mechanics parameters in pressurized and boiling water reactor
primary coolant environments; tests to establish any significant differences in crack growth rate between
plate, forging and weld metal.

c. Investigation of Irradiated materials; thermal shock on pressure vessel; reheat cracking studies, fracture
toughness; low cycle fatigue crack propagation.

Monitors the work of laboratories under research contracts to ensure adherence to work schedules and
objectives. Reviews with contractors, scientists, the design and use of devices and techniques for detection and
assessment of strains, cracks, flaws, etc., e.g., by use of hydraulic tests, dynamic photoelastic study of crack
arrest, and the development of analytical tools and computer programs for calculation of stress, fatigue,
cracking, etc.

Reviews periodic and topical reports of contractors to determine progress and to formulate a basis for continuing
work or to recommend program changes. Visits contractor's sites to review shifts in work progress, deviations
from schedules, unusual findings and observations, etc. Continuously acts to improve contractor's performance
and their relationships with NRC by insuring cohesiveness of work to objectives, or by requesting acceleration
of certain aspects requested on an earlier basis by an NRC-using agency, or by causing an Interjection of a new
research study (with a contract modification, If necessary) which may have a higher priority. Such contract
modifications or interjections typically are generated by higher authority within the Office of Research, NRC.

Chairs review group meetings of professionals from appropriate, interested NRC staffs, contractor representa-
tives, other interested government agency representatives, and.consultants as needed. Review group meetings
are held to obtain consensus on the technical competence and direction of ongoing or proposed research activi-
ties. Following such meetings prepares recommendations for program changes or new approaches consistent with
the Division's functional responsibilities.

Evaluates the results of research reports submitted by contractors on fracture research and structural mecha-
nics, and drafts statements for incorporation of the findings into national standards, computer codes, licensing
and inspection guidelines, etc., for quality assurance practices. Meets with other NRC professionals in other
divisions and offices of NRC regarding such draft codes and statements to insure ultimate application of the
research findings.

Keeps abreast of technical information in his area of program responsibility, research programs underway in
universities both within U.S. and abroad, reports from professional laboratories and government offices on
matters of related interest. Attends and participates in symposia and conferences often as a panel member in his
area of expertise.
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Participates with Branch Chief in presentations to higher levels of management on matters within his expertise
and often including matters relating to future areas of needed research, problems of funding, equipment and
facilities.

Duties Associated with Coordination:

Works with technical review, licensing, and standards personnel to assist in the formulation of regulatory criteria
and guides applicable to the safety assessment of primary reactor structures.

Arranges and conducts information meetings and conferences with technical personnel of NRC, DOE, national
laboratories, contractors, universities, and foreign experts to discuss progress and relevance of the information
to Commission objectives.

Maintains liaison with other branches and offices of the division and within NRC to keep them informed of plans,
programs, and progress in the structural materials aspects of safety research and development.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 515

Sufficient educational background i.e., graduate level training and practical experience to perform research
engineering functions in the area of fracture mechanics and structural mechanics in materials. The basic skills
required to perform this function include an extensive and thorough knowledge of structural mechanics, fracture
mechanics, and irradiation effects on structural materials. A broad knowledge of materials and engineering
phases of reactor development and analytical techniques related to safety research programs is also necessary to
make independent technical judgments of proposed research programs and evaluation of test and analytical
results.

Knowledge and experience in management of research and development programs, including such aspects as the
definition of program requirements, budgets, and the feasibility of obtaining program goals with reasonable
schedules and dollar allocations.

Skill in the techniques of presenting scientific material in oral and written form adequate to develop and prepay
full, clear, and concise technical reports and analyses. Ability to secure cooperation, lead others, perform
liaison activities, and to secure solutions to problems which are satisfactory to all concerned.

CONTACTS 140

Frequent contacts with Branch Chiefs and Assistant Directors in the Division of Reactor Safety Research and
with senior professional personnel in other NRC offices and divisions to explain assigned research projects, to
obtain and give technical information, and to obtain cooperation on joint efforts.

Frequent and continued contacts with senior and management personnel of operations offices, national labora-
tories, national code committees, universities, and industrial contractors. These contacts are for the purpose of
planning programs, reporting progress of work, evaluation of related programs, providing technical advice and
assistance; persuading contractor personnel to modify their position, and coordinating the application of program
results with codes, standards, analyses methods, and regulatory criteria.

Occasional contacts with representatives of foreign government and international agencies to discuss programs of
mutual interest on fracture and structural mechanics research on primary system components pertinent to safety
assessments.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 180

Supervision Received

Chief, Metallurgy and Materials Research Branch.

General Supervision "A".

Guidelines are overall NRC and Division policies as defined in the organizational responsibilities of the Divisict>
Reactor Safety Research.
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Independent Action

Approves Level "C" schedule and milestones in MPA "Buff Book."

Conducts and reports Review Group Meetings.

Recommends:

a. Definition of management by objectives Level B schedule and milestone in the MPA "Buff Book."

b. Changes in scope, funding and priorities in research programs relative to achieving Division goals and
objectives following technical evaluation from annual, mid-year and onsite program reviews, as well as from
independently conducted management/technical reviews.

c. Reporting of Information to Director and staff on Items of significant achievement.

d. Acceptance, rejection, or termination of research programs, and coordination of existing programs.

Work Accepted without Review:

Resolves day-to-day technical and administrative problems concerning all aspects of research programs under his
cognizance.

Plans and schedules Headquarters and site reviews of research programs by Review Group.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

< WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 845
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PROJECT MANAGER GS-0801-14

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a project manager for the safety review of nuclear power plant construction permit and operating
license applications.

REGULAR DUTIES

Manages and coordinates the safety review of applications for construction permits and operating licenses.

Normally assigned two or more projects involving complexities which are typically encountered in the normal
range of nuclear power plants. Occasionally assigned a project which involves a unique first-of-a-kind feature
or a feature of unusual public concern.

Manages and coordinates the efforts of technical staff personnel in achieving a timely and balanced evaluation of
* fety matters with respect to siting, design, construction, test-ig, and operation for nuclear power plant c..-1-
struction permit and operating license applications.

Reviews the content of the applicant's Safety Analysis Reports for assigned projects for the purpose of under-
standing, from the standpoint of radiological safety, the interplay among components, systems, and structures
that comprise the proposed nuclear facility.

Manages and coordinates the review and evaluation efforts of each of the specialized safety review branches in
the Divisions of System Safety, Site Safety and Environmental Analysis, and Project Management.

Integrates into the review the impact of information obtained from reports prepared as a result of field inspec-
tions conducted by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement.

Chairs technical meetings between technical staff members and applicant representatives related to assigned
projects.

Serves as principal spokesman for and coordinates staff efforts related to the review of assigned projects by the
Advisory Commitee on Reactor Safeguards.

Prepares testimony and coordinates that of other staff members with the Office of Executive Legal Director and
serves as the principal staff witness in public hearings on assigned projects before Atomic Safety and Licensing
Boards.

Initiates discussions with potential intervenors in hearings related to assigned projects and takes the initiative to
arrange meetings with them to discuss the nature of their contentions.

Develops and maintains safety review schedules for assigned projects through coordination with the assigned
review branches in the Divisions of Systems Safety, Site Safety and Environmental Analysis and Project
Management.

Prepares the staff's Safety Evaluation Report associated with a licensing application, using inputs prepared by
the participating review branches in the Divisions of Systems Safety, Site Safety and Environmental Analysis and
Project Management.

Resolves inconsistencies and differences of opinion among the staff technical organizations and between the staff
and the applicants by the use of discussion and persuasion and knowledge of the technical issues and the
applicable NRC requirements.

Provides technical information and guidance of safety-related problems and NRC policies and safety philosophy to
organizations planning to design and construct nuclear power plants.

Reviews the recommendations of the participating technical review branches in the Divisions of Systems Safety,
Site Safety and Environmental Analysis and Project Management and the Office of Inspection and Enforcement in
order to make an overall judgment as to the completeness of a tendered application for a construction permit or
operating license and recommends acceptance or rejection of the application for docketing and staff review.

Maintains liaison and controls the flow of information between the applicant's representatives and the staff's
technical organizations.
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DCCASIONAL DUTIES

Serves as a member of ad hoc committees and task forces composed of members from other NRC groups for the
purpose of performing a specific study or resolving a generic safety issue.

Participates In and makes recommendations with regard to the development of regulations and amendments to
regulations.

Participates in the development of standards, guides, and codes related to the siting, design, construction,
testing and operation of nuclear power plants by reviewing and commenting on draft documents prepared by the
Office of Standards Development.

Performs special licensing evaluations that are not normally a part of the review and evaluation process for a
construction permit or an operating license, or are in the nature of a pre-application review; e.g., preparation
of "show cause" statements through coordination with the Office of the Executive Legal Director and handling of
pre-application submittals of unique facilities.

Prepares responses to principal correspondence including communications from Congressional sources, govern-
ment heads, State and local officials, the general public, foreign officials, and various industrial and civic
organizations for his assigned projects.

Attends and participates In technical conferences and seminars sponsored by the NRC and/or professional
societies and advises the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of those developments In the environmental
engineering field which have a bearing on the overall NRC program.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 500

Sound knowledge of the principles, theories, and practices of nuclear engineering, reactor physics, and systems
analysis. Must be capable of reviewing and understanding the efforts of others In highly specialized technical
areas, developing comments and questions in regard to design criteria and design features; leading technical
discussions, formulating overall technical judgments, and writing engineering reports. Must have a general

t Junderstanding of all of the important systems, site safety and operational aspects of nuclear power plant design.
These disciplines are diverse and include core physics, reactor thermal-hydraulics, materials engineering,
structural engineering, containment systems, reactor systems, Instrumentation and electrical systems, mechanical
engineering, and such site-related disciplines as meteorology, geology, seismology, hydrology, soils engineering,
and demography.

Administrative and management skills are required adequate to coordinate the efforts of numerous staff personnel
working in many technical disciplines for assigned projects.

Must understand and have a working knowledge of the applicable laws, regulations, NRC policies, DPM policies
and procedures, guidance and safety philosophy regarding nuclear power plant siting, design, construction,
testing, and operation.

Experience is required In the field of nuclear engineering, including reactor physics, reactor design, systems
analysis, and operation of reactors to supplement basic physics, and engineering training.

General knowledge is required of research and development work in the field of nuclear power reactor develop-
ment conducted by other government agencies and Industrial' organizations.

Ability to interact with technical personnel and present the staff positions, through the knowledge of plant
systems, regulatory procedures and safety concerns. Technical debates with applicant personnel in safety issues
and regulatory requirements frequently are necessary.

Skill at communicating complex technical information to such diverse groups as staff engineers and management,
utility engineers and management, and members of the public.

CONTACTS 155

crequent contacts with technical and legal personnel at the working and middle-management levels of the NRC
taff, primarily in the Divisions of Systems Safety, Site Safety and Environmental Analysis, and Operating

\ eactors, the Offices of Inspection and Enforcement, the Executive Legal Director, and Standards Development,
as well as the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, and other government agencies for the purpose of
managing and coordinating the staff review efforts related to assigned projects.
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Frequent contacts with working level and top level technical and managerial personnel of utility organizations,
nuclear steam supply system manufacturers, and architect-engineering firms. These contacts generally are for
the purpose of discussing and resolving technical safety-related issues concerning the siting, design, construc-
tion, testing, and operation of nuclear power plants but may include discussions of NRC policies, safety philo-
sophy, research programs, specific reactor development projects, and radiation control.

Occasional contacts with intervenors and potential intervenors to arrange meetings with them to discuss the
nature of their contentions. The purpose is to provide opportunities for intervenors and potential intervenors to
meet with staff personnel on an informal basis to permit their concerns to be communicated to the staff for con-
sideration during the review and evaluation process and to also permit the staff to communicate its activities to
the intervenors and potential intervenors.

Occasional contact with ASLB as a witness at formal adjudicatory hearings regarding nuclear plant licensing.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 210

Supervisio- Received

Branch Chief.

General Supervision "A".

The administrative guides are appropriate parts of Part 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, the NRC Manage-
ment Directives System, guides of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and Division of Project Management.

Independent Action

Approves:

Personal, written testimony for hearings held by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board before which he/she
represents the NRC on assigned projects.

Recommends:

Approval of review schedules and changes to review schedules related to the staff's safety review of assigned
projects.

Approval of construction permits and operating licenses for assigned projects.

Resolutions to technical issues which may impact documented, staff technical positions or staff policies.

Acceptance or rejection of new applications for docketing based on the completeness of the technical information
presented by the applicants.

Approval of the issuance of Safety Evaluation Reports and supplements to Safety Evaluation Reports related to
assigned projects.

Concurs:

With the factual and technical accuracy of questions and technical positions prepared by the staff technical
organizations prior to transmittal to applicants for assigned projects.

With the factual and technical accuracy of the various sections of Safety Evaluation Reports and supplements to
Safety Evaluation Reports prepared by the staff technical organizations prior to recommending approval for
issuance for assigned projects.

Work Accepted Without Review:

Preparation of minutes of meetings with applicants or potential intervenors.

Conduct of meetings with applicants or potential intervenors.

Oral testimony before Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards.

Oral statements before the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards.
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Determination of appropriate amount of coordination necessary and the carrying out of necessary coordination to
assure the timely and efficient safety review of assigned projects.

Recommendations to technical organizations as to appropriate resolution of technical issues related to assigned
projects where recommendations do not affect documented, staff technical positions, or staff policies.

Preparation of the Safety Evaluation Report and supplements to the Safety Evaluation Report by integrating the
various inputs from the technical organizations Into a consistent and readable document prior to transmittal to
higher management levels and the Office of the Executive Legal Director review and/or approval.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

W'RKING CONDITIONS ; 5

Normal. Occasional field trips, meetings, and inspections require travel by air or rail and may result in
appreciable time in travel status.

EFFORT 5

Normal. Increased physical effort may be required while on field trips.

TOTAL SCORE 875
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SENIOR NUCLEAR ENGINEER, GS-0840-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a specialist in the nuclear systems and engineering field, reviewing and evaluating the safety con-
siderations associated with containment systems which are external to the cladding of the core and the immediate
protection of the reactor vessel. Acts as the NRC expert and consultant on ice condensation containment
systems, including all aspects of such systems used to contain accidents within building structures.

REGULAR DUTIES

As the NRC technical expert on ice condensation containment systems, develops standard review plans used
within NRC in evaluating such systems. Provides the primary technical input in the development of standards
and regulations dealing with containment systems. Provides expert testimony to hearing boards and committees
on these systems, as required. Conducts generic studies of the manufacturer's test and code development pro-
gram for these systems. Renders technical guidance and advice to other organizations within NRC, as
requested.

Reviews and evaluates from a safety standpoint containment systems proposed for construction permit or
operating license. Determines adequacy of design and criteria applicable to such systems. Evaluates the poten-
tial hazards associated with the containment system engineering and features of the proposed design and
operating procedures.

Prepares portions of the safety evaluation reports relating to the containment systems of proposed power plants.
Determines whether the containment system proposals provide assurance of maximum safety to the health and
welfare of the general public.

Assigned, and in some instances proposes, unusual or unique generic studies and problems for review dealing
with containment systems. For example, conducts studies to propose revision of containment regulations in
Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 involving changes in required frequency of tests, what equipment will be tested, and
criteria to be applied in tests of containment systems.

Recommends that NRC undertake special development or research work at the national laboratories for the pur-
pose of enhancing the safety of new containment system concepts. Monitors and guides contracts let for the
conduct of such work.

Confers periodically with key representatives or organizations proposing new reactor plants and new containment
system concepts during the development of containment system engineering design details which have a direct
bearing on the safety of the contemplated project. Obtains information and gives guidance on criteria and
approaches.

Acts as working leader for other Branch members as assigned by Branch Chief.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 545

Knowledge of the principles, theory and practices in the field of nuclear engineering with specific knowledge of
the electrical, mechanical, and chemical phases of reactor engineering. Competence must be of a degree to
adequately evaluate the various containment system concepts proposed by organizations specializing in the
nuclear field, particularly with respect to problems associated with containment systems, pressure vessels,
piping, instrumentation, and use of special materials, pumps, valves, and safety-control mechanisms.

Expert knowledge and several years of experience in the field of containment system design, systems analysis
and operation and testing of containment systems to supplement engineering education. Authoritative expert
knowledge utilized by all levels, as appropriate, of the NRC in the specific technology and state-of-the-art of ice
condensation containment systems.

Knowledge of research and development work in the field of containment system development conducted by other
government agencies or under contract to NRC..

The basic skill requirements are considerably in excess of those secured in formal education at the university
level (B.S. degree or equivalent) and are comparable to those achieved from graduate level training coupled wtl..
several years of specialized experience in reactor technology and associated subjects obtained through practical
engineering application.
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CONTACTS 160

Continuous contacts with senior and middle level technical and professional staff throughout NRCfor the purpose
of providing authoritative expert advice on Ice condensation containment systems, as well as competent technical
advice and guidance on other containment systems.

Frequent contacts with private industry consultant firms, senior representatives of public utilities, other governm-
ent agency representatives, and senior technical personnel of national research laboratories to discuss contro-
versial or unique technical containment system problems. Represents the NRC as authoritative technical expert
in assigned work area with authority to persuade other organizations to alter directions of effort and approaches
to technical work.

Occasional contacts with the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards and Atomic Safety Licensing Boards and
Panels to provide expert Information, advice and testimony in his work area.

RESPONS1bILITY FOR DECISIONS 225

Supervision Received

Section Leader, Containment Systems Branch, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

General Supervision "A".

On technical matters has full authority to act within the framework of broad functional assignments. Technical
findings are generally accepted by Branch Chief and higher levels as authoritative. The administrative guides
are NRC Manual and NRC policy. Operational guides are In the form of memoranda or verbal directives.
Incumbent is instrumental In the development of original standards, guides, and codes In this field of endeavor.

nndependent Action

Gives expert testimony at Atomic Safety Licensing Board meetings and expert advice to the ACRS and other NRC
elements on ice condensation containment systems. His judgments In this technical area are viewed as authori-
tative by all levels within NRC.

Responsible for making final technical recommendations, for action to be taken by the Chief of the Branch with
respect to engineering aspects of containment systems designs.

Coordinates detailed aspects of evaluation of the assigned portions of power reactor applications by members of
the staff under the direction of the Chief of the Branch. Recommends technical input to engineering standards,
guides and codes for the design, operation, and location of containment systems.

Reviews proposals to determine that potential hazards are recognized and -recommends that adequate protective
measures be incorporated in the design, construction and operating procedures for containment systems when
deemed necessary to protect the health and safety of the general public.

Conducts investigations of reactor system incidents and recommends actions to be taken to remedy deficiencies In
the plant, particularly with regard to the containment systems provided.

Represents the NRC in meetings dealing with containment systems safety whether held in conjunction with NRC-
sponsored programs or private programs.

Contributes to the formulation of long-range objectives of the licensing program as related to the technical
aspects of the regulations.

Makes decisions regarding technical amendments to applications for containment systems submitted by industrial
firms when such problems fall within the major policies established by the NRC.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

<.ijone.
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WORKING CONDITIONS

Normal office conditions while in Washington. Frequent travel involved. Exposure to mild radigion from
reactors will be encountered occasionally.

EFFORT 5

Normal effort involved in any administrative position. Increased physical effort may be required while on field
trips.

TOTAL SCORE 940
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SENIOR RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL ENGINEER, GS-0801-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENTS

Serves as the NRC authoritative technical expert on the regulations and other standards for transportation
(foreign and domestic) of radioactive materials. Identifies critical issues relative to public health and safety
in need of policy and standards development or reassessment; recommends nature, scope, and types of action to be
taken considering socio/economic and environmental Impacts. Coordinates NRC transportation, legislative, and
policy requirements with other cognizant Federal, State, and local agencies and is the NRC transportation
representative at meetings of the International Atomic Energy Agency. Takes the lead role in the conduct of
generic studies and technical analysis on highly sensitive, complex issues pertaining to the transportation of
radioactive materials. Provides expert, authoritative advice and consultation on NRC transportation policies and
standards (rules, regulations, criteria, and regulatory guides) to advisory committees and boards as well as to
top level NRC staff.

REGULAR DUTIES

Takes lead role ir the assessment and reevaluation of the safety/effectiveness and coverage of current NRC
policies and standards relative to such matters (among others) as: quality assurance in fabrication and use of
packaging; emergency response to transportation incidents; radioactive exposure to transport workers and the
public during normal transportation; impact of transportation accidents; physical protection in transit. Such
assessments are designed and undertaken, often with the assistance of other professional staff or under contract
for outside technical support in order to attain and maintain a high level of environmental protection and public
safety.

Develops and recommends alternatives to current policies and standards relative to the transportation of radio-
active materials taking into account:

a. variation in Isotope radiotoxicity In turn affected by variations in quality, form, and dispersibility.

b. mode of transportation--air, rail, truck, and water.

c. route and urgency of travel.

d. other concerned Federal, State and local agencies.

e. public and Congressional interest as expressed through petitions, legislation, media, etc.

Develops proposals; negotiates, clarifies, defends, and coordinates them with the regulatory requirements of
domestic and International agencies (DOT, FAA, ICC, DOE, IAEA, etc.) particularly as to passenger and cargo
handler's exposures, the sue or nonuse of special transport carriers, special equipment, alternative routes,
carrier s controls and responsibilities, shipper's responsibilities.

Develops and recommends transportation policy and routings through urban areas considering, e.g., population
density, diurnal variation In population, convergence of transportation routes, shielding effects of buildings,
local meteorological experience as well as modes of transportation and equipment needs.

Undertakes risk assessment studies on the environmental Impact of radioactive material using various modes of
transportation (such studies may be with the assistance of a task force or under contract)--radiation exposure
during transportation, consequence of a major accident and assumed subsequent release of radioactive material
considering such variables as nature and severity of the accident, types and number of packages subject to
failure, meteorological conditions existing at time of the accident, mitigating actions, emergency and contingency
preparedness, etc. Develops alternative recommendations such as shifts In transportation mode, vehicle or
carrier modifications, changes In packaging requirements, changes in physical properties of the radioactive
materials for purposes of transportation. As critical gaps in technological knowledge are exposed, recommends
areas for research either by contract or by the NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research.

Develops and recommends limitations on the contents of a package according to the quantity and type of radio-
activity and engineering test requirements for types of packages of radioactive material, and revisions thereto,
for foreign and domestic regulations, based on consideration of normal, abnormal and accident transport condi-
tions, the physical and chemical nature of the contents, and available practical measures that can be expected to
be taken under emergency conditions. In choosing the test conditions, consideration is given to practical
iethods of achievement, reproducibility of results, and adequacy to demonstrate safety under real transport

<ytonditions.

Performs continuing reappraisals of the limitations on contents and test requirements in view of increasing num-
bers of shipments and quantities of material to be transported, changing methods of carriage and handling, to
ensure that risks and exposures in transportation are as low as reasonably achievable.
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Assists Branch Chief in planning, directing and coordinating Branch policies, objectives and programs relate
the areas of assigned responsibility.

Coordinates and resolves the technical reviews of associated American National Standards Institute's (ANSI)
standards by the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, Inspection and Enforcement,-State Programs, and
Executive Legal Director.

Develops, sometimes through the management of technical assistance contracts, cost data, value-impact and
environmental-impact statements, and data concerning radiation safety effects on operating personnel and the
public in order to Identify alternative methods of solving problems associated with the areas of assigned
responsibility.

Directs, coordinates, and evaluates technical support work performed by national laboratories or industrial
contractors to establish the bases for rules and guides. Continuously takes action necessary to Improve the
contractor's performance. Initiates and conducts contractor performance review group meetings to assure that the
desired objectives of the work are being met. Takes the Initiative to redirect the contractor's effort when it is
determined that such action is necessary.

Coordinates all the technical and legal input associated with NRC's technical criteria, regulations and guides In
assigned functional area, and resolves differences arising from this coordinating process. Acts as NRC
representative to ANSI standards committees which develop and issue industrial standards related to assigned
functional area.

Maintains a continuing liaison with appropriate organizational components of the NRC in order to keep them
informed of plans and programs in assigned functional area.

As directed, participates In other activities related to assigned functional area.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 535

A broad but thorough knowledge is required of health physics and general engineering sufficient to deveJ
coordinate, and administer NRC's program for the development of technical criteria, standards, rules, and guidA.e
for protecting the environment and the public health and safety in the transportation of radioactive materials and
the possession, use and disposal of by-product, source and special nuclear material in products other than those
involved in the nuclear fuel cycle.

Must have an understanding of the technical and administrative aspects of radiation and environmental protection
in the possession, use, disposal and transportation of radioactive material sufficient to assure that all
technical aspects are adequately considered in NRC rules and guides.

Thorough knowledge is required of the NRC's statutory responsibilities for establishing technical standards,
criteria, rules, and guides for environmental protection and the safety of persons affected by such activities.

The ability to manage a scientific and technical program of national significance is required, including the
ability to control and direct contractors' technical efforts within reasonable funding allocations and work
schedules.

Skill is required in the techniques of presenting scientific material in oral and written form adequate to develop
and prepare full, clear, concise technical reports and analyses. Ability is required to secure cooperation, lead
others, perform liaison activities, and to secure satisfactory solutions to complex problems.

Requires a working knowledge of legislative, policy requirements and standards promulgated by other Federal
agencies and outside groups and familiarity with recommendations of national and international committees on
radiation protection, industrial safety codes and engineering practices in order to effectively establish and
negotiate NRC's position in dealings with other agencies and the public.

CONTACTS 165

Frequent contacts with Branch Chiefs and Directors within the Office of Standards Development; with mi'
management and senior professional personnel in other NRC organizational units, and in State and other Ft
agencies, with consulting scientist and academicians in the development and coordination of standards, atom
national laboratories in the planning, developing, evaluating and coordinating of technical assistance progr
Must be able to reconcile in meetings and discussions the different viewpoints on criteria and parameters to
utilized in standards and to defend his technical positions and conclusions;
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Occasional contacts with Executive Director for Operations, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, the
- Commissioners, or their staffs at special briefings to present information related to assigned responsibilities.

With all levels of management and senior technical personnel of industry, national standards committees and
universities or the exchange of Information and opinions in the development and coordination of-standards.

With representatives of other countries and international organizations In the development and coordination of
standards.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 230

Supervision Received

Chief, Transportation and Product Standards Branch.

General Supervision "Am.

Guidelines are appropriate sections of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Environmental Policy Act of
1969, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, Chapter 1 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, the
Administrative Procedures Act, the NRC Management Directives System, scientific and technical publications,
precedents and judgments gained from experience.

Independent Action

Recommends scope of work for research and technical support needed to establish the bases for rules and guides in
assigned functional area.

Recommends new, and revisions to existing, NRC rules and guides in assigned functional area.

Recommends position for official NRC ballot on and endorsement of ANSI standards in assigned functional area.

X Recommends program and budget Items in assigned functional area.

Initiates contract negotiations with DOE laboratories or others to perform technical support work.

Prepares value-impact appraisals.

Evaluations of existing standards to protect workers, the public, and the environment against ionizing radiation
originating from NRC-licensed activities.

Guidance and recommendations to NRC offices and other agencies and groups on radiation protection standards within
established NRC policies.

Make the day-to-day technical decisions required for the effective management of technical support work performed
by contractors.

Makes decisions required to resolve technical differences between NRC office representatives on radiation
protection standards.

As member of ANSI working group, votes on submitting standard to committee for review.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions with occasional visits to industrial facilities.
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EFFORT

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 940
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SENIOR REACTOR ENGINEER, GS-0840-15

BENCHMAR K

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as senior project manager and team leader for the planning, organizing, directing, and coordination of an
assigned major research effort for the study and evaluation of the behavior of engineered safety systems, such
as emergency core cooling systems, during postulated light water nuclear reactor accidents. The purpose of
such research, undertaken by contracted research laboratories, Is to determine the effectiveness of the NRC
licensing requirements and codes for emergency core cooling systems required of commercial nuclear reactor
power, plants.

A "major" research project Is characterized by:

The research project Is of sufficient criticality, complexity, and potential on the safety of nuclear reactors, and
correspondingly, the NRC licensing program as to warrant the fuli-time assignment of an outstandingly qualified,
experienced reactor engineer to organize, control, direct, and r port on:

a. A research project, while limited In scope, is of such magnitude, importance, and urgency that it has an
annual allocation of multiple millions of dollars, the dedication of a highly Instrumented nuclear reactor
facility, and the required use of a number of research laboratories skilled in the subject; or

b. A research project of great scope, but of lesser monitary magnitude, requiring the accomplishment of a
number of research studies each on a phase of the total assigned research effort, the use of a larger
number (e.g., more than 10) of private contract laboratories, and University laboratories for different
phases, and correspondingly, a high degree of professional and managerial skill to control and Integrate the
many subdivisions of the effort.

The projects represent important inquiries into areas not easily subject to observation or experimentation to
establish parameters or codes for the confirmation of specific NRC license requirements; thus requiring the con-
duct of many pioneering experiments adding significantly to the level of scientific knowledge.

The magnitude and criticality of the project requires the organization of the work Into phases and divisions of
effort for assignment to NRC professionals In appropriate disciplines as team numbers for the accomplishment of
the research and monitoring the work of contract laboratories and consultants.

The project requires a high degree of sophisticated application of scientific theory, experimentation and simula-
tion, to obtain the program objectives. The program area will usually consist of a number of Interrelated pro-
jects being directed toward the same technical goal.

REGULAR DUTIES

Provides primary program management and technical direction for the assigned research and development program
activity. In this connection, undertakes the following:

Program Planning

a. Prepares recommendation on the nature and extent of the research to be undertaken taking into considera-
tion among other matters:

- current level of scientific knowledge regarding the problem, Issues, and concerns as developed in dis-
cussions, reports, and recommendations of NRC licensing staff, NRC Advisory Boards, research labo-
ratories and coordinative Federal agencies (i.e., DOE) and other having an interest in the research
effort.

- relative urgency of the effort considering previous efforts, proposed milestones, availability of equip-
ment, and facilities.

- staff situation within Immediate office and available professionals with appropriate disciplines.

- availability of appropriated funds for current fiscal year and prospects for subsequent fiscal years if
project has extended duration.

K.._"arepares work schedules, scope of work, milestones, etc. Organizes work effort Into phases and divisions and
makes assignments to professional staff assigned as team members, where applicable.

Reviews and evaluates plans and proposals submitted by laboratories for undertaking a research effort under
contract. Evaluates the proposal and laboratory considering past record of performance, capabilities of staff,
nature of equipment and facilities, contract terms and recommends program scope and awarding of contract.
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Project Direction

a. Manages and coordinates work of the assigned team members and contract laboratory personnel in the accom-
plishment of their respective assignments.

Reviews results of research and safety systems tests to assess progress and to assure that such work is appli-
cable to thermal-hydraulic model development.

Reviews with team members and contract personnel problems, accomplishments, milestones, adjustments needed in
equipment, staff, or facilities, adequacy of instruments for measurement, usefulness of data for projections, and
computerization; and based on such reviews and evaluations, prepares recommendations for program changes,
new directions, new milestones consistent with the overall objectives and requirements of the Division's functional
responsibilities.

Closely monitors the financial expenditures of contractors under direct cognizance and recommends budget
adjustments or justifications as appropriate.

Provides assistance to other Divisions, field offices, industry and other agencies on nuclear safety research and
model applicability.

Provides consultation to other NRC personnel to assist in the formulation of regulatory criteria and guides appli-
cable to the safety assessment of light water reactor systems.

Arranges and conducts technical meetings and conferences with technical personnel of DOE, national laboratories,
contractors, and universities to discuss progress and relevance of the information to NRC and national policy
objectives. Participates as a panel member at professional engineering societies concerning issues on nuclear
reactor safety, and contributes technical articles to professional periodicals on the subject.

Team leader of two or three professional engineers depending on extent and complexity of project.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 54,

Extensive theoretical and practical knowledge of thermal-hydraulic, fluid dynamics, heat transfer, nuclear
engineering, and operations of light water nuclear powered commercial reactors. Such knowledge is evidenced
by an advanced degree in the physical sciences or its equivalent and many years of progressively responsible
experience in reactor research and/or operation.

Broad knowledge and experience of theoretical and engineering analysis of nuclear systems. This knowledge
must be sufficient to permit analysis of programs encompassing unique studies and projects in uncharted fields
which will substantially advance knowledge in the nuclear safety field.

Working knowledge in other scientific and engineering disciplines related to nuclear safety such as metallurgy,
fluid mechanics, chemistry, neutronics and numerical analyses to permit authoritative judgments on concepts and
experiments which will affect program direction and the use of complex analysis concepts in connection with the
interpretation of nuclear reactor accidents.

Broad knowledge of the Commission's entire reactor program, and safety problems which require further investi-
gation and study for their resolution.

Thorough knowledge and understanding of commercial and industrial operations In the area of nuclear safety.

Substantial knowledge of reactor design and engineering practices and of research and development work being
done by government or private laboratories to effectively evaluate the feasibility of recommended programs, and
to insure that the efforts of other agencies and laboratories are not being duplicated.

CONTACTS 165

Daily contact with Branch Chiefs and Assistant Directors in the Division of Reactor Safety Research and with
senior professional personnel in other NRC divisions to develop research plans and schedules, justify projects
and determine implementation procedures.

Frequent contact with the Director, Division of Reactor Safety Research, and his principal assistants, in the
review or evaluation of particular projects and plans concerning program assignment and other safety research
development.
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Frequent contacts with senior and management personnel of operations offices, national laboratories, universities
and industrial contractors. These contacts are for the purpose of planning programs, reporting progress of
work, evaluation of related programs, providing technical advice and assistance and coordinating the application
of program results with codes, standards, analyses methods, and Regulatory criteria.

Occasional contacts with representatives of foreign governments, international agencies, OMB, and JCAE to dis-
cuss programs of mutual interest or technical aspects of research pertinent to safety assessments.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 225

Supervision Received

Chief, Systems Engineering Branch.

General Supervision "Au. Guidelines are overall NRC and Division policies as defined in the organizational res-
ponsibilities of the Division of Reactor Safety Research.

Independent Action

Recommends to the Branch Chief and the A/D for Water Reactor Safety Research new or modified research goals
and objectives for the Division programs.

Evaluates the technical relevance of research programs, and recommends changes in scope, funding, and priori-
ties relative to achieving Division goals and objectives.

Makes technical decisions relative to programs under his cognizance and determines management changes or
redirection subject to only policy review by division management.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

.EFFORT 5

Normal administrative effort with frequent contact with field laboratory and contractor personnel including visits
to ascertain program progress.

TOTAL SCORE 940
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SENIOR REACTOR SAFETY ENGINEER, GS-0840-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Undertakes analytical research for assigned projects and program to meet regulatory needs for validated model
computer codes for the analysis of all types of advanced reactors. These codes, supported by scientifically ade-
quate experimental validation will serve as "tools" by the licensing staff of NRC in their consideration of a
request for the construction and operation of an advanced reactor plant.

REGULAR DUTIES

As a member of the professional staff of the Analytical Advanced Reactor Safety Branch, for the assigned
research area, i.e., plant systems safety, the incumbent manages research programs dealing with the develop-
ment of an advanced thermohydraulic system transient codes and supporting analytical methods. In this con-
nection, he undertakes the following:

P -gram Planning

Reviews with appropriate NRC licensing staff coordinative federal energy development agencies (i.e., DOE),
scientists of federal laboratories, and NRC research professionals the status of current research, knowledge, and
developments regarding plant systems safety (of advanced type reactor components and facilities), and the
nature, extent, and priorities for further reactor safety research. Using a broad and unique knowledge of pro-
blems on advanced reactor safety, user requirements and priorities and of applicable scientific techniques and
limitations, recommends the undertaking of specific experimentation and simulation research to develop computer
model codes to be used for the assessment of the postulated malfunctions in the plant.

Recommends the level of effort, schedule, and emphasis to be assigned specific areas of research within the con-
straints of budget, awareness of gaps in current technology, and procedures, and the capability of professional
laboratories to accomplish the proposed research. Accomplishes necessary justifications and defines purposes,
milestones and funds required. Integrates his programs with other research efforts and plans in Advanced
Reactor Safety Research.

Reviews and evaluates plans and proposals submitted by national laboratories, universities and research and
development companies to determine which proposals show the greatest promise for advancing the capability for
confirmatory assessment of safety-related aspects of advanced reactors. This evaluation will be based on a
broad knowledge of the current state-of-the-art, research accomplishments, and priority of research needs.
Occasionally directs ad hoc study groups in such evaluations.

Program Direction

Manages research studies assigned by contract to government, university, or private laboratories which assess,
by experimentation and simulation, the postulated accidents in advance type reactors. Research studies under-
taken are concerned with the plant system under accident conditions requiring the exercise of detailed knowledge
of the most current concepts in physics and nuclear engineering (e.g., thermal hydraulics). Reviews with pro-
fessional and scientific personnel of the contractor the objectives of the experiments and simulations to be
pursued, the design of the experiments, the identification of the safety issues to be analyzed, the analysis pro-
cess, the preliminary findings and further areas of investigation, specialized instruments to be used or deve-
loped, and the conversion of such findings into phenomenological models for inclusion into computer codes.
Ensures the effective coordination of research findings on significant items of plant equipment or plant controls
such as cooling loops, evaporators, steam generators, turbines into a comprehensive review of the plant system
and the interaction of localized malfunctions in the system.

Reviews with NRC users and professional and scientific personnel of the contractor the simulation of transient
and accident situations in the advanced reactor plant in the computer codes and develops the most useful way to
present the results of the simulation. Confers with NRC users and professional and scientific personnel of the
contractor on the credibility of the computerized codes being developed or proposed for computations of time,
space, dimensional, and synergistic factors during total or partial accident sequences and the subsequent
usability of such codes by NRC licensing staff.

Confers with the Branch Chief and other professionals in the Division regarding their assigned areas of reactor
safety research to ensure coordination of efforts, utilization of knowledge and techniques, and prospective appli-
cation of findings.

As Chairman of Technical Review Groips and ad hoc study groups, and through independent action, evaluatesi
progress in on-going programs, coordiulates the work with related efforts in the U.S. and abroad, develops
solutions to new and unusuab preberms, formulates and provides guidance on the direction of work and planning
for the future.
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Maintains liaison on technical matters with all cognizant groups to obtain early indication of program trends likely
to require new programs and/or changes in existing programs In analytical advanced reactor safety.

Reviews monthly or other periodic and topical reports on contract activities underway to assure that the general
trend of work and preliminary results continue to merit support in terms of probable results and eventual
application. Directs attention and special emphasis to unique problems which arise and recommdnds major redi-
rection of efforts to overcome such problems or to abandon general lines of study. Evaluates the results of
research and development contracts in terms of validity and soundness of engineering data produced.

Maintains liaison through personal contacts (and continual review of scientific reports and literature) with leading
technical experts and other personnel engaged In research to determine the importance and application of
findings to problems in advanced reactor safety. Serves on committees, attends professional meetings and keeps
informed of the latest concepts, theories, and findings where these may have an important Influence In the scope
and content of safety research for all advanced reactor systems with potential NRC application.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 540

Extensive theoretical and practical knowledge of the fields of reactor physics and kinetics; nuclear engineering;
heat transfer; fluid dynamics; and equipment used or proposed for use In reactors is essential to assure an
adequate basis for technical direction of programs vital to reactor safety assessment. Such knowledge Is
evidenced by an advanced degree in the physical sciences or its equivalent and many years of responsible
experience in reactor research and development.

Knowledge of model development for computer application; materials science, aerosol behavior, Instruments,
radiation effects, and reactor operations, for evaluating the significance of problems In analytical reactor safety
research. Experience in the use of computer solutions of scientific problems to ensure effective technical
direction of analytical programs.

Ability to understand the diverse technical and administrative aspects of complicated advanced reactor safety
programs, to reach rational conclusions as to desirable action, and to present Issues clearly for top management
consideration.

Knowledge of the technical and administrative procedures unique to the licensing and regulation of nuclear power
plants sufficient to have the necessary insight to develop research programs responsive to regulatory needs.

Knowledge of modern business management techniques to assure proper control, and administration of scientific
research and development projects.

Ability to present conclusions regarding complex technical subjects in clear, concise language both orally and In
writing for management information and decision.

CONTACTS 165

Frequent contacts with Assistant Directors of Division, and management and technical personnel of operating and
proposed contractors, to develop long-range plans, determine implementation procedures, justify the projects,
and to evaluate technical content of program.

Frequent contacts with middle management personnel In NRC contractor organizations to develop program sched-
ules, arrange for technical programmatic amendments and to assure technical coordination among contractors.

Continuous contacts with professional staff of the Division of Reactor Safety Research on matters pertaining to
the Commission's analytical advanced reactor safety research program and concerned with action to be taken on
specific problems.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 225

Supervision Received

Chief, Analytical Advanced Reactor Safety Research Branch.
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General Supervision "A".

Guidelines are the NRC Management Directives System, NRC Procurement Regulations, Division and overall NRC
policy, technical reports and publications.

Independent Action

Recommends:

a. Long-range plans and programs connected with Analytical Advanced Reactor Safety Research in the Areas
assigned.

b. Programming to meet established objectives, specific provisions of contracts relative to the technical phases
of a given contract, and termination or extension of contracts based on relative value of work.

c. Courses of action which might be of benefit to all the overall Analytical Advanced Reactor Safety Research
Program.

Evaluates overall contractor performance as it pertains to the Analytical Advanced Reactor Safety Research
Program.

Decisions Made Without Review

a. Determines through visits to contractor sites that work is progressing on schedule.

b. Resolves day-to-day technical and administrative problems concerning all aspects of the projects.

c. Anticipates problems and takes preventive action.

d. Maintains overall coordination within the program.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions. Frequent field trips.

EFFORT 5

Normal administrative effort.

TOTAL SCORE 940
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SENIOR WASTE MANAGEMENT PROJECT MANAGER, GS-0801-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Manages and coordinates most complex and unique projects for the storage and disposal of high level radioactive
waste. Develops the methodology and guides for the management of such projects.

REGULAR DUTIES

Manages and coordinates the most difficult projects for the storage and disposal of large quantities of highly
radioactive waste. For example, manages and coordinates the complex multi-disciplinary effort of the license
evaluation for the first national repository for high level waste, which Involves large numbers of contractors and
budgetary expenditures in excess of one million dollars. In order to do so incumbent Identifies tasks to be
performed, selects contractors, coordinates the entire effort, and expands, redirects or terminates programs as
necessary, producing a finished product ready for review by the Branch Chief.

Proposes and develops research programs, studies, safety reviews, and environmental impact assessments related
to the high level waste repository licensing review.

Acts as a liaison between the High Level Waste Branch and contractor personnel, administering technical support
contracts related to the HLW repository licensing review.

Monitors and directs the activities of special study groups, task forces, and contractor studies directed at
obtaining data related to the licensing of the high level waste repository. Communicates independently with the
licensee to obtain information for these special studies.

Evaluates study results and coordinates the preparation of reports, environmental impact statements, and safety
evaluation reports.

Assists in the development of regulatory waste management policies, recommending improvements and instituting
procedures designed to accelerate the licensing process.

Participates in liaison mechanisms with other agencies in waste management activities, including EPA, DOE, state
and local government specifically to maintain cognizance of on-going research and to assure the adequacy and
appropriateness of program direction.

Maintains awareness and proficiency in current and developing techniques and theories of systems analysis by
frequent contact with researchers in the field through site visits and professional meetings.

Develops methods for the analysis and evaluation of license applications with respect to waste management activi-
ties, through review of present regulatory procedures.

Prepares policy ana:ysis papers and technical reports pertaining to the waste management program for use by the
Branch Chief in developing waste management policy.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 540

Technical knowledge comparable to that of a B.S. degree In science plus advanced graduate study and several
years experience in a field related to nuclear systems sufficient to provide technical direction to programs
leading to the establishment of a license review process for HLW repositories.

Ability to manage interdisciplinary groups involved in engineering design and analysis and safety and environ-
mental analysis in order to structure and manage special projects designed to develop scientific data in a short
period of time.

In depth knowledge of engineering principles and processes associated with waste material systems and material
control in order to coordinate and evaluate technical research efforts.

kbility to review and evaluate the need for a sub-study within HLW management systems studies and to define
~~he sub-study once the need is identified in order to expand, redirect, or terminate programs.

Ability to coordinate and manage programs, studies, etc., carried out at contractor facilities involving a number
of technical disciplines, in order to avoid duplication of effort and insure desired results.
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Competence in both oral and written presentations in order to develop presentations for the use of Branch Chiei _
or incumbent before various organizations involved in high level waste activities.

In-depth knowledge of licensee operations and the nuclear fuel cycle, with the ability to determine and evaluate
the need for technical standards and criteria, as well as a knowledge of the Atomic Energy Legislation and imple-
menting regulations (Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations) and NRC policy pertaining to the administration of
these regulations.

Demonstrated ability to perceive and evauluate policy questions involved in the nuclear waste management pro-
gram to insure proper results of research efforts.

General knowledge of the functions of other Federal and State regulatory bodies with responsibilities for regu-
lating the nuclear industry to insure proper coordination of waste management activites and avoid duplication of
effort.

CONTACTS 165

Continuous contacts with Directors, Assistant Directors and Branch Chiefs in various NRC offices and divisions
to coordinate and develop high level waste, research programs and for determining policy regarding the HLW
repository.

Continuous contact with DOE and State and local Government officials in both coordinating waste management
practices and in the exchange of technical and policy information regarding the HLW repository.

Frequent contact with executives and staff level personnel of private and Government organizations and univer-
sities to monitor and evaluate the technical context and policy of programs or studies concerning waste storage
and disposal carried out under NRC contracts.

Frequent contact with technical and administrative personnel of licensee to keep abreast of developments in HLW
licensee operations.

Occasional contact with the Office of the General Counsel to assure legality of prepared legislation.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 225

Supervision Received

Branch Chief, High Level and Transuranic Waste Branch.

General Supervision "A".

Guides are NRC and NMSS regulations and directives.

Independent Action

Manages and directs the efforts involved in licensing the HLW Federal repository.

Administers contractual service contracts to provide technical base for review of license applications for the HLW
Federal repository.

Identifies, recommends, and defines studies in support of the waste management effort, conducts their imple-
mentation as a joint study with other Federal agencies, with other NRC offices, as independent contract support
efforts, or as in-house projects. Directs the use of information gained from studies in the licensing process.

Monitors the activities of special study groups, task forces, and contractor studies directed at obtaining data
and developing licensing procedures and standards for repository licensing activities and redirects them as
necessary.

Directs the preparation and adn1trusstratiorn of technical support contracts and recommends contractor selection for
technical support contracts bed cn' evaluation of bids, etc. Directs the use of contractor reports in license
evaluations.

Explores need for and estabfsl*s acorking tiaison with multiple Federal agencies and acts as a liaison with other
agencies involved in waste mrranagemeiat activities including EPA, DOE state and local government, especially as
they deal with the Federal repa-itory.
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Assembles and directs interdisciplinary (and interoffice) teams for licensee reviews.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 940
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SR. ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECT MANAGER, GS-0801-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a senior project manager in the management of activities associated with the review, analysis, and
evaluation of environmental reports and preparation of NRC Environmental Statements pursuant to 10 CFR Part
51.

REGULAR DUTIES

Manages the environmental review of applications for construction permits and operating licenses for several
nuclear power plants. Two or more of these assignments are characterized by one or more of the following diffi-
culties or complexities (or comparable ones):

The proposed site is on an estuary, which causes a large variety of environmental concerns.

The plant has first-of-a-kind features with little or no precedents; for example, a first floating power plant.

The nature of the reactor causes special public concern and attention; for example, a breeder reactor.

The proposed site is in a highly populated area where official local and State government concern is expected to
be great. Public concern is expected to be very vocal.

The proposed site is on or adjacent to public park land and considerable coordination is necessary with other
government agencies.

Manages and coordinates the efforts of NRC technical staff and national laboratory personnel in achieving a
timely and balanced evaluation of environmental matters with respect to siting, design, and operation for nuclear
power plant construction permit and operating license applications.

Conducts initial review of the applicant's environmental report to determine whether there are any major areas
that are not discussed or are obviously inadequate and initiates action to obtain supplemental information to cor, 1
rect such inadequacies.

Manages and coordinates staff and national laboratory personnel in the review and evaluation of the applicant's
environmental report and the development of specific questions to be submitted to obtain additional information.
Provides supplemental information needed by staff and national laboratory personnel to whom preparation of the
Preliminary Draft Environmental Statement is assigned.

Chairs technical meetings between technical staff members and applicant representatives related to assigned
projects.

Represents NRC when it is the lead agency in statement development and manages the inputs of other Federal
agency concerns into the Draft Environmental Statement (DES).

Manages and coordinates the independent technical effort leading to the Preliminary Draft Environmental
Statement prepared by NRC staff, national laboratory personnel, and others, identifying any aspects which need
further work or revision and evaluates the adequacy of the bases for substantiating technical conclusions and
findings. Resolves inconsistencies and differences of opinion among the staff and national lab technical
organizations and the applicants by the use of discussion and persuasion and knowledge of the technical issues
and the applicable NRC requirements.

Prepares the DES based on his own knowledge of the project and integrates into the DES inputs from other staff
and national laboratory personnel.

Manages and coordinates the review and evaluation by NRC staff and national laboratory personnel of all
comments received on the Draft Environmental Statement from other agencies and individuals, assuring the
resolution of staff conclusion regarding the potential environmental impact of the facility as required by 10 CFR
Part 51.

Manages the visit to the project site and related meetings with the applicant and State and local representatives.

Prepares testimony and coordinates that of other NRC staff and national laboratory personnel with the Office c
Executive Legal Director and serves as the principal staff witness in public hearings on assigned projects befit
Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards.
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) j nitiates discussions with potential intervenors In hearings related to assigned projects and takes the initiative to
arrange meetings with them to discuss the nature of their contentions.

Develops and maintains environmental review schedules for assigned projects through coordination with the
assigned review branches In the Division of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis with the case attorneys, and
with the national labs.

Provides technical Information and guidance on environmental related problems and NRC policies and environmental
philosophy to organizations planning to design and construct nuclear power plants.

Maintains liaison and controls the flow of information between the applicant's representatives and the staff and
national lab technical organizations.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Attends and participates in technical conferences and seminars sponsored by the NRC and/or professional
societies and advises the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of those developments in the environmental
engineering field which have a bearing on the overall NRC program.

Serves as a member of ad hoc committees and task forces composed pf members from other NRC groups for, the
purpose of performing a specific study or resolving a generic safety issue.

Participates in and makes recommendations with regard to the development of regulations, amendments to regula-
tions, standards, guides, and codes related to the siting, and operation of nuclear power plants by reviewing
and commenting on draft documents prepared by the Office of Standards Development.

Prepares responses to principal correspondence, including communications from Congressional sources, govern-
ment heads, State and local officials, the general public, foreign officials, and various industrial and civic
organizations for his assigned projects.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 540

Thorough knowledge of the principal features of nuclear facilities which may affect environmental features at the
facility site and of the environment that could be Impacted by a nuclear facility. Must be capable of reviewing
and understanding the efforts of others In highly specialized technical areas, developing comments and questions
in regard to design criteria and design features, leading technical discussions, formulating overall technical
judgments, and writing engineering reports. Graduate or equivalent level training in engineering or appropriate
physical sciences, such as physics, chemistry, or ecology, with knowledge of nuclear power production facilities
with respect to the general scientific and engineering principles involved In order to resolve complex engineering
problems which impact on the environmental aspects.

Knowledge and ability sufficient to provide technical direction to other personnel with a wide variety of scientific
expertise in the preparation of environmental statements. These personnel are specialists in a wide variety of
discipline within the physical sciences (e.g., subspecialties within the various branches of engineering, as well
as within physics and chemistry); the natural sciences (e.g., biology, zoology, meteorology, seismology, etc.);
and the social sciences (e.g., economics, sociology, urban planning, etc.).

Must understand and have a working knowledge of the applicable laws, regulations, NRC policies, guidance and
philosophy regarding nuclear power plant siting, construction,' and operation.

Demonstrated ability to represent the Commission In an effective and creditable manner in dealing with the
executives and principal staff of NRC licensees, Industrial companies, other Federal agencies and State and
municipal agencies, and NRC contractors, with respect to complex scientific problems associated with the
environmental Impact of nuclear facilities.

Administrative and management skills adequate to coordinate the efforts of numerous staff personnel working in
many technical disciplines for assigned projects.

Demonstrated ability to participate as the lead technical witness at NRC and other public hearings with ability to
state NRC policy relative to environmental review of nuclear power plants.

General knowledge of research and development work in the field of environmental engineering and environmental
<>~mpact conducted by other government agencies and industrial organizations.
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CONTACTS 170

Frequent contacts with technical, legal, and supervisory NRC staff in order to provide guidance and coordinate
input to individual case reviews and obtain resolution of technical and legal issues, and insure timely develop-
ment of necessary technical positions on generic issues.

Frequent contacts with NRC national lab staff, frequently at the senior technical or top management level, to
coordinate input to individual reviews and insure performance within established schedules.

Frequent contacts with mid and top management of utilities and their consultants in connection with processing of
an environmental review application for the purpose of discussing and resolving technical issues concerning the
siting, construction, and operation of nuclear power plants but may include discussions of NRC policies, research
programs, and radiation control.

Frequent contacts with top officials of other Federal agencies such as EPA, Corps of Engineers, and Interior,
for the purpose of implementation of memoranda of understanding, to resolve technical issues which may develop
between these agencies and NRC in the course of case reviews.

Frequent contacts with State and local officials, often at top levels of government, to coordinate input to
environmental evaluations and to provide information concerning NRC functions and responsibilities.

Frequent contact with members of the public who evidence interest in a case review, or are admitted as parties
in the case through petitions to intervene to provide opportunities for intervenors and potential intervenors to
meet with staff personnel on an informal basis to permit their concerns to be communicated to the staff for
consideration during the review and evaluation process and to also permit the staff to communicate its activities
to the intervenors and potential intervenors.

Frequent contact with ASLB as a witness at a formal adjudicatory hearing regarding nuclear plant licensing.

Occasional contacts with ACRS, university staff, and professional societies in connection with briefings, technic
consultation, and presentation of formal papers.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 225

Supervision Received

Chief, Environmental Projects Branch.

General Supervision "Al on technical matters with full authority to act in matters within the framework of the
broad functional assignment.

The administrative guides are Division and overall NRC policy and precedent standards or criteria developed by
the NRC, by other Federal agencies, or by State agencies, are utilized as appropriate.

Independent Action

Approves:

Personal, written testimony for hearings held by Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards before which he/she
represents the NRC on assigned projects.

Recommends:

Assigned acceptance review responsibility of incoming applications to NRC and national lab technical staff, and
on basis of input from these groups along with his own analysis, recommends for or against acceptance of
application.

For accepted applications, develops and obtains management approval of environmental review schedule (Level D'

Arranges and coordinates site visits by members of NRC and national lab technical review team and case lawyt
to locality of proposed facility, and to offices of utility, appropriate State and local officials and agencies, as
well as other Federal agencies involved in the review.
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Review performance of technical evaluation team with respect to technical adequacy and timeliness during
development of a Draft Environmental Statement (DES).

Contributes to all sections of environmental statements as appropriate.

Integrates input from various technical disciplines into a complete Preliminary Draft Environmental Statement, and
conducts review of completed DES prior to management and legal review.

Assigns specific responsibility for response to comments of other agencies and members of the public that are
submitted on the DES and ESRP and with assistance of case attorney, and technical reviewers, assembles a
technically adequate and legally sufficient Final Environmental Statement (FES).

Develops Final Environmental Standard Review Plans for publication. Assigns responsibility for preparation of
written testimony to appropriate technical branches or national labs and arranges for services of special technical
consultant when required as witnesses in a case hearing.

Performs such other functions as are required to effectively manage the environmental review of a nuclear power
plant application on a timely basis and a technically and legally sufficient manner.

Recommends courses of action to Branch Chief to resolve technical or policy problems that develop in the course
of a review.

Work Accepted Without Review

Preparation of minutes of meetings with applicants or potential Intervenors.

Conduct of meetings with national labs, with applicants, or potential intervenors.

Oral testimony before Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards.

Preparation of the Preliminary DES by Integrating the various inputs from the technical organizations into a
technically consistent document prior to transmittal to higher management levels and the Office of the Executive
Legal Director for review and/or approval.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal. Occasional field trips, meetings, and inspections require travel by air or rail and may result In
appreciable time In travel status.

EFFORT 5

Normal. Increased physical effort may be required while on field trips.

TOTAL SCORE 945
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SENIOR OPERATING REACTOR PROJECT MANAGER, GS-0801-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Manages and participates in the review and evaluation of safety and environmental considerations associated with
the design and operation of power, research and test reactors, especially those licensed for operation.

REGULAR DUTIES

Manages and coordinates the performance of all NRC licensing functions on assigned reactor facilities that have
been licensed for operation.

Normally assigned several licensed nuclear power plants, two or more which are characterized by one or more of
the following difficulties of complexities (or comparable ones):

The power plant or a major subsystem thereof, has had a history of difficult or complex technical problems of a
magnitude or number greater than those normally found in operating nuclear power plants.

The power plant has environmental problems, real or perceived, which has made it a controversial issue among
members of the public to the extent that intervenor action has caused lengthy public hearings concerning pro-
posed licensing changes or amendments.

The operating license was granted with a number of issues pending which will require completion before the
plant can be operated at higher power levels originally contemplated.

The licensee has need of an unusually high degree of guidance and coordination.

Manages and participates in the review and evaluation of applications for license amendments, including technical
specification changes for assigned power, research, and test reactors.

Initiates actions for license amendments, including technical specification changes, for assigned power, researc ,
and test reactors to reflect current NRC safety and environmental criteria and policy.

Coordinates and schedules the reviews by personnel within Branch, other parts of the NRC organization and
outside consultants of submittals from applicants and licensees. Coordinates the preparation of and completes
related safety and environmental evaluation reports thereon.

Evaluates and recommends approval or disapproval of licensee proposals to modify the design or operating
procedures for reactor facilities and applications to construct or operate research or test reactors or critical
facilities.

Manages and participates in the review and evaluation of applications for decommissioning, dismantling, or moth-
balling of operating reactors.

Performs ongoing review of operating experience and performance of assigned operating reactors to determine
continued safety of operation and environmental protection and initiates appropriate actions to achieve this end.

Manages and participates in the investigation and evaluation of generic and potentially generic reactor operating
problems. Develops and implements interim and final solutions to such problems.

Represents the Commission in scheduling and conducting meetings with applicants, licensees and their representa-
tives, and with representatives of other government offices.

Prepares responses to public and congressional inquiries regarding assigned facilities and NRC activities.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Responsible for coordinating the activities of other Branch members as assigned. Trains new members of the
Branch as assigned.

Appears before the Commission's. Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards to present the NRC staff's evaluati--
of the safety aspects of the desigm and operating of specific reactors under review by the Committee and to
answer questions relating tthretoG Occasionally appears before the Commission for the same purposes.

Participates in public hearings on reactor licensing proceedings as principal staff witness to present technical
testimony.
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Participates in the development of standards, guides and codes related to the design, construction and operation
of nuclear reactor facilities, with primary consideration for the health and safety of the public and protection of
the environment.

Manages and participates in the review and evaluation of applications for construction permits and operating
licenses for research and test reactors and critical facilities.

Manages and participates in the review and preparation of technical evaluation reports on non-licensed
government-owned nuclear reactor facilities.

Evaluates and recommends approval or disapproval of licensee requests for withholding proprietary Information
from public disclosure.

Occasionally participates as a representative of NRC on various professional or Industrial society committees,
subcommittees, panels and task forces.

May recommend special development or research work that the NRC should sponsor at the National Laboratories
or elsewhere to enhance the safety and reduce the environmental impact of nuclear reactor facilities.

Serves as a member of inspection teams to Investigate incidents and occurrences at reactor facilities.

Provides technical assistance to other parts of the NRC organization, with respect to establishing licensing
regulations, standards and guides, and conditions to be included in operating licenses and technical
specifications.

Participates, as assigned, in the function of special NRC panels and task forces.

Performs studies and prepares reports on unique and unusual developments relating to operating reactors.

Serves as duty officer during non-work hours during assigned periods to be available at point of contact on
urgent matters for the Division of Operating Reactors.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 550

Thorough knowledge of the principles, theory, and practices in the general field of engineering, with specific
knowledge of nuclear and reactor engineering. Competence must be of a degree to enable independent evaluation
of the safety significance of various design modifications and operational procedures for reactors.

Thorough knowledge of the interaction of reactor construction and operation with the environment sufficient to
initiate and coordinate the evaluation of the environmental consequences of proposed modifications and the results
of environmental monitoring and surveillance programs.

Thorough knowledge of regulations, criteria, standards, guides, and NRC policy sufficient to provide guidance
to licensees and to independently plan and coordinate staff review of safety and environmental matters related to
reactor operation.

Knowledge of design features and operating characteristics of reactors including power,. propulsion, production,
test, experimental, and research reactors and/or critical facilities sufficient for evaluating the environmental and
safety significance of proposed design changes or revisions to operating limitations.

Experience in the field of reactor design, systems analysis, utilization of electronic computers and/or operation
of reactors to supplement formal training.

Administrative and management skills are required adequate to coordinate the efforts of numerous staff personnel
working in many technical disciplines for assigned projects.

The basic skill requirements are considerable in excess of those normally obtained through formal education at
university level (B.S. degree) and are comparable to those achieved from graduate level training coupled with
specialized experience in reactor technology and associated subjects obtained through experience in applied
engineering.

K.....Knowledge of contractor and field office operations at government-owned reactor installations and applicable NRC
directives.
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CONTACTS 16<

Frequent contacts with other technical personnel in NRC, NRC contractors, the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards, and other governmental agencies as principal staff representative on assigned facilities for the
purpose of exchanging technical information and obtaining concurrence in proposed courses of action to resolve
technical, legal, and administrative matters.

Frequent contacts with the technical staff and executive of utility companies, reactor vendor and architect-
engineer organizations, and universities owning or proposing to build and operate licensed nuclear facilities.
Such contacts range in purpose from exchange of information to resolution through the use of logic and
persuasion, of complex technical and legal issues related to facility operation.

Frequent contacts at Assistant Director and Division Director level within NRR to present recommended courses
of action to resolve specific licensing problems as well as generic issues that could affect public health and
safety or affect the human environment.

Occasional contacts with intervenors and their representatives to present NRC technical positions on matters in
contention and to negotiate resolution of intervenor concerns.

Occasional presentations to the NRC Commissioners on safety and environmental matters related to assigned
facilities.

Occasional appearances before professional and trade organizations to present papers on NRC safety and environ-
mental policies and to discuss technical questions of current interest in that field.

Occasional contacts with members of the press and of the general public to provide factual information related to
assigned facilities.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 230

Supervision Received

Branch Chief.

General Supervision "A".

Administrative guidance provided by CFR Title 10, NRC Manual, DOR Operating Procedures, the Project
Manager's Handbook and management memoranda.

Technical guidance provided by publications such as NRC Regulatory Guides, CEQ Guidelines, ASTM
specifications, and ASME boiler code.

Independent Action

Approves:

Personal, written testimony for hearings held by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards before which he/she
represents the NRC on assigned projects.

All licensing action contacts with licensees and applicants on assigned projects.

Recommends:

Approval of review schedules and changes to review schedules related to the staff's review of assigned projects.

Approval or disapproval of all proposed amendments to existing licenses and of construction permits and
operating licenses for all test, DOD, research, and other non-power nuclear facilities as assigned.

Resolutions to technical issues ,vlhich may impact documented, staff technical positions or staff policies.

Acceptance or rejection of new N;cense applicationis for docketing based on the completeness of the technical
information presented by the. applicants of non-power nuclear facilities as assigned.
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Approval of the issuance of orders, safety evaluation reports, environmental appraisals and supplements thereto
related to assigned facilities.

Approval or disapproval of request to withhold from public disclosure Information considered by licensees to be
proprietary.

Appropriate Commission action with respect to the need to prenotice pending licensing amendment actions on the
basis of a determination regarding significant hazards or environmental considerations.

Appropriate Commission action for occurrence at operating facilities that have the potential for adversely
affecting the public health and safety.

Special development of research work that the NRC should sponsor to enhance the safety of nuclear reactor
facilities.

Appropriate Commission action with respect to need for Negative Declaration or Environmental Impact Statement
on pending licensing actions based on environmental impact appraisals.

Responses to correspondence related to assiCned facilities and respoi es for requests for enforcement and to
issue show cause orders.

Concurs:

With the accuracy and regulatory relevancy of all requests for all additional Information and of all technical
positions prepared by the staff technical organizations prior to transmittal licensees for reviews on assigned
projects.

With the factual and technical accuracy and completeness of the various sections of safety evaluation reports,
environmental appraisals and supplements thereto prepared by the staff technical organizations prior to
recommending approval of issuance on assigned projects.

Work Accepted Without Review

Preparation of summaries of meetings with licensees, applicants or potential intervenors.

Conduct of meetings with applicants or potential intervenors.

Oral testimony before Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards.

Oral statements before the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards.

Oral statements before the Commission.

Determination of appropriate amount of coordination necessary and the carrying out of necessary coordination to
assure the timely and efficient safety review of assigned projects.

Recommendations to technical organizations as to appropriate resolution of technical issues related to assigned
projects where such recommendations are consistent with existing approved staff technical positions or staff
policifs.

Preparation of the Safety Evaluation Report and supplements to the Safety Evaluation Report by integrating the
various inputs from the technical organizations into a consistent and readable document prior to transmittal to
higher management levels and the Office of the Executive Legal Director for review or approval.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS S

Normal office conditions.

Occasional field trips, meetings, and inspections require travel by air or rail and may result in appreciable time
in travel status.
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EFFORT

Normal. Increased physical effort may be required while on field trips.

TOTAL SCORE

b

950
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SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER, GS-0801-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a senior project manager for the safety review of nuclear power plant construction permit and
operating license applications.

REGULAR DUTIES

Manages and coordinates the safety review of applications for construction permits and operating licenses.

Normally assigned several projects, two or more which are characterized by one or more of the following
difficulties or complexities (or comparable ones):

The power plant, or a major subsystem, thereof, has unique first-of-a-kind features or complex technical
problems of a magnitude or number greater than those normally found In typical nuclear power plants.

The proposed site is in a highly populated area where State and local government as well as public concern is
expected to be great.

The nature of the reactor causes special public concern and attention; for example, a breeder reactor.

The applicant is new and/or inexperienced with respect to the regulatory process or, on the basis of previous
experience, has demonstrated the need for an unusually high degree of guidance and coordination.

Manages and coordinates the efforts of technical staff personnel in achieving a timely and balanced evaluation of
safety matters with respect to siting, design, construction, testing, and operation for nuclear power plant con-
struction permit and operating license applications.

Reviews the content of the applicants' Safety Analysis Reports for assigned projects for the purpose of under-K> standing, from the standpoint of radiological safety, the interplay among components, systems, and structures
that comprise the proposed nuclear facility.

Manages and coordinates the review and evaluation efforts of each of the specialized safety review branches in
the Divisions of System Safety, Site Safety and Environmental Analysis, and Project Management.

Integrates into the review the impact of information obtained from reports prepared as a result of field Inspec-
tions conducted by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement.

Chairs technical meetings between technical staff members and applicant representatives related to assigned
projects.

Serves as principal spokesman for and coordinates staff efforts related to the review of assigned projects by the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards.

Prepares testimony and coordinates that of other staff members with the Office of the Executive Legal Director
and serves as the principal staff witness In public hearings on assigned projects before Atomic Safety and
Licensing Boards.

Initiates discussions with potential Intervenors in hearings related to assigned projects and takes the initiative to
arrange meetings with them to discuss the nature of their contentions.

Develops and maintains safety review schedules for assigned projects through coordination with the assigned
review branches in the Divisions of Systems Safety, Site Safety and Environmental Analysis and Project
Management.

Prepares the staff's Safety Evaluation Report associated with a licensing application, using inputs prepared by
the participating review branches in the Divisions of Systems Safety, Site Safety and Environmental Analysis and
Project Management.

Resolves Inconsistencies and differences of opinion among the staff technical organizations and between the staff
and the applicants by the use of discussion and persuasion and knowledge of the technical issues and theK> applicable NRC requirements.

Provides technical information and guidance on safety-related problems and NRC policies and safety philosophy to
organizations planning to design and construct nuclear power plants.
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<2Reviews the recommendations of the participating technical review branches in the Divisions of Systems Safety,
Site Safety and Environmental Analysis, and Project Management and the Offices of Inspection and Enforcement i..
order to make an overall judgment as to the completeness of a tendered application for a construction permit or
operating license and recommends acceptance or rejection of the application for docketing and staff review.

Maintains liaison and controls the flow of information between the applicant's representatives and the staff's
technical organizations.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Serves as a member of ad hoc committees and task forces composed of members from other NRC groups for the
purpose of performing a specific study or resolving a generic safety issue.

Participates in and makes recommendations with regard to the development of regulations and amendments to
regulations.

Participates in the development of standards, guides, and codes related to the siting, design, construction,
testing and operation of nuclear power plants by reviewing and commenting on draft documents prepared by the
Office of Standards Development.

Performs special licensing evaluations that are not normally a part of the review and evaluation process for a
constructon permit or an operating license, or are in the nature of a pre-application review; e.g., preparation
of "show cause" statements through coordination with the Office of the Executive Legal Director and handling of
pre-application submittals of unique facilities.

Prepares responses to principal correspondence, including communications from Congressional sources, govern-
ment heads, State and local officials, the general public, foreign officials, and various industrial and civic
organizations for his assigned projects.

Attends and participates in technical conferences and seminars sponsored by the NRC and/or professional
societies and advises the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of those developments in the environmental
engineering field which have a bearing on the overall NRC program.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 550

Thorough knowledge of the principles, theories, and practices of nuclear engineering, reactor physics, and
systems analysis. Must be capable of reviewing and understanding the efforts of others in highly specialized
technical areas, developing comments and questions in regard to design criteria and design features; leading
technical discussions, formulating overall technical judgments, and writing engineering reports. Must have a
comprehension of all of the important systems, site safety, and operational aspects of nuclear power plant design.
These disciplines are diverse and include core physics, reactor thermal-hydraulics, materials engineering,
structural engineering, containment systems, reactor systems, instrumentation and electrical systems, mechanical
engineering, and such .site related disciplines as meteorology, geology, seismology, hydrology, soils engineering,
and demography.

Administrative and management skills are required adequate to coordinate the efforts of numerous staff personnel
working in many technical disciplines for assigned projects.

Must understand and have a working knowledge of the applicable laws, regulations, NRC policies, DPM policies
and procedures, guidance and safety philosophy regarding nuclear power plant siting, design, construction
testing and operation.

Experience is required in the field of nuclear engineering, including reactor physics, reactor design, systems
analysis, and operation of reactors to supplement basic physics and engineering training.

General knowledge is required of research and development work in the field of nuclear power reactor
development conducted by other government agencies and industrial organizations.

Ability to interact with technical personnel and present the staff positions, through the knowledge of plant
systems, regulatory procedures and safety concerns. Technical debates with applicant personnel on safety
issues and regulatory requirements frequently are necessary.

Skill at communicating complex technical information to such diverse groups as staff engineers and management,
utility engineers and management and members of the public.
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CONTACTS 170

Continuous contacts with technical and legal personnel at the working, middle-management and-top-management
levels of the NRC staff, primarily in the Divisions of Systems Safety, Site Safety and Environmental Analysis,
and Operating Reactors, the Offices of Inspection and Enforcement, the Executive Legal Director, and Standards
Development, as well as with the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, and other government agencies for
the purpose of managing and coordinating the staff review efforts related to assigned projects.

Frequent contacts with working level and top level technical and managerial personnel of utility organizations,
nuclear steam supply system manufacturers, and architect-engineering firms. These contacts generally are for
the purpose of discussing and resolving technical safety-related issues concerning the siting, design, construc-
tion, testing and operation of nuclear power plants but may Include discussions of NRC policies, safety
philosophy, research programs, specific reactor development projects, and radiation control.

Frequent contacts with intervenors and potential intervenors to arrange meetings with them to discuss the nature
of their contentions. The purpose is to provide opportunities for Intervenors and potential intervenors to meet
with staff personnel on an Informal basis to oermit their concerns to; %e communicated to the staff for considera-
tion during the review and evaluation process and to also permit the staff to communicate Its activities to the
intervenors and potential intervenors.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 230

Supervision Received

Branch Chief.

Division of Project Management.

General Supervision "A".

On technical matters has full authority to act within the framework of the functional assignment.

The administrative guides are appropriate parts of Part 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, the NRC Manage-
ment Directives System, guides of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and Division of Project Management.

Independent Action

Approves:

Personal, written testimony for hearings held by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards before which he/she
represents the NRC on assigned projects.

Recommends:

Approval of review schedules and changes to review schedules related to the staff's safety review of assigned
projects.

Approval of construction permits and operating licenses for assigned projects.

Resolutions to technical issues which may impact documented, staff technical positions or staff policies.

Acceptance or rejection of new applications for docketing based on the completeness of the technical information
presented by the applicants.

Approval of the issuance of Safety Evaluation Reports and supplements to Safety Evaluation Reports related to
assigned projects.

Concurs:

With the factual and technical accuracy of questions and technical positions prepared by the staff technical
organizations prior to transmittal to applicants for assigned projects.

With the factual and technical accuracy of the various sections of Safety Evaluation Reports and supplements to
Safety Evaluation Reports prepared by the staff technical organizations prior to recommending approval for
issuance for assigned projects.
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Work Accepted Without Review

Preparation of minutes of meetings with applicants or potential intervenors.

Conduct of meetings with applicants or potential intervenors.

Oral testimony before Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards.

Oral statements before the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards.

Determination of appropriate amount of coordination necessary and the carrying out of necessary coordination to
assure the timely and efficient safety review of assigned projects.

Recommendations to technical organizations as to appropriate resolution of technical issues related to assigned
projects where recommendations do not affect documented, staff technical positions or staff policies.

Preparation of the Safety Evaluation Report and supplements to the Safety Evaluation Report by integrating the
various Inputs from the technical organizations into a consistent and readable document prior to transmittal to
higher management levels and the Office of the Executive Legal Director for review and/or approval.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal. Occasional field trips, meetings, and inspections require travel by air or rail and may result in
appreciable time in travel status.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 960

Approved: April 30, 1980
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ATTORNEY, GS-0905-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Assists the General Counsel in providing legal services in connection with litigation involving the NRC, and with
the quasi-judicial duties of the Commission, and in connection with the legislation and regulatory responsibilities
of the Commission.

REGULAR DUTIES

Undert-he supervision of the General Counsel assists in taking appropriate action In Federal Courts by
developing strategy, recruiting expert witnesses, drafting pleadings and briefs, preparing testimony and oral
argument for litigation In which the NRC is involved, and maintaining liaison with the Department of Justice.

Under the supervision of the General Counsel or Assistant General Counsels, reviews opinions and decisions of
the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board in order to advise supervisors as to the course of action to be
recommended to the Commission in performing Its quasi-judicial functions. Drafts memorandums including policy
recommendations affirming, revising, or modifying decisions of such -adjudicatory bodies.

Assists the General Counsel in the review of legislation proposed to the Congress to determine whether the same
is consistent with NRC objectives; prepares or assists in the preparation of communications to members of the
Congress and Congressional Committees; and provides oral or written responses to members of the NRC staff,
other government agencies and to those in the private sector relating to the Interpretation of statutes (the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, the National Environmental Policy Act, the Administrative Procedure Act, etc.), and
regulations, policies and procedures of the NRC.

Performs such other duties as: representing and acting for the General Counsel in meetings and conferences
with other Government agencies, judicial and legislative bodies, advisory boards and committees, in the resolution
of legal problems arising from the regulatory functions of the Commission.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 450

Requires a law degree from an accredited law school and admission to the bar; a thorough knowledge of basic
legal principles; substantial knowledge in the conduct of litigation and trial procedures including the preparation
and filing of legal documents and the review of documents for legal sufficiency, and the developing of solutions
or recommendations to legal problems in areas for which precedent has not been established, i.e., nuclear waste
management, exemptions from nuclear safety requirements, etc.

Requires an ability in handling legal problems including statutory interpretations, knowledge of legal precedents
and policies of the Commission, and ability to identify and recommend policy changes that may be required or
desirable. Requires knowledge of the overall functions, policies and responsibilities of the Commission.

CONTACTS 135

Continuous contact with the General Counsel, Assistant General Counsels and General Counsel staff members and
frequent contact with the Department of Justice and other Government Agencies, and retained private counsel In
the course of preparation of the Commission's position in litigated matters.

Occasional contact with the Commissioners in the course of formulating and preparing recommendations in connec-
tion with the quasi-judicial functions of the Commission. Frequent contact with NRC staff members to furnish
advice and legal counseling in connection with duties concerning legislation assigned by the General Counsel or
his Assistants. Occasional contact with persons in and out of Government to represent the General Counsel and
to present the views of the Commission.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 140

Supervision Received

The General Counsel.

Direct Supervision.
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...... I

Performs duties under the supervision of the General Counsel, and often under the technical guidance of a mor4J
senior attorney, with limited opportunity for independent action in NRC prime mission areas.

Independent Action

Makes legal recommendations on matters assigned for review. --

Drafts responses for the Commission to make to the Congress on proposed legislation.

Drafts interpretations of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as
amended, the National Environmental Policy Act, and the Administrative Procedures Act.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

'A .RKING CONDITIONS I

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 7t

Approved: April 30, 1980
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EVALUATION OF GS-1 - 15 POSITIONS LEG-20

REGULATIONS ATTORNEY, GS-0905-14

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as an attorney in the Regulations Division of the Office of the Executive Legal Director and as such
assists the Director and Chief Counsel of the Division in advising and rendering legal services to the various
NRC offices reporting to the Executive Director for Operations with respect to the preparation and review of
NRC regulations, amendments thereto and policy statements; the Interpreting of such regulations, policy state-
ments, relevant statutes and related legal authorities for the NRC staff and others; commenting on legislation
proposed by others; providing analyses and Interpretations of various statutes and legal authorities; rendering
legal-assistance to the NRC fuel cycle, material licensing and Indemnification activities, the NRC states and
international programs and the NRC export and import licensing activities; representing the NRC staff before the
Commission in connection with export licensing proceedings, as required.

REGULAR DUTIES

Incumbent has responsibility under the general direction of Director and Chief Counsel of the Division or
guidance of a senior attorney for reviewing and preparing effective NRC regulations and policy statements; for
preparing NRC staff papers recommending actions for the Commission to take with respect to regulations and
policy statements; and appearing before the Commission to support proposed regulations, policy statement or
positions.

Reviews for legal Implications and legal sufficiency, NRC staff papers, reports, evaluations, letters and other
communications prepared by NRC staff and others and makes or recommends revisions when necessary to conform
to legal requirements; provides oral or written replies to correspondence from NRC staff, other government
agencies, Members of Congress, Congressional Committees, and members of the public regarding the interpreta-
tion of statutes, regulations, and NRC policies and procedures.

In rendering legal services to the NRC staff incumbent is required to review technical documents to determine
their legal sufficiency; perform original legal research; develop solutions to complex legal problems and render
legal opinions and provide legal advice to NRC staff members.

Incumbent's duties involve both advocacy and counseling in connection with such matters as the licensing of fuel
cycle facilities and nuclear materials, the export and import licensing of nuclear facilities and materials, and the
indemnification of nuclear facilities.

Reviews and assists in the preparation and negotiation of international agreements, Interagency agreements and
related matters Involving the more difficult and complex technical and legal matters.

Incumbent participates In conferences with representatives and officials of Federal, State and foreign govern-
ments, international agencies, public interest and industrial groups as a representative of the NRC to solicit
their views, to present the views and position of the NRC; makes recommendations to NRC staff as to the
position to be taken by NRC and renders legal opinions regarding proposed courses of action.

Provides day-to-day advice to members of the NRC staff with respect to matters involving the regulation and
licensing of nuclear facilities, nuclear materials and the Indemnification of licensees.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Incumbent may represent the NRC staff or assist the Director and Chief Counsel of the Division or others in
representing the NRC staff before the Commission in adjudicatory matters or before other quasi-judicial tribunals
dealing with matters of interest to the NRC.

Assists NRC staff members in the preparation for appearance before Congressional Committees.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 490

Requires graduation from an accredited law school and bar membership. Incumbent must possess a knowledge
V> and understanding of basic legal principles and laws, the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy

Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the Administrative Procedure Act, other statutes, judicial opinions and
decisions and applicable Federal and State regulations. Incumbent must have a high order of professional skill
and ability to deal with complex legal problems. The incumbent must have had the benefit of several years of
experience in handling difficult legal problems, making statutory interpretations, preparing legal documents,
reviewing documents for legal sufficiency, and developing sound legal decisions and recommendations. Incumbent
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must also have the ability to understand highly complex scientific and technical subject matter and to present it
in an understandable fashion to others in the course of performing the specified duties of the position.

CONTACTS 155

Continuous contact with the Director and Chief Counsel of the Division and Senior Attorney for the purpose of
discussing legal opinions and recommendations, reviewing completed work, resolving legal problems and discussing
work assignments with members of the NRC staff; frequent contact with the Deputy Executive Legal Director to
discuss matters of NRC policy, receive policy guidance and to keep him informed on matters of mutual interest,
with members of the NRC staff to provide legal advice and services, with representatives of other government
and international agencies, Industrial groups and public interest groups to provide or obtain information relating
to legal problems arising from NRC regulatory activity or in presenting the views of the Commission; and
occasional contact with the Executive Legal Director, the Executive Director for Operations and NRC senior staff
members to present, discuss and respond to questions regarding legal aspects of matters of common interest.

RESPONS .ILITY FOR DECISIONS 195

Supervision Received

Director and Chief Counsel of Regulation Division.

General Supervision "B".

Guides are the Atomic Energy Act of 1974, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the
Administrative Procedure Act, other statutes, judicial decisions and opinions, rulings and decisions of administra-
tive tribunals and NRC rules, regulations and policies.

Incumbent performs assigned responsibilities with considerable independence and receives general guidance in
most instances regarding matters of policy.

Independent Action

Provides legal opinions and memorandums for NRC staff in assigned areas of responsibility.

Prepares interpretations of statutes, regulations, NRC policies and procedures on assigned matters.

Work Accepted Without Review

Legal advice given on a day-to-day basis to NRC staff members.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE

Approved: April 30, 1980
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EVALUATION OF GS-1 - 15 POSITIONS LEG-30

LITIGATION ATTORNEY, GS-0905-14

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as litigation attorney In the Hearing Division of the Office of the Executive Legal Director and as such
assists an Assistant Chief Hearing Counsel in advising and rendering legal service to the various NRC offices
reporting to the Executive Director for Operations on matters involving the licensing of nuclear facilities and
related activities, and In representing the NRC staff before Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards, Atomic Safety
and Licensing Appeal Boards and the Commission, as required, in connection with hearings on the licensing of
nuclear facilities.

REGULAR DUTIES

Incumbent has responsibility under the general direction of an Assistant Chief Hearing Counsel or guidance of a
Senior Litigation Attorney for representing the NRC staff in technically or legally difficult and complex hearings
bWfore Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards and Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Boards. Incumbent may.
assist the Assistant Chief Hearing Counsel or others in representing the NRC staff before the Commission in
connection with the licensing of nuclear facilities.

Incumbent's duties involve both advocacy and counseling in connection with such matters as the licensing of
nuclear power reactors, fuel reprocessing facilities, nuclear facility manufacturing licenses and related licensing
activities. The incumbent's duties may also involve dealing with sensitive national policy issues which arise
during the course of hearings and which call for the immediate exercise of independent professional judgment not
subject to review.

With minimal guidance, incumbent prepares and conducts such cases as indicated above including the preparation
of motions, briefs, and pre-trial discovery; independently obtains witnesses and develops their testimony; con-
ducts negotiations with intervenors, licensees, applicants, and attorneys, members of the public, and Federal,
State and local agencies; conducts direct and cross-examination on highly technical-scientific subjects; and
lregularly makes unreviewable decisions and oral arguments in the course of hearings on professionally taxing

\ . questions without opportunity for preparation. The incumbent also prepares and makes appellate arguments
before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board and may do so also before the Commission.

When serving as principal attorney In an assigned hearing case, provides leadership and guidance to assigned
backup attorneys which include such facets as assignment and/or review of pleadings, testimony, correspondence
related to assigned cases, preparation of witnesses, assignment and revision of other written work connected
with assigned cases, etc.

In providing legal services to the NRC staff incumbent is required to review technical documents to determine
their legal sufficiency; perform difficult original legal research; develop solutions to complex legal problems and
provide legal opinions and legal advice to NRC staff members.

Reviews sensitive correspondence and other sensitive written materials prepared by the NRC staff and makes or
recommends revisions, when necessary to conform to legal requirements; provides oral or written replies to
correspondence from NRC staff, other government agencies, Members of Congress and Congressional Committees,
and members of the public regarding the interpretation of statutes, regulations, and NRC policies and
procedures.

Provides day-to-day advice to members of the NRC staff with respect to matters Involving the licensing and
regulation of nuclear facilities and related activities.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Serves as backup attorney to other litigation attorneys In the Division to provide training, assistance and to
assure continuity In NRC staff legal representation.

Represents the Office of the Executive Legal Director, when so requested, in conferences with the Commission,
the NRC General Counsel, industrial groups, officials and representatives of other government agencies; foreign
governments and international agencies where their views are solicited and the position of the NRC are presented
in areas of mutual interest; evaluates and furnishes opinions concerning the impact of respective positions of
other agencies and private industry or the NRC program; and recommends positions to be taken by NRC and the
legality of proposed courses of action.

Participates in NRC staff meetings called for the purpose of resolving the more difficult and complex facility
licensing and regulation problems.
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ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 495

Requires graduation from an accredited law school and bar membership. Incumbent must possess a knowledge
and understanding of basic legal principles and laws, the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the National Environmental Policy Act, the Administrative Procedure
Act, statutes, judicial opinions and decisions, and applicable Federal and State regulations. Incumbent must
have a high order of professional skill and ability to independently prepare and try difficult administrative cases
and to argue them before appellate tribunals. The incumbent must have had the benefit of several years of
broad experience in handling difficult legal problems, preparing and trying cases, making statutory interpreta-
tions, preparing legal documents, reviewing documents for legal sufficiency, developing sound legal decisions and
recommendations. The incumbent must also have the ability to understand highly complex scientific and technical
subject matter and present it in an understandable fashion to others In the course of hearings and arguments.
The ability to effectively persuade people through oral argument is required when the incumbent Is operating in
an advocacy role during litigation proceedings or negotiating legal questions with Intervenors.

CONTACTS 160

Continuous contact with Senior Litigation Attorneys, the Assistant Chief Hearing Counsel, and members of the
NRC staff for the purpose of reporting on the status of case activity and/or the progress of hearings, and the
coordinating of the Office of the Executive Legal Director and NRC staff efforts concerning questions and
matters inherent in the issues involved; frequent contact with the Chief Hearing Counsel and the Deputy
Executive Legal Director to discuss matters of NRC policy, receive policy guidance and to keep them informed on
matters of mutual interest with Federal and State agencies and members of the public to provide or obtain
information relating to legal problems arising from NRC activities or in presenting the views of the Commission;
occasional contact with the Executive Legal Director, the Executive Director for Operations and NRC senior staff
members in order to brief them and/or coordinate their efforts or position on matters in litigation.

During litigation proceedings, contacts are frequently with witnesses who have interests at cross purposes wit:
the incumbent. These contacts require persuasiveness for the incumbent to be effective in an advocacy role.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 200

Supervision Received

Assistant Chief Hearing Counsel.

General supervision "B".

Guides are the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the
National Environmental Policy Act, the Administrative Procedure Act, other statutes, judicial decisions and
opinions, rulings and decisions of administrative tribunals and NRC rules, regulations and policies.

Incumbent performs assigned responsibilities with considerable independence and receives general guidance in
most instances regarding matters of policy.

Independent Action

Provides legal advice and opinions to NRC officials orally and in written form.

Prepares cases including briefs, motions, and pre-trial discovery.

Obtains witnesses and develops their testimony.

Reviews technical documents for legal sufficiency.

Decisions Made Without Review

Cross-examination' and points made during the course of oral arguments in litigation.
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LEG-30

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SrRE e8t
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LITIGATION ATTORNEY, GS-0905-14

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as litigation attorney in the Rulemaking and Enforcement Division of the Office of the Executive Legal
Director and as such assists the Director and Chief Counsel of the Division in advising and rendering legal
services to the various NRC offices reporting to the Executive Director for Operations on matters involving
rulemaking hearings, enforcement matters and related activities, and in representing the NRC staff before
Special Hearing Boards, Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards, Administrative Law Judges, Atomic Safety and
Licensing Appeal Boards and the Commission, as required.

REGULAR DUTIES

Incumbent has responsibility under the general direction of the Director and Chief Counsel of the Division or
guidance of a Senior Litigation Attorney for representing the NRC staff In technically or legally difficult and
complex hearings before Special Hearing Boards, Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards; Administrative Law
Judges, and Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Boards. Incumbent may represent the NRC staff, or assist the
Director and Chief Counsel of the Division or others in representing the NRC staff before the Commission in
cc nection with rulemaking, enforcement and related matters. Incumbe.. 's duties involve both advocacy and
counseling in connection with such matters as generic rulemaking proceedings involving complex technical
matters, enforcement of NRC regulations and license conditions involving nuclear facilities, nuclear materials and
nuclear safeguards. The incumbent's duties also involve dealing with sensitive policy issues of potential national
or even international significance which arise during the course of hearings and which call for the immediate
exercise of independent professional judgment not subject to review.

With minimal guidance, incumbent prepares and conducts such cases as indicated above including the preparation
of motions, briefs, and pre-trial discovery; independently obtains witnesses and develops their testimony; deals
with and negotiates with intervenors, licensees, applicants, and attorneys, members of the public, and Federal,
State and local agencies; conducts difficult direct and cross-examination on highly technical-scientific subjects;
and regularly makes unreviewable decisions and oral arguments in the course of hearings on professionally taxing
questions without opportunity for preparation. The incumbent may also prepare and make appellate arguments
before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board and may do so also before the Commission.

When serving as principal attorney in an assigned hearing case, provides leadership and guidance to assigned
back-up attorneys which include such facets as assignment and/or review of pleadings, testimony, correspondence
related to assigned cases, preparation of witnesses, assignment and revision of other written work connected
with assigned cases.

In providing legal services to the NRC staff incumbent is required to review technical documents to determine
their legal sufficiency; perform difficult original legal research; develop solutions to complex legal problems; and
provide legal opinions and legal advice to NRC staff members.

Reviews sensitive correspondence and other sensitive written materials prepared by the NRC staff and makes or
recommends revisions, when necessary to conform to legal requirements; provides oral or written replies to
correspondence from NRC staff, other government agencies, Members of Congress and Congressional Committees,
and members of the public regarding the interpretation of statutes, regulations, and NRC policies and procedures.

Provides day to day advice to senior members of the NRC staff with respect to matters involving rulemaking
hearings, enforcement matters and related activities.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Serves as back-up attorney to other litigation attorneys in the Division to provide training, assistance and to
assure continuity in NRC staff legal representation.

Represents the Office of the Executive Legal Director when so requested in conferences with the Commission, the
NRC General Counsel, industrial groups, officials and representatives of other government agencies, foreign
governments and international agencies where their views are solicited and the position of the NRC are presented
in areas of mutual interest; evaluates and furnishes opinions concerning the impact of respective positions of
other agencies and private industry on the NRC program; and recommends positions to be taken by NRC and the
legality of proposed courses of action.

Participates in NRC staff meetings called for the purpose of resolving difficult and complex rulemaking hearing
and enforcement problems. >
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ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 495

Requires graduation from an accredited law school and bar membership. Incumbent must possess a knowledge
and understanding of basic legal principles and laws, the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the National Environmental Policy Act, the Administrative Procedure
Act, statutes, judicial opinions and decisions, and applicable Federal and State regulations. Incumbent must
have a very high order of professional skill and ability to independently prepare and try difficult administrative
cases and to argue them before appellate tribunals. The incumbent must have had the benefit of several years
of broad experience in handling complex legal problems, preparing and trying cases, making statutory inter-
pretations, preparing legal documents, reviewing documents for legal sufficiency, developing sound legal
decisions and recommendations. The incumbent must also have the ability to understand highly complex scientific
and technical subject matter and present it in an understandable fashion to others In the course of hearings and
arguments. The ability to effectively persuade people through oral argument Is required when the incumbent is
operating in an advocacy role during litigation proceedings or negotiating legal questions with intervenors.

CONTACTS 160

Continuous contact with a Senior Litigation Attorney, the Director and Chief Counsel of the Division, and
members of the NRC staff for the purpose of reporting on the status of case activity and/or the progress of
hearings, and the coordinating of the Office of the Executive Legal Director and NRC staff efforts concerning
questions and matters inherent in the issues Involved; frequent contact with the Deputy Executive Legal Director
to discuss matters of NRC policy, receive policy guidance and to keep him informed on matters of mutual interest,
with Federal and State agencies and members of the public to provide or obtain information relating to NRC rule-
making or enforcement activity or in presenting the views of the Commission; and occasional contact with the
Executive Legal Director, Executive Director for Operations and NRC senior staff members in order to brief them
and/or coordinate their efforts or position on matters of common interest and concern.

During litigation proceedings, contacts are frequently with witnesses who have interests at cross purposes with
the incumbent. These contacts require persuasivenss for the incumbent to be effective in an advocacy role.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 200

Supervision Received

Director and Chief Counsel of the Rulemaking and Enforcement Division.

General Supervision 'B".

Guides are the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the
Administrative Procedure Act, other statutes, judicial decisions and opinions, rulings and decisions of administra-
tive tribunals and NRC rules, regulations and policies.

Incumbent performs assigned responsibilities with considerable independence and receives only general guidance
regarding matters of policy.

Independent Action

Provides legal advice and opinions to NRC officials orally and in written form.

Prepares cases including briefs, motions, and pre-trial discovery.

Obtains witnesses and develops their testimony.

Reviews technical documents for legal sufficiency.

Decisions Made Without Review

Cross-examination and points made during the course of oral arguments in litigation.
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SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 865
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LITIGATION ATTORNEY, GS-0905-14

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as litigation attorney in the Antitrust Division of the Office of the Executive Legal Director and as such
assists the Chief Counsel and Director of the Antitrust Division in advising and rendering legal service to the
various NRC offices reporting to the Executive Director for Operations on matters involving the NRC antitrust
programs, and in representing the NRC staff before Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards, Atomic Safety and
Licensing Appeal Boards and the Commission, as required, in connection with antitrust hearings on license appli-
cations for nuclear facilities and related matters.

REGULAR DUTIES

Incumbent has responsibility under the general direction of the Chief Counsel and Director of the Antitrust
Division or guidance of a Senior Litigation Attorney for representing the NRC staff In technically or legally
difficult and complex antitrust hearings before Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards and Atomic Safety and
Licrnsing Appeal Boards. Incumbent may assist the Chief Antitrust Co nsel or others In representing the NRC
sta.f before the Commission in connection with antitrust matters. Incunioent's duties involve both advocacy and
counseling in connection with antitrust matters involving the licensing of nuclear power reactors, fuel reproces-
sing facilities, and related licensing activities subject to NRC antitrust review and action. The incumbent's
duties may also involve dealing with sensitive national policy issues which arise during the course of antitrust
hearings and which call for the Immediate exercise of independent professional judgment not subject to review.

With minimal guidance, incumbent prepares and conducts such cases as indicated above including the preparation
of motions, briefs, and pre-trial discovery; independently obtains witnesses and develops their testimony; deals
with and negotiates with intervenors, licensees, applicants, and-attorneys, members of the public, and Federal,
State and local agencies; conducts direct and cross-examination on highly technical subjects; and regularly makes
unreviewable decisions and oral arguments In the course of antitrust hearings on professionally taxing questions
without opportunity for preparation. The incumbent also prepares and makes appellate arguments before the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board and may do so also before the Commission.

When serving as principal attorney in an assigned antitrust hearing case, provides leadership and guidance to
assigned backup attorneys which Include such facets as assigned and/or review of pleadings, testimony, corres-
pondence related to assigned cases, preparation of witnesses, assignment and revision of other written work con-
nected with assigned cases, etc.

In providing legal services to the NRC staff incumbent is required to review technical documents to determine
their legal sufficiency; perform difficult original legal research; develop solutions to complex legal problems; and
provides legal opinions and legal advice to NRC staff members.

Reviews sensitive correspondence and other sensitive written materials prepared by the NRC staff and makes or
recommends revisions, when necessary to conform to legal requirements; provides oral or written replies to cor-
respondence from NRC staff, other government agencies, Members of Congress and Congressional Committees,
and members of the public regarding the interpretation of statutes, regulations, and NRC policies and procedures,
and may represent the NRC staff, In meetings with the Department of Justice in connection with antitrust matters
of mutual interest to the Department and NRC.

Provides day to day advice to members of the NRC staff with respect to matters involving the NRC antitrust
activities.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Serves as backup attorney to other litigation attorneys in the Division to provide training, assistance and to
assure continuity in NRC staff legal representation.

Represents the Office of the Executive Legal Director when so requested in conferences with the Commission, the
NRC General Counsel, industrial groups, officials and representatives of other government agencies; foreign
governments and international agencies where their views are solicited and the position of the NRC are presented
in areas of mutual interest; evaluates and furnishes opinions concerning the impact of respective positions of
other agencies and private industry or the NRC program; and recommends positions to be taken by NRC and the
legality of proposed courses of action.

Participates in NRC staff meetings called for the purpose of resolving difficult and complex antitrust problems.
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ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 495

Requires graduation from an accredited law school and bar membership. Incumbent must possess a knowledge
and understanding of basic legal principles and laws, the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the Administrative Procedure Act, Federal antitrust laws, statutes,
judicial opinions and decisions,-and applicable Federal and State regulations. Incumbent must have a high order
of professional skill and ability to independently prepare and try difficult antitrust cases and to argue them
before appellate tribunals. The incumbent must have had the benefit of several years of broad experience in
handling complex legal problems, preparing and trying antitrust cases, making statutory interpretations,
preparing legal documents, reviewing documents for legal sufficiency, developing sound legal decisions and
recommendations. The incumbent must also have the ability to understand highly complex scientific and technical
subject matter and present It in an understandable fashion to others in the course of hearings and arguments.

The ability to effectively persuade people through oral argument Is required when the incumbent is operating in
an advocacy role during litigation proceedings to negotiating legal questions with intervenors.

CONTACTS 160

Continuous contact with a Senior Litigation Attorney, the Chief Antitrust Counsel, and members of the NRC staff
for the purpose of reporting on the status of case activity and/or the progress of antitrust hearings, and the
coordinating of the Office of the Executive Legal Director and NRC staff efforts concerning questions and matters
inherent in the antitrust issues involved; frequent contact with the Deputy Executive Legal Director to discuss
matters of NRC policy, receive policy guidance and to keep him informed on matters of mutual interest, Federal
and State agencies and members of the public to provide or obtain information relating to antitrust problems
arising from NRC activities or in presenting the views of the Commission; and occasional contact with the
Executive Legal Director, the Executive Director for Operations and NRC senior staff members in order to brief
them and/or coordinate their efforts or position on matters in litigation.

During litigation proceedings, contacts are frequently with witnesses who have interests at cross purposes with49
the incumbent. These contacts require persuasiveness for the incumbent to be effective in an advocacy role.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 200

Supervision Received

Chief Counsel and Director of the Antitrust Division.

General Supervision "B1.

Guides are the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the
Administrative Procedure Act, Federal antitrust laws, other statutes, judicial decisions and opinions, rulings and
decisions of administrative tribunals and NRC rules, regulations and policies.

Incumbent performs assigned responsibilities with considerable independence and receives only general guidance
regarding matters of policy.

Independent Action

Provides legal advice and opinions to NRC officials orally and in written form.

Prepares cases including briefs, motions, and pre-trial discovery.

Obtains witnesses and develops their testimony.

Reviews technical documents for legal sufficiency.

Decisions Made Without Review:

Cross-examination and points made during the course of oral arguments in litigation.
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SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 865
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SENIOR REGULATIONS ATTORNEY, GS-0905-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as senior attorney in the Regulations Division of the Office of the Executive Legal Director and as such
assists the Director and Chief Counsel of the Division in advising and providing legal services to the various
NRC offices reporting to the Executive Director for Operations with respect to the preparation and review of
NRC regulations, amendments thereto and policy statements; the interpreting of such regulations, policy state-
ments, relevant statutes and related legal authorities for the NRC staff and others; commenting on legislation
proposed by others; providing analyses and interpretations of various statutes and legal authorities; rendering
legal assistance to the NRC fuel cycle, material licensing and indemnification activities, the NRC States and
international programs and the NRC export and import licensing activities; representing the NRC staff before the
Commission in connection with export licensing proceedings, as required.

REGULAR DUTIES

Incumbent has full responsibility under the general direction of Director and Chief Counsel of the Division for
reviewing and preparing effective NRC regulations and policy statement- for preparing NRC staff papers recom-
mending actions for the Commission to take with respect to regulations and policy statements; and appearing
before the Commission to support proposed regulations, policy statements or positions.

Reviews for legal implications and legal sufficiency, NRC staff papers, reports, evaluations, letters and other
communications prepared by NRC staff and others and makes or recommends revisions when necessary to conform
to legal requirements; provides oral or written replies to correspondence from senior NRC staff, other government
agencies, Members of Congress, Congressional Committees, and members of the public regarding the interpretation
of statutes, regulations, and NRC policies and procedures.

In rendering legal services to the NRC staff incumbent is required to review technical documents to determine
their legal sufficiency; perform difficult original legal research; develop solutions to complex legal problems
uncharted by judicial precedent or administrative rulings; and render legal opinions and provide legal advice to
senior NRC staff members.

Incumbent's duties involve both advocacy and counseling in connection with such matters as the licensing of fue-
cycle facilities and nuclear materials, the export and import licensing of nuclear facilities and materials, and the
indemnification of nuclear facilities.

Reviews and assists in the preparation and negotiation of international agreements, interagency agreements and
related matters involving the most difficult and complex technical and legal matters.

Incumbent participates in conferences with high level representatives and officials of Federal, State and foreign
governments, international agencies, public interest and industrial groups as a representative of the NRC to
solicit their views, to present the views and position of the NRC; makes recommendations to senior NRC staff as
to the position to be taken by NRC and renders legal opinions regarding proposed courses of action.

Provides day-to-day advice to senior members of the NRC staff with respect to matters involving the regulation
and licensing of nuclear facilities, nuclear materials and the indemnification of licensees.

Provides leadership and guidance to attorneys in the Division which include such facets as assignment and/or
review of work.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Incumbent may represent the NRC staff or assist the Director and Chief Counsel of the Division or others in
representing the NRC staff before the Commission in adjudicatory matters or before other quasi-judicial tribunals
dealing with matters of interest to the NRC.

Assists senior NRC staff members in the preparation for appearances before Congressional Committees and appear
with them before such Committees.

Participates in NRC senior staff meetings called for the purpose of resolving the most difficult and complex
licensing and regulation problenms.

<-
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ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 540

Requires graduation from an accredited law school and bar membership. Incumbent must possess a thorough
knowledge and understanding of basic legal principles and laws, the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the
Energy Reorganization. Act of 1974, as amended, the Administrative Procedure Act, other statutes, judicial
opinions and decisions and applicable Federal and State regulations. Incumbent must have a very high order of
professional skill and ability to independently deal with complex legal problems. The incumbent must have had
the benefit of several years of broad experience In handling complex legal problems, making statutory Interpreta-
tions, preparing legal documents, reviewing documents for legal sufficiency, and developing sound legal decisions
and recommendations in a field In which little or no legal precedent has been established. Incumbent must also
have the ability to understand highly complex scientific and technical subject matter and to present it in an
understandable fashion to others In the course of performing the specified duties of the position.

CONTACTS 165

Continuous contact with the Director and Chief Counsel of the Division for the purpose of discussing legal
opinions and recommendations, reviewing completed work, resolving legal problems and discussing work assign-
ments with members of the NRC staff; frequent contact with the Executive Legal Director, the Deputy Executive
Legal Director to discuss matters of NRC policy, receive policy guidance and to keep them Informed on matters
of mutual Interest, with principal members of the NRC staff to provide legal advice and services, with repre-
sentatives of other government and international agencies, industrial groups and public Interest groups to
provide or obtain information relating to legal problems arising from NRC regulatory activity or in presenting the
views of the Commission; and occasional contact with the Commission, the Executive Director for Operations and
NRC senior staff members to present, discuss and respond to questions regarding legal aspects of matters of
common interest.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 225

Supervision Received

Director and Chief Counsel of Regulation Division.

General Supervision "A".

Guides are the Atomic Energy. Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the
Administrative Procedure Act, other statutes, judicial decisions and opinions, rulings and decisions of administra-
tive tribunals and NRC rules, regulations and policies.

Incumbent performs assigned responsibilities independently with only general guidance provided on policy matters.
Normally, opinions and recommendations are accepted with little or no review; however, in matters known to be
of particular concern or interest to the Commission, incumbent's recommendations may be subject to review by
the Executive Legal Director.

Independent Action

Provides authoritative legal opinions and advice to NRC staff in assigned areas of responsibility.

Prepares new or revised NRC regulations and Commission staff papers recommending courses of action on
regulations or policy statements.

Prepares interpretations of statutes, regulations, NRC policies and procedures in response to Congressional or
other inquiries from the public which require authoritative interpretations.

Develops solutions to legal problems uncharted by judicial precedent or administrative ruling.

Work Accepted Without Review

Legal advice given on a day-to-day basis that guides NRC staff in the accomplishment of their work.

Review of documents for legal implications and sufficiency that require such a concurrence before their dispatch.
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SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE * 940
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SENIOR LITIGATION ATTORNEY, GS-0905-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as senior litigation attorney in the Rulemaking and Enforcement Division of the Office of the Executive
Legal Director and as such assists the Director and Chief Counsel of the Division in advising and rendering legal
services to the various NRC offices reporting to the Executive Director for Operations on matters involving rule-
making hearings, enforcement matters and related activities, and in representing the NRC staff before Special
Hearing Boards, Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards, Administrative Law Judges, Atomic Safety and Licensing
Appeal Boards and the Commission, as required.

REGULAR DUTIES

Incumbent has full responsibility under the general direction of Director and Chief Counsel of the Division for
representing the NRC staff In the most technically or legally difficult and complex rulemaking and enforcement
hearings before Special Hearing Boards, Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards, Administrative Law Judges, and
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Boards which Involve unique technical problems or issues; which are of
precedent setting Importance to the NRC; and which involve broad pubi.. participation or Interest. Incumbent
may represent the NRC staff, or assist the Director and Chief Counsel of the Division or others In representing
the NRC staff before the Commission In connection with rulemaking enforcement and related matters.

Incumbent's duties involve both advocacy and counseling in connection with such matters as generic rulemaking
proceedings involving highly complex technical matters, enforcement of NRC regulations and license conditions
involving nuclear facilities, nuclear materials and nuclear safeguards. The incumbent's duties also Involve
dealing with sensitive policy issues of potential national or even international significance which arise during the
course of hearings and which call for the Immediate exercise of independent professional judgment not subject to
review.

Without guidance, incumbent prepares and conducts such cases as indicated above Including the preparation of
motions, briefs, and pre-trial discovery; Independently obtains witnesses and develops their testimony; deals
with and negotiates with Intervenors, licensees, applicants, and attorneys, members of the public, and Federal,

K> State and local agencies; conducts direct and cross-examination on highly technical-scientific subjects; and
regularly makes unreviewable decisions and oral arguments in the course of hearings on professionally taxing.
questions without opportunity for preparation. The incumbent also prepares and makes appellate arguments
before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board and may do so also before the Commission.

When serving as principal attorney in an assigned hearing case provides leadership and guidance to assigned
backup attorneys which include such facets as assignment and/or review of pleadings, testimony, correspondence
related to assigned cases, preparation of witnesses, correspondence related to assigned cases, preparation of
witnesses, assignment and revision of other written work connected with assigned cases, etc.

In providing legal services to the NRC staff incumbent is required to review technical documents to determine
their legal sufficiency; perform difficult original legal research; develop solutions to complex legal problems
uncharted by judicial precedent or administrative rulings; and provide legal opinions and legal advice to senior
NRC staff members.

Reviews sensitive correspondence and other sensitive written materials prepared by the NRC staff and makes or
recommends revisions, when necessary to conform to legal requirements; provides oral or written replies to cor-
respondence from senior NRC staff, other government agencies, Members of Congress and Congressional
Committees, and members of the public regarding the interpretation of statutes, regulations, and NRC policies
and procedures.

Provides day-to-day advice to senior members of the NRC staff with respect to matters Involving rulemaking
hearings, enforcement matters and related activities.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Serves as backup attorney to other litigation attorneys in the Division to provide training, assistance and to
assure continuity In NRC staff legal representation.

Represents the Office of the Executive Legal Director when so requested in conferences with the Commission, the
NRC General Counsel, industrial groups, officials and representatives of other government agencies; foreign

l> governments and international agencies where their views are solicited and the positions of the NRC are presented
in areas of mutual interest; evaluates and furnishes opinions concerning the impact of respective positions of
other agencies and private industry on the NRC program; and recommends positions to be taken by NRC and the
legality of proposed courses of action.
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Participates in NRC senior staff meetings called for the purpose of resolving the most difficult and complex rult
making hearing and enforcement problems.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 545

Requires graduation from an accredited law school and bar membership. Incumbent must possess a thorough
knowledge and understanding of basic legal principles and laws, the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the National Environmental Policy Act, the Administrative
Procedure Act, statutes, judicial opinions and decisions, and applicable Federal and State regulations.
Incumbent must have a very high order of professional skill and ability to independently prepare and try
complex administrative cases and to argue them before appellate tribunals. The incumbent must have had the
benefit of several years of broad experience in handling complex legal problems, preparing and trying cases,
making statutory interpretations, preparing legal documents, reviewing documents for legal sufficiency,
developing sound legal decisions and recommendations in a field In which little or no legal precedent has been
established. The incumbent must also have the ability to understand highly complex scientific and technical
subject matter and present it in an understandable fashion to others in the course of hearings and arguments.

The ability to effectively persuade people through oral argument is required when the incumbent is operating in
an advocacy role during litigation proceedings or negotiating legal questions with intervenors.

CONTACTS 170

Continuous contact with the Director and Chief Counsel of the Division, the Deputy Executive Legal Director and
members of the NRC staff for the purpose of reporting on the status of case activity and/or the progress of
hearings, and the coordinating of the Office of the Executive Legal Director and NRC staff efforts concerning
questions and matters inherent in the issues involved; frequent contact with the Executive Legal Director to
discuss matters of NRC policy, receive policy guidance and to keep him informed on matters of mutual interest
with Federal and State agencies and members of industrial or public interest groups to provide or obtain
information relating to NRC rulemaking or enforcement activity or in presenting the views of the Commission; aW
occasional contact with the Executive Director for Operations and NRC senior staff members in order to brief
them and/or coordinate their efforts or position on matters of common interest and concern.

During litigation proceedings, contacts are frequently with witnesses who have interests at cross purposes with
the incumbent. These contacts require the highest degree of persuasiveness in order for the incumbent to be
effective in an advocacy role.

Negotiates legal questions with intervenors who frequently are at cross purposes with the incumbent.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 230

Supervision Received

Director and Chief Counsel of the Rulemaking and Enforcement Division.

General Supervision "A".

Guides are the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the
Administrative Procedure Act, other statutes, judicial decisions and opinions, rulings and decisions of administra-
tive tribunals and NRC rules, regulations and policies.

Incumbent performs assigned responsibilities independently with only general guidance provided on policy
matters. Normally, opinions and recommendations are accepted with little or no review; however, in matters
known to be of particular concern or interest to the Commission, incumbent's recommendations may be subject to
review by the Executive Legal Director.

Independent Action

Provides authoritative legal advice and opinions to NRC officials on the most legally difficult and complex
matters.

Prepares cases including briefs, motions, and pre-trial discovery. Obtains witnesses and develops their
testimony.
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Determines the legal sufficiency when reviewing technical documents.

Develops solutions to legal problems uncharted by judicial precedent or administrative rulings.

Recommends:

Changes in legal procedures requiring approval of higher authority.

Legal courses of action when such alternatives are available for use in assigned matters.

Decisions Made Without Review

Cross examination and points made during the course of oral arguments in litigation.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 955

f;,
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SENIOR LITIGATION ATTORNEY, GS-0905-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as senior litigation attorney in the Antitrust Division of the Office of the Executive Legal Director and as
such assists the Chief Counsel and Director of the Antitrust Division in advising and rendering legal service to
the various NRC offices reporting to the Executive Director for Operations on matters involving the NRC anti-
trust program, and in representing the NRC staff before Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards, Atomic Safety and
Licensing Appeal Boards and the Commission, as required, in connection with antitrust hearings on license
applications for nuclear facilities and related matters.

REGULAR DUTIES

Incumbent has full responsibility under the general direction of the Chief Counsel and Director of the Antitrust
Division for representing the NRC staff in the most technically or legally difficult and complex antitrust hearings
before Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards and Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Boards which involve applicat-
ions for iclear facility licenses that pose unique antitrust problems; which involve multiparty applicants and
intervenors; and which are of precedent setting importance to the NRC. Incumbent may represent the NRC
staff, or assist the Chief Antitrust Counsel or others in representing the NRC staff before the Commission in
connection with antitrust matters. Incumbent's duties involve both advocacy and counseling in connection with
antitrust matters involving the licensing of nuclear power reactors, fuel reprocessing facilities, and related
licensing activities subject to NRC antitrust review and action. The incumbent's duties also involve dealing with
sensitive national policy issues which arise during the course of antitrust hearings and which call for the
immediate exercise of independent professional judgment not subject to review.

Without guidance, incumbent prepares and conducts such cases as indicated above including the preparation of
motions, briefs, and pre-trial discovery; independently obtains witnesses and develops their testimony; deals
with and negotiates with intervenors, licensees, applicants, and attorneys, members of the public, and Federal,
State and local agencies; conducts direct and cross-examination on highly technical subjects; and regularly mat-
unreviewable decisions and oral arguments in the course of antitrust hearings on professionally taxing questio
without opportunity for preparation. The incumbent also prepares and makes appellate arguments before the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board and may do so also before the Commission.

When serving as principal attorney in an assigned antitrust hearing case, provides leadership and guidance to
assigned backup attorneys which include such facets as assignment and/or review of pleadings, testimony,
correspondence related to assigned cases, preparation of witnesses, assignment and revision of other written
work connected with assigned cases, etc.

In providing legal services to the NRC staff incumbent is required to review technical documents to determine
their legal sufficiency; perform difficult original legal research; develop solutions to complex legal problems
uncharted by judicial precedent or administrative rulings; and provides legal opinions and legal advice to senior
NRC staff members.

Reviews sensitive correspondence and other sensitive written materials prepared by the NRC staff and makes or
recommends revisions, when necessary to conform to legal requirements; provides oral or written replies to
correspondence from senior NRC staff, other government agencies, Members of Congress and Congressional
Committees, and members of the public regarding the interpretation of statutes, regulations, and NRC policies
and procedures; and represents the NRC staff before the Department of Justice in connection with antitrust
matters which are of major interest and concern to the Department and to NRC.

Provides day-to-day advice to senior members of the NRC staff with respect to matters involving the NRC
antitrust activities.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Serves as backup attorney to other litigation attorneys in the Division to provide training, assistance and to
assure continuity in NRC staff legal representation.

Represents the Office of the Executive Legal Director, when so requested, in conferences with the Commission,
the NRC General Counsel, industrial groups, officials and representatives of other government agencies, foreign
governments and international agencies where their views are solicited and the positions of the NRC are pre-
sented in areas of mutual interest; evaluates and furnishes opinions concerning the impact of respective posit
of other agencies and private industry or the NRC program; and recommends positions to be taken by NRC at,.
the legality of proposed courses of action.

Participates in NRC senior staff meetings called for the purpose of resolving the most difficult and complex
antitrust problems.
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ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 545

Requires graduation from an accredited law school and bar membership. Incumbent must possess a thorough
knowledge and understanding of basic legal principles and laws, the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the Administrative Procedure Act, Federal antitrust laws,
statutes, judicial opinions and decisions, and applicable Federal and State regulations. Incumbent must have a
very high order of professional skill and ability to independently prepare and try complex antitrust cases and to
argue them before appellate tribunals. The incumbent must have had the benefit of several years of broad
experience in handling complex legal problems, preparing and trying antitrust cases, making statutory Inter-
pretations, preparing legal documents, reviewing documents for legal sufficiency, developing sound legal
decisions and recommendations in a field in which little or no legal precedent has been established. The
Incumbent must also have the ability to understand complex scientific and technical subject matter and present it
in an understandable fashion to others in the course of hearings and arguments.

The ability to effectively persuade people through oral argument is required when the incumbent is operating In
e advocacy role during litigation proceedings or negotiating leg I questions with intervenors.

CONTACTS 170

Continuous contact with the Chief Antitrust Counsel, the Deputy Executive Legal Director and members of the
NRC staff for the purpose of reporting on the status of case activity and/or the progress of antitrust hearings,
and the coordinating of the Office of the Executive Legal Director and NRC staff efforts concerning questions
and matters Inherent in the antitrust issues involved; frequent contact with the Executive Legal Director to
discuss matters of NRC antitrust policy, receive policy guidance, and to keep him informed on matters of mutual
interest with Federal and State agencies and members of the public to provide or obtain Information relating to
antitrust problems arising from NRC activities or In presenting the views of the Commission; and occasional
contact with the Executive Director for Operations and NRC senior staff members in order to brief them and/or

J coordinate their efforts or position on matters in litigation.

During litigation proceedings, contacts are frequently with witnesses who have Interests at cross purposes with
the Incumbent. These contacts require the highest degree of persuasiveness in order for the Incumbent to be
effective In an advocacy role.

Negotiates legal questions with Intervenors who frequently are at cross purposes with the Incumbent.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 230

Supervision Received

Chief Counsel and Director of the Antitrust Division.

General Supervision "A".

Guides are the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the
Administrative Procedure Act, the Federal antitrust laws, other statutes, judicial decisions and opinions, rulings
and decisions of administrative tribunals and NRC rules, regulations and policies.

Incumbent performs assigned responsibilities Independently with only general guidance provided on policy matters.
Normally, opinions and recommendations are accepted with little or no review; however, in matters known to be
of particular concern or interest to the Commission, incumbent's recommendations may be subject to review by
the Executive Legal Director.

Independent Action

Provides authoritative legal advice and opinions to NRC officials on the most legally difficult and complex matters.

Prepares cases including briefs, motions, and pre-trial discovery.

Obtains witnesses and develops their testimony.

Determines the legal sufficiency when reviewing technical documents.
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Develops solutions to legal problems uncharted by judicial precedent or administrative rulings.

Recommends:

Changes in legal procedures requiring approval of higher authority.

Legal courses of action when such alternatives are available for use in assigned matters.

Decisions Made Without Review

Cross-examination and points made during the course of oral arguments in litgation.-

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE E
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~-~SENIOR LITIGATION ATTORNEY, GS-0905-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as senior litigation attorney In the Hearing Division of the Office of the Executive Legal Director and as
such assists an Assistant Chief Hearing Counsel of the Division in advising and rendering legal services to the
various NRC offices reporting to the Executive Director for Operations on matters involving the licensing of
nuclear facilities and related activities, and in representing the NRC staff before Atomic Safety and Licensing
Boards, Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Boards and the Commission, as required, in connection with
hearings on the licensing of nuclear facilities.

REGULAR DUTIES

Incumbent has full responsibility under the general direction of an Assistant Chief Hearing Counsel for
representing the NRC staff In the most technically or legally difficult and complex hearings before Atomic Safety
and Licensing Boards and Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Boards Involving a nuclear facility whose design
or features are unique; and/or whose site has unusual or exceptionally difficult problem posing aspects; and or
where pub. _ reception of the facility Is intense or extensive. Incumbent may represent the NRC staff, or assis;
the Assistant Chief Hearing Counsel or others in representing the NRC staff before the Commission in connection
with the licensing of nuclear facilities.

Incumbent's duties involve both advocacy and counseling in connection with such matters as the licensing of
nuclear power reactors, fuel reprocessing facilities, nuclear facility manufacturing licenses and related licensing
activities. The incumbent's duties also involve dealing with sensitive policy issues of potential national or even
international significance which arise during the course of hearings and which call for the immediate exercise of
independent professional judgment not subject to review.

Without guidance, Incumbent prepares and conducts such cases as indicated above including the preparation of
motions, briefs, and pre-trial discovery; Independently obtains witnesses and develops their testimony; conducts
negotiations with intervenors, licensees, applicants, and attorneys, members of the public, and Federal, State
and local agencies; conducts direct and cross-examination on highly technical-scientific subjects; and regularly

_J makes unreviewable decisions and oral arguments in the course of hearings on professionally taxing questions
without opportunity for preparation. The incumbent also prepares and makes appellate arguments before the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board and may do so also before the Commission.

When serving as principal attorney in an assigned hearing case, provides leadership and guidance to assigned
back-up attorneys which include such facets as assignment and/or review of pleadings, testimony, correspondence
related to assigned cases, preparation of witnesses, assignment and revision of other written work connected
with assigned cases, etc.

In providing legal services to the NRC staff incumbent is required to review technical documents to determine
their legal sufficiency; perform difficult original legal research; develop solutions to complex legal problems
uncharted by judicial precedent or administrative rulings; and provide legal opinions and legal advice to senior
NRC staff members.

Reviews sensitive correspondence and other sensitive written materials prepared by the NRC staff and makes or
recommends revisions when necessary to conform to legal requirements; provides oral or written replies to corre-
spondence from senior NRC staff, other government agencies, members of Congress and Congressional Committees,
and members of the public regarding the interpretation of statutes, regulations, and NRC policies and procedures.

Provides day-to-day advice to senior members of the NRC staff with respect to matters involving the licensing
and regulation of nuclear facilities and related activities.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Serves as back-up attorney to other litigation attorneys in the Division to provide training, assistance and to
assure continuity in NRC staff legal representation.

Represents the Office of Executive Legal Director when so requested, in conferences with the Commission, the
NRC General Counsel, industrial groups, officials and representatives of other government agencies; foreign
governments and international agencies where their views are solicited and the positions of the NRC are pre-
sented in areas of mutual interest; evaluates and furnishes opinions concerning the impact of respective positions
of other agencies and private industry or the NRC program; and recommends positions to be taken by NRC and
'he legality of proposed courses of action.

Participates in NRC senior staff meetings called for the purpose of resolving the most difficult and complex
facility licensing and regulation problems.
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ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 545

Requires graduation from an accredited law school and bar membership. Incumbent must possess a thorough
knowledge and understanding of basic legal principles and laws, the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the National Environmental Policy Act, the Administrative
Procedure Act, statutes, judicial opinions and decisions, and applicable Federal and State regulations.
Incumbent must have a very high order of professional skill and ability to independently prepare and try
complex administrative cases and to argue them before appellate tribunals. The incumbent must have had the
benefit of several years of broad experience in handling complex legal problems, preparing and trying cases,
making statutory interpretations, preparing legal documents, reviewing documents for legal sufficiency,
developing sound legal decisions and recommendations in a field in which little or no legal precedent has been
established. The incumbent must also have the ability to understand high complex scientific and technical
subject matter and present it in an understandable fashion to others in the course of hearings and arguments.

The ability to effectively persuade people through oral argument is required when the incumbent is operating in
a- advocacy role during litigation proceedings or negotiating legal que-lons with intervenors.

CONTACTS 170

Continuous contact with the Assistant Chief Hearing Counsel, the Chief Hearing Counsel, the Deputy Executive
Legal Director and principal members of the NRC staff for the purpose of reporting on the status of case
activity and/or the progress of hearings, and the coordinating of the Office of the Executive Legal Director and
NRC staff efforts concerning questions and matters inherent in the issues involved; frequent contact with the
Executive Legal Director to discuss matters of NRC policy, receive policy guidance and to keep him informed on
matters of mutual Interest, with Federal and State agencies and members of industrial or public interest groups
to provide or obtain information relating to legal problems arising from NRC activities or in presenting the view-
of the Commission; and occasional contact with the Executive Director for Operations and NRC senior staff
members in order to brief them and/or coordinate their efforts or position on matters in litigation.

During litigation proceedings, contacts are frequently with witnesses who have interests at cross purposes with
the incumbent. These contacts require the highest degree of persuasivenss in order for the incumbent to be
effective in an advocacy role.

Negotiates legal questions with intervenors who frequently are at cross purposes with the incumbent.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 230

Supervision Received

Assistant Chief Hearing Counsel.

General Supervision "A".

Guides are the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the
National Environmental Policy Act, the Administrative Procedure Act, other statutes, judicial decisions and
opinions, rulings and decisions of administrative tribunals and NRC rules, regulations and policies.

Incumbent performs assigned responsibilities independently with only general guidance provided on policy
matters. Normally, opinions and recommendations are accepted with little or no review; however, in matters
known to be of particular concern or interest to the Commission, incumbent's recommendations may be subject to
review by the Executive Legal Director.

Independent Action

Provides authoritative legal advice and opinions to NRC officials on the most legally difficult and complex
matters.

Prepares cases including briefs, motions, and pre-trial discovery.

Obtains witnesses and develops their testimony.
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Determines the legal sufficiency when reviewing technical documents.

Develops solutions to legal problems uncharted by judicial precedent or administrative rulings.

Recommends:

Changes In legal procedures requiring approval of higher authority.

Legal courses of action when such alternatives are available for use in assigned matters.

Decisions Made Without Review

Cross examination and points made during the course of oral arguments In litigation.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None. i

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 955

Approved: April 30, 1980
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OPERATIONS RESEARCH ANALYST, GS-1515-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Designs and performs studies on current NRC Safeguards Regulations, vulnerabilities of established and potential
safeguards systems, threats to established and proposed safeguards systems and alternate systems options. Uses
latest operations analysis techniques to construct models for use in the studies and translates the models to com-
puter programs. Conducts sensitivity analysis and establishes cost/benefit baselines. Determines performance
requirements based on study results. Integrates study results into a coherent set of recommendations to improve
safeguard regulations, guidelines, criteria and procedures.

REGULAR DUTIES

Defines and designs studies required to achieve safeguards system objectives. Determines the best operations
research techniques to be used on each study and insures that each study is compatible with overall program
goals. Examples of studies include an independent study to identify the role of material accountability within the
total nuclear safeguards program and an analysis of portal monitoring as a means to detect diversion of strategic
amounts of soecial nuclear material.

Assures that required models and computer programs are developed to carry out study efforts. Reviews the
running, debugging and improvement of the computer programs.

Conducts sensitivity analyses of alternatives generated by studies.

Derives performance requirements of new proposed systems from results of studies. Also compares and integrates
recommendations from various studies.

Identifies and recommends research and development requirements for safeguards systems improvements.

Maintains awareness and proficiency in current and developing techniques and theories of operations research.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 475

Professional education and experience equivalent to beyond a bachelor's degree plus several additional years of
training and experience in fields related to operations research.

Broad knowledge of the techniques associated with systems and operations research analysis including queing
theory, renewal theory, linear and non-linear programming techniques, fault-free analyses, probability theory,
and statistics, classical as well as Bayesian.

The ability to identify needed study efforts and to select the correct operations research techniques and to
construct and program models.

Ability to debug and assure that needed models and computer programs are prepared and to interpret the results.

Sufficient written and oral communications skill to present technical results in reports and meetings with technical
people.

Thorough knowledge of safeguards issues, problems, policies, practices and procedures, as well as overall
knowledge of NRC's programs and the regulatory process.

CONTACTS 125

Frequent contact with the scientific and technical personnel on the NRC staff to obtain data and information on
which to base studies and to present study findings and recommendations with proposal reasons for taking new
actions or revising existing programs. Frequent contact with the technical personnel on licensee staffs and
national laboratories to obtain data and to discuss NRC programs. These contacts are for the purpose of
obtaining information on which to base areas of study and to select the most promising areas of study.

Frequent contact with technical personnel and senior level management in contract study organizations that
provide contract support to NRC in order to transmit instructions and coordinate study efforts being carried out
to support the incumbent's areas of investigation.
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Occasional contact with the Commissioners' staffs to explain the ongoing studies and results.

Occasional contact with academic and technical personnel in study organizations and associations to maintain
proficiency in developing professional areas.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 160

Supervision Received

Section Leader, Test and Evaluation Branch.

General Supervision 'Al.

Guidelines are NRC regulations and technical reports and journals.

Independent Action

Proposes subject and coverage of studies to be undertaken and selects operational analysis techniques to be
used.

Determines questions to be postulated, means for exploring questions, conclusions, findings and recommendations
without reference to supervisor.

Reviews the operation, improvement and debugging of computer programs associated with the studies.

Performs sensitivity analysis of alternative recommendations generated by studies.

Identifies and recommends research and development requirements for safeguards systems.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 710
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RISK ASSESSMENT ANALYST, GS-1515-14

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Undertakes major probability analysis assignments for the assessment of risks to public health, safety, or
environment associated with a significant complex of the nuclear reactor safety system. Risk assessments are
undertaken to evaluate in quantitative terms the relative safety of systems, equipment and procedures operative
in nuclear reactors to provide guidance to NRC Commissioners and staff in licensing decisions and for effective
utilization of resources. The assignments have these typical significant characteristics:

a. The assignments are managerially and technically very difficult and complex in that they contain crucial,
controversial aspects which are without risk assessment precedent and represent serious uncertainties in
essential knowledge.

b. The assignments relate to controversial issues for which sophisticated assessments of risks are of critical
importance and urgency to the NRC licensing program, of strong public Interest, and of particular value to
top revel NRC professionals whose determinations and judgments require the use of valid risk assessment
models and parameters.

c. The assignments are sufficiently complex and urgent to warrant contracting with a research laboratory or
laboratories somewhat knowledgeable in risk assessment studies of nuclear reactors but due to the
uniqueness of the assignment there is need for a high degree of project management and risk assessment
expertise to effectively control the contract, to provide professional insight into approaches and
controversies, to integrate findings and considerations into the NRC licensing needs as well as to monitor
milestones and expectations.

d. Many assignments are sufficiently larger and urgent as to warrant subdivision into phases and tasks for
accomplishment of participating NRC professionals serving as team members of the incumbent as project
leader.

e. As required serves as team leader in projects requiring the assignment of professional staff as team
members. Reviews assignments, emphasizes priorities, evaluates performance, coordinates findings and
recommendations in a consolidated report.

REGULAR DUTIES

As Risk Assessment Engineer, incumbent carries out technical and administrative duties as they concern
quantitative analysis of reactor safety and initiates appropriate actions to obtain solutions to problems which
arise in fulfilling assignments.

Designs and develops risk analysis studies of reactor safety facilities appropriate to the specifics of assigned
projects.

Designs and develops performance criteria for national laboratories and contractors to be used in performing risk
analysis studies; prepares scope of work, milestones, tasks, factors to be considered, reporting requirements.

Reviews and evaluates contract proposals and either approves, amends, or disapproves the proposed approach
based on technical feasibility or applicability to the overall requirements and consistency with the current status
of the art.

During the course of a contract, as the technical representative for the contract, works closely with contract
laboratory officials to ensure continuity of purpose, initiation of new approaches as needed, energetic pursuit,
and maintenance of a prevailing attitude of professionalism towards a wholly rational, defensible set of observa-
tions, findings, and recommendations.

Reviews periodic and final reports submitted by contract laboratories, and recommends how best to implement
these concepts that appear promising for meeting current needs and anticipated needs for quantitative risk
assessment methods.

Keeps abreast of current and planned research work in risk assessment nationally and internationally by
attending and participating, often as a panel member, in professional seminars, conferences, and workshops as
well as keeping current with publications in the field of risk assessment and nuclear reactor safety.

Evaluates contractor performance in terms of adequacy and quality of work, costs, and meeting schedules in
matters pertaining to fault tree analysis. Makes recommendations regarding redirection of efforts based on
changing program requirements, potential application of results, or contractor performance.
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Prepares reports, as required for effective presentation of the Branch's evaluations, to the Office Directors, and
the Commissioners.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Prepares material pertaining to Branch functions for use of office Director or Commissioners when testifying
before Congressional Committees, Bureau of Budget, etc.

Prepares for publications or oral delivery at technical meetings; articles on quantitative analysis of safety
methods.

Serves as editorial assistant to various official journals, special reports, and other published technical activities.

Serves-as liaison for Director on various technical advisory committees.

Serves as technical advisor to contractor selection boards.

Assists various educational institutions and groups in training and in educational programs as they relate to
reactor safety methods evaluation.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 505

Broad and thorough knowledge and experience of theoretical and engineering analysis of nuclear systems. This
knowledge must be sufficient to permit analysis of programs encompassing unique studies and projects in
uncharted fields which will substantially advance knowledge in the nuclear safety field.

Sound knowledge in other scientific and engineering disciplines related to nuclear safety such as metallurgy,
fluid hydraulics, chemistry, neutronics and numerical analyses to permit authoritative judgments on concepts and
experiments which will affect program direction and the use of complex concepts In connection with the inter-
pretation of nuclear reactor accidents.

Knowledge of reactor design and engineering practices and of research and development work being done by
government or private laboratories to effectively evaluate the feasibility of recommended programs, and to Insure
that the efforts of other agencies and laboratories are not being duplicated.

Specialized experience and training In risk assessment methodology, i.e., use of reliability type data for the
quantitative analysis of event trees and fault trees including common cause failures.

Skill in written and oral communication sufficient for effective presentation of complex technical problems In a
form for top level policy decisions.

CONTACTS 135

Daily contact with Branch Chiefs in the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research and with senior professional
personnel in other NRC Divisions to explain assigned research projects, to obtain and give technical information,
to obtain cooperation on joint efforts, and to obtain agreement on research objectives.

Frequent contacts with top and middle scientific management personnel of operations offices, national laboratories,
universities and industrial contractors. These contacts are for the purpose of reporting progress of work,
evaluation of related programs, providing technical advice and assistance, convincing others of the need for
changes in research directions and coordinating the application of program results with codes, standards,
analyses methods, and regulatory criteria.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 175

Supervision Received

Chief, Probabilistic Analysis Branch.

General Supervision 'All.
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Confers with Branch Chief on milestones, priorities, utilization of resources, and resolution of unique problems
and approaches in risk assessment.

Guidelines are overall NRC and Office policies as defined in the organizational responsibilities of the Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research.

Independent Action

Draws independent conclusions and makes recommendations regarding system analysis. Recommends:

a. Reliability models for systems analysis of reactors.

b. Programming to meet objectives of Probabilistic Analysis Staff.

c. New areas for risk assessment research which might be pursued of benefit to the program particularly for
overcoming serious deficiencies In current state of knowledge.

Prepares recommendations, as needed.

Develops new methods, as needed.

Decisions Made Without Review

Resolves day-to-day systems analysis problems concerning all aspects of the program.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal administrative effort.

TOTAL SCORE 825
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K>
HEALTH PHYSICIST, GS-1306-9

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Analyzes from the radiological safety and/or environmental protection standpoint specific portions of license
applications and environmental reports for assigned fuel cycle plants to assess the adequacy of the applicant's
protection program.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews assigned portions of license applications and environmental reports from a radiological safety standpoint.
Portions cover such matters as the adequacy of the proposed site, the design bases of the principal structures,
systems and components of the plant, and the applicant's procedures to protect environmental values and the
health and safety of the general public and plant employees. Portions assigned are the less complex, conven-
tional structures, facilities, problems or issues.

Confers with technical representatives of organizations proposing ne or modified facilities to obtain factual
information to resolve questions of doubt concerning details of an application which have a bearing on safety and
environmental protection matters.

Assists senior technical personnel in the evaluation of results of research and development work in the field of
radiological safety conducted by other Government agencies or under contract to NRC for their significance to
nuclear safety and environmental protection. Portions of studies assigned to the incumbent involve compilation
and summarization of quantitative data, using standard, accepted methods.

BASIC SKILLS 290

Knowledge of standard principles, theory, and practices in the field of radiological safety with some knowledge
i J of their application to fuel cycle plants. Such knowledge is normally gained through a B.S. in Health Physics

~- supplemented by some experience. Competence must be sufficient to analyze conventional features of plant
systems related to radiological safety and to assess radiological doses resulting from plant effluents.

Knowledge of standard methods for measurement and reduction of radioactive effluents and for calculating
radiation doses resulting from plant effluents.

Sufficient familiarity with standard computation methods in radiological safety problems to aid the analysis and
evaluation of portions of research proposals.

CONTACTS 75

As directed and approved by supervisor, makes occasional contact with middle management and technical person-
nel of applicants for licenses, NRC contractors, industrial, NRC, and other governmental agencies to discuss
technical matters relating to the hazards inherent in the design, operation, and site location of proposed new
facilities or significant modifications of existing facilities. The purpose of most contacts is the exchange of
technical information or reconciling straightforward factual issues.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 95

Supervision Received

Section Leader, Fuel Processing and Fabrication Branch

Direct supervision.

Receives direct supervision on all work, except. for routine and repetitive duties. Recommendations for accept-K> ance or rejection of applications are reviewed in detail.

Also receives technical and operational guidance from senior members of the section when assisting them.

Administrative guides are NRC Directives System and NRC policies found in 10 CFR. Operational guides are in
the form of memoranda or oral direction.
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independent Action

Incumbent is responsible for analyzing conventional radiological safety matters to point up problems associated
with the hazards involved in specific features of facilities. Incumbent's technical judgments, on routine cases,
are subject to a general review; on non-routine cases, receives detailed review.

Gathers and interprets straightforward, factual, technical information without guidance.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 470
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CHEMIST, GS-1320-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As a member of the inspection staff in a Regional Office, reviews and evaluates nuclear material control
practices, including quantitative measurements and Internal controls, of receipts, possession, use, transfer,
import and export of nuclear materials held by licensees, regardless of origin and ownership. Determines
compliance with regulatory requirements and effectiveness of programs; and reports results with recommendations
for action as necessary.

REGULAR DUTIES

Inspects licensees, as a member of a team or independently, according to a planned schedule or as directed.
Inspections include:

a. A review of the accuracy and validity of nuclear materials measurement systems, methods and practices.

b. OL .rvation of physical inventories to evaluate compliance with regulatory requirements, conformance witn
procedures, and validity of results.

c. Participation In the verification of the inventory by independent sampling and measurements as indicated.

d. A review of the Internal control of nuclear materials in process, in storage, in transit on-site, and held in
equipment and filtration systems.

e. An examination of documentation associated with measurements, processing, storage, movements, physical
inventories and related material control systems.

Prepares, as assigned, the technical material control and accounting portion of the comprehensive inspection
report in accordance with applicable NRC Management Directives System's requirements, Including recommenda-
tions regarding possible enforcement actions.

Performs special studies of licensee's material control programs to determine the technical adequacy of sampling
procedures, analytical laboratory procedures, nondestructive assay equipment and procedures and tamper-safing.

Assists in developing inspection plans, Including statistical sampling plans for inventory verification.

Assists in evaluation of inventory data, measurement data, and inventory anomalies reported by licensees.

Reviews material control plans and procedures submitted by licensees in accordance with regulatory requirements.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 355

Knowledge of nuclear and atomic chemistry theories, concepts and applications sufficient for understanding
characteristics, processing, measurements, utilization, and handling of the various types and forms of nuclear
materials possessed by licensees subject to safeguards requirements.

Knowledge of analytical chemistry laboratory methods and equipment currently used for quantitative determina-
tions of nuclear materials under safeguards programs, sufficient to understand sampling, analyzing and evaluation
of results.

Knowledge of nondestructive assay methods and equipment currently used for quantitative measurements of special
nuclear materials sufficient to understand the principles, techniques and evaluation of results.

Knowledge of nuclear fuel processing, fabrication, and reprocessing systems and their techniques, equipment,
operating characteristics for a wide variety of reactor types.

Ability to make definitive evaluations of technical data associated with the safeguards program for the measurement
and control of nuclear materials; to recognize and correlate separate but related data, and ability to present
effectively technical data and programmatic requirements orally and in writing.

Knowledge of statistical methods and applications sufficient to understand reliability evaluations of measurements
and inventory data.
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Familiarity with organizations, programs, and procedures of Federal, state and local governments that have '
responsibilities related to the regulatory activities associated with nuclear materials.

CONTACTS 90

Continuous contacts with the technical and administrative professional staff in the Regional Office.

Frequent contacts with technical and middle management personnel of licensees to discuss technical matters and
procedures for material control and accounting.

Occasional contact with technical personnel in other Regions and Headquarters office to discuss matters of mutual
interest dealing with policies and procedures for material control and accounting.

Occasional contact with technical personnel in industrial and research organizations to discuss technical safeguards
control problems.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 125

Supervision Received

Chief, Material Control and Accountability Section, Safeguards Branch, Regional Office.

General Supervision "B".

Supervisor designates inspection schedules and plans for execution of safeguards programs. Review is made of
inspection results and reports.

Guidelines are provided by the NRC Management Directives System, pertinent parts of the Code of Federal
Regulations, nuclear materials safeguards guides, policies of the NRC, and by precedent.

Independent Action

Evaluates analytical measurement methods, sampling practices and materials control and handling procedures used
in licensee facilities.

Evaluates licensee's weighing and scale calibration programs.

Evaluates licensee's physical inventory procedures and practices, tamper-safing and presentation of inventory
results.

Evaluates licensee's compliance with applicable license conditions, regulatory requirements, and commitments to
the safeguards program.

Recommends enforcement action, as necessary, in regard to licensee's safeguards activities.

Recommends changes and corrective actions for problems associated with licensee's activities that may not be
specifically covered by regulatory requirements but could affect adversely the effectiveness of the safeguards
program.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 15

Normal office conditions about sixty percent of the time. Frequent field inspections are performed in various
licensee plant areas. During inspection field work pertaining to nuclear material safeguards activities at license'
facilities may be required to wear protective clothing and safety devices against hazards associated with toxic
and radioactive materials.
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EFFORT 15

Normal administrative effort in office. Frequent field inspections require sustained physical effort involving
walking, standing, climbing stairs and ladders both inside and outside.

TOTAL SCORE 600

In
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HYDROLOGIST-OCEANOGRAPHER, GS-1315-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Participates in the safety and environmental impact review of sites for nuclear power plants and other utilization
facilities and in the development of technical guidelines and criteria for use by applicants in their designs,
operational technical specifications, and environmental field monitoring programs. Frequently performs portions
of these reviews under the direction of a higher level reviewer who is responsible for the total hydrologic-
oceanographic review for complete plants or facilities.

REGULAR DUTIES

Evaluates the hydrologic-oceanographic characteristics of utilization facilities with respect to safety and environ-
mental impact. As assigned by Section Leader or higher level technical reviewers, reviews and determines the
adequacy of applicants' reports as they pertain to (a) physical descriptions of the coastal aquatic environment,
(b) their analysis of impact of the proposed facility on the receiving waters with respect to water withdrawal and
thermal, chemical and radiological discharges and (c) the adequacy of design criteria and protection measures
related .to design basis hydrologic phenomena. This duty usually entails questioning the applicant about specific
details found in the reports and determining the adequacy of the responses by comparison to applicable Standard
Review Plans and Regulatory Guides. Identifies differences of technical positions and opinions between staff and
applicants.

Prepares preliminary drafts of portions of oceanographic guidelines and technical criteria used by applicants in
the preparation of safety and environmental reports for off-shore nuclear plants or plants located on esturine
bodies. Prepares portions of technical specifications for the design and operation of environmental field pro-
grams and monitoring activities. Participates with other staff in discussions and evaluations of differences of
position and opinion among various commenting organizations and the applicant.

Drafts preliminary sections of Safety Evaluation Reports and Environmental Impact Statements. This entails pro-
viding a summary of the oceanographic and hydrologic characteristics of the site, including the transport, dis-
persion and dilution of thermal, chemical and radiological effluents by the receiving waters.

Meets with representatives of organizations proposing new oceanographic/ coastal engineering designs for nuclear
facilities which have a direct bearing on the safety and environmental impact of the contemplated project.

Provides early identification of hydrologic-oceanographic characteristics of the site and engineering design bases
for the facility that may create problems in the licensing process.

Reviews and evaluates research proposals to determine which ones show the greatest promise for improving the
hydrologic-oceanographic review process. Suggests areas for proposal solicitation.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 375

Knowledge of principles, theories, and practices in the field of physical oceanography, hydraulics, hydrody-
namics, transport processes and coastal engineering as it relates to the safety and environmental effects of
nuclear reactors.

Knowledge of coastal engineering practices, oceanographic and limnological processes as they relate to the safe
and environmentally acceptable construction and operation of nuclear reactor facilities.

Knowledge of NRC regulations, policies, practices and procedures, particularly in the licensing of nuclear
facilities.

Skill in presenting scientific and technical information sufficient to prepare technical reports, to make oral pre-
sentations and to provide full, clear and concise information in support of technical conclusions.

CONTACTS 100

Contacts with middle management, technical and supervisory personnel of the Headquarters NRC staff, primarily
the Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Standards Development and Nuclear Regulatory Research, and super-
vised contact with NRC contractors, private industrial companies, universities, and other Federal, state and local--
government agencies. These contacts generally are for the purpose of formulating resolutions to technical issues
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relating to (1) the safety and environmental aspects of proposed power reactor construction and operation and
(2) current developments in the state-of-the-art predictive and field-measurement techniques related to the
determination of hydrologic-oceanographic design levels at facility sites and of effluent dispersion characteristics.

Contacts with middle management and technical personnel of utility companies, architect-engineering firms and
their consultants, to discuss hydrologic-oceanographic design levels and protective measures. These supervised
contacts are often to present staff evaluations and positions that may differ from those of the applicant.
Contacts involve presenting technical points and methods which are frequently in contrast with the desires and
opinions of other (non-NRC) professionals.

Occasionally contacts sales representatives and agents to obtain technical information with respect to manu-
factured products and materials in order to consider their use in connection with the environmental and safety
aspects of construction and operation of nuclear facilities.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 120

S :-ervislon Received

Section Leader, Hydrologic Engineering Section, Hydrology-Meteorology Branch.

General Supervision "B".

The administrative guides are division and overall NRC policy and precedent. Technical guidance is provided by
NRC Standard Review Plans and Regulatory Guides and other standards or criteria developed and adopted by the
NRC, by other Federal agencies, or by state agencies.

Technical conclusions on unusual matters are reviewed prior to discussions and meetings with project managers
or applicant representatives. Difficult problems or unusual situations, especially when no precedents exist, are
reviewed with the Section Leader. All officially documented output is reviewed with respect to both technical
and non-technical content by the Section Leader.

Independent hearing participation is limited to routine technical subjects for which precedents are firmly
established.

Independent Action

Determines the adequacy of technical data and Information provided in applicant's reports.

Identifies hydrologic-oceanographic characteristics of the site and design bases that may create problems in the
licensing process.

Identifies differences of technical positions and opinions between staff and applicants.

Recommends:

Approval of, or changes to, proposed design flood and low water levels.

Approval of, or changes to, proposed flood protection features.'

Acceptance of, or modifications to, proposed surface water dilution and dispersion parameters in relation to
thermal, chemical and radiological effluents.

Acceptance of, or modifications to, proposed oceanographic technical specifications.

Acceptance of, or modifications to, proposed field programs and monitoring activities.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.
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WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions. Occasional visits to facility sites which may entail walking or climbing- away from
roads and walkways, or through construction areas.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 605
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K O IETEOROLOGIST, GS-1340-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As a meteorologist staff member of the Site Safety Research Branch, undertakes research assignments pertaining
to: (I) the prediction, modeling and measurement of severe atmospheric turbulences and their possible impact on
nuclear power plants, and (2) models for predicting and tracking the dispersal of radioactive debris under
varying atmospheric and geographic conditions. In this connection, participates in the awarding and monitoring
of contracts for such meteorological research by government laboratories, universities, and private laboratories.

REGULAR DUTIES

As a meteorology professional under the Chief, Site Safety Research Branch, is assigned a variety of Investiga-
tive tasks relative to the analysis and evaluation of proposals submitted by government laboratories, universities,
and private research organizations to undertake research studies on specified aspects of meteorological pheno-
mena, e.g., tornadoes, hurricanes, tidal waves. Meteorologic research Is difficult and complex since direct
observation and measurement is not controllable nor readily simulated for laboratory examination, e.g., tornadoes
occur randomly, have a brief duration but with a high intensity. Research efforts relate to such matters as:
geographic distribution, maximum Intensity, predictability, nature and extent of damage. Quantification
techniques (many In their early stage of development) are: photogrammetry, engineering assessment, Doppler
radar, Doppler Lidar (laser), among others.

Task assignments include:

a. Reviewing proposals for research contracts for clarity and pertinence of purpose, completeness as a
scientific undertaking, and adequacy, using professional understanding of meteorology, scientific research
methods, and the prospective value and relationship of the objectives of the proposed study to the
objectives of the nuclear safety research program.

b. Analyzing the justifications submitted for such proposals in terms of funds requested, calibre of research
personnel to be used, nature of equipment and facilities to be used, and preparing comments and recom-
mendations to the Branch Chief as to the pertinence of such data and their likely contributions to the

.. successful completion of the objectives in the proposal.

c. Keeping abreast of professional literature In the field to be alert to new approaches and understandings as
well as to preclude continuation of research on subjects which have approached the point of diminishing
return or which are sufficiently duplicative as to preclude additional expenditures of funds. Bringing to
the attention of the Branch Chief new findings, Information, new techniques, significant breakthroughs,
etc., for consideration in future contractor proposals.

Reviewing contractors' periodic progress reports for adherence to the purpose and schedules in the contracts,
for significant findings, for adequacy of justification for material delays or durations, or other changes.
Bringing deficiencies to the attention of the Branch Chief with comments for corrective action.

Preparing backup material as may be needed by the Branch Chief for visits to contractor offices, research
laboratories, symposia, conferences, etc. May accompany the Branch Chief on complex, involved visitations.

Furnishing advice and information to applicants for research contracts regarding established office policies, pro-
cedures, and practices. Provides information to other professional personnel in NRC seeking meteorological
information and data. Exchanges research data and results with other government agencies and professional
societies.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 365

Knowledge of physics, atmospheric science, meteorology and transport of radioactive debris equivalent to that
attained by a B.S. degree in meteorology and several years of professional work experience.

Ability to analyze theoretical and engineering problems associated with the environmental aspects of nuclear
systems. This knowledge must be sufficient to permit analysis of programs encompassing unique studies and
projects which will substantially advance knowledge in the environmental aspects of nuclear safety. Specific
knowledge and experience in severe storms, tornadoes, and atmospheric dispersion is required.

Working knowledge is required of other scientific and engineering disciplines related to the environmental and
siting aspects of nuclear safety such as physics, chemistry, and geophysics, to permit judgments on concepts
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and experiments which will affect program direction and the use of complex engineering concepts in connection
with the use of nuclear power plants.

Knowledge is required of NRC operations, particularly reactor test stations, national laboratories, NRC contract
administration, and NRC budget and financial control systems and techniques sufficient to assist with the plan-
ning, coordination and direction of a number of complicated engineering research and development projects.

Familiarity with NRC, ERDA, Department of Defense, NASA, Environmental Protection Agency, National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, Department of State, U.S. Public Health Service, organizations and programs,
and of their interests in areas related to nuclear safety.

Demonstrated ability to deal effectively with middle management in government and industry in the development
and analysis of safety programs, and the establishment of procedures to resolve problems in safety.

Personal tact, persuasive manner, and demonstrated ability to be expressive effectively in writing and orally,
are required in making presentations, budget recommendations, all justifications, and program technical recom-
mendations in all contacts.

CONTACTS 95

Frequent contacts with NRC middle management and technical personnel during the development of plans, imple-
menting procedures, justification of the desirability of and cost of projects, evaluation of technical content of
program and contractor performance.

Frequent contacts with middle management, and supervisory personnel in NRC contractor organizations, both
national laboratories and industrial contractors to develop program schedules, arrange for technical program
changes and to assure technical coordination among contractors.

Occasional contacts with ACRS and the various other offices of NRC in the resolution of problems of safety and
discussions of long range and current programs.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 135

Supervision Received

Chief, Site Safety Research Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are NRC policies for the procurement and conduct of research and development work as found in the
NRC Management Directives System, Federal Procurement Regulations, NRC office and divisional policies asso-
ciated with the administration of research work.

Independent Action

Draws independent conclusions and makes recommendations regarding the needs and nature of meteorological
research projects. Evaluates contractor's technical performance. Recommendations are reviewed for appropriate-
ness to contract objectives, logic, justification and compliance with NRC regulations and procedures.

Recommends:

Research projects to be undertaken, disallowed, or deferred.

Specific provisions of research contracts relative to the technical phases of a given contract.

Termination or extension of contracts based on relative value of work being performed by contractors.

Decisions Made Without Review

Resolves day-to-day technical and administrative problems.

Plans and schedules site surveys after consultation with Branch Chief. Exchanges data and reports which do
not involve unsettled or controversial aspects as they may relate to NRC safety issues.
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SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS; 5

Normal office conditions. Frequent field trips.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 605

;:
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HEALTH PHYSICIST, GS-1306-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a Licensing Specialist with responsibility for the technical and radiation safety evaluation of applica-
tions for the use of byproduct, source and special nuclear material. Determines that applications for licenses
meet the NRC's licensing requirements. Normally acts as approving official for license applications of a routine
nature.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews assigned applications submitted by applicants for byproduct, source and special nuclear material
licenses. Assigned the normal range of products and devices which involve some potential health risks. In this
capacity:

a. Determines from -the Information submitted that applicant's radiation protection procedures, instrumentation,
facilities and equipment, and training and exDerience are sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that the
applicant can meet NRC requirements.

b. Formulates special license conditions indicating limitations or restrictions on licensed operations.

c. Identifies deficiencies in applications that do not meet NRC licensing criteria and prepares letters to
applicants clearly defining the deficiencies.

d. In complex or difficult licensing situations, with supervision approval, personally visits applicants to
evaluate their facilities and equipment for use of radioactive material, and to discuss and resolve
problems associated with the proposed programs. Explains pertinent NRC licensing requirements, Fed-
eral regulations, and safety standards.

e. Determines when information is complete and acts as approving official for "Materials License", Form
NRC-275, except for unusual or complex cases, or where licensing precedents or policy must be
established.

Prepares technical guides, instructions and bulletins related to the licensing of radioactive material for dissemina-
tion to licensees and prospective licensees.

Within area of assignment, identifies the need for and recommends changes in licensing policies or procedures.

Provides technical review of regulatory guides, proposed rule changes, and other documents from other parts of
NRC and other regulatory bodies.

Trains NRC and Agreement State personnel in proper licensing policies, procedures and techniques.

Provides technical advice and assistance to supervisor, other elements of NRC and Agreement State personnel.

BASIC SKILLS 360

Knowledge of the principles, theory and practices in the field of radiation safety, such as that obtained by
graduate level training or by formal training through the B.S. level, plus specialized work experience.
Specialized knowledge in the field of radiation safety pertaining to the use of byproduct, source and special
nuclear material for research, medical, educational, or industrial purposes. Knowledge of and ability to inter-
pret NRC policy, rules and regulations relative to radioisotopes licensing. This combined knowledge is necessary
to perform reviews of license applications and review of regulatory guides.

Work experience in the use of radioactive material. This experience is necessary for performing safety reviews
of license applications and review and preparation of regulatory guides.

Ability to meet and communicate clearly and effectively, both in writing and orally, with people of varying
technical background and explain NRC authority, responsibility, policies and procedures. This ability is
necessary in order to identify deficiencies in license applications, to train NRC and Agreement State personnel,
and to prepare and comment on regulations, guides and other documents.
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CONTACTS 115

Daily contact with NRC technical and administrative personnel regarding review of appications and issuance of
licenses.

Daily contact with scientific and administrative personnel In medicine, education, research and industry to
discuss and resolve problems related to licensing.

Frequent contact with staff in IE Regional Offices to discuss problem licensees of mutual concern to NMSS and
IE.

Frequent contact with personnel from Agreement States and other regulatory bodies to discuss matters of mutual
concern and to provide advice, assistance and training relative to NRC licensing policies and procedures.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 135

Supervision Received

Section Chief, Radioisotopes Licensing Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Operational guides are in the form of RLB licensing policies and procedures.

Independent Action

Identifies deficiencies in license applications and notifies applicant of deficiencies.

\ Determines when information is complete and acts as approving official for "Materials License", Form NRC-375, on
routine cases.

While on pre-licensing visits to applicants, is responsible for instruction with respect to NRC regulatory and
licensing requirements.

Recommends Improvements in procedures and overall Branch operation in the radioisotopes licensing program.

Recommends approval or disapproval of applications to Section Chief.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions. Subject to possible exposure to radiation whiie on pre-licensing visits to laboratories,
hospitals and plants.

EFFORT 5

Normal administrative effort.

TOTAL SCORE 620
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HEALTH PHYSICIST, GS-1206-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As a member of the inspection staff in a Regional Office, the incumbent is responsible for specialized radiological
inspections of an assigned group (approximately three to seven) of nuclear reactors and fuel fabrication and/or
storage facilities. Observes and reports as to the status of compliance with provisions of the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954, rules and regulations of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, construction permits or operating licenses,
and guidelines and procedures prescribed by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement in the Headquarters of
NRC. Radiological inspections are conducted to assure protection of plant and facility workers and members of
the public against any possibility of hazardous exposure to nuclear radiation involved in the handling, storage,
operational uses, disposal, and decontamination of radioactive fuels and materials.

REGULAR DUTIES

Performs periodic inspections of power plants, test and research reactor plants, and fuel fabrication and storage
I ;Ilities to evaluate radiological safety measures, controls, equir-ent, procedures, and practices utilized by.-:-
licensees and to observe and report on the status of compliance with provisions, rules, regulations, and orders
of the NRC and requirements of law. Typically assigned the more complex plants and facilities which present
special radiological problems because the plants are larger, older, contained outmoded radiological protection and
monitoring equipment, or have a history of incidents which have required special investigations or corrective
measures.

Plans the scope of radiological inspection in accordance with Office of Inspection and Enforcement (I&E) and NRC
regulations, inspection modules prescribed by l&E, standards, and guides. Inspection coverage generally includes
licensee operating and emergency procedures for radiological safety; radiological monitoring equipment and
procedures; adequacy of protective equipment, clothing, working schedules, and methods utilized by workers;
training of workers in safe and protective practices; waste and effluent release management practices; and
management policies and practices regarding radiological protection.

Performs, or participates in, investigations of activities of licensees or others, as assigned, which relate to the J
issuance of a license or an order or unusual circumstances involving facilities and materials subject to license
and regulation by the Commission.

Prepares reports of inspections in conformance with requirements of l&E, and makes recommendations as to need
for licensing and regulatory action to be taken by the Commission, including action to require immediate cessation
of licensee operations.

Reviews and analyzes progress reports, and other reports, promulgated by companies, corporations, and others
operating under license with the NRC for the purpose of determining possible violations of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, license provisions, or rules and regulations of the Commission.

Keeps abreast of current radiological safety technology and participates in the improvement and application of
related inspection techniques and standards.

a. Maintains functional relationships with the Headquarters staff, I&E, through supervisors or directly, as
assigned, to obtain technical guidance; consults on technical problems; and to resolve problems pertaining
to the Regional reactor and fuel facilities radiological inspection functions.

b. Develops proposals and recommendations for the improvement and application of radiological inspection
techniques and standards.

c. Attends meetings and otherwise communicates with technical staff of the various regulatory offices, personnel
of other components of the NRC, and with other scientists and specialists in Government and industry, as
necessary in performance of normal Inspection activities, and also, to maintain technical proficiency and u
nderstanding of the latest developments in radiological and nuclear safety.

Advises and assists Regional management in the execution of the reactor and fuel facilities inspection function
and other compliance activities, as assigned.

a. Maintains liaison with Federal agencies, such as the DOD and FBI, to inform, cooperate, and assist in
control of radiological activities, including accidents and incidents, which may be of interest to such
agencies or to the public.

b. Maintains contact with state and local officials to promote good relations, and to share NRC experience ano
inspection know-how. This includes arranging for such officials or their representatives to observe NRC
inspection work and discuss results, and also to discuss inspection training, techniques, standards, and
programs.
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Assists with the preparation of press releases and in the determination, within policy guides, of information
on incidents that can be given to the public.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 420

Knowledge of the physical sciences and biology to provide the background of scientific principles necessary to
analyze and understand all types of material licensee operations Including the radiological safety aspects of reactor
and fuel facility operations. This knowledge may be acquired by completion of study equivalent to a B.S. degree
and graduate study or equivalent training in health physics plus several years of practical experience in radio-
logical protection obtained through employment with NRC or institutions or industrial organizations using by-
product, source or special nuclear materials.

Knowledge of the applications of radiation, radiation phenomena, and protection principles characteristic of
alpha-, beta-, X-, gamma-, and neutron radiations necessary for compliance inspection of licensees and execution
of the technical phases of investigations Involving material licensed, or subject to license, by the Commission.
This includes knowledge of proper use of related instrumentation and the calculation and/or interpretation of
measurements and data obtained from such use.

Knowledge of the NRC regulatory program, compliance Inspection techniques and standards, and licensee require-
ments involved in Inspections to the extent necessary to evaluate all pertinent sources that govern radiological
safety; appraise the status of compliance of licensee operations; and proposed modifications of regulations,
licensee requirements, and compliance inspection techniques and standards when appropriate.

Ability to assess the attitude and ability of licensee management with respect to the correction of hazardous
operations and conditions; and to discuss and explain with licensee management, and others as appropriate, the
findings of an NRC inspection or investigation.

Skill In clear presentation (oral and written) of informational and technical material sufficient to communicate
effectively with supervisor, licensees, and others; and to prepare reports of inspections and investigations.

CONTACTS 125

Continuous to frequent contacts with inspectors in other specialty areas, Branch Chiefs and Section Leaders in
the Regional Office to share inspection findings and to advise on the radiological Implications of findings by
inspectors in other specialty areas.

Frequent contact with management and technical personnel of the licensee to Inspect and report upon licensee's
performance and to explain and defend inspection findings and their basis and the need for corrective action.
Conducts exit Interviews with licensee management when inspections are limited to his areas of expertise;
participates in exit interviews as a specialist when inspections are conducted by a team under the leadership of a
principal inspector.

Occasionally participates in meetings involving NRC Headquarters management to provide advice about failures or
deficiencies because of which regulatory action is being considered to ensure protection of the public.

Occasional contacts with other Federal, state and local authorities to explain and exchange technical information
dealing with the radiological inspection program and procedures of NRC.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 145

Supervision Received

Section Chief.

General Supervision "B".

Guides are appropriate parts of 10 CFR, the NRC Management Directives System, I&E inspection plans and
modules, as well as established I&E techniques and standards for facility inspection.
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Independent Action

Plans the detailed scope of assigned radiological inspections and investigations in accordance with NRC
requirements.

Independently prepares and submits statements of conclusions, recommendations, and technical judgment as to
the adequacy of radiological safety and compliance based on inspection findings of assigned licensed activities in
areas of technical specialty.

Recommends appropriate action to deal with noncompliance of licensee.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING ONDITIONS is

Normal working conditions in the Regional Office. Approximately 30-40 percent of working time is required for
field inspections and investigation work, which involves exposure to Industrial hazards and the need to utilize
protective equipment and clothing against possible radiation hazards.

EFFORT 15

The field work may require extensive walking, climbing, standing, and exposure to inclement weather.

I

TOTAL SCORE 7i&-,
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HEALTH PHYSICIST, GS-1306-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As licensing specialist, responsible for the technical review, evaluation and Issuance of licenses for the posses-
sion and use of byproduct, source, and special nuclear material in a variety of applications Involving complex or
unusual problems. Assists in the development of Commission regulatory policies, procedures, criteria, and
guides for licensing the uses of radioactive material. Normally acts as approving official for license applications
assigned for review.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews assigned applications submitted by applicants for byproduct, source and special nuclear material licenses.
Normally assigned the more complex applications involving greater potential health hazards or unusual problems.
In this capacity:

L. Determines from the information submitted that the applicants' radiation protection procedures, instrume .ta-
tion, facilities and equipment, and training and experience, are sufficient to provide reasonable assurance
that the applicant can meet NRC requirements.

b. Formulates special license conditions indicating limitations or restrictions on licensed operations.

c. Identifies deficiencies in applications that do not meet NRC licensing criteria and prepares letters to appli-
cants clearly defining the deficiencies.

d. In complex or difficult licensing situations, with supervision approval, personally visits applicants to
evaluate their facilities and equipment for use of radioactive material, and to discuss and resolve problems
associated with the proposed programs. Explains pertinent NRC licensing requirements, Federal regula-
tions, and safety standards.

e. Evaluates complex or unusual radiation problems where licensing criteria and policy must be established.

f. Determines when information is complete and acts as approving official for "Materials License", Form
NRC-375, except for those areas of radioisotope use where licensing precedents or policy must be
established.

Prepares technical guides, instructions, and bulletins related to the licensing of radioactive material for dissemi-
nation to licensees and prospective licensees.

Provides technical review of regulatory guides, proposed rule changes, and other documents from other parts of
NRC and other regulatory bodies.

Trains NRC and Agreement State personnel in proper licensing policies, procedures, and techniques.

Provides technical advice and assistance to supervisor, other elements of NRC and Agreement State personnel.
Works with other groups within NRC in formulating licensing criteria, policy, and procedures and in making
radiation hazard evaluations.

Identifies need for, recommends, and prepares new or modified regulations, or guides, based on evidence of
need found in review of license applications, results of compliance Inspections, and Incident reports.

Performs generic studies related to radioisotope licensing.

Maintains liaison between RLB and other Divisions of the Commission, other government agencies, and
professional peer groups.

BASIC SKILLS 460

.Thorough and detailed knowledge of the principles, theory, and practices in the field of radiation safety, such
as that obtained by graduate level training or by formal training through the B.S. level, plus several years of
specialized work experience. Specialized knowledge In the field of radiation safety pertaining to the use of
byproduct, source, and special nuclear material for research, medical, educational, or Industrial purposes.
Knowledge of and ability to interpret NRC policy, rules, and regulations relative to radioisotopes licensing.
This combined knowledge is necessary to perform independent safety reviews of license applications and review
of regulatory guides.
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Work experience in the use of radioactive materials. This experience is necessary for performing safety review.
of license applications and review and preparation of regulatory guides.

Ability to meet and communicate clearly and effectively, both in writing and orally, with people of varying
technical backgrounds and explain NRC authority, responsibility, policies and procedures, and-technical aspects
of application review. This ability is necessary in order to identify deficiencies in license applications, to train
NRC and Agreement State personnel, and to prepare and comment on regulations, guides, and other documents.

Knowledge of functions and activities of other sections of NRC, other government agencies, and professional peer
groups involved in the use or regulation of radioactive material. This knowledge is necessary to maintain liaison
with these organizations and to work effectively on task forces.

Knowledge of basic NRC goals and policies, radiation protection standards, radioisotope techniques and use, and
licensing procedures sufficient to independently review and resolve complex safety problems, to identify the need
for and prepare new or modified regulations, or regulatory guides, and to Identify need for and recommend
changes in licensing policies and procedures.

CONTACTS 130

Daily contact with NRC technical and administrative personnel regarding review of applications and issuance of
licenses.

Daily contact with scientific and administrative personnel in medicine, education, research and industry to
discuss and resolve problems related to licensing.

Frequent contact with staff in IE Regional Offices to discuss problems of licensees of mutual concern to NMSS
and IE and to arrive at mutually agreeable courses of action.

Frequent contact with personnel from Agreement States and other regulatory bodies to discuss matters of mutual
concern and to provide advice, assistance, and training relative to NRC licensing policies and procedures.

Frequent contacts with representatives of advisory committees, consultants, other government agencies, and pi/
fessional peer groups to maintain liaison on matters of mutual interest.

Occasional contact with NMSS management personnel and professional staff in IE, SD, ELD, OCM and SECY to
develop regulations and guides and solve special problems.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 140

Supervision Received

Section Chief, Radioisotopes Licensing Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Subject to administrative guides or NRC Manual and NRC policy. Operational guides are in the form of RLB
licensing guides, memorandum, or verbal directive.

Independent Action

Determines when information in applications is complete and acts as approving official for "Materials License",
Form NRC-375, except for those areas of radioisotope use where licensing precedents or policy must be
established.

Identifies deficiencies in license applications and notifies applicant of deficiencies.

While on pre-licensing visits to applicants, is responsible for instruction with respect to NRC regulatory and
licensing requirements.

Recommends improvements in procedures and overall branch operations in the radioisotopes licensing program.

Recommends changes in regulations, guides, policy, and procedures.

Determines the need for pre-licensing visits to license applicants.
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Represents the Radioisotopes Licensing Branch at professional meetings, task forces, and interagency meetings.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions. Subject to possible exposure to radiation while on pre-licensing visits to laboratories,
hospitals, and plants.

EFFORT. 5

Normal adn ,nistrative effort.

TOTAL SCORE 740
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SEISMOLOGIST, GS-1350-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Evaluates the geological and seismological characteristics of proposed sites for nuclear facilities and develops
criteria and standards for evaluating geological and seismological matters as they affect the safety of nuclear
facilities. Recommends the acceptance of or changing of proposed sites for licensing.

REGULAR DUTIES

Analyzes, interprets, and evaluates geophysical, seismological, and geological data submitted to the NRC In
support of applications for the construction and operation of nuclear facilities to determine the acceptability of
proposed seismic design bases. Makes technical judgments as to the relevance and meaning of the data and
whether the data Is sufficient to assure the safety of proposed sites.

Develops and revises guides and criteria for geophysics, seismology, and geology, and in the development of
requirements for evaluation of the safety of proposed reactor sites. Conducts generic studies in areas where
ads rnced professional analysis is necessary to resolve controversial issu . or where precedents and guidelines
are not directly applicable. Recommends areas of need for guides and criteria, as well as studies required to
develop them.

Develops and makes recommendations for research programs related to geophysical, geological, and seismological
matters important to the safety of nuclear facilities. Also reviews and comments on research proposals and
follows ongoing research programs related to geology, seismology, and geophysics.

Occasionally, appears before the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards and at public hearings to participate
in presentations and to respond to questions on the staff's technical analysis and evaluation of geophysical,
seismological, and geological matters associated with license applications.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 4X

Thorough knowledge of the principles, theory, and application of geophysics, geology, and seismology, including
knowledge of current and changing developments in these fields, sufficient to make evaluations in nuclear facility
licensing cases.

Ability to make technical judgments on the relative merit, safety, and feasibility of various geophysical,
seismological, and geological concepts that may be proposed by applicants. These judgments are interpretive,
where relevant data is often unavailable, and are subject to challenge from the scientific community outside of
NRC.

Ability to make technical judgments on the relative merits of various interpretations of geological and seismological
conditions to assure appropriate safety margins in siting of nuclear facilities.

Ability to summarize and communicate both orally and in writing and to present issues clearly and concisely for
consideration by management and to defend technical positions on issues which are controversial and subject to
conflicting interpretations.

Knowledge of the Commission's rules and regulations, especially those criteria, standard review plans, and
regulatory guides dealing with seismological and geological aspects of nuclear facility licensing.

CONTACTS 120

Continuous contacts with functional reviewers and frequent contact with NRC management to present technical
positions and recommendations on geophysical, seismological, and geological matters as they relate to license
applications and standards development.

Frequent contact with professional staff and occasional contact with senior representatives of utilities and manu-
facturers and their consultants on geophysical, seismological, and geological matters to obtain additional inform;
tion, request clarification of data, to inform the licensee's representatives of NRC policies and procedures, and--
to pursuade licensee's representatives of the need to change technical positions.
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Frequent contact with the technical staffs of other Federal agencies and occasional contacts with the ACRS and
hearing boards to give and receive information on the review of geophysical, seismological, and geological aspects
of license applications and to defend technical positions on controversial issues which are subject to conflicting
interpretations.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 155

Supervision Received

Section Leader, Geology Section.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are authoritative technical references in the geotechnical field and the Commission's regulations and
policies regarding regulatory activities. These guides Include the Standard Format and Content of Safety
Analysis 'Reports, Regulatory Guides, the Standard Review Plan, and the policies and practices of the Division of
Site Safety and Environmental Analysis, the Geology and Seismology Branch, and the Geology Section.
Considerable adaptation and interpretation of guidelines must be made. Guidelines frequently are not applicable
to judgments made by the Incumbent.

Independent Action

Makes recommendations on the acceptability of scientific methods, procedures, and seismic design bases proposed
by licensees or applicants.

Recommends actions to be taken with regard to funding of research, the development of technical licensing
criteria and guidelines, and utilization of consultants for analyzing and evaluating nuclear facility sites. Iden-
tifies technical areas requiring additional research based on review data and conclusions.

Recommends actions to be taken by applicants or licensees in order to solve technological problems and to meet
NRC's licensing requirements.

Prepares written testimony for presentation at hearings. (Testimony is reviewed by supervisors prior to
submittal to a hearing board.)

Makes determinations whether technical information on geophysics, seismology, geology, and earthquake
engineering provided by applicants Is accurate and adequate for evaluation of the safety of proposed reactor
sites.

Work Accepted Without Review

Computations and detailed analytical work in support of recommendations.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS S

Normal office conditions with occasional travel to reactor facilities where varying conditions exist.

EFFORT 5

Normal, except during site visits where walking and climbing in site vicinity is sometimes required.

TOTAL SCORE 755
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AQUATIC BIOLOGIST, GS-0482-14

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Participates in the review of the environmental impact of proposed nuclear facilities by evaluating the proposed
facility's effects on the aquatic surroundings. Provides technically authoritative advice and assistance on aquatic
biological environmental matters, when requested, within NRR and occasionally to other offices of NRC.

REGULAR DUTIES

Independently assesses the environmental impact of nuclear power plants and other nuclear facilities by (a)
reviewing applicant's environmental reports submitted to the NRC to determine the report's adequacy for
providing a basis for impact assessment, (b) identifying specific areas of the report's inadequacy and identifying
methods whereby conformance with current guidelines for environmental evaluations may be achieved, (c) advising
and assisting other NRC offices on the development of environmental statements and environment technical specifi-
cations in support of NRC's licensing functions.

Reviews and determines the adequacy of the applicant's environmental reports as they pertain to the description
of aquatic surroundings at the proposed and alternate sites, identification and quantification of potential impacts
on those surroundings due to the construction and operation of the proposed and alternate plant designs, and
the methodology for monitoring and assessing actual impact through pre-operational and operational environmental
surveillance programs. Evaluates statistical models and/or theoretical mathematical models which may have been
used by the applicant in estimating impact on aquatic resources.

Maintains current knowledge of research in aquatic ecology and the state-of-the-art of environmental modeling
and impact assessment methodology. Applies this knowledge by providing guidance to applicants and making
independent evaluations of environmental impact. Contributes to the development of regulatory standards and
criteria for use by applicants in their aquatic field programs in order to establish baseline conditions and to
monitor for operational impact.

As an analytical technique in the review of environmental reports, describes population and ecosystem dynamics
using theoretical mathematical models which are suitable for assessing the potential impact of nuclear power pla
operation on aquatic biota. Translates these models into a suitable program language for use in solving problems
with digital computers. Assists in the development of automated data processing programs for the storage and
retrieval of field data.

Represents NRC and makes technical decisions within established guidelines in meetings with applicants regarding
the adequacy of environmental technical specifications and limiting conditions of operation for specific power
plants. Evaluates proposed modifications to technical specifications on operating plants to reflect changing
requirements and new information.

Participates in discussions and evaluations of major differences of position and opinion on the applicant's report
and NRC's environmental statement.

Testifies in public hearings as an expert witness on the NRC's conclusions contained in environmental impact
statements.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Renders specialized technical assistance to other groups in NRC with respect to implementation of the National
Environmental Policy Act and other regulatory responsibilities.

As assigned, participates in technical conferences and seminars sponsored by the NRC, National Academy of
Sciences, Council on Environmental Quality, Environmental Protection Agency, and other Federal, State and local
agencies or professional societies. Advises the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of those developments in the
environmental field which have a bearing on the NRC program.

Testifies at public hearings before Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards on environmental matters as a representa-
tive of NRC, presenting NRR's position on environmental considerations with respect to proposed reactor con-
struction and operation.

Identifies research needs to MRR oaagmeient and serves ca' NRC research review committees in area of
speciality.
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ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 485

Broad knowledge of principles, theories, and practices in the fields of marine and fresh-water ecology, fish
population dynamics, and ecosystem modeling as these relate to the environmental effects of nuclear power
reactors and other nuclear facilities. Interdisciplinary knowledge and experience In the biological and physical
sciences as they relate to the environmental impact of nuclear facilities. Must have the necessary knowledge and
experience to determine whether the environmental Impact of the construction and operation of nuclear power
plants and other, nuclear facilities has or has not been adequately defined.

Knowledge Is required of current research conducted by or for NRC and other organizations with regard to
monitoring and modeling physical and biological processes in aquatic habitats. Must be able to understand and
relate changes in the physical characteristics of a water body due to power plant discharges to changes in the
dynamics of aquatic biota.

C NTACTS 150

Contacts are with top and middle scientific management of NRC and its contractors, private industrial companies,
universities, and other Federal, State, and local government agencies. These contacts generally are for the
purpose of obtaining Information and evaluating the basis for conclusions and positions set forth in applicant's
environmental reports and other organization's comments on those reports and NRC environmental statements.
Frequently must challenge technical proposals and positions and must convince others of the need for significant
changes to major projects and plans.

Occasionally contacts sales representatives and agents to obtain technical information with respect to manu-
factured products and materials in order to consider their use in connection with the environmental aspects of
construction and operation of nuclear reactors.

Occasionally has contacts with legal counselors for NRC, the applicant, and intervenors when giving expert
testimony in an adversary relationship before licensing boards.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 175

Supervision Received

Chief, Environmental Specialist Branch.

General Supervision "A".

Administrative guides are applicable sections of 10 CFR, the NRC Management Directives Systems, and scientific
and technical standards developed by the NRC, by other Federal agencies, or by State agencies, as appropriate.

Independent Action

Responsible for making final recommendations for the development of technical standards and criteria for use by
applicants in their environmental field programs and monitoring activities.

Furnishes final recommendations on specific technical questions raised by groups within NRC and other organi-
zations regarding environmental reports and statements.

Establishes appropriate technical specifications to limit the environmental impact of power plant operations.

Recommends modifications to existing technical specifications as new Information or changed requirements develop.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.
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WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 820
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SENIOR GEOLOGIST, GS-1350-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT _

Serves as the NRC expert and consultant on the geologic aspects of reactor sites and their implication with
respect to the safety requirements of nuclear facility design. Acts as the authoritative agency expert on the
determination of the age of movements of geologic faults. Applies specialized and intensive knowledge of geology
to Interpret geologic hazards for a wide variety of geologic conditions at reactor sites. Develops criteria and
standards for evaluating geologic matters as they affect safe siting of nuclear reactors, fuel reprocessing
facilities, and spent-fuel storage areas.

REGULAR DUTIES

As the NRC technical expert on the determination of the age of movements of geologic faults, provides
authoritative technical Input to NRC regulations, standards, guides and criteria developed within the agency.
Prepares and provides expert testimony to hearings boards and committees on technical aspects of age movement
of faults. Renders advice and guidance to other organizations within and outside of NRC. Prepares and
presents papers and chairs meetings at professional symposia on his area of expertise.

Participates as a senior technical member of the NRC and as a principal reviewer analyzing, interpreting, and
determining the adequacy of the geologic data submitted to the NRC in support of applications for construction
and operation of nuclear facilities. Applies authoritative expert knowledge from Independent evaluation of all
sources of Information to resolve complex geologic problems requiring understanding of unique site specific data.

As requested, develops criteria and standards for evaluating the geologic characteristics of proposed sites
through contacts with standards development personnel and professional peers. Serves as an NRR contact for
NRC geologic research in these areas.

Evaluates the adequacy of site environmental conditions including instrumentation and mapping programs proposed
for collection of data during construction and operating of nuclear facilities. Deficiencies are uncovered and

i > :orrected through discussions with applicant's senior technical representatives and their consultants.

Provides specialized and authoritative technical assistance and advice to NRC organizational elements regarding
the adequacy of proposed or existing design actively sought for assistance and advice In resolving complex
geologic problems.

Organizes and chairs site specific review meetings involving professional peers, consultants, state geologists and
academic groups. Provides specialized and authoritative knowledge of reactor siting standards, codes and
governing regulations for siting nuclear facilities.

Maintains authoritative expert knowledge of the latest technical developments in the discipline of geology by
literature review, attendance at professional society meeting, and visits to both academic and government
agencies expert in these disciplines in order to assess such developments in light of safe siting of nuclear
facilities and to make recommendations for improvements in safe siting and review procedures.

Provides technical assistance to NRC staff, Office of Standards Development and Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research, by providing recommendations for research and standards development, by reviewing and commenting
on research proposals, and by participating in the actual developments of such guides and criteria.

Participates as senior technical reviewer in the preparation of staff testimony and appears as an expert witness
before the ACRS, ASLB, and other hearing groups as required to present the basis for geologic analyses and
decisions.

Participates as a representative of regulatory staff and chairs NRC, national and IAEA committees on the
development of reactor siting criteria, codes and regulations.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 550

Requires deep and authoritative knowledge of techniques for determining age of movement of geologic faults.
Especially expert in such techniques as geochronological dating of mineral assemblages in faults and the derivingK> f age of faults by relating to the known ages of faults.

Requires expert knowledge of theories, principles, and techniques in the discipline of geology (including such
subdisciplines as geotectonics, geophysics, engineering geology, and geochronology, etc.) sufficient to review
independently and evaluate their application to nuclear facility siting programs.
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Requires the ability to assess and apply various subdisciplines of geology such as geotectonics, geophysics, \./

engineering geology, structural geology, remote sensing, marine geology, etc., as well as broad experience wit:
a variety of tectonic settings in North America in order to evaluate the site safety of proposed nuclear plants
and facilities.

Must possess the ability to summarize and communicate both orally and in writing and to presenj complicated
technical issues clearly and concisely for the applicant's and NRC management's consideration.

The ability to make technological judgments on the relative merits and application of various concepts of geology
as they relate to safe siting of nuclear facilities is required.

Familiarity with the Commission's rules and regulations, especially those criteria and standard review plans
dealing with nuclear facility licensing is required.

CONTACTS 160

Continuous contacts are with the technical consultants of applicants seeking permits for construction and
operation of nuclear facilities in order to evaluate differences that may arise regarding geologic and seismologic
site conditions.

Maintains continuous contacts with senior technical and professional staff in NRC (including project management,
standards development and research personnel) in order to assure that geologic and seismic hazards of sites
have been thoroughly evaluated.

Has frequent contacts with professional staffs of the U.S. Geological Survey and various state geological
surveys, as well as with leading scientific experts in both academic and professional sectors to review specific
and generic geological siting matters.

Has frequent contacts with the geologists, seismologists, managers and senior representatives of utilities,
architect-engineer firms and construction firms to discuss and evaluate proposed site geologic and seismic con-
ditions for nuclear facility sites.

Has occasional contacts with NRC's and applicant's legal staffs as well as the members-of the ACRS, ASLB an,.
other hearing proceedings involving geologic and seismologic matters relating to site safety.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 230

Supervision Received

Section Leader, Geosciences Branch.

General Supervision "A" on technical matters with full authority to act within the framework of broad functional
assignments. Technical findings are accepted by Section Leader and generally by higher levels as authoritative.

Guidelines are geologic, seismologic, and engineering geology principles and authoritative technical references in
these disciplines. Administrative guides are 10 CFR, NRC Management Directives System, standard review plans,
the Commission's regulatory policies, standards and guides, and policies of the office and division and branch
procedures.

Independent Action

Responsible for reviewing applicant's geological mapping and seismic instrumentation program to determine that
geologic and seismologic hazards at proposed sites are recognized and evaluated. Makes final technical judgments
and recommends measures to assure safe siting.

Responsible for the technical evaluation of geologic and seismic matters at proposed nuclear facility sites to assure
feasibility of siting prior to authorization of construction activities.

Recommends and endorses funding of technical support and research programs, development of technical criteria
and guidelines, and utilization of consultants for analyzing and evaluating safe siting policies.

As requested, responsible for preparing written testimony for presentation at hearings.

Through discussions with applicant, develops approaches and courses of action needed to solve technological
problems relating to site safety matters.
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Responds under oath as a professional expert witness to questions asked during (nuclear facility) hearing
proceedings on geologic and seismic issues. Gives technical advice to the ACRS and all levels, as needed, of
NRC on geologic matters of critical concern. His judgments on the age of geologic faults are considered to be
that of a top authoritative expert for NRC.

Resolves day-to-day technical problems relating to review of proposed sites.

Plans and schedules site visits.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING-CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions usually with frequent travel to nuclear facilities sites where varying site conditions
exist.

EFFORT

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 950
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SENIOR REACTOR PHYSICIST, GS-1310-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as the NRC expert and consultant on the physics aspects of core performance within nuclear reactors.
Applies specialized and intensive knowledge of neutron behavior within the reactor core on a wide variety of
problems involving reactivity effects, transients and heat decay.

REGULAR DUTIES

Assigned, and in some instances proposes, unusual or unique generic studies and problems dealing with reactor
physics which have far reaching effects on current and future generation power reactors. For example,
evaluates uncertainties associated with power distribution calculations and measurement in order to establish
appropriate operating limits.

Participates as a senior technical member of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and NRC as a principal
reviewer for evaluating reactivity effects and transients in proposed or existing nuclear power plants and as
project leader and coordinator for other programs which he is assigned. For example, performs new and original
studies of the causes, probabilities and effects of design basis accidents such as the BWR control rod drop.

Prepares or participates in the development of related reactor standards, codes, and criteria associated with
programs to which he is assigned. For example, evaluates experimental data and theoretical analysis of the
reactor decay heat generation rate and associated uncertainties.

Provides specialized and authoritative technical assistance and advice as requested to all organizational elements
within NRC regarding the adequacy of proposed or existing design, including the application of reactor
standards, codes, and criteria to specific operating reactors and to entire classes of reactors.

Serves as a consultant. Actively sought for assistance and advice in his area of expertise.

Represents the regulatory staff at ACRS meetings and participates as expert witness at public hearings.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Provides direction to the technical work of other members of Reactor Physics Section as requested by the Section
Leader.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 550

Expert knowledge of the basic principles, theories, and practices in the field of nuclear reactor physics.
Competence must be adequate to enable evaluation and direction of a wide variety of concepts and programs.
Must be competent to understand and verify complex calculations of reactor designers and researchers and to
separate basic and applied physics principles and practices from unproven theories or proposals.

The basic skill requirements are considerably in excess of those obtained by formal education at the university
level (Ph.D. degree), being supplemented by considerable experience in the design and evaluation aspects of
reactor physics. Demonstrated ability to grasp technical problems in the evaluation of the physics aspects of
proposed reactors and diagnosis of'anomalies in operating reactors. Requires a good knowledge of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's regulations, principles, and procedures, and an understanding of the underlying
technical reasons for these regulations. Ability to chair top level technical discussion and working groups.
Ability to consolidate complex and diverse opinions of these groups into a concise technical position.

CONTACTS 160

Continuous contacts with senior and middle level technical and professional NRC staff for the purpose of
providing authoritative and expert advice and guidance on the physics aspects of core performance.

Frequent contacts with private industry consultant firms, senior representatives of public utilities, other
government agencies, and national research laboratories to discuss controversial or unique technical physics "

problems. Represents the NRC as authoritative technical expert in assigned area of work. Persuades other
organizations to alter direction of effort and approaches to technical work.
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Occasional contacts with the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards and Atomic Safety Licensing Boards and
Panels as to provide expert information, advice and testimony in his work area.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 230

Supervision Received

Section Leader, Reactor Physics Section, Core Performance Branch.

General Supervision 'Al on technical matters with full authority to act within the framework of broad functional
assignments.

Technical findings are accepted by Section Leader and generally by higher levels as authoritative. Administrative
guides are NRC Manual and NRC policy. Operational guides are In the form of memoranda or verbal directives.

Independent Action

Responsible for making final technical recommendations within his assigned areas regarding the adequacy of pro-
posed and existing designs and the formulation of related reactor standards, codes, and criteria.

Judgments, in most cases, are initially subjected only to policy review, but eventually will be subjected to
extensive NRC and industry study. Judgments in the area of core performance physics are viewed as those of a
top authoritative technical expert by all levels within NRC, including the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board and
the ACRS.

Represents the NRC in technical meetings with industrial representatives and national research laboratories
relating to the technical adequacy of proposed and existing designs and to reactor standards, codes, and criteria
in reactor physics. Advice and guidance in such meetings is viewed as authoritative and final on technical
matters.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

EFFORT 5

Normally minimum effort. Some climbing involved when inspecting or working near reactors.

WORKING CONDITIONS S

Normal office conditions while in Washington. Extensive travel involved. Subject to mild radiation exposure
while Inspecting or working near reactors. t

TOTAL SCORE 950
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CLERK-TYPIST, GS-0322-2

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Performs clerk-typist duties for a section or a branch.

REGULAR DUTIES

Types letters or forms correctly from clean copy.

Types narrative material from rough drafts where comprehension of the text is not required and where com-
plicated spacing arrangements are not involved. May type tabular material when material and headings to be
typed are specifically identified. Responsible for using NRC correspondence manual, Government Style Manual,
and standard nontechnical dictionaries to check for correct spelling and form.

Files correspondence and records in previously established section or branch files.

Assists in maintaining files in accordance with NRC file procedures and records disposition schedules.

Answers telephones, takes messages, and refers callers to the proper individuals.,

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 135

Proficiency in typing skill sufficient to type letters, reports, and data on printed forms where comprehension of
the text is not required and where complicated spacing arrangements are not involved.

Ability to understand and accurately carry out simple instructions, oral or written, with regard to filing and
recordkeeping.

Ability to acquire knowledge of NRC filing procedures. Filing skill sufficient to file alphabetically and
numerically.

Ability to answer telephone calls politely and efficiently, and refer callers to appropriate personnel.

CONTACTS 30

Frequent personal and telephone contacts with personnel at clerical levels to obtain or furnish information
regarding assignments. Occasional contacts with professional staff to receive assignments.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 60

Supervision Received

Chief of branch or section to which assigned.

Detailed supervision: Section or branch secretary provides guidance and assistance when needed. Guidelines
are applicable parts of the NRC File and Correspondence Manuals, office and branch procedures.

Independent Action

Answers and routes telephone cafls.

Work Accepted Without Review

Correct filing of correspond'v.tnae 2v3d retc-rds after material has been coded for filing.
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1..

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None. _

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office environment.

EFFORT 5

Normal clerical.

TOTAL SCORE 235
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CLERK-TYPIST, GS-0322-3

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Performs clerk-typist duties for a section or a branch.

REGULAR DUTIES

Types correspondence, reports, and tabular or statistical material from rough draft or handwritten material
involving nonspecialized terminology when the work procedures require the material to be typed in final form
without an intermediate typed rough draft. In cases where material consists of specialized terminology or
requires judgment as to spacing arrangements, preparation of a typed rough draft is usual.

Responsible for using NRC correspondence manual, Government Style Manual, and technical or standard
dictionaries to assure correctness of spelling, grammar, and form.

Assists in maintaining section or branch files in accordance with NRC file procedures and records disposition
schedules.

Makes and receives phone calls for professional section or branch personnel. Refers calls to the proper
individuals. Supplies items of information which require understanding of the section or branch functions and
organization of work.

Receives and distributes incoming mail, attaching appropriate files or documents as necessary.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 140

Proficiency in typing sufficient to type neat and accurate correspondence, reports, tables, and memoranda
without requiring an intermediate typed rough draft where nonspecialized terminology is involved. In cases
where scientific or technical terminology is involved, preparation of a typed rough draft is usual.

Ability to acquire knowledge of NRC filing and administrative procedures and filing skills necessary to file
correspondence and records in the files accurately.

Ability to learn the organizational and functional responsibilities necessary to distribute mail correctly and refer
callers to appropriate individuals.

Ability to answer incoming phone calls politely, efficiently, and refer calls to the proper individuals.

CONTACTS 40

Frequent contacts with clerical and professional staff for receiving work assignments and furnishing routine
information.

Frequent telephone and personal contacts to furnish information requiring some explanation to develop accurate
understanding and to verify facts and direct callers to the proper individuals.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 65

Supervision Received

Chief of branch or section to which assigned.

Direct supervision. Guidelines are NRC File and Correspondence Manuals, office and branch procedures.

Independent Action

Answers and routes telephone calls and supplies specific items of information which are of common use and
readily available.
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Work Accepted Without Review

Correct coding and filing of correspondence and records.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS

Normal office environment.

EFFORT

Normal clerical.

TOTAL SCORE

EVALUATION OF GS-1 - 15 POSITIONS

5

255
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CLERK-STENOGRAPHER, GS-0312-3

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a clerk-stenographer for a section or a branch, performing stenographic and general clerical
functions.

REGULAR DUTIES

Takes dictation covering correspondence, reports, and memoranda at the dictator's normal rate of dictation.
(May interrupt for clarification of terminology that is unfamiliar or highly specialized.) Takes and transcribes
shorthand notes of telephone conversations, meetings, and conferences (non-verbatim).

Usually types intermediate rough draft from notes, longhand drafts or dictating equipment for review, when
material is of a technical nature.

Ensures that correspondence is correct regarding punctuation, capitalization, spelling, grammar, etc.

Screens and delivers mail to appropriate personnel.

Answers the telephone, takes messages and refers callers to the proper individuals. Supplies items of informa-
tion which require understanding of the section or branch functions and organization of work.

Assists in maintaining correspondence and records file.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 145

Must be a qualified stenographer.

Ability to learn operation of dictation transcribing equipment.

Ability to become familiar with and understand technical terms.

Ability to assist in composing routine correspondence, editing notes, letters, and reports to ensure proper gram-
mar, construction, spelling, punctuation, and conformance with correspondence procedures.

Ability to acquire knowledge of NRC correspondence and file procedures necessary to assist in maintenance of
area files.

Ability to deal with telephone callers and other personnel tactfully, and refer callers to appropriate individuals.

Proficiency in typing sufficient to type neat and accurate correspondence, reports, tables, and memoranda
without requiring an intermediate typed rough draft when nonspecialized terminology is involved. In cases
where scientific or technical terminology is involved, preparation of a typed rough draft is usual.

CONTACTS 40

Continuous contacts with clerical and middle management levels of personnel within the branch, division, or
office for the purpose of receiving and exchanging information regarding work assignments. Provides telephone
information requiring some explanation to develop accurate understanding and to verify facts.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 65

Supervision Received

Chief of a section or branch.

Direct supervision.

Explicit guidelines are NRC File and Correspondence Manuals, office and branch procedures.
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independent Action

Refers correspondence to proper individuals, answers telephones and refers calls to appropriate personnel.
Supplies specific Items of information which are of common use and readily available.

Work Accepted Without Review

Correct filing of correspondence and records.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.'

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal offit.ce environment.

EFFORT 5

Normal clerical.

TOTAL SCORE 260
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MAIL AND FILE CLERK, GS-0305-3

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Performs filing and mail distribution operations, which may involve classified material, in a centralized mail and
file operation of an office or division of NRC.

REGULAR DUTIES

Mail Duties:

Receives and sorts communications into such categories as mail to be opened, mail to be routed unopened, mail to
be recorded or given special handling (such as classified or docket communications).

Reads and distributes mail by subject matter content directly to the branch, unit or individual responsible for
the action. Distributes mail to at least 5-25 different groups according to responsibilities assigned to various
subdivisions of the organization, some of which are engaged in technical and professional fields of work.

Checks outgoing mail for compliance with NRC and local procedures and postal requirements.

File Duties:

Determines proper file classification and cross-referencing of a variety of materials to be filed by subject and
cross-referenced to detailed descriptive subheadings. Establishes and maintains files, consolidates new material
with previously filed material, expands or combines files when necessary.

Locates and withdraws records or information from files when instructions for finding subject material requested
are often very general or vague.

Checks files for retirement or for destruction in accordance with established procedures.

Types tabs on folders and other related materials and performs other duties as required.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 135

Initiative and judgment are required in the application of pertinent regulations, procedures, and instructions.

Ability to sort communications into proper categories.

Ability to learn organizational structure and procedures sufficient to read and route mail correctly to a
substantial number of points.

Ability to learn the NRC requirements applicable to the handling and processing of classified and unclassified
mail.

Ability to handle all inquiries in a tactful and expedient manner.

Ability to learn and understand the NRC Subject Filing System in order to locate files and background material,
as requested, frequently based on general or vague instructions.

Ability to learn the NRC Subject Filing System sufficiently to read, assign code symbols, file material, and
establish new subject files.

Ability to learn NRC security instructions and regulations sufficient to insure proper handling of classified
material.

Typing skill sufficient to type tabs on folders and other related material.

CONTACTS

Continuous contact in person and by telephone with different levels of personnel within the office in coordinating
mail distribution and pickup.
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Occasional contact with the Division of Security on matters pertaining to the transmitting of classified material
and informing them of any irregularities.

Continuous contact with all levels of personnel requesting information about location of files, file use, and types
of files needed. a

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 70

Supervision Received

Mail and File Room Supervisor.

General Supervision 1B".

Guides are applicable chapters of the NRC Management Directives System dealing with the handling and control
of classified and unclassified material, postal rules and regulations, NRC Subject Filing System, NRC Security
Regulations, office and division procedures.

Independent Action

Entries in a control log on correspondence requiring special handling.

Retires or destroys material in accordance with approved records disposition schedules.

Assigns code symbols and files material received.

Determines when material should be cross-referenced to other file subjects.

Establishment, consolidation, and expansion of files as determined to be necessary.

Maintenance of control and Index records of classified material and special files.

Work Accepted Without Review

Reads and routes mail to predetermined points.

Checks outgoing mail for compliance with existing regulations.

Files returned records.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 10

Works in a congested area, with numerous interruptions to the work.

EFFORT 10

Effort consists of some standing, walking and lifting of mail pouches and mail for distribution.

Filing activities involve the performance of standing, stooping, and walking. Some lifting of records involved in
making file searches.

TOTAL SCORE 260
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CLERK-TYPIST, GS-0322-4

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Performs clerk-typist duties for a section or a branch.

REGULAR DUTIES

Types statistical or tabular material, correspondence, and reports in final form expeditiously and accurately with-
out the typing of an intermediate rough draft. Material to be typed involves complicated spacing arrangements,
selection from a number of reports and other sources, and must be arranged in accordance with instructions
indicating the general nature and purpose of the paper or presentation.

Responsible for correctness of spelling, grammar, and format of final copy.

Maintains the section or branch files in accordance with NRC file procedures and records disposition schedules.

Makes and receives phone calls for professional personnel of the section or branch. Refers calls to appropriate
personnel. Supplies items of information which require understanding of the section or branch functions and
organization or work. Receives and distributes Incoming mail, attaching appropriate files or documents as
necessary.

Responsible for the completion and proper assembly of outgoing correspondence for the signature of a branch or
section chief regardless of complexity or the specialized terminology involved.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 155

Proficiency in typing sufficient to type neat and accurate statistical and tabular reports, tables, and presenta-
tions expeditiously and accurately in final form requiring skill in selection and arrangement of material in accoro\...2
ance with general instructions and complex spacing requirements.

Ability to acquire knowledge of NRC filing and administrative procedures and filing skills necessary to maintain
the section or branch files accurately.

Ability to learn the organizational and functional responsibilities necessary to distribute mail correctly and refer
callers to appropriate individuals.

Ability to answer incoming phone calls politely, efficiently, and refer all calls to the proper personnel.

CONTACTS 40

Continuous contacts with clerical and professional staff for receiving work assignments and furnishing informa-
tion.

Frequent telephone and personal contacts to furnish information and direct callers to the proper individuals
requiring some explanation to develop accurate understanding and to verify facts.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 75

Supervision Received

Chief of branch or section to which assigned.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are NRC File and Carrespondence l'anuals, office and branch procedures.
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Independent Action

Works out details for accomplishing typing assignments, such as proper format, spacing, selection, and
arrangement of material.

Answers and routes telephone calls, directing callers to appropriate personnel. Supplies specific items of
information which are In common use and readily available. Responsible for the completion and proper assembly
of outgoing correspondence for the signature of a branch or section chief.

Work Accepted Without Review

Maintenance of the section or branch file system Is not subject to
members' use of files and records.

review except through section or branch

SUPERVISION EXERCISED . -

Ni e.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office environment.

EFFORT 5

Normal clerical.

TOTAL SCORE 280
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MAIL CLERK, GS-0305-4

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Performs mail operations, which may involve classified material, in the central mail room of the NRC.

REGULAR DUTIES

Receives, sorts, and analyzes communications into such categories as mail to be opened, mail to be routed
unopened, and mail to be recorded or given special handling (such as classified or docket communications).

Opens,- reads, and routes mail that Is not thoroughly addressed, requiring knowledge of NRC organizational
structure, distribution of functional responsibilities, and specialized and technical terminology in order to
determine appropriate distribution for action and information. Opens, date stamps, and controls correspondence
and materials from public utilities and other government agencies pertaining to nuclear power plants, opening all
mail coming from utility companies and government agencies addressed to designated NRC organizations. Verifies
presence of attachments or enclosures in mail to be opened and, if r. ded, reproduces sufficient copies for
distribution. Sorts unopened mail to the various NRC building locations to reach organizations or individuals
assigned to these locations.

Maintains control and count of incoming and outgoing mail items (e.g., registered, certified, and docket) for use
in reports.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 150

Ability to analyze and sort communications into proper categories for handling.

Knowledge of NRC organizational structure, functions and specialized terminology sufficient to read and route
mail to appropriate locations. I

Knowledge of procedures pertaining to the handling of all classes of mail and NRC manual chapter applicable to
the handling and processing of classified and unclassified mail.

Ability to cope with and handle numerous inquiries from within and outside the agency in a tactful and expedient
manner.

CONTACTS 35

Continuous contact in person and by telephone with clerical personnel within the NRC in coordinating mail flow
in conformance with individual office requirements.

Frequent contact with the local post office for coordinating mail pickup and delivery service.

Occasional contacts with the Division of Security on matters pertaining to the transmitting of classified material
and informing them of any irregularities.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 70

Supervision Received

Supervisor, Central Mail Room.

General Supervision "B".

Guides are NRC manual chapters dealing with the handling and control of classified and unclassified material,
mail processing, regulations, and established internal procedures.
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,ndependent Action

Establishes and maintains a control log on correspondence requiring special handling.

Work Accepted Without Review

Reads and routes mail to predetermined points.

Assigns control numbers to correspondence requiring special handling.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 10

Works in a congested area with many interruptions and works out-of-doors, at times in Inclement weather,
coordinating mail pickup and delivery.

EFFORT 15

Sustained physical effort consisting of standing, walking, lifting large packages, parcels, and mail pouches.

TOTAL SCORE 280
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CLERK-STENOGRAPHER, GS-0312-4

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a clerk-stenographer for a section or a branch, performing stenographic and general clerical duties.

REGULAR DUTIES

Takes dictation covering correspondence, reports, and memoranda. Dictation is normally dictated without regard
to the recording speed of the clerk-stenographer and without interruption by the clerk-stenographer. Takes
and transcribes shorthand notes of telephone conversations, meetings, and conferences.

Types final copy from notes, longhand drafts, or dictating equipment without requiring a typed intermediate
rough draft, even when specialized terminology is involved.

Ensures that correspondence is correct regarding punctuation, capitaliz.-tion, spelling, grammar, and NRC cor-
respondence procedures.

Screens incoming mail and delivers mail to appropriate personnel.

Answers the telephone, takes messages, and refers callers to the proper individuals. Supplies specific items of
information which require understanding of the section or branch functions and organization of work.

Maintains correspondence and records files.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 160

Must be a qualified stenographer and familiar with the operation of dictation transcribing equipment. Ability to\,, 1

become familiar with and to understand technical terms.

Ability to compose routine correspondence, to edit notes, letters, and reports to ensure proper grammar, con-
struction, spelling, punctuation, and conformance with correspondence procedures.

Ability to acquire knowledge of NRC correspondence and file procedures necessary to maintain area files.

Ability to deal with telephone callers and other personnel tactfully.

Proficiency in typing sufficient to type neat and accurate correspondence, reports, tables, etc. expeditiously
and accurately in final form without an intermediate typed rough draft. The material to be typed may contain
highly specialized scientific or technical terminology and may also require complicated spacing arrangements, such
as numerous columns or internal sub-divisions.

CONTACTS 40

Continuous contacts with clerical and middle management levels of personnel within the branch and division for
the purpose of receiving and exchanging information in regard to work assignments.

Frequent telephone and personal contacts to furnish information requiring some explanation to develop accurate
understanding and to verify facts.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 75

Supervision Received

Chief of a section or branch.

General Supervision "B " .

Guidelines are NRC File and Correspondence Manuals, office and branch procedures.
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Independent Action

Refers correspondence to the proper individual, and answers the telephone and refers calls to appropriate per-
sonnel. Supplies specific items of Information which are of common use and readily available. Responsible for
completion and proper assembly of outgoing correspondence for the signature of a branch or section chief.

Work Accepted Without Review

Maintenance of area files Is not subject to review except through section or branch members' use of files and
records.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal clerical.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 285
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TELEPHONE OPERATOR, GS-0382-4

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as Telephone Operator, performing both operation and information duties on the day shift and serving as
sole operator on a rotational basis on the unsupervised swing shift.

REGULAR DUTIES

Places and receives local and long-distance and a substantial number of special overseas calls, including
conference and appointment calls, collect calls, transferred charge calls, and calls where information is
incomplete and must be developed. Performs circuit routings to complete priority calls, long-distance, and
overseas calls and maintains constant surveillance over the switchboard, responding appropriately to the visual
and audio signals of the Centrex System and equipment. Calls are handled sequentially as they are placed and
come in and, therefore, range from local and regular long-distance to special long-distance and overseas calls.

Provides central telephone locator services for the NRC, supplies numbers, extensions, names, organizational and
functional Information, interrogating callers in depth to determine precise nature of the question.

Information calls frequently require several minutes or longer to ascertain nature of the question or inquiry and
develop facts necessary to refer the call to the responsible individual or organization. Utilizes knowledge of
NRC functions and programs, organizational subdivisions, individuals' latest organizational changes, and
personnel moves to direct caller and reduce number of unnecessary referrals to the minimum.

Serves as sole operator on the unsupervised swing shift, performing both information and operation functions
and providing secretarial answering services for the Commissioners and other top-level members of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Places and receives local, regular, and special long-distance calls involving routing of
priority and other calls, traces and locates individuals, refers emergency calls to assigned duty officers or
appropriate NRC officials, and exercises judgment to ascertain need to contact NRC staff during off-duty hours.
Time Zone differences throughout the world use to substantial activity throughout most of the 24-hour period,
35%.

Maintains records of certain telephone activities, such as Federal Telecommunications System trouble reports and
commercial long-distance calls such as outgoing paid, outgoing collect, and incoming collect. Keeps record of
collect calls and outgoing long-distance calls by recording date, time and date of call, total time of call, name of
caller, name and number of recipients of calls, and toll charges as provided by the charge operator. Prepares
bills and maintains records with respect to receipt and collection.

Performs miscellaneous other duties as assigned.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 150

Knowledge of telephone procedures, network priority systems, and standards. Ability to operate the various
elements of the telephone system. Ability to learn the basic mission of NRC, the complete organizational structure
and functional responsibilities, and location of principal personnel.

Ability to acquire familiarity with available reference material and files (e.g., telephone directories, personnel
locator files, organization charts, itineraries of Commissioners and top management, and emergency procedure
plans).

Good judgment, courtesy, tact, initiative, ability to work under pressure in dealing with telephone calls to and
from the highest levels of government and business.

Additional requirements are good speech and voice modulation and good hearing.

Ability to maintain files accurately and neatly.

CONTACTS

Continual telephone contact with personnel at all levels in NRC, government, and business to complete telephone
calls, respond to inquiries, elicit information, relay messages, and locate personnel. Telephone contacts require
considerable tact and discretion, and impact on relations with the public.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 70

Supervision Received

Chief, Telephone and Message Center.

General Supervision "B'.

Supervisor available during working hours Monday through Friday; otherwise unsupervised.

Guidelines are NRC Manuals; written and oral local procedures; Itineraries of Commissioners and top management;
Interhal and external telephone directories; and Congressional Directory.

Independent Action

When on unsupervised work shift, exercises full responsibility for switchboard activities Including determining
necessity for calling high-level NRC staff members, duty officer, or thers.

Chooses routings and alternate routings.

Determines appropriate referral of information calls.

Prepares and maintains records of long-distance calls and "trouble" reports.

WORKING CONDITIONS 10

Employee is required to sit for an extended period of time and wear earphones, facing console constantly, and is
subject to abrupt console signals.

EFFORT 10

Employee's undivided attention to console signals is required for an extended period of time.

TOTAL SCORE 290
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WORD PROCESSING OPERATOR, GS-0322-4
BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a Word Processing Operator in section of the Central Regulatory Electronic Stenographic System (CRESS).
Is responsible for complete preparation of assigned documents; recording (typing), revising, checking to assure
consistency in format and terminology, checking typed copy for accuracy, making corrections and returning to
originator. Documents mainly consist of technical, diversely formatted reports, such as: technical
specifications, regulatory guides, safety evaluations, environmental statements, Commission papers, and special
task force reports. Assignments are characterized by such difficulties as complicated space arrangements and need
to select, combine and rearrange material from different source documents. Operates typewriter, automated text
editing systems with cathode-ray tube display, automated document printers, and high-speed telecommunications
features available for preparing these documents.

REGULAR DUTIES

Operator is assigned work with a CRESS Control Sheet attached which indicates that work is to be prepared in
draft, redraft, or final form, and gives size of paper and spacing to be used. Documents or sections of documents
. ^ signed range in size from 10 to 500 pages. Special task force reports may total 4,000 pages and are assIe ed to
several operators and to different CRESS sections at one time. Operator scans document, determines proper format
if other than standard, and checks with originator regarding any discrepancies.

When using the automated text-editing typewriter, operator records (types) initial draft document and prepares, in
one operation, a hard copy for the originator, CRESS tissue copy, and magnetic cards for each page. When revising
a document previously recorded on the typewriter, operator advances through the text to make the required changes,
"scans" each page, makes hyphenation decisions for readjusted text, and stores each page on magnetic cards, which
will be played back unattended on the document printer. Equipment must be coded with line and page length for
revised text to be automatically adjusted.

When using the information processor (automated text-editing system), operator inputs document information into
electronic memory either by recording or reading in previously recorded magnetic cards; input appears on visual
display screen (cathode-ray tube) as it is typed or recalled. Screen shows number of lines input and prom' -
"pagination" when page length previously designated is reached. Operator advances through text to make requ
changes and then stores the information on a diskette, while at the same time creating a magnetic card J
playback on unattended document printer.

Operator uses the procedures necessary for unattended playback of documents on the Document Printer, including
designating use of one or both drawers of different paper size and envelope compartment when needed. Operator
prepares a control card indicating formatting, type style and type style changes, as well as number of copies
required. Operator then stacks up to 200 magnetic cards into the printer and is free to continue on another job
while printer is automatically playing back document.

Prepares control cards for communicating documents or document cards only from information processors and document
printers to communicating equipment in other sections.

Scans finished ceny of work for correct punctuation, capitalization, spelling, and special instructions or
format. Operator then takes work to proofreader who will mark up copy, return to operator, and operator makes
corrections.

Is aware of the deadline required for completion of the work and requests from supervisor assignment of other
operators to help with the task when problems arise concerning its timely completion.

Responsible for preparing the more difficult types of work: reports containing statistical charts, tables,
chemical and mathematical equations, double- or triple-columned text, comparative text and right-handed justified
reports.

Occasionally assists less experienced operators with terminology, format and coding techniques in operation of
text-editing typing and printing equipment.

Occasionally relocated to other CRESS sections when assistance with heavy workload, difficult or top priority work
is required.
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ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 155

Knowledge of GPO Style Guide, CRESS Operator Handbook (contains samples of standard formats, terminology,
recording procedures for text-editing equipment, etc.), NRC Correspondence Handbook, Instruction Manuals for word
processing equipment and technical, medical and geographical reference manuals. Ability to clearly understand and
us the automated typewriter, the information processor, the document printer, and the coding techniques involved
in use of the equipment for automatic playback: 1) center headings, 2) underscore, 3) indent text (paragraph
Indent), 4) set up or change line and page length, 5) change spacing for mathematical or chemical equations, 6)
merge variable information from two or more sources, 7) manipulate paragraphs, footnotes and sections, 8) align
columns of number (decimal tab), 9) adjust text to established right margin with hyphenation decision (scanning)
includihg right margin justification, 10) delete characters, words, lines, or pages, and 11) duplicate text.

Specialized experience in specific technical areas of CRESS operation: special format coding for a variety of
documents, expedient methods for setting up statistical charts, mathematical/scientific equations lengthly and
frequent footnotes, double- and triple-columned text, and merging Information from various sources.

Ability to function as a resource for less experienced operators learning this type of work.

Skill in performing well under pressure and with the concentration and endurance necessary for multi-page projects
demanding effort over several days.

Ability to complete assignments from beginning to end including recording, assuring consistency of format and
terminology, checking with originator for discrepancies, revising, checking, correcting and returning to
originator without supervisory or proofreader control. Work must be of such high quality that only spot checks by
supervisor or proofreader are necessary.

Ability to work harmoniously with others in a high pressure, production/pool-type atmosphere.

CONTACTS 40

Frequent contacts with professional NRC staff clarifying discrepancies or work being prepared.

Contact with word-processing equipment service personnel pertaining to problems in mechanical operation of
equipment.

Occasional contact with representatives of text-editing systems companies, either in training classes set up in
CRESS sections or at training offices of equipment manufacturers.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 75

Supervision Received

CRESS Section Supervisor

General Supervision "B'.

Guidelines are GPO Style Manual, CRESS Operator Handbook, NRC Correspondence Manual, and Instruction Manuals of
IBM MC-II, Information Processors, Document Printers, and Communications Features.

Independent Action

Determines proper format for documents when other than standard. Determines which codes of typing and printing
equipment are necessary for the most expeditious processing of work.
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Analyzes and determines codes required for expedient revision and playback of work, including correcting ca\ /
improperly coded at NRC contractor laboratories and sent to CRESS To prepare in final form, as well as car,
prepared by new operators in CRESS sections.

Assists less experienced operators in the basic and advanced operations of text-editing typewriters, systems and
printers.

Work Accepted Without Review

Responsible for complete preparation of documents assigned by supervisor. This includes typing, checking with
originator regarding discrepancies, revising, checking typed copy for accuracy, making corrections, and returning
document to originator. Documents are reviewed, however, by a proofreader before final submission to the
originator.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 10

Work is of a confining nature; operator sits at automated typewriter eight hours a day.

Works in an area with several automated typewriters and printers which produce a considerable amount of noise.
There is also distraction of constant influx of persons delivering, checking status or picking up work processed.

EFFORT 10

Work requires considerable physical and visual effort that causes fatigue. Work requires high degre I
concentration and endurance, especially when working on difficult equations, tables, and multi-column text.

TOTAL SCORE 
290

TOTAL SCORE 290
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FILE CLERK, GS-0305-5

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a File Clerk in the Subject Files Section, Records Facilities Branch. The Section maintains the
centralized official subject matter files for NRC.

REGULAR DUTIES

Receives documents for centralized file, including all types of correspondence, communications, reports,
Commission-Action papers, licensing, project, and other material related to the functions of NRC. Examines
documents to determine whether they are records being returned to file, documents requiring coding before file,
records to be sent to the Docket File system and not the Subject Files, extraneous files of no record value to be
destroyed or returned to originator.

Reads and analyzes the material to be filed In the subject files to determine file classification and appropriate
cross reference. Codes and files documents in accordance with the NRC Manual Chapter (0222) and NRC filing
systems, using the standard NRC Primary File categories and over 1,000 subject matter subdivisions. Classifies
all types of NRC material covering many different and difficult technical professional and scientific as well as
administrative and management subjects. Determines appropriate cross reference to other file subjects and
prepares indices for filing. When documents and material cannot be correlated with established files, recommends
filing and coding arrangement to expand or contract files to correlate with changes In the nature of the material.

Searches files to obtain material requested by NRC offices and for FOIA information. Requests relate to a wide
variety of technical subjects encompassing the scope of NRC functions, and information furnished with the
requests is often vague, incorrect, incomplete, and provides scant detail to assist in the search. When
necessary, supplements material from central files with material from files maintained In NRC divisions and
offices, explaining the nature of the material needed to provide complete reference material.

Performs other work such as the maintenance of control and Index records for both classified and nonclassified
documents, the review of files for retirement or destruction, and related duties as assigned.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 165

Knowledge of the overall NRC Filing System, the centralized file and its many subject matter breakdowns to
classify, cross reference, and locate material.

Sufficient knowledge of technical, scientific, and specialized terminology in a variety of subject matter fields to
grasp the content of difficult and complex material, select the most descriptive classification, and provide
adequate cross reference to facilitate the location of the material in connection with the subjects to which it
relates.

Ability to analyze numerous documents per day and interpret proper coding with minimum amount of time.

Ability to know NRC Security instructions and regulations to insure proper handling of classified material.

Ability to deal tactfully and diplomatically with all levels of personnel. Must be able to work willingly with
others and work under pressure.

CONTACTS 40

Continuous contact with NRC peisonnel requesting information from the files and use of the files. Contacts are
normally with secretarial and clerical staff of the Commission.

Frequent contact with professional staff to give or obtain information regarding material in the file.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 80

Supervision Received

Chief, Subject Files Section.

General Supervision "B".

Guides are NRC Filing Manual, Records Management instructions, Security procedures, and written and oral
instructions pertaining to coding, filing, and records handling.

Work Accepted Without Review

Reviews and applies coding to subject file material. Determines material to be cross referenced and prepares
indices sufficient to describe documents. Retires or destroys material in accordance with disposition schedule.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 10

Works in a congested area, with numerous interruptions to work.

EFFORT

Filing activities involve the performance of standing, stooping, and walking. Some lifting of books and boxes of
records involved in making files searches.

TOTAL SCORE 305
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SECRETARY, GS-0318-5

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a secretary to the chief of a branch.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews outgoing correspondence which is being submitted to the branch chief for signature or clearance for
format, accurate typing, conformance with NRC and local correspondence procedures, and to determine that all
necessary background material is attached.

Receives and reviews all Incoming mail to the branch and attaches related files and documents for use In taking
action on the correspondence. May be responsible for handling classified documents.

Takes and transcribes dictation in such forms as letters, memoranda. and reports which may be highly technical
in nature.* Types letters, memoranda, reports, and staff papers In final form from handwritten rough drafts.

Establishes and maintains subject-matter files within a branch filing system In connection with work under the
control of the branch chief. Establishes or revises files as deemed necessary to meet the current need for the
material.

Acts as a receptionist for the branch when Individuals call in person, and. receives incoming telephone calls.
Based on a knowledge of the branch operation, routes callers to the proper section or individual. May respond
personally to inquiries regarding routine instructions or procedures where nontechnical information is concerned.

Arranges appointments and conferences for the branch personnel; reserves conference rooms and assists In set-
ting up conference rooms.

'lay orally relay messages and instructions from supervisor to the subordinates, when nontechnical matters are
i> concerned.

Makes travel arrangements for the branch personnel.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 165

Must be a qualified stenographer.*

Proficiency in typing sufficient to prepare correspondence, memoranda, reports, etc., quickly and accurately,
from handwritten rough drafts.

Knowledge of proper grammar, spelling, punctuation, NRC Correspondence Manual, local instructions and pro-
cedures regarding the preparation of correspondence, including the handling of classified documents, adequate to
prepare correspondence, tabulations, and reports.

Knowledge of branch organization and functions sufficient to distribute mail and refer telephone calls and callers
to proper individuals.

Knowledge of branch organization and functions sufficient to respond to inquiries regarding routine instructions
or procedures where nontechnical information Is concerned.

Ability to comprehend and follow general instructions and relay oral instructions accurately.

Knowledge of NRC security regulations sufficient to handle classified documents properly.

Ability to deal tactfully and effectively with other people.

Knowledge of NRC and local procedures adequate to prepare all travel arrangements.

Knowledge of NRC and local filing procedures sufficient to establish and maintain branch files.

*Stenographic duties are neither grade controlling nor necessary for the designation of positions as secretarial.
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N

01_
CONTACTS 5

Continuous contact with professional and clerical staff within and outside of the branch to give-and receive infor-
mation and instructions relative to procedural aspects of the assigned functions of the branch and for the pur-
pose of resolving discrepancies in data in reports and other administrative matters. Occasional contacts with
clerical, subprofessional, and professional staff to set up conferences and arrange for materials needed in con-
junction with such conferences.

Frequent contacts with telephone and personal callers in response to requests for Information and directs them to
the proper individual.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 80

Supervision Received

Branch Chief.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are the NRC Correspondence and Filing Manuals and applicable chapters of the NRC Manual pertaining
to the preparation of correspondence for signature; replying to priority mail; receipt, control, and handling of
classified documents.

Independent Action

Routes telephone and personal callers to appropriate branch personnel. May provide answers to inquiries from
callers regarding routine instructions or procedures when nontechnical information is involved.

Reviews mail for the branch and routes the correspondence to proper individuals within the branch.

Reviews and makes corrections to spelling, grammar, punctuation, or format on branch correspondence.

Work Accepted Without Review

Filing and recordkeeping duties are not subject to specific review, except through branch members' use of files
and records.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 305
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WORD PROCESSING OPERATOR, GS-0322-5
BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as a senior Word Processing Operator in section of the Central Regulatory Electronic Stenographic
System (CRESS). Is responsible for complete preparation of assigned documents; recording (typing), revising,
checking to assure consistency in format and terminology, checking typed copy for accuracy, making corrections
and returning to originator. Documents mainly consist of technical, diversely formatted reports, such as:
technical specifications, regulatory guides, safety evaluations, environmental statements, Commission papers,
and special task force reports. Operates automated text-editing typewriter and systems with cathode-ray tube
display, automated document printers, and high-speed telecommunications features available for preparing these
documents. Typically assigned the longest, most complex documents which require coordinating the work of other
processing operators on portions of the total assignment and considerable editing and direct communications with
originators of the documents.

REGULAR DUTIES

Operator is assigned responsibility for coordinating sections of large documents; assuring consistency of typed
sections with regard to format and terminology, and assuring that enough time Is allowed for checking of sections
prepared by less experienced operators. Operator is aware of deadline required for completion of the work and
requests from supervisor assignment of other operators to help with the task when problems arise concerning its
timely completion.

Operator is responsible for preparing the most difficult types of work: reports containing statistical charts,
tables, chemical and mathematical equations, double- or triple-columned text, comparative text and right-hand
justified reports.

Operator is assigned work with a CRESS Control Sheet attached which indicates that work Is to be prepared in
draft, redraft, or final form, and gives size of paper and spacing to be used. Documents or sections of documents
assigned range in size from 10 to 500 pages. Special task force reports may total 4,000 pages and are assigned to
several operators and to different CRESS sections at one time. Operator scans document, determines proper format
if other than standard, and checks with originator regarding any discrepancies.

When using the automated text-editing typewriter, operator records (types) initial draft document and prepares, In
one operation, a hard copy for the originator, CRESS tissue copy, and magnetic cards for each page. When revising
a document previously recorded on the typewriter, operator advances through the text to make the required changes,
"scans" each page, makes hyphenation decisions for readjusted text, and stores each page on magnetic cards, which
will be played back unattended on the document printer. Equipment must be coded with line and page length for
revised text to be automatically adjusted.

When using the Information processor (automated text-editing system), operator inputs document information into
electronic memory either by recording or reading in previously recorded magnetic cards; input appears on visual
display screen (cathode-ray tube) as it is typed or recalled. Screen shows number of lines input and prompts
"pagination" when page length previously designated is reached. Operator advances through text to make required
changes and then stores the Information on a diskette, while at the same time creating a magnetic card for
playback on unattended document printer.

Operator uses the procedures necessary for unattended playback of documents on the Document Printer, including
designating use of one or both drawers of different paper size and envelope compartment when needed. Operator
prepares a control card indicating formatting, type style and type style changes, as well as number of copies
required. Operator then stacks up to 200 magnetic cards into the printer and Is free to continue on another job
while printer is automatically playing back document.

Prepares control cards for communicating documents or document cards only from information processors and document
printers to communicating equipment in other sections.

After completing document, operator checks the copy and marks corrections on draft copy, makes corrections on
final copy, and returns It to originator. Make constructive comments and suggestions to originator for changes of
format and use of standard terminology. Goes directly to originator on such matters and for clarification of
material and format questions.

Operator assists less experienced operators with terminology, format and coding techniques in operation of
text-editing typing and printing equipment.

Operator occasionally relocated to other CRESS sections when assistance with heavy workload, difficult or top
priority work is required.
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ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 165

Knowledge of GPO Style Guide, CRESS Operator Handbook (contains samples of standard fo-rmats, terminology,
recording procedures for text-editing equipment, etc.), NRC Correspondence Handbook, Instruction Manuals for word
processing equipment.

Ability to complete assignments from beginning to end including recording, editing, assuring consistency of
format and terminology, checking with originator for discrepancies, revising, checking, correcting and returning
to originator without supervisory or proofreader control. Work must be of such high quality that only spot checks
by supervisor or proofreader are necessary.

Ability to clearly understand and use the automated typewriter, Information processor, the document printer,
and the coding techniques involved in use of the equipment for automatic playback: 1) center headings,
2) underscore, 3) indent text (paragraph indent), 4) set up or change line and page length, 5) merge variable
information from two or more sources, 7) manipulate paragraphs, footnotes and sections, 8) align columns of
i mbers, 9) adjust text to established right margin withi hyphenation decision including right .: iargin
justification, 10) delete characters, words, lines, or pages, and 11) duplicate text.

Skill in correcting codes improperly recorded by less experienced operators.

Specialized experience in specific technical areas of CRESS operation: special format coding for a variety of
documents, expedient methods for setting up statistical charts, mathematical/scientific equations lengthy and
frequent footnotes, double- and triple-columned text, and merging information from various sources.

Ability to function as a resource for less experienced operators learning this type of work.

Skill in performing well under pressure and with the concentration and endurance necessary for multi-page projects
demanding effort over several days.

Ability to work harmoniously with others in a high pressure, production/pool-type atmosphere.

CONTACTS 50

Frequent contacts with professional NRC staff clarifying discrepancies or work being prepared, and suggesting
changes in format and use of correct standard terminology to originators.

Contacts with other word processing personnel to coordinate large jobs which have been broken down into
assignments for others. Give deadlines, answers procedural questions and ascertains progress and status of work.

Contact with word-processing equipment service personnel pertaining to problems in mechanical operation of
equipment.

Occasional contact with representatives of text-editing systems companies, either in training classes set up in
CRESS sections or at training offices of equipment manufacturers.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 80

Supervision Received

CRESS Section Supervisor

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are GPO Style Manual, CRESS Operator Handbook, NRC Correspondence Manual, and Instruction Manuals of
equipment manufacturers.

Independent Action

Independently contacts originators of material and recommends changes in format, standard terminology, and cK0/
editing matters to conform with standard practices.

Determines proper format for documents when other than standard. Determines which codes of typing and printing
equipment are necessary for the most expeditious processing of work.
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Analyzes and determines codes required for expedient revision and playback of work, including correcting cards
improperly coded at NRC contractor laboratories and sent to CRESS To prepare in final form, as well as cards
prepared by new operators in CRESS sections.

Work Accepted Without Review

Responsible for complete preparation of documents assigned: by supervisor. This includes typing, checking
with originator regarding discrepancies, revising, checking typed copy for accuracy, making corrections,
and returning document to originator. Only spot checks of work are made by supervisor to ensure consistent
high quality.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 10

Work is of a confining nature; operator sits at automated typewriter eight hours a day.

Works in an area with several automated typewriters and printers which produce a considerable amount of noise.
There is also distraction of constant influx of persons delivering, checking status or picking up work processed.

EFFORT - 10

Work requires considerable physical and visual effort that causes fatigue. Work requires high degree of
concentration and endurance, especially when working on difficult equations, tables, and multi-column text.
Operator is frequently under pressure of top priority work, and occasionally works overtime past daily schedule
and on weekends and holidays.

TOTAL SCORE 315
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SECRETARY, GS-0318-6

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as the principal secretary of a branch.

REGULAR DUTIES

Bears overall responsibility for the proper operation of the branch system for handling controlled correspondence
or action items in a timely and efficient manner. Maintains awareness of status of controlled correspondence or
action items within the branch. May be responsible for handling classified documents.

Bears primary responsibility for all outgoing branch correspondence, reports, memoranda, etc., to assure that
the material has been finally proofread for grammatical correctness, that it is complete and that it conforms In
the format, style, and appearance required for the document by Commission, office, division, or branch pro-
cedures.

Takes and transcribes dictation in such forms as letters, memoranda, and reports, which may be highly technical
in nature.* Types letters, memoranda, reports, and staff papers in final form from handwritten rough drafts.

As requested, provides advice and assistance to the professional and clerical staff on the proper procedures for
the preparation and clearance of correspondence, reports, staff papers, and controlled correspondence assigned
to the branch.

Receives telephone calls and visitors, referring them to the proper individual for consideration. Places telephone
calls and makes appointments for the professional staff based on requests from them. Responds personally to
inquiries of a routine nature involving nontechnical information.

As requested, arranges conferences or meetings for the professional staff, making all necessary arrangements for
conference rooms, audiovisual equipment, or any other materials required.

May relay instructions to professional staff members, collect and summarize nontechnical data from individuals for
the branch chief when requested.

Is responsible for the complete preparation of travel requests, reservations, etc., necessary for official travel of
branch personnel. Responsible for the preparation of travel vouchers, trip reports, etc., based on information
provided by the traveler.

Bears primary responsibility for establishing and maintaining an adequate filing system for the branch.
Establishes or revises files as deemed necessary. Responsible for the disposal of records in accordance with an
approved records disposition schedule.

Assists the supervisor by shifting and balancing work among the supervisor's clerical staff in order to handle
the workload more efficiently. Determines when typing workload requires outside help from CRESS or other
units, and makes arrangements for such help.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 180

Must be a qualified stenographer.*

Proficiency in typing sufficient to prepare correspondence, memoranda, reports, etc., quickly and accurately,
from handwritten rough drafts.

Thorough knowledge of proper grammar, spelling, punctuation, NRC correspondence manual, and special con-
siderations of style, format, ard procedures required by Commission, office, division, or branch regarding the
preparation of all forms of corresplandence,, reports, and staff papers. Knowledge of NRC security regulations
adequate to handle classified documerts property.. Thorough knowledge of Commission, office and division cor-
respondence control systems adeqiuate to> assure the proper operation of those systems in the branch. Must have
sufficient knowledge to advise profession:41 and chierical staff on. the procedures for preparation and clearance of
correspondence, reports, me isarr~a, et:.

*Stenographic duties are neither grad* cot.rtrorling nor necessary for the designation of positions as secretarial.
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Knowledge of branch organization and functions sufficient to properly route mail and personal or telephone callers
to the proper individuals and to respond personally to inquiries regarding routine matters involving nontechnical
information. Ability to deal tactfully and effectively with people.

Knowledge of branch priorities sufficient to distribute and balance work among the branch's clerical staff in
order to handle fluctuating workloads efficiently.

Knowledge of NRC travel regulations sufficient to complete travel requests and vouchers properly.

Knowledge of the NRC filing system sufficient to establish, maintain, and revise branch files, Including records
disposition schedules, with only a limited amount of assistance from the branch chief or professional records
management personnel.

CONTACTS 55

C ntinual contact with professional and clerical staff within and utside the branch to give and receive infor, a-
tion and instruction relative to the procedural aspects of the assigned functions of the branch, and for the
purpose of resolving discrepancies in procedural and administrative matters.

Frequent contacts with telephone and personal callers to respond to requests for Information and direct them to
the proper individual.

Occasional contacts with clerical, subprofessional, and professional staff to set up conferences and arrange for
materials needed in conjunction with such conferences.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 85

Supervision Received

Branch Chief.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are the NRC Correspondence and Filing Manuals and applicable chapters of the NRC Manual pertaining
to the preparation of correspondence, receipt, control, and handling of classified documents.

Independent Action

Refers telephone and personal callers to proper individual. Determines when correspondence, memoranda,
reports, etc. are correct regarding grammar, punctuation, spelling, and format, and are in final readiness for
signature by the branch chief.

Establishes priority of items constituting clerical workload and shifts and balances work among the branch
clerical staff in order to handle fluctuating workloads efficiently and effectively. Personally responds to
questions of a routine, nontechnical nature.

Work Accepted Without Review

Establishment, maintenance, and revision of files are not subject to specific review, except through branch
members' use of files and records.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.
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EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 330
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SECRETARY, GS-0318-7

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as the principal secretary to the director of a division which reports to a staff office.

or

Serves as the principal secretary to the director of a small staff office which reports to the Commission or
Executive Director for Operations.

or

Serves as the principal secretary to an assistant director of a division which reports to a major program office.

REGULAR -JTIES

Reviews outgoing correspondence, reports, memoranda, etc., to assure that the material has been finally proof-
read for grammatical correctness, that It Is complete, and that It conforms in the format, style, and appearance
required for the document by Commission, office, or division procedures.

Takes and transcribes dictation In such forms as letters, memoranda, and reports, which may be highly technical
in nature.* Types letters, memoranda, reports, and staff papers in final form from handwritten rough drafts.

Receives telephone and personal callers and, when the Assistant Director Is away, in conference, or otherwise
unavailable, determines those calls which in the secretary's judgment can be handled by the supervisor's sub-
ordinates or other offices and tactfully refers them as appropriate. Personally takes care of many matters and
questions not requiring scientific or technical knowledge but rather a general knowledge of the NRC organization
and a detailed knowledge of division functions and procedures.

As requested, arranges conferences or meetings, making all necessary arrangements for conference rooms, audio-
visual equipment, or any other materials required.

Keeps the Assistant Director's calendar and schedules tentative appointments without prior clearance. Keeps a
record of commitments made by the Assistant Director In phone calls, meetings, etc., to assist the Assistant
Director in assuring timely and efficient follow-up on such commitments.

Is responsible for the complete preparation of travel requests, vouchers, Itineraries, reservations, etc., neces-
sary for the Assistant Director's official travel.

Assures the Assistant Director that the branches' systems for handling controlled correspondence or action items
are operating in a timely and efficient manner. Maintains awareness of status of controlled correspondence or
action items within the branches.

As requested, provides advice and assistance to branch personnel on the proper procedures for the preparation
and clearance of correspondence, reports, staff papers, and controlled correspondence assigned to the division.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 200

Must be a qualified stenographer.*

Proficiency in typing sufficient to prepare correspondence, memoranda, reports, etc., quickly and accurately
from handwritten rough drafts. Knowledge of proper grammar, spelling, punctuation, and all applicable NRC
correspondence procedures sufficient to review for correctness, proper format, and completeness, any corres-
pondence for the Assistant Director's signature or concurrence.

Knowledge of the division s organization and functions as well as the Assistant Director's operating methods
sufficient to determine which calls, in the Assistant Director's absence, can be handled by the supervisor's sub-
ordinates or handled personally.

Knowledge of NRC and division functions sufficient to answer inquiries regarding the division when scientific or
technical knowledge is not required.

*Stenographic duties are neither grade controlling nor necessary for the designation of positions as secretarial.
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Knowledge of NRC travel regulations and local procedures sufficient to make all travel arrangements for the
Assistant Director and prepare related travel documents.

Must be able to deal tactfully and efficiently with all personnel.

Knowledge of controlled correspondence systems sufficient to be continually aware of the status of controlled
correspondence within the branches reporting to the Assistant Director.

CONTACTS 65

Continuous contacts with professional and clerical staff within and outside of the division to give and receive
information and instructions and to resolve procedural and administrative aspects of the assigned functions of the
division and/or office.

Frequent contact with top level Federal and industrial executives, and representatives of State and local govern-
ments who call by telephone or in person, in which considerable tact and diplomacy are needed. Contacts may
re., ire judgment and persuasion in referring a caller to a more appropi ate organizational entity.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 90

Supervision Received

Office Director or; Division Director or; Assistant Director of a major, complex division.

General Supervision "B."

Guidelines are NRC Correspondence and Filing Manuals and local correspondence procedures.

Independent Action

Routes telephone calls and visitors to the proper division personnel.

Maintains awareness of the status of controlled correspondence and action items within the branches reporting to
the Assistant Director.

Answers questions concerning procedural matters not requiring scientific or technical knowledge.

Insures that outgoing correspondence, reports, memoranda, etc., are grammatically correct and are in conform-
ance with NRC and local procedures.

Makes tentative appointments for the supervisor without prior clearance.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE
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SECRETARY, GS-0318-8

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as the principal secretary to the director of a division which reports to a major program office.

or

Serves as the principal secretary to the director of a medium size staff office reporting to the Executive Director
for Operations.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews outgoing division correspondence, reports, memoranda,, etc., to assure that the material has been finally
proofread for grammatical correctness, that it is complete, and that it conforms In the format, style, and appear-
ance required for the document by Commission, office, or division procedures.

Takes and transcribes dictation in such forms as letters, memoranda, and reports, which may be highly technical
in nature.* Types letters, memoranda, reports, and staff papers in final form from handwritten rough drafts.

Receives incoming telephone calls and personal callers, determining the identity of the caller and nature of the
call. In a situation in which many of the-calls must be diverted, determines which must be directed to the
supervisor, which can be taken care of personally, and which can be referred elsewhere. When the calls Involve
matters on which the supervisor will require background information, may tactfully postpone the conversation,
obtaining the required information, and presenting it when the supervisor Is informed of the pending call.

Makes arrangements for conferences including space, people, time, equipment, etc. Informs participants of
topics to be discussed and supplies them with needed background Information.

Attends meetings, upon request, and prepares summary accounts.

Assures Director that the system for handling controlled correspondence or action items is operating In a timely
and efficient manner. Maintains awareness of status of controlled correspondence or action Items within the
division. Makes recommendations for changing the division correspondence system In order to facilitate the
inward and outward flow of division correspondence.

Reviews correspondence and action Items ready for the signature or concurrence of the Director to assure that
all pertinent offices have cleared the item. Calls to the attention of the Director the adequacy and appropriate-
ness of the distribution of copies of outgoing correspondence. Makes recommendations for additions or deletions
based on personal knowledge of the division's relationship with other organizations. May handle classified
documents.

Keeps the supervisor's calendar and makes appointments usually without prior clearance. Advises supervisor of
appointments, meetings, etc., and coordinates and adjusts schedule as necessary.

Serves in a liaison capacity between the supervisor and other divisions, offices, or branches in administrative
matters.

Interviews and makes preliminary selections of clerical, stenographic, and other secretarial employees in the
Office of the Director. Assists the supervisor's subordinates In the procedural aspects of expediting the work
of the division, Including such matters as shifting clerical help In subordinate offices to take care of fluctuating
workloads.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 230

Must be a qualified stenographer, capable of completing difficult stenographic assignments,. which may involve
technical language.*

Typing ability sufficient to type letters, memoranda, reports and staff papers in final form from handwritten
rough drafts without typing an intermediate draft and without error.

*Stenographic duties are neither grade controlling nor necessary for the designation of positions as secretarial.
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<-'
Knowledge of the division's organization and functions, as well as the Deputy Director's or Director's operating
methods sufficient to determine which calls, in the Deputy Director or Director's absence, can be handled by
other subordinates, or handled personally. Ability to determine when calls involve mat-ters on which the super-
visor will require background information, to tactfully postpone the conversation, to obtain the Jecessary
information, and to provide the information to the supervisor when informing him/her of the pending call.

Knowledge of proper grammar, spelling, punctuation, and any applicable NRC correspondence procedures
sufficient to review for correctness, proper format, and completeness, any correspondence for the Deputy
Director or Director's signature.

Knowledge of the division's programs sufficient to be able to record highlights, important commitments, and
decisions made during meetings, and prepare a summary account of the events.

Knowledge of the division's controlled correspondence system sufficient to assure that the system is operating in
a timely and efficient manner and to recommend changes to improve the inward and outward flow of
correspondence.

Knowledge of the division's program relationships with other components of NRC sufficient to assure the Director
or Deputy Director that all pertinent offices have cleared controlled correspondence or action items and to assure
the adequacy and appropriateness of the distribution of outgoing correspondence.

Knowledge of the division and organization functions and programs sufficient to answer substantive questions not
requiring research or technical knowledge in order to serve as liaison between the division and other organiza-
tions on administrative matters.

Sufficient knowledge and ability to make preliminary selection of clerical, stenographic, and other secretarial
employees in the supervisor's organization. This requires both interviewing skill and the ability to judge
relative merits of applicants.

CONTACTS

Continuous contacts with all levels of divisional personnel in carrying out assigned duties.

Frequent contacts with professional and clerical staff of other divisions and offices to coordinate the clearance of
correspondence, memoranda, staff papers, etc., and perform administrative liaison.

Frequent contacts with high-level Federal and industrial executives, Members of Congress, and representatives
of State and local governments In which considerable tact and diplomacy are needed. Contacts require judgment
and persuasion in referring a caller to a more appropriate organizational entity.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 95

Supervision Received

Office Director or; Division Director.

General Supervision "B. "

Guidelines are NRC Correspondence Manual and applicable chapters of the NRC manual pertaining to the prepara-
tion of correspondence for signature;

replying to priority mail; receipt, control, and handling of classified documents. Division policies also serve as
guidelines.

Independent Action

Routes telephone calls and visitors to the appropriate individual within the division.

Maintains awareness of status controlled correspondence and action items within the division.

Serves in a liaison capacity between the supervisor and other divisions, offices or branches in administrative
matters.

Determines the adequacy and appropriateness of the distribution of copies of outgoing correspondence and makes
recommendations for additions or deletions.
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S&C-150

Makes preliminary selection of stenographic, clerical, and other secretarial employees in the supervisor's
organization.

Makes appointments for the supervisor without prior clearance.

Determines priority of clerical workload within the division and shifts and balances work between the clerical
staff to help handle the fluctuating workload efficiently and effectively.

Recommends changes to the division's controlled correspondence system.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

W''RKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal'.

TOTAL SCORE 405
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SECRETARY, GS-0318-9

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as the principal secretary to the director of a staff office which reports directly to the Commission and
maintains complex administrative relationships with most of NRC's other organizational components.

or

Serves as the principal secretary to the director of a large staff office which reports to the Executive Director
for Operations and maintains complex administrative relationships with most of NRC's other organizational
components.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews outgoing office correspondence, reports, memoranda, etc., to assure that the material has been finally
proofread for grammatical correctness, that it is complete, and that conforms to the format, style, and
appearance required for the document by Commission or office procedures. Returns unacceptable submissions for
retyping or recomposition.

Takes and transcribes dictation for the director in such forms as letters, memoranda, and reports in situations
that, in some cases, due to their importance and urgency, must be done without error in the first draft.*

Receives incoming telephone calls and personal callers, determining the identity of the caller and nature of the
call. Callers may include the White House staff, Members of Congress, high-ranking government officials,
foreign diplomats, etc. Determines whether the importance of business, rank, or position of the caller is such
as may require the personal attention of the director or if the caller should be referred to the appropriate
division concerned with the subject.

Upon request from the director, independently makes total arrangements for conferences including space, people,
time, equipment, etc. Informs participants of topics to be discussed. Assembles and distributes needed back-
ground material. \

Attends meetings, upon request, and prepares summary accounts for subsequent distribution to attendees.

Assures the director that the system for handling controlled correspondence or action items is operating in a
timely and efficient manner. Maintains continual awareness of the status of controlled correspondence or action
items within the office or divisions reporting to the office.

Makes final review of correspondence and action items ready for the signature or concurrence of the director to
assure that all pertinent offices have cleared the item. In addition, calls to the attention of the director the
adequacy and appropriateness of the distribution of copies of outgoing correspondence. Makes recommendations
for additions or deletions based upon personal knowledge of the office's relationships with other organizations.
May handle classified documents.

Keeps the director's calendar and makes appointments, usually without prior clearance. Advises the director of
appointments, meetings, etc., and coordinates and adjusts schedule as necessary. With a view of optimum use of
the director's time, makes appointments with: NRC staff, representatives from the White House, Members of
Congress, other high-ranking government officials, foreign diplomats, and representatives of the news media.

Serves in a liaison capacity between the director and other offices and divisions in administrative matters.

Interviews and makes preliminary selections of clerical, stenographic, and other secretarial employees in the
office of the director. Assists the office director and subordinates in the procedural aspects of expediting the
work of the office.

Performs duties in connection with the official travel of the director, involving assisting in the planning of his
itinerary so that the greatest use of his/her time away from the office is made, making reservations, informing
places to be visited of the proposed visit, itinerary, and people to be contacted, and preparing vouchers upon
completion of such travel.

On own initiative recommends revisions to our establishment of office procedures or policies regarding administra-
tive matters.

*Stenographic duties are neither grade controlling nor necessary for the designation of positions as secretarial.
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ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 235

Must be a qualified stenographer, capable of completing difficult stenographic assignments which may involve top
priority work and stringent deadlines.*

Typing ability sufficient to type letters, memoranda, reports, and staff papers in final form from handwritten
rough drafts without typing an intermediate draft and without error.

Knowledge of the office's organization and functions and relationships with other components as well as the
director's operating philosophy sufficient to: determine whether the importance of business, rank, or position of
callers Is such as to require the personal attention of the director, or if the call can be referred to the
appropriate division concerned with the engineering or scientific subject; (2) be able to record highlights,
important commitments, and decisions made during meetings or conferences and prepare a summary account of the
events; (3) assure the director that all pertinent offices have cleared controlled correspondence or action Items
and assure the adequacy and appropriateness of the distribution-of outgoing correspondence; (4) answer
substantive questions not requiring scientific or technical knowledge in order to serve as liaison between the
office and otner NRC components on administrative matters; and (5) make preliminary selection of clerical, steno-
graphic and other secretarial employees within the director's office.

Knowledge of NRC security regulations for the handling of classified documents; knowledge of NRC travel
regulations and of office functions sufficient to make all travel arrangements for the director, including assisting
in the planning of the itinerary so that the optimum use of the director's time will be made.

Ability to discern the need for revision or establishment of administrative procedures or policies and knowledge
sufficient to make self-initiated recommendations for any needed changes.

CONTACTS 85

K> Continuous contacts with all levels of office personnel in carrying out assigned duties.

Frequent contacts with professional and clerical staff in other offices and divisions to coordinate the clearance of
correspondence, memoranda, staff papers, etc., and to perform administrative liaison.

Contacts with the White House, staff members of Congress, high-ranking government officials, foreign diplomats,
or representatives of the news media, in which considerable tact and diplomacy are needed. Contacts require
judgment and persuasion in referring a caller to a more appropriate organizational entity.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 115

Supervision Received

Director of a major office or its equivalent.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are the NRC Correspondence Manual and applicable chapters of the NRC Management Directive System
pertaining to the preparation of correspondence; replying to priority mail; receipt, control, and handling of
classified documents. Office policies also serves as general guidelines.

Independent Action

Recommends revisions to or establishment of office procedures or policies regarding administrative matters.
Recommends changes In the distribution of copies of outgoing office correspondence.

Maintains awareness of status of controlled correspondence and action items within the office's jurisdiction.

Determines whether or not callers require the personal attention of the director.

Determines whether outgoing office correspondence is grammatically correct, whether it is complete, and whether
it conforms in the format, style, and appearance required for the document by Commission or office procedures.
Determines whether or not all pertinent offices have cleared controlled correspondence or action items.
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Makes appointments for the director without prior clearance.

Serves in a liaison capacity between the director and other offices and divisions in administrative matters.

Makes preliminary selection of clerical, stenographic, and other secretarial employees in the office of the director.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 445
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PHYSICAL SECURITY SPECIALIST, GS-0080-11

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENTN

Serves as Physical Security Specialist In the Facilities and Systems Security Branch, Division of Security, with
responsibility for participating In establishing and maintaining the NRC physical security program to protect
sensitive, privileged, and classified material as well as the physical protection of NRC Headquarters, Regional
Offices and other facilities.

REGULAR DUTIES

Provides day-to-day protection advice and assistance on the establishment and maintenance of adequate physical
security for NRC Headquarters, Regional Offices, NRC contractor facilities, materials, communications, equipment,
Information, and personnel. Provides assistance on the application of security regulations to specific situations,
advice as to changes in NRC security plans and programs, assistance on security measures required because of
changes in type of work, alteration, or relocation of facilities.

Conducts inspections and monitors NRC security programs at NRC Headquarters buildings, contractors and
Regional Office buildings for the purpose of assuring adequate physical security, protection of sensitive,
privileged, and classified material, Identifying deficiencies, and recommending improvements in areas of concern
such as:

a. alarms
b. locks
c. guards - orders, reports
d. access control systems
e. badges lost or stolen
f. property control
g. storage facilities
h. management of classified material
I. classified waste disposal

\_J j. receptionists
k. infraction program
I. emergency procedures.

Analyzes and evaluates all physical security factors throughout the facility. Meets with NRC personnel,
discusses status of security program, and advises of any corrective action required. Prepares inspection
reports and letters and presents briefings on inspection findings and recommendations.

Conducts Inspections at NRC contractor/consultant facilities to:

a. insure program consistent with NRC manual directives
b. identify deficiencies
c. recommend corrective action
d. write inspection reports
e. follow up on reports and deficiencies

Maintains liaison with other government agencies and industry personnel on various protection-related physical
security matters.

Prepares procedures, directives, and announcements on NRC physical security programs.

Prepares and presents briefings on the NRC physical security program.

Prepares special reports of administrative inquiry and other reports requiring detailed research.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 290

Knowledge of Federal-wide and NRC physical security policies, principles, standards, procedures, and regula-
tions for interpretation and application to specific physical security projects and assignments.

Knowledge of investigative fact-finding and evaluation practices and techniques.

Knowledge of protective devices, facilities, procedures, and methods.
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Ability to organize information systematically and logically for reports and oral presentations. Ability to write
and give oral presentations succinctly and persuasively.

CONTACTS 105

Contact with division directors and middle management personnel to identify problems and provide assistance in
NRC security programs.

Contact, during inspections, with NRC and contractor personnel to gather information and obtain corrective
action indicated as a result of inspection findings.

Contact with security personnel of other government agencies to give and receive information on physical
security matters.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 120

Supervision Received

Chief, Facilities and Systems Security Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Supervisor provides instruction on scope of assignment and provides assistance'on unusual problems or
situations. Reports and major recommendations are reviewed for consistency with policy and soundness of
recommendations.

Guidelines are NRC Manual Chapters on Security, Federal-wide physical security policies and regulations, and
technical specifications and criteria utilized in the physical security industry.

Independent Action

Recommends:

Corrective action to be taken after physical security inspection of NRC or NRC contractor facility.

Decisions Made Independently

During inspections and studies determines that NRC or NRC contractor facilities are in compliance with NRC
security policies and procedures.

On-the-spot determinations and advice on action necessary to correct deficiencies in security plans and
programs.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT 10

Some physical effort in the form of climbing, walking, and standing during inspection of facilities.

TOTAL SCORE
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INFORMATION SECURITY SPECIALIST, GS-0080-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Serves as Information Security Specialist in the Division of Security with responsibility for the information
security program in major program areas of NRC. Is responsible for assuring the appropriate classification and
declassification, accountability and protection of information and material, and for the training of personnel of
assigned program areas In these matters. Organizational area of responsibility includes one or more of the
primary NRC program offices, related contractor and field organizations, and several of the staff and smaller
program offices as well.

REGULAR DUTIES

Maintains continuing contact with program officials in assigned program areas to plan the manner In which the
information security program should be conducted, to provide advice and assistance In the Interpretation of
security classification policies and procedures, and to Insure their adec, icy to meet program needs.

Determines information security requirements for assigned organization based upon nature of work and type of
documents prepared and processed. Determines steps to be taken and develops procedures for these organiza-
tions to assure systematic review for security classification, protection of classified material, maintenance of
records, and preparation of required reports.

Prepares orientation and training material to train NRC employees, contractors, and others in the proper classifi-
cation and protection of classified matter. Provides orientation and training and works with organization repre-
sentatives to achieve understanding of classification and declassification principles and guidelines.

Prepares proposed security classification guides specific to the work of assigned organizations to provide
assistance in the classification determination. Obtains and reviews division and office comments, consulting with
professional personnel to resolve problems and questionable areas. After consideration and resolution of
comments and recommendations, develops guides In final form for, approval and issuance by the Division of
Security.

Conducts classification review and prepares written approval or disapproval for the release of documents,
speeches, articles, and other material submitted to the Division of Security for security clearance. Coordinates
questions on proper security classification with subject matter specialists and considers their comments in
preparing Division of Security position.

Notifies and explains decisions to program officials and authorized classifiers to insure uniform Interpretation of
classification policy. Reviews questions of classification referred Informally by operating organizations because of
their questionable nature and provides classification advice and basis for conclusions.

Conducts downgrading/declassification reviews under provisions of public Information policies, the Freedom of
Information Act, National Security Act as amended, Energy Reorganization Act, National Security Council
Directives, and Executive Order 11652 to insure that public release is In the Interest of the national welfare and
will not adversely affect the national defense and security. Based upon review, prepares recommendations for
approval of the Division of Security.

Periodically appraises the effectiveness of the information security program in assigned offices and divisions.
Spot checks actions taken, reviews records and reports, discusses actions and procedures with operating
personnel. Prepares report of findings and comments and recommendations to offices and divisions based upon
such appraisals. Follows through to assure that appropriate corrective action Is taken where necessary.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 340

Thorough knowledge of information security concepts and the ability to plan, organize, and regulate a program
to classify, declassify and otherwise protect Information and material.

Knowledge of the NRC classification and declassification policies sufficient to analyze existing guides and prepare
new or revised guides where required.

Familiarity with concepts of physical services and engineering sufficient for an understanding of NRC programs
and their relationship to the NRC classification and information security programs.

Ability to present and justify NRC information security requirements to appropriate personnel.
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Ability to effectively represent the NRC in meetings with representatives of other government agencies con-
cerning information security and security of information exchange programs.

CONTACTS 110

Continuous contact with NRC personnel to formulate plans for conduct of information security program, develop
guidance on specific programs and projects, interpret and explain classification and information security policies
and guidance, and to resolve specific problems.

Frequent contact with senior technical and professional staff to obtain judgment on reports or data submitted for
classification review and to explain the bases for security classification as applied to specific reports or data.

Frequent contact with representatives of other government agencies to establish and maintain working arrange-
ments and to assure proper Interagency classified Information flow.

zcasional contact with top level management on security questicis or problems of unusual significance.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 135

Supervision Received

Chief, Information Security Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are NRC classification policies, Code of Federal Regulations, Energy Reorganization Act of 1974,
National Security Act, as amended, Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), as amended, Executive Orders 11652 and
11905, National Security Council Directives and Security Memoranda, and Director Central Intelligence Directive

Independent Action

Represents division in meetings and conferences with representatives of other agencies to present and explain
NRC classification and information security policies and practices.

Provides guidance and advice to NRC offices and divisions on classification matters.

Recommends:

Changes in NRC classification and information security policies to meet needs of assigned organizations.

Classification or declassification release of material under public information and FOIA programs.

Division of Security comments on security effectiveness appraisals of assigned organizations.

NRC position on working agreements with members of the intelligence community.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal.

EFFORT

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 595
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PLANT PROTECTION ANALYST, GS-0080-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Assists in the execution and administration of a program of physical protection of nuclear plants against sabotage
or diversion of special nuclear materials to unauthorized use. Evaluates license applications as to adequacy of
physical protection provisions, and recommends appropriate license conditions. Recommends standards and
criteria for the physical protection of plants and participates in the preparation and review of these standards
and criteria.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews and evaluates proposed licensee physical protection equipment and programs. Determines the adequacy
of information presented in license applications, or modifications to existing licenses, relative to requirements for
physical protection of plants against sabotage or diversions of nuclear materials. New applications or licensee
plants assigned present normal range of physical security problems. Physical security matters reviewed ?nclude
proposed guard force (numbers of guards, training, numbers of stations, arrangements of stations, and shift
arrangements); facilities, equipment, and hardware (alarms, sensing devices, viewing monitors, fences, walls,
portals, etc.); and policies and procedures which make for tying together all physical security matters into
systems and programs within plants.

Prepares drafts of license amendments for materials and plant protection, specifying the conditions to be
incorporated in specific licenses with respect to the protection of special nuclear materials and the plants that
process such material.

Evaluates inspection reports of licensee materials and plant protection programs to determine if regulatory
conditions are performing their intended functions and recommends appropriate changes to specific protection
programs. Identifies the possible needs for improved technical security systems, devices, and equipment for
licensee's physical protection programs.

Q> Assists senior plant protection analysts by participating as a member of plant visit team with responsibility for
reviewing specific portions of a plant's physical security program.

Prepares portions of generic studies applicable to several plants.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 350

Several years of experience and training in and detailed knowledge of physical protection policies, requirements,
techniques, and concepts sufficient to assist in the development of physical protection standards and criteria and
to review security programs proposed in nuclear fuel plants. Such experience should include management or
participation in the management of physical security programs in industrial plants including management of guard
force, physical arrangements, equipment and hardware, and development of policies and procedures.

Ability to evaluate technical data pertaining to equipment, devices, and systems, including arrangements for
guard force, hardware, and facilities, to summarize the technical and administrative aspects of physical
protection programs so as to reach rational conclusions of desirable actions and to present the problems or
issues and recommended actions and Improvements clearly for the consideration of nontechnical management
officials of both the NRC and licensed industry.

Working knowledge and familiarity with nuclear fuel plant facilities and processes sufficient to apply appropriate
physical security concepts and measures.

Knowledge of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the rules and regulations issued in its
implementation.

Ability to communicate clearly and precisely, orally and in writing, on a variety of physical security matters.

CONTACTS 105

Frequent contacts with licensees and applicants to obtain and provide factual information needed in the evaluation
of their physical protection plants, programs, and procedures. Such contacts include explaining NRC require-
ments and pursuading and negotiating as to how these requirements can be met so as to assure safeguarding of
material while minimizing costs to licensees and applicants.
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Continuing contacts with NMSS staff and Regional Offices of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement on matter -"
pertaining to technical policies, standards, and procedures, and site specific licensing matters.

Occasional contacts with staff officials of NRC offices other than the Office of Inspection and Enforcement to
resolve general matters concerning technical and administrative problems of mutual interest. -

Occasional contact with business and scientific management and other industrial representatives to exchange
information.

Occasional contact with officials of Federal and State agencies to discuss regulatory plant protection programs.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 130

Supervision Received

Chief, Ph .cical Security Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are NRC regulations and technical report issuances and publications.

Independent Action

Reviews and evaluates licensee's proposed and existing facility and materials protection programs.

Drafts terms and conditions for materials and plant protection for incorporation into licenses..

Discusses with licensees and applicants additional measures necessary to assure plant protection.

Recommends approval or disapproval of applicants' physical security programs and licensee modifications.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions. Frequent travel involved.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 595
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MATERIAL CONTROL ANALYST, GS-0801-12

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Reviews and evaluates licensees' proposals and programs for material control and accounting; participates in the
development of appropriate regulatory requirements for the safeguarding of strategically important special nuclear
materials against diversion to unauthorized uses. Assists in material control and accounting studies providing
bases for new license requirements.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews and evaluates licensees' and applicants' material control and accounting programs, Including material
accountability, measurement systems, measurement quality control programs, internal material control systems,
information flow and data evaluation systems, and management control plans. Applications or licenses Involve the
normal range of material control and accounting problems. Assures that material control and accounting systems
proposed by licencees and applicants will track and record physical and chemical changes to fuels and nuclear
rr. :erials as they undergo fabrication and processing.

Prepares material license.amendments, specifying the conditions to be incorporated in licenses with respect to
special nuclear materials. Recommends changes and improvements to material control and accounting programs of
licensees and applicants to assure that NRC standards and requirements are met.

Conducts portions of studies on materials control and accounting to provide technical bases for the evaluation of
new processes and operations and license conditions.

Recommends proposals for research and development programs designed to support regulatory requirements in
the safeguarding of special nuclear materials.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 360

Professional education or training equivalent to a bachelor's degree in chemistry, physics, engineering, or
closely related field, from an accredited college or university.

Broad knowledge of physical sciences (such as chemistry, engineering, physics, and metallurgy), as well as
statistics, and accounting-auditing to develop and implement requirements for safeguarding special nuclear
materials. These knowledges are necessary to analyze the physical and chemical changes to fuels and nuclear
materials as they undergo fabrication and processing. These physical and chemical changes cause changes in the
amount and nature of material, byproducts, and wastes at various phases of plant processing. The incumbent
must assure that material control and accounting systems will track and record these changes.

Knowledge of nuclei. material processing and measurement systems to review and evaluate the effectiveness of
plant safeguards systems.

Knowledge of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, and the rules and
regulations issued in their implementation.

CONTACTS 110

Frequent contact with applicant or licensee technical personnel, middle business and scientific management,
consulting scientists and administrators, and other representatives of industry organizations to explain the
regulatory materials and plant protection programs, to discuss proposed programs, to discuss the results of
special studies and testing programs, and to persuade applicant or licensee personnel of the need for improve-
ments and changes to material control and accounting programs.

Occasional contact with officials of Federal and State agencies to discuss the regulatory materials and plant
protection program.

Continuous contact with the NRC technical staff throughout Headquarters and the field to obtain and provide
factual information on material control and accounting matters.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 140

Supervision Received

Chief, Material Control Licensing Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are NRC regulations and guides, and technical report issuances and publications.

Independent Action

Reviews and evaluates adequacy of license applications, and recommends action to be taken regarding issuance or
denial of a license.

Drafts terms and conditions pertaining to materials control and accounting for incorporation into licenses. Such
terms and conditions include improvements and changes devised by the incumbent to systems proposed by the
licensees and applicants. Must assure that material control and accounting procedures will preclude diversion of
material or give early warning of the possibility of diversion of materials.

Reviews adequacy of the materials control and accounting program, and suggests improvements based on
experience.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions. Frequent travel involved.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 620
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PHYSICAL SECURITY SPECIALIST, GS-0080-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As a member of the inspection staff In a Regional Office, plans and conducts the regulatory inspection program
of physical protection of special nuclear material at fixed sites and In transit and against acts of industrial
sabotage, and conducts special investigations as assigned by the Regional Director. Plans and conducts the more
complex physical security inspections involving multiple units (two or more reactors at a site).

REGULAR DUTIES

Personally conducts or leads a team of physical security specialists In the Inspection of more complex nuclear
plants or fuel facilities. The facilities are difficult from a physical security standpoint in that they Involve
multiple units at a site, large guard forces, large numbers of visitors, hardware compatibility questions,
numerous -i cesc control points, etc.

Plans and conducts security inspections of licensees assigned to Regional Office. An Inspection includes a review
and evaluation of the licensee's implementation of the appropriate security plan pertinent to protection of the
nuclear material at the site and In transit, and to protection of the site against acts of Industrial sabotage. The
principal steps Involved in conducting these are:

a. Identifies licensee organizational units responsible for the functional areas of responsibility and authority
which approve specific action.

b. Prepares working papers to evidence work accomplished and conclusions reached with respect to the function
being inspected and adherence to the written policies and procedures which have been issued by the
licensee. Through oral inquiry or questionnaires, obtains and summarizes, as appropriate, information on
policies and procedures which have not been reduced to writing.

c. Interviews licensee personnel to determine extent to which policies and practices are understood and
followed, how lines of authority actually function and whether or not authority limits were consistently
applied.

d. Conducts or participates in meetings of licensee management of NRC representatives for the discussion of
conclusions reached during inspections.

e. Prepares a comprehensive security inspection report containing findings and recommendations.

f. Prepares appropriate correspondence to licensees detailing security inspection results.

g. Conducts entrance and exit Interviews with licensee management personnel.

Monitors intransit shipments of special nuclear material to ascertain that appropriate regulations are being
followed by the licensee and common carrier.

Acts as consultant on physical security matters to other members of the Regional Office staff. Advises on
physical security implications of findings of specialists in other inspection areas.

Keeps Informed of research and development work in the field of physical protection security technology to
assure that developments having potential application to assigned facilities are considered for introduction into
the security regulations and guides and inspection program.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Participates in, or personally executes, investigations as assigned by the Regional Director. Such investigations
involve the gathering and reporting of facts, evidence and other information In connection with particular
licensee activities (or particular activities of nonlicensed persons who possess, use, receive, transfer, import, or
export materials, or facilities regulated by the NRC) as a part of the regional investigative program.

ANALYSIS

\ BASIC SKILLS 410

Broad knowledge of physical protection philosophies, policies, hardware, systems, and concepts sufficient to
develop physical protection inspection procedures and to perform such inspections.
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Knowledge and current awareness of the scientific and technical aspects associated with the processing and
accounting for special nuclear materials to the extent necessary to perform security inspections and assigned
investigations.

Knowledge of applicable governmental statutes, rules, and regulations of the Commission concerning the regula-
tory physical security program.

Skill in the preparation and presentation of comprehensive and concise inspection reports, both orally and in
writing.

Ability to recognize critical areas in which expansion of coverage must be effected and areas in which inspection
activities may be curtailed.

Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with NRC personnel in the Office of Inspection
and Enforcement and with personnel in private industry.

CONTACTS 125

Continuous contact with audit, scientific, and technical personnel within the Regional Office to share inspection
findings and to advise on physical security questions which arise out of inspection findings In other specialty
areas. Frequent contact with technical personnel, top and middle business and scientific management of licensee
industrial organizations to Inspect, report upon inspection findings, and to explain and defend the bases for
inspection findings.

Frequent contact with security specialists at other regional offices to resolve general matters concerning technical
and administrative problems of mutual interest.

Occasional contact with safeguards staffs in Headquarters to resolve questions and problems related to regional
physical security inspections.

Occasional contact with officials of other Federal agencies to provide or obtain information on security related
inspections which is of mutual interest to such agencies.

Occasional contact with the l&E staff, Headquarters, for incidents and matters specifically assigned by the
Regional Director for investigation.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 135

Supervision Received

Chief, Security and Investigation Section.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are provided by the NRC Manual, pertinent parts of Title 10 of Code of Federal Regulations, and
policies and instructions of l&E relating to the execution of safeguards security inspections.

Independent Action

Recommends acceptance or rejection of proposals to revise security inspection procedures.

Recommends corrective action as related to security procedures as a result of security inspections and special
investigations of licensees.

Since recommendations, upon review of security procedures and their implementation at an installation, may
involve expenditure of time, effort, and funds, considerable competence and experience is required. Recom-
mendations, if in error, may/ iead to improper reliance in related security protection aspects of the safeguards
program.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.
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WORKING CONDITIONS 15

Majority of time under typical office conditions. Approximately 30-40% of time Is spent In field -4ispections or
investigations. Frequently, field inspections or assigned investigations are made with exposure to usual plant
hazards, exposure to inclement weather, and the need to use protective clothing and equipment.

EFFORT 15

The field work requires Irregular work hours, extensive standing, walking, and climbing; also, moderate
physical effort in traveling to perform security inspections and/or assigned special Investigations.

TOTAL SCORE 700
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PLANT PROTECTION ANALYST, GS-0080-13

BENCHMAR K

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Assists in the execution and administration of a program of physical protection of nuclear plants against sabotage
and against diversion of nuclear materials to unauthorized uses. Reviews and evaluates license applications as to
adequacy of physical protection provisions, and recommends appropriate license conditions. Conducts in-depth
studies of alternative protection programs, and assists in the development of appropriate regulatory require-
ments. Recommends standards and criteria for the physical protection of plants, and participates in the
development and preparation of licensing criteria, standards, and guides.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews and evaluates proposed licensee physical protection equipment and programs. Determines the adequacy
of information presented in license applications, or modifications to existing licenses, relative to requirements for
physical protection of plants against sabotage or diversions of nuclear materials, and physical protection of
special nuclear material during transportation between facilities. New applications or licensee plants assigned are
the most complex and important ones encountered in the Physical Security Licensing Branch and are characterized
by one or more of the following difficulties and complexities (or comparable ones):

a. The fuel fabrication, enrichment, or reprocessing plant contains many complex processes which make physical
security protection procedures difficult.

b. Plants and equipment contain high concentration of material which could be diverted or sabotaged.

c. The physical design and layout of the plant make for unusual difficulties in providing for physical security.

d. The plant has a history of physical security problems which require correction.

Prepares license amendments for materials and plant protection, specifying the conditions to be incorporated in
licenses with respect to the protection of special nuclear materials and the plants that process such material.
Assesses the effectiveness of on-site physical security systems. Conducts generic studies of physical security
problems applicable to several licensed plants. Proposes appropriate improvements in hardware, personnel, and
procedures used for plant protection.

Identifies need for, recommends, and prepares initial drafts of standards, guides, and criteria for the physical
protection of licensed plants and materials.

Evaluates inspection reports of licensee materials and plant protection programs to determine if the regulations
and applicable license conditions are achieving the intent for which they were designed.

Communicates directly with applicants and licensees by plant visits, telephone, and correspondence to obtain
information and provide guidance on physical security matters. Acts as the senior NRC physical protection
licensing representative in meetings and contacts with applicants and licensees, as necessary.

Evaluates the technical merit of research and development feasibility studies. Recommends technical security
research and development programs in support of all types of electronic security systems, devices, and
equipment.

Keeps informed of the latest concepts, theories, and findings of other Government agencies, and industrial
organizations engaged in technical security programs, and in basic and fundamental research, to assess the
relative importance of such data with respect to the scope and content of existing or proposed technical security
studies to the overall technical security program.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 430

Extensive experience and training in and thorough and detailed knowledge of physical protection philosophies,
policies, requirements, techniques, and concepts, especially as related to protection of special nuclear materials
at fixed sites and in transit.

Ability to evaluate technical data and electronic devices pertaining to security equipment or systems, and to sL
marize the technical and administrative aspects of physical protection programs so.as to reach rational conclusion> -
of desirable actions and to present the problems or issues clearly for the consideration of nontechnical manage-
ment officials.
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Knowledge of nuclear fuel plant facilities and processes and transportation procedures and methods sufficient to
apply appropriate physical security methods.

Ability to communicate clearly and precisely, orally and in writing, on a variety of complex, technical physical
security matters.

Knowledge of legal Implications Inherent In licensee physical protection programs.

Knowledge of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, as it applies to the safeguarding of special nuclear
materials and the NRC rules and regulations issued in Its Implementation.

CONTACTS 115

Froquent contact with plant managers and technical and security perso el c' applicants and licensees to obtain
information or evaluate and guide physical security protection plans, programs, and procedures.

Continuing contact with NRC staff at Headquarters and Regional Offices of the Office of Inspection and
Enforcement on matters pertaining to technical and administrative policies, standards, and procedures, and on
intelligence matters, to discuss proposed actions or to give advice necessary for the resolution of specific
problems.

Frequent contact with business and scientific management, consulting scientists, and other representatives of
industrial organizations and other governmental agencies to explain the regulatory materials and plant protection
program, to discuss proposed program improvements, and to evaluate the results of special studies and testing
programs.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 145

K> Supervision Received

Chief, Physical Security Licensing Branch.

General Supervision "B"1.

Guidelines are NRC regulations for the administration of a safeguards physical protection program as found in
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974; Title 10, CFR; the NRC
Management Directives System, and Regulatory Guides.

independent Action

Recommends license amendments for materials and plant protection.

Recommends changes in technical specifications of licensees' security systems.

Recommends approval or disapproval of applicants' physical security systems.

Conducts visits to licensee plants to review, obtain Information, and provide guidance on physical security
matters.

Recommends improvements in the state-of-the-art of nuclear plant physical protection, including combined
systems of hardware, personnel, and procedures.

Determines the adequacy of Information and data supplied by applicants and licensees relative to their physical
security programs and measures to safeguard nuclear materials.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

K> None.
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WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions. Frequent travel involved.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 700
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SAFEGUARDS RESEARCH ANALYST, GS-0080-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As Safeguards Research Analyst, undertakes research assignments and projects relating to physical protection
systems for detection and prevention of sabotage of facilities or unauthorized diversion or theft of nuclear
materials. Such projects are designed to reinforce and improve .rulemaking, licensing, inspection and
enforcement, contingency planning, and central information accounting and processing.

REGULAR DUTIES

Analyzes requests from the professional staffs of "user" organizations (e.g., NRR, I&E, NMSS), for analytical
guides and methods of evaluating the nature and level of effectiveness of safeguards systems to protect nuclear
facilities and materials at fixed-sites or in transit, and to react to contingencies, e.g., preparation of a guide
for inspectors to evaluate the safeguards system used by a licensee Including: a catalog containing evaluations
and specifications of commercially available security types of equipment and devices; procedures for field
evaluations of security; and criteria for assessing operational and administrative procedures.

Develops safeguard requirements considering: types of nuclear facilities; safeguards equipment and procedures;
theft and/or sabotage targets; adversary actions requisite for theft or sabotage; assessment of the capability of
safeguards equipment and procedures to detect, delay and, interrupt adversaries.

Confers with prospective research organizations regarding their participation under contract in the research
effort: to identify, field test, and evaluate various safeguards devices and procedures; the Interface of human
behavioral characteristics and performance (both the safeguards operator's and the strategies, modes, and
perceptions of adversary's); licensing requirements; and techniques to examine and evaluate licensee activities
during operations to ensure effective safeguards management. As a result of such inquiries and analysis,
prepares work scopes and program guidance for research in the desired safeguards systems.

Participates with Branch Chief in recommending an award to a research organization of a research contract for
this development of data for safeguards systems design and evaluation, taking into consideration such matters as
past record of achievements of the organization in this special field; capability of contractor personnel,
equipment and facilities; justification for funds requested; time schedule; clarity of objectives; assurance of
scientific approach and methodology; etc.

Monitors the progress of assigned research contracts to ensure compatibility with program objectives, project
schedules, and cost objectives. Reviews contractors' performance of safeguards measurement and instrumentation
research including work plans, computer program development, data requisition and model development, and
recommends appropriate actions to the Branch Chief as regards delays, deviations, deficiencies, etc.

Maintains technical and administrative knowledge of equipment and techniques developed or under design for
physical protection systems research, Including among other matters: human factors research to assess guard
force and adversary strategy and effectiveness, passive and active techniques to neutralize or defeat adversary
situations or personnel when encountered, methods (e.g. mechanical, electronic) to prevent or detect efforts of
entry by force, stealth, or deceit or to cause thefts, sabotage, or introduction of contrabands. Using such
knowledge, appraises existing policies, plans, and procedures for safeguards systems and recommends changes
or modifications or areas for additional research.

Evaluates the results of research reports received from contractors and assures transfer of research technologies
to the respective NRC professional staffs for their specific safeguards activities. Works with computer program-
mers for inclusion of analytical guides in computer codes as may be appropriate. Works with NRC staff to

-coordinate and ensure inclusion of all data, approaches, and considerations including human factors considera-
tions for evaluating the effectiveness of current safeguard systems.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 435

A general knowledge of the safeguards problems of the civilian nuclear industry with emphasis on the design,
development, and execution of programs of operational support for methods and techniques used in licensing
review, inspection and enforcement, central information processing, and contingency planning activities related to
safeguards.

Knowledge of the principles, techniques, and procedures for safeguarding nuclear reactor fuels, materials, and
sensitive equipment from incidents of theft, sabotage, or misappropriation.
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Knowledge of the latest automated or manual, passive or active protective devices, facilities, procedures, and
methods and their relative value in nuclear reactor plants.

Knowledge of behavioral psychology sufficient to assess the human factors considerations in the design, use, and
evaluation of safeguards devices and procedures.

Project management capability to direct contractor efforts in safeguards research projects, including assurance of
the quality of work performed, maintenance of costs and schedules, and that the results of research are trans-
ferred to NRC user offices.

A functional understanding of NRC operations, particularly licensing procedures (both for reactors and fuel
cycle facilities), standards development and application, and inspection and enforcement functions.

A functional understanding of NRC's contract administration, budget process, and financial control systems
sufficient to independently plan, coordinate, and direct several safeguards research projects.

Skill in presenting technical material in oral or written form, and the ability to develop and prepare complete,
clear, and concise reports.

CONTACTS 120

Deals directly with the Chief, Operational Support Branch, and the Assistant Director for Safeguards for the
purpose of reviewing or evaluating the interface of safeguard requirements with nuclear reactor operations, and
their relations to the licensing review, inspection and enforcement, central information processing, and
contingency planning activities.

Continuous contact with middle management technical staff of the NRC and contractors to discuss the utility of
new developments in safeguards research.

Frequent contact with senior technical personnel in field offices and contractor organizations to initiate new
developmental studies, to review and revise program objectives, to coordinate related program activities, to dis
cuss contract modifications, and to evaluate program progress. In such contacts the incumbent assists in maki,'.g
technical and administrative judgments affecting the scope and emphasis of major program activities.

Occasional contact with NRC, DOE and contractor top-level management personnel, including directors of national
laboratories and managers of operations offices, to explain the need for major redirection of programs and in
securing effective coordination of a particular project with other research activities.

Occasional contact with NRC top management personnel to justify the scope of safeguards research and projects,
to explain program developments, and to convince such personnel of the feasibility of specific projects.

Occasional contact with the Commission in official hearings dealing with safeguards and occasional contact with
individual Commissioners and/or their assistants to brief them on technical progress of specific projects.

Occasional contact with foreign government representatives and international agencies to exchange information on
safeguards research.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 135

Supervision Received

Chief, Operational Support Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are office and overall NRC policy, technical reports issuances, and publications.

Independent Action

Recommends the scope, emphasis and content of safeguards research projects for operational support,
developmental studies to solve unique problems, and inclusion of new research concepts in the safeguards
research programs.

Continually evaluates and coordinates project results, contractor operations, test results, and determines that
research activities adequately meet program goals.
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SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal administrative effort.

TOTAL SCORE 700
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MATERIAL CONTROL ANALYST, GS-0801-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Reviews and evaluates licensees' proposed programs for materials control and accounting. Develops appropriate
regulatory requirements for the safeguarding of strategically important special nuclear materials against diversion
to unauthorized uses. Conducts in-depth studies providing bases for new licensing requirements for materials
and accounting. Assists in the development and preparation of licensing criteria, standards, and guides.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews, evaluates, and determines the adequacy of licensees' material control and accounting programs, including
material accountability, measurement systems, measurement quality control programs, internal material control
systems, information flow and data evaluation systems, and management control plans. New applications or
licensee plants assigned are the most complex and important ones from a material control and accounting stand--
point. They are characterized by one or more of the following difficulties or complexities (or comparable ones):

1. The fuel fabrication, enrichment, or reprocessing plant contains many complex processes which cause
material control and accounting difficulties.

2. The plant involves the manufacture or processing of the type of material in which consequences of diversion
would be most serious (such as plutonium or highly enriched fuel).

3. The plant has a history of material control and accounting problems which require correction.

Prepares license amendments for material control and accounting, specifying the conditions to be incorporated in
licenses with respect to special nuclear materials.

mmunicates directly with applicants and licensees by plant visits, telephone, and correspondence to obtain and
,,rovide information and to explain the policies, regulations, and procedures of the material control and accounting
program.

Conducts in-depth studies to provide technical bases for the evaluation of new processes and operations and for
the determination of the effectiveness of existing regulations and license conditions.

Provides substantive recommendations for the development of policies and regulations relative to the control and
accounting of special nuclear materials.

Identifies need for, recommends, and prepares initial drafts of guides, criteria, and standards for the control
and accounting of special nuclear materials.

Prepares initial drafts of licensing policies and guides to implement regulations and objectives of the regulatory
materials control and accounting program.

Recommends proposals for research and development programs designed to support regulatory requirements in
the control and accounting of special nuclear materials.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 460

Professional education or training equivalent to a bachelor's degree in chemistry, physics, engineering, or closely
related field, from an accredited college or university.

Broad knowledge of the physical sciences (such as chemistry, engineering, physics, and metallurgy), statistics
and accounting-auditing techniques sufficient to develop and implement requirements for safeguarding special
nuclear materials.

Thorough and detailed knowledge of nuclear materials processing and measurement systems to review and
-aluate the effectiveness of plant material control and accounting systems.

Detailed knowledge of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the rules and regulations issued in its
implementation; and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974.
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CONTACTS 120

Frequent contacts with applicants, licensees, business and scientific management, consulting scientists and
administrators, and other representatives of industrial organizations to explain the regulatory 'materials control
and accounting programs, to discuss proposed programs, and to evaluate the results of special studies and
testing programs.

Occasional contacts with officials of Federal and state agencies to discuss the regulatory materials and plant
protection program.

Continuous contacts with the NRC technical staff throughout Headquarters and the field to obtain and provide
information on material control and accounting policies, rules, guides, and procedures.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 145

Supervision Received

Chief, Material Control Licensing Branch.

General Supervision "B".

Guidelines are NRC regulations and guides, and technical report issuances and publications.

Independent Action

Reviews and evaluates licensees' proposed and existing material control and accounting programs.

Recommends approval/disapproval/modification of applicant's material control and accounting programs.

Drafts terms and conditions pertaining to material control and accounting for incorporation into licenses.

Reviews adequacy of the material control and accounting protection program, and suggests Improvements based
on experience.

Drafts regulations and licensing guides, criteria, and standards for the safeguarding of special nuclear materials.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions. Frequent travel involved.

EFFORT S

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE 735
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SAFEGUARDS SYSTEMS ANALYST, GS-0080-13

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Performs systematic analyses of safeguards capabilities and threat interactions to develop and/or ensure licensee
development of safeguards contingency plans designed to effect the operational readiness of licensed production
and transportation activities of the nuclear fuel cycle from the incursion, the repeal, or the defeat of adversaries
engaged in or preparing acts of threat, theft, sabotage, or unauthorized diversion and use of special nuclear
materials. Such responsibilities Include: (a) the determination and development of -concepts, materials, and
requirements for Incorporation into NRC regulations, standards, or guides regarding the. nature and scope of
licensees' contingency plans, (b) the motivation and assistance to licensees In designing their contingency plans
specific to their local requirements, (c) the stimulation, assistance, and/or necessary negotiations with local
enforcement agencies to achieve their active participation in such contingency plans, and (d) the design of
contingency plans or model contingency plans to be used by licensed transporters of SNM based on road surveys
including negotiations with local enforcement agencies.

REGULAR DUTIES

Functions as the principal analyst and planner for the development of licensee level safeguards contingency plan
models and methodologies to provide motivation and guidance to licensees for systematic implementation of NRC
safeguards contingency planning requirements.

Takes lead role in the development and/or modification of NRC regulations and guides on contingency planning
for plants producing, transporting, or possessing SNM. Proposes essential safeguards response tasks needed to
be performed by licensee and local enforcement agencies through a range of threat driven contingencies.
Identifies areas to be included in licensee resource requirements. Such requirements are designed to provide for
the structured, orderly, and timely response to safeguards contingencies including such matters as integration of
the plan with the licensee's physical security plan; relations with LEA; responsibilities of licensees for periodic
drills and tests, clues for identification of events which may signal the beginning or aggravation of safeguards
contingencies; definition of specific objectives to be accomplished; issues of logistics, physical layout, transport,
tion, systems hardware; matrix responsibility for various levels of personnel under varying circumstances.

Defines safeguards systems and capabilities and assesses operational vulnerabilities for planning contingencies.
Develops alternative modes of operation to maximize responses and efficiency of existing resources available for
fixed site and transportation elements.

Coordinates with licensee activities, local and State law enforcement agencies, DOE, FBI, and other Federal
agencies as required to develop and implement safeguards contingency plans and to maintain readiness prepara-
tions. Particularly, as regards transportation of SNM thru a number of LEA, surveys or supervises the survey
of route and negotiations with LEA and licensees in respective roles.

Meets with licensees to motivate and assist them in developing comprehensive contingency plans specific to their
needs taking into account such matters as: nature of the SNM product produced or possessed; geographic
location, terrain, and routes; capabilities of LEA including personnel training, interest, and equipment; local
plant physical safeguards logistics, personnel, and design; variety of events to be planned; such policy
constraints as nature of force to be used, use of employees' property, use of off-duty employees, jurisdictional
issues, entry of Federal forces, etc.

Reviews contingency plans of licensees to ensure comprehensive coverage of all possible contingencies, for
effective organizational relations with LEA, for procedures covering radiation exposure including effective and
defined interaction with health physicists and plant industrial safety officials as well as health personnel of State
and local jurisdictions. Meets periodically with licensees to review the currency of their plans and to motivate
them on the need for constant vigilance. Reviews inspection reports for plant deficiencies in their plan. Brings
to the attention of licensees new equipment and techniques for maximizing the utility of their plans.

Monitors and coordinates technical support contracts related to improvement of safeguards systems. Identifies
contract support requirements, prepares Statements of Work and evaluation criteria, coordinates with repre-
sentatives from Contracts, ELD, and the Controller's Office on RFP preparation, conducts evaluations and
recommends contractor selection, monitors contractor performance, providing guidance as necessary.

Recommends changes and improvements for the preparation and implementation of NRC Rules and Regulatory
Guides relating to safeguards contingency planning.

Monitors and recommends contractual studies to examine the applicability of various technologies and professions
procedures for improving the efficiency of contingency planning and operations direction.

Maintains realistic awareness of safeguards threat capabilities and operational modes.
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K Maintains awareness and proficiency in current and developing theories .of systems analysis.

Recommends methods and procedures for the development of safeguards contingency plans as well as techniques
for their accomplishment.

Recommends improvements in existing or proposed safeguards systems.

Identifies and recommends research and development needed to achieve improved safeguards systems.

OCCASIONAL DUTIES

Serves as Acting Section Leader for the Plans and Operations Section when so designated.

Presents and prepares briefing Information on safeguards contingency planning to explain or promote the
contingency planning program.

Recommends requirements for interagency agreements in relation to the requirements of safeguards contingency
plans.

Assists planning for the participants in NRC seminars with licensees and Federal agencies concerning contingency
planning and crisis response.

Participates In special NRC task forces, panels, and boards (e.g., Source Selection Board) to examine safe-
guards systems and problems as required.

Uses the assistance of assigned professionals to accomplish phases or aspects of larger problems; for example, In
the conduct of a road survey or to analyze a contingency plan for a significantly large and complex plant.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 475

j y Extensive experience in the field of systems and operations analysis or operational planning is mandatory. This
'-~ experience should be at least five years in duration and include project leader responsibility and staff duties. A

bachelor's degree in physical science, engineering, or mathematics or equivalent experience is very desirable.
Some background in nuclear physics or engineering is very desirable. Experience In all of the following areas is
required; level of responsibility and duration of such experience can vary from proficient knowledge to a profes-
sional working status.

Demonstrated skill In planning emergency response operations which involve the performance of coordinated
multiple team tasks under conditions of high stress.

Staff experience demonstrating ability to formulate sound concepts and policy to produce written and oral com-
munications, to provide formal and Informal briefings, and to assure necessary staff and interagency coordination.

Working knowledge of the commercial nuclear industry and the roles of NRC and DOE in relation to the industry.

Technical skill in the analysis of systems involving combinations of human, electronic, mechanical, structural,
chemical, and nuclear functions to assess system vulnerabilities and strengths.

Practical skill (through military, law enforcement, or other professional security training) in terrorist or
adversary tactics and operations.

Sufficient skill to make definitive and authoritative evaluation of the technical results of studies and to
effectively present the results in reports and at technical meetings.

Ability to recognize and correlate data and results from separate sub-studies, Interpret their meaning, and
prepare recommendations.

CONTACTS 130

Frequent contact with technical and scientific personnel on the NRC staff for coordination of on-going studies
V~ and to advise on methods and procedures to obtain improved results.

Frequent contact with licensee and local and State law enforcement personnel to prepare plant specific LEA/
licensee contingency plans. Advises the licensee and LEA on contingency planning methodology.
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Occasional contact with NRC Branch Chief level and above to coordinate action and resolve specific problems th.
affect safeguards contingency planning and operations.

Occasional contact with officials of Federal agencies for the purpose of coordinating information and response
requirements and to obtain resource availability for study efforts.

Occasional appearances before professional groups to discuss safeguards contingency plans and operations and
technical questions of interest.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 150

Supervision Received

Section Leader, Plans and Operations Section, Contingency Planning Branch.

General Su ervision "A".

Supervisor provides overall objectives and general goals on a project basis.

Work assignments are defined only in a broad perspective basis. Specifics of methodology and work approach
are determined by individual.

Administrative guidance is indicated in overall NRC policy. Operational guidance is generally received by way of
oral instructions or action items with specific due dates.

Independent Action

Recommends goals for the NMSS safeguards contingency plans and operations program.

Recommends alternative courses of actions related to operational readiness preparations in response to expressed
or implied threats.

Recommends improvements in existing or proposed safeguards systems.

Recommends research requirements for the development of safeguards technology.

Recommends requirements for interagency agreements in relation to the requirements of safeguards contingency
plans.

Approves methods and techniques for accomplishing assigned tasks.

Endorses Initial planning efforts designed to provide operational responses for site and transportation
safeguards. N

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Normal office conditions.

EFFORT 5

Normal.

TOTAL SCORE
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V, SENIOR PLANT PROTECTION SPECIALIST, GS-0080-15

BENCHMARK

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

Acts as the NRC authoritative expert on physical security matters covering the export of nuclear materials to
foreign countries. Reviews the physical security standards and practices of foreign governments to determine
their adequacy for permitting exports of U.S. nuclear materials. Makes authoritative recommendations for
approval or disapproval of permits subject only to policy review. Also conducts generic studies and technical
analyses on the most difficult domestic physical security issues. Proposes and develops drafts of new or revised
criteria, guides, and standards.

REGULAR DUTIES

Reviews the physical security standards and practices, Including personnel provisions, hardware, systems, and
procedures, of foreign governments to determine their adequacy for permitting exports of U.S. nuclear
materials.

Makes authoritative recommendations for approval, disapproval, or additional conditions and requirements,
covering technical physical security matters, for the export of nuclear material.

Travels to foreign countries as a member of U.S. Government interagency inspection teams to review and observe
physical security facilities and systems. Represents the NRC on such teams.

Acts as the authoritative NRC spokesman on technical physical security matters in contacts with other U.S.
Government and international agencies, such as Department of Commerce, DOE, State Department and the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency, concerned with the export and safeguarding of nuclear materials.

Conducts the most difficult generic studies on physical security issues, problems, and systems applicable to a
number of domestic licensed facilities. Such studies result in technically authoritative recommendations for new
or revised physical security licensing criteria, standards, and guides.

Evaluates and reviews inspection reports and technical problems encountered by other plant protection analysts
\ y and reviewers to determine if the regulations and license conditions are performing their intended function. As

a result of such evaluations and reviews, recommends needed research and development or new or revised
criteria, standards, and guides.

Reviews and comments on, from a physical security viewpoint, proposed standards, criteria, and guides prepared
by other organizations within NRC, as well as those prepared by international organizations.

Prepares policy analysis papers, technical reports, and portions of proposed legislation dealing with technical
physical security matters.

ANALYSIS

BASIC SKILLS 530

Thorough and detailed knowledge of physical protection programs and systems, including organization and deploy-
ment of security forces, hardware systems, methods for controlling access to protected areas, procedures for
protecting facilities against intrusion, and methods for neutralizing attacks on nuclear facilities.

Ability to perceive and evaluate physical security policy questions Involved in the administration of the NRC
regulations pertaining to the protection of nuclear facilities and special nuclear materials, both domestically and
as related to export of materials.

Thorough knowledge and awareness of national policies and practices governing the export of nuclear materials.

Ability to communicate with the top management of industry and government in the implementation of licensing
requirements for physical protection of nuclear facilities and material both domestically and internationally.

CONTACTS 170

Daily communication with Regulatory and other NRC officials at the Division Director, Deputy Director, Assistant
Director and Branch Chief level in order to resolve policy questions and interchange technical and procedural
information. Advocates and defends important policy decisions concerning plant protection of nuclear facilities
and materials both domestically and internationally.
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Frequent contact with officials of other Federal agencies for the purpose of explaining the protection programs
for nuclear facilities and materials and for determining the extent a licensing action may affect or relate to
activities of their agencies and to the export of materials.

Frequent telephone and frequent personal communication with top business and scientific management, consulting
scientists and administrators, and other representatives of industrial firms and educational institutions making
applications for or inquiry concerning nuclear material licenses or requesting information on NRC programs or
regulatory policies.

Frequent contact with headquarters personnel and occasional communication with field inspection personnel of the
Office of Inspection and Enforcement to discuss the intent and effectiveness of and compliance with regulations
and license conditions.

Occasional contact with corporate officers for purposes of clarifying and resolving regulatory problems.

Occasional contact with technical and middle management personnel or licensees to keep abreast of technical
developments in licensee operations and physical protection operations.

RESPONS1BILITY FOR DECISIONS 230

Supervision Received

Chief, Physical Security Licensing Branch.

General Supervision "A".

Works under general supervison guided by overall NRC policies, including applicable sections of the Atomic
Energy Act, the Code of Federal Regulations and the NRC Manual.

Independent Action

Provides authoritative technical advice within and outside of NRC on physical security matters, including official
technical NRC positions on physical security provisions for material to be exported.

Determines the need for branch action in response to applications for export permits and for special nuclear
material licenses.

Determines the adequacy of applications for export permits pertaining to the protection of special nuclear
materials and the need for requesting additional information.

Communicates with top technical and management personnel of industry and other government agencies to obtain
additional information or clarification of problems concerning physical security issues.

Recommends action to be taken regarding issuance or denial of applications.

Prepares physical security safeguards terms and conditions for incorporation into licenses and permits.

Prepares proposed regulations, standards, and procedures for implementation of the physical security program.

Identifies needed research and development for improving protective methods.

Reviews adequacy of the safeguards programs and recommends improvements based on experience.

Prepares and signs correspondence within the provisions of policy.

Work Accepted with Review

Makes technical judgments as to the adequacy of physical security measures taken domestically and in foreign
countries for the transportation and storage of nuclear materials.

Determines that information provided is not adequate for basing the issuance of a license or permit and inde-
pendently communicates with applicants or through other agencies for the purpose of obtaining additional
information or clarification of discrepancies.

Initiates requests to other divisions and offices for views and comments on specific phases of license and permit
applications.

Signs licenses and related correspondence with the provisions of delegated authority.
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SUPERVISION EXERCISED -

None.

WORKING CONDITIONS 5

Usual office conditions.

EFFORT 5

hormaf.

TOTAL SCORE 940

3,
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